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Abstract

The objective of the present study was to examine illness perception, coping strategies and

psychosocial adjustments among adult TB patients in Northwestern Ethiopia. The study had two

phases. In the first phase, in-depth interviews were conducted on 13 TB patients. Themes that

emerged from the analyzed data were used to construct questionnaires. In the second phase of

the study, valid questionnaires were collected from 346 TB patients. Factor structures of the

scales in the questionnaires were extracted using exploratory factor analysis. The qualitative

data were analyzed using thematic content analysis. The data collected through the

questionnaires were analyzed using descriptive statistics, Pearson correlation, multiple

regression, path regression models and path structural equation model. In the study, TB patients

were found out to have both positive and negative perceptions of their illness. At the same time

they were found to have strong emotional reactions as soon as they understood that they had TB.

The study revealed that TB patients employed a host of strategies to cope with their illness where

praising God coping had been the most frequently employed strategy. The study also revealed

that patients underwent higher levels of positive and negative psychosocial adjustments in the

course of their illness. Besides, it was found that coping mediated the association between illness

perceptions and coping strategies. From the findings of the study, it was concluded that the

perceptions TB patients’ had about their illness played a major role in the management of their

illness. It was also concluded that TB patients who had strong emotional reactions were more

likely to undergo through higher levels of psychosocial adjustment difficulties. Finally, it was

recommended that TB treatment regimens need to incorporate mental and social health

treatment techniques and TB eradication campaigns need to take patients’ perception into

consideration.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background of the Study

Tuberculosis (TB) is a chronic disease caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis bacilli (Chattu,

Alzohairy, Sahsah, Barsamin, & Albelaihi, 2013). The bacilli affects one third of the world’s

population (Kato-Maeda, Metcalfe, & Flores, 2011; Cliff, Kaufmann, McShane, Helden, &

O’Garra, 2015) but only 5-20% of infected individuals develop active and infectious disease

(Cliff et al., 2015), particularly in the first two years after infection (Kato-Maeda et al., 2011).

Productive cough, for more than two weeks, is the most common symptom of active TB (WHO,

2010).

Tuberculosis is not only one of the public health problems in the world but it is one of the oldest

and one of the world’s deadliest communicable diseases to affect humans (Adane, Alene, Koye,

& Zeleke, 2013). Alongside with HIV/AIDS, TB is the leading cause of death which affects the

lives of many people every year. In 2014 alone, it was estimated that there were 9.6 million new

TB cases globally where 12% of the new cases happened among HIV-positive individuals

(WHO, 2015).

TB is regarded as ‘a disease of the poor’ (Borgdorff, 2004). In 2014 alone, most of the TB cases

occurred in Asia and the African region (WHO, 2015). TB disease burden in Africa is high;

particularly the mortality rate and TB/HIV co-infection are significantly high in the region.

When one compares the death tolls with the total population size, Africa had the highest of all

the six regions (WHO, 2014). Africa is home for 11% of the worlds’ population but it carries

36% of TB related deaths (Chaisson & Martinson, 2008).

Ethiopia ranked seventh among the 22 high TB burden countries listed by WHO (Adane et al.,

2013). Ethiopia is the most affected country out of countries in the Horn of Africa where every

year TB cases increase at a rate of 2.6% (Gele, Bjune, & Abebe, 2009). TB is the third cause of

hospital admissions (FMoH, 2013), the leading cause of morbidity, and the second cause of

death in the country (Adane et al., 2013).
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In a national survey conducted in 2011, the prevalence of all TB forms is estimated to be

240/100,000 (FMoH, 2011). According to WHO report, in 2014, the estimated TB prevalence

and incidence in Ethiopia were 200 and 207 per 100,000 populations respectively (WHO, 2015).

Multi-Drug Resistant TB (MDR-TB) and Extra Multi-Drug Resistant TB (XDR-TB) are major

concerns in Ethiopia (FMoH, 2011; Biadglegne, Sack, & Rodlof, 2014)

TB is curable with early diagnosis and proper treatment. The world has responded optimistically

towards effective TB control and thus progressive results have been achieved. Global strategies

to control TB had shifted since 1990. The World Health Organization had declared TB as global

public health emergency in 1993 (WHO, 2016). The World Health Assembly set global targets

of reducing TB prevalence and incidence by 2000 through increasing cure rate and case detection

rate. In 1995 a new strategy called DOTS (directly observed treatment, short-course) was

introduced that focused on case detection and provision of standardized chemotherapy for TB

patients. The DOTS strategy had been adopted in 183 countries at the end of 2004 which had

decreased TB incidence but not as expected (Dye & Borgdorff, 2008). Then the Stop TB

Partnership was established in 2001(Dirlikov, Raviglione, & Scano, 2015). In 2006, a strategy

called the Stop TB Strategy was launched which was aligned with the Millennium Development

Goals (Dirlikov et al., 2015) and developed to be implemented between 2006 and 2015 (WHO,

2014). The 67th World Health Assembly approved the WHO End TB Strategy in 2014 which will

be implemented between 2016 and 2035 (Dirlikov et al., 2015).

The strategies and their implementation had changed the TB disease burden (incidence,

prevalence and mortality) optimistically. It had decreased the death rate from 30/100,000 in 1990

to 20/100, 000 in 2009 (Dirlikov et al., 2015). TB incidence had declined at an average annual

rate of 1.5% and an estimated 37 million lives were saved through TB prevention, diagnosis and

treatment interventions between 2000 and 2013. Similarly TB mortality rate and TB prevalence

rate declined 45% and 41% respectively between 1990 and 2013 (WHO, 2014).

Efforts towards TB control in Ethiopia began in 1960s with the establishment of TB centers and

sanatoria. In 1976 the Central Office of the National Tuberculosis Control Program (NTCP) was

established. (FMoH, 2011). The full DOTS strategy began to be implemented in the country in

1994 and 100% coverage of the strategy were reached in 2010 (Tadesse, Demissie, Berhane,
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Kebede, & Abebe, 2011). In 1994 NTCP was combined with Leprosy Control Program to

become National Tuberculosis and Leprosy Control Program (NTLCP). This program was

renamed Tuberculosis and Leprosy Control Team in 2000 and later in 2009 the team was

restructured under the newly formed Health Promotion and Disease Prevention General

Directorate in Ministry of Health (FMoH, 2011).

Efforts made to control were able to decrease not only TB prevalence rate and incidence rate but

also mortality rate due to TB infections. The national TB prevalence rate in 1990 was

425/100,000 but it had decreased to 237/100,000 in 2011 and the TB incident rate had decreased

from 367/100,000 in 1990 to 258/100,000 in 2011. At the same time mortality rate had declined

since 1990 from 49/100,000 to reach 18/100,000 in 2011 (FMoH, 2011).

While the efforts to control TB, both globally and locally, had decreased TB disease burden, TB

is still claiming the lives of many people and is one of the leading causes of death (Esmail, Ill, &

Wilkinson, 2012; WHO, 2015). Globally TB is killing more than 3500 people every day (Slagle,

Youssef, Calonge, & Amor, 2014). In 2016 alone, it claimed the lives of 1.3 million people

worldwide. The death rate in Africa is 46/100,000 (WHO, 2017) and it is above 10/100,000

population in all Sub-Saharan countries (Murray et al., 2014). In 2013, the death rate in Ethiopia

was estimated to be 18/100,000 (FMoH, 2013).

All in all, TB is still claiming the lives of many and World Health Organization asserted that the

death toll as a result of TB is unacceptably high because most of the deaths were preventable

(WHO, 2014).

Researchers have pointed out that delayed diagnosis is the cause for the high death toll; worsen

TB cases; and transmission of infection to others (Sreeramareddy, Qin, Satyanarayana,

Subbaraman, & Pai, 2014). Non-adherence to anti-TB treatment also increased not only the

morbidity and mortality of the patients but also the transmission of TB to others (Munro, Lewin,

Swart, & Volmink, 2007).

Delayed diagnosis and default from treatment have been recorded in different research studies.

TB patients have been found to delay their diagnosis (e.g. Ilangovan et al., 2015; Auer, Sarol,

Tanner, & Weiss, 2000; Sreeramareddy et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2012) and those who had been
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diagnosed had poor treatment adherence (e.g. Sakalle et al., 2014; Hill et al., 2005; Sylvère,

2015; Ibrahim, Chiew-Tong, & Desa, 2011).

Such kinds of findings have also been reported in Ethiopia. Studies conducted in different

corners of the country had revealed that patients delay their diagnosis (e.g., Belay, Bjune, Ameni,

& Abebe, 2012; Cambanis et al., 2005; Demissie, Lindtjorn, & Berhane, 2002; Gebeyehu,

Azage, & Abeje, 2014; Gele, Bjune, & Abebe, 2009; Hussen et al., 2012; Mesfin et al., 2010;

Mesfin, Newell, Walley, Gessessew, & Madeley, 2009; Tegegn, McommH, & Yazachew, 2009;

Yimer, Bjune, & Alene, 2005; Zeleke & Trifa, 2014). Other research studies had also came up

with findings which depicted that TB patients in Ethiopia defaulted from their treatment

regimens (e.g.,Adane et al., 2013; Eticha & Kassa, 2014; Gebremariam, Bjune, & Frich, 2010;

Kahissay, 2015; Kiros et al., 2014; Shargie & Lindtjørn, 2007).

Consequently, it is concluded that diagnostic delay and poor treatment adherence are barriers to

effective TB control (Ismail & Josephat, 2014; Ayisi et al., 2011; Belay et al., 2012) and the

management of the disease (Cai et al., 2015). Hence, there is a critical need to sort out the factors

that could contribute towards patients’ delayed diagnosis and/or default from treatment regimens.

Research evidences have revealed that patients’ delayed diagnosis and treatment non-adherence

are related to the perception patients have about their illness. For example, illness perception as a

factor for patients’ delayed diagnosis was noted among patients with colorectal cancer (Esteva et

al., 2013), genital warts (Ireland, Reid, Powell, & Petrie, 2005), etc. In a similar fashion, illness

perception as a factor for patients’ non-adherence to their treatment regimens is portrayed among

patients with diabetes (Broadbent, Donkin, & Stroh, 2011), rheumatoid arthritis (Morgan et al.,

2015), heart disease (Reges et al., 2013), etc. Thus, understanding patients’ illness perception is a

precondition to understand why patients delayed diagnosis and non-adhere to their treatment

regimens.

Perceptions patients have about their illness as a factor for patients delayed diagnosis and

treatment non-adherence had also been documented on TB patients. Patients’ perceived severity

of TB (Ismail & Josephat, 2014), belief that TB is curable (Ford et al., 2009) and perceiving TB

as common (Ford et al., 2009) had been found to affect help seeking. Patients’ uncertainty about
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treatment (Hill et al., 2005), knowledge gap about treatment (e.g., Essendi & Wandibba, 2011;

Ismail & Josephat, 2014) and lack of awareness about the illness (e.g., Sakalle et al., 2014;

Watkins & Plant, 2004) had been found to contribute for their non-adherence.

Erroneous perceptions about TB were also found to be a factor for delayed diagnosis and poor

medication adherence in some studies in Ethiopia (e.g., Gebremariam et al., 2010; Kiros et al.,

2014; Mesfin et al., 2009). Hence, TB patients’ illness perception matter a lot and understanding

illness perception of TB patients is an important step towards minimizing patients’ delayed

diagnosis and treatment non-adherence.

The present study, therefore, examined TB patients’ illness perception. Illness perception affects

both coping strategies and health outcomes, including psychosocial adjustment (Hagger &

Orbell, 2003). Hence, examining the coping strategies and the psychosocial adjustment among

TB patients in Northwestern Ethiopia were part and parcel of the present study.

The most influential theoretical model in understanding patients’ illness representation, and

thereby their coping strategies and health outcomes, is the Common Sense Model (CSM)

proposed by Leventhal and colleagues (Leventhal, Leventhal, & Contrada, 1998). Thus, the

CSM was used as a theoretical framework to examine the illness perception, coping strategies

and psychosocial adjustment among TB patients in Northwestern Ethiopia.

1.2. Statement of the Problem

Earlier it was presented that patients’ perception is a determinant factor for their delayed

diagnosis and medication non-adherence. This makes examining TB patients’ illness perception

is a priority. The studies so far among TB patients in Ethiopia have only assessed one or more of

the eight illness perception components proposed by CSM (for example see Abebe D., Biffa,

Bjune, Ameni, & Abebe, 2011; Abebe G. et al., 2010; Gebre-Selassie, Eguale, Abebe, Medhin,

& Abate, 2003; Legesse et al., 2010; Melaku, Legesse, Lambiyo, & Hailemariam, 2015). And

the findings from these studies revealed the fact that TB patients in different corners of the

country had erroneous perceptions of their illness. Therefore, it is clear that the assessment of

illness perception among Ethiopian TB patients is more salient.
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Besides CSM asserts that patients’ illness perception determines their choices and/or uses of

coping strategies (Leventhal et al., 1998). Coping strategies differ in effectiveness to adjust to the

illness and it is useful to sort out effective strategies from those ineffective to adjust to the illness

(Valente, Ribeiro, & Jensen, 2009). Taking this into consideration, researchers have examined

the coping strategies patients use. Coping strategies used by patients with non-small cell lung

cancer (Kuo & Ma, 2002), head and neck carcinoma (List et al., 2002), subarachnoid

haemorrhage (Hedlund, Ronne-Engström, Carlsson, & Ekselius, 2010), chronic fatigue

syndrome, juvenile idiopathic arthritis and emotional disability (Garralda & Rangel, 2004),

obstructive sleep apnea (Bardwell, Ancoli-Israel, & Dimsdale, 2001), back pain (Schulz,

Hartung, & Riva, 2013), etc., are examined. Some of these researchers have revealed the fact that

patients from different illness types use differing coping strategies (Garralda & Rangel, 2004;

Pellissier, Dantzer, Canini, Mathieu, & Bonaz, 2010).

While this is the fact on the ground, studies which examined coping strategies among TB

patients are scarce and those which did gear their attention towards efforts exerted by these

group of patients to cope with financial burdens that resulted from the TB infection (e.g. Aye,

Wyss, Abdualimova, & Saidaliev, 2011).

The fact that coping strategies of different patient groups are different, and the fact that coping

strategies of TB patients are not thoroughly investigated, calls upon an urgent examination of

coping strategies among TB patients.

Having this in mind, CSM points out that the coping strategy patients’ use influences health

outcomes (Morgan et al., 2014). Chronic illness affects and thereby changes the social, family

and occupational functioning of the individual and these require adjustment on multiple life

domains to adapt to the changes (Vilhena et al., 2014). Patient’s ability to adequately function in

his/her life roles are understood as adjustment to an illness (Bruck, 2001). When individuals are

confronted with illness, they become responsible for the management of psychosocial factors

associated with the illness and management of these factors that contribute to their quality of life

(Vilhena et al., 2014).
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After examining chronic patients’ quality of life, Vilhena and colleagues (2014) have concluded

that understanding of psychosocial factors in patients lead to better control of illnesses which in

turn results in better outcomes for the patients. Hence examining patients’ psychosocial

adjustment is critical task of researchers and researchers have tried to examine the psychosocial

adjustment of patients. The psychosocial adjustment of patients with breast cancer (Gumus,

Cam, & Malak, 2011), hypertension (Kretchy, Owusu-Daaku, & Danquah, 2014), hirschsprung’s

disease (Athanasakos, Starling, Ross, Nunn, & Cass, 2006), multiple sclerosis (Koffman et al.,

2013), cutaneous leishmaniases (Yanik, Gurel, Simsek, & Kati, 2004), narcolepsy (Bruck, 2001),

etc., were investigated. Moreover, studies have compared the psychosocial adjustment of patients

with different illness types, and between patients and healthy individuals. These studies have

revealed that psychosocial adjustment of patients among different illness types and the

psychosocial adjustment of patients and healthy individuals are different (Wikman, Wardle, &

Steptoe, 2011; Bruck, 2001).

With regard to the psychosocial adjustment of TB patients, Asuquo, Pokam, Adindu, Ibeneme,

and Obot (2014) argue that TB patients are confronted not only with clinical symptoms but also

with the social, financial and psychological problems. In line with this argument, a host of

research studies have been conducted and exposed the prevalence of psychosocial adjustment

difficulties among these patient groups (e.g. Asuquo et al., 2014; Atif et al., 2014; Deribew et

al., 2010, 2013; Peltzer et al., 2012).

The findings from the global and local research studies discussed above entail that TB patients in

different corners of the globe are experiencing a lot of psychosocial adjustment difficulties. This

necessitates a closer look in to the psychosocial adjustment of TB patients in Ethiopia.

From the assertions proposed by the CSM, it could be argued that the psychosocial adjustments

TB patients are experiencing stem from their illness perception and/or coping strategies.

However, such arguments need to be confirmed through research works. This, therefore, calls

upon a research which assesses illness perception, coping strategies and psychosocial adjustment

among TB patients.
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In addition, the CSM asserts that illness perception, coping strategies and health outcomes

(including psychosocial adjustment) are related in that illness perception affects coping strategies

and coping strategies influence health outcomes (Morgan et al., 2014). Besides, the model pin

points that illness perception affects both coping strategies and health outcomes (Edgar &

Skinner, 2003) and coping mediates the association between illness perception and health

outcomes (Hagger & Orbell, 2003). Research works, conducted within CSM framework, have

confirmed and refuted the assertions made by the model.

Moreover, the mediating role of coping strategies between illness perception and psychosocial

adjustment are scares where some found a mediating role of coping (e.g. Knowles, Cook, &

Tribbick, 2013; Ziarko et al., 2014) while others revealed a direct relationship between illness

perception and psychosocial adjustment (e.g. Dorrian, Dempster, & Adair, 2009; Edgar &

Skinner, 2003). A recent meta-analysis had also depicted that the mediating role of coping is

inconclusive (Dempster, Howell, & K.McCorry, 2015).

Generally speaking, the arguments raised above enlighten at least four research gaps. First, the

arguments show us that illness perception of TB patients in Ethiopia is not properly examined

though there are some studies indicative of erroneous perceptions on some dimensions of illness

perception among these patient groups. Second, the arguments tell us that there are scarcities of

studies on TB patients coping strategy preferences. Third, the arguments inform us that the high

prevalence of psychosocial adjustment difficulties experienced by TB patients necessitates a

closer look since illness perception had been proposed to influence psychosocial adjustment

either directly or indirectly via coping strategy. Fourth, the mediating role of coping posited by

CSM is inconclusive. These four research gaps call up on a study that would fill the research

gaps. Therefore, this dissertation had attempted to fill these gaps by investigating the illness

perception, coping strategies and psychosocial adjustments among adult TB patients in

Northwestern Ethiopia.
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1.3. Research Questions

While striving to fill the research gaps stated above, the study tried to give answers for the

following questions:

1) How do TB patients in Ethiopia perceive their illness?

2) What strategies are TB patients using to cope with their illness?

3) How are the psychosocial adjustments of TB patients explained?

4) Are there associations among TB patients’ illness perception, coping strategies and

psychosocial adjustment?

5) Do coping strategies play mediating role in the relationship between illness perception

and psychosocial adjustment?

6) Do patients vary in illness perception, coping strategies and psychosocial adjustment as a

function of background characteristics (age, gender, marital status, having children,

education, occupational status, place of residence, religion and socio-economic status)?

1.4. Objectives of the Study

Generally, the objective of the present study was to investigate the illness perception, coping

strategies and psychosocial adjustment among adult TB patients in Northwestern Ethiopia.

Specifically, the study tried to:

 Assess the levels of illness perceptions of TB patients.

 Identify the coping strategies used by TB patients.

 Explore the level of psychosocial adjustments among TB patients.

 Examine the associations among illness perception, coping strategies and psychosocial

adjustments of TB patients.
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 Determine the mediating role of coping strategies between illness perception and

psychosocial adjustment.

 Assess statistically significant differences in illness perception, coping strategies and

psychosocial adjustment based up on background variables

1.5. Significance of the Study

As there are plausible grounds to accomplish research, there are also expected significances to be

reaped from it. As a result, the following were among the main contributions of the study:

1. Patients’ delayed diagnosis and treatment non-adherence have been mentioned as barriers

to effective TB control in Ethiopia. One major factor to patients’ delayed diagnosis and

treatment non-adherence is illness perception. Hence, understanding illness perception of

TB patients would give insights as to why patients are delaying their diagnosis and non-

adhering to their treatment regimens. This in turn would give the opportunity to design

better (tailored) interventions to increase early diagnosis of TB patients and patients’

adherence to their treatment regimens.

2. Illness perceptions are central to self-regulation of illnesses (Morgan et al., 2014). Thus,

investigation of TB patients’ illness perception would benefit TB patients by giving the

opportunity to understand better ways to regulate their illness and thereby they would

better regulate their illness.

3. Research studies had pinpointed that understanding patients’ illness perception, coping

strategies and psychosocial adjustment is a better way of disease control. Some

researchers, based on their understanding of patients’ self-regulatory process, had

designed tailored educational interventions which best helped patients to better regulate

their illness (the interventions designed for diabetic patients is a typical example). The

findings of the present study could be used as a basis for designing tailored interventions.

Consequently, the present study had given the best opportunity to better design tailored

interventions that can accelerate TB control efforts in Ethiopia.
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4. Earlier studies on TB patients had geared their attention over the strategies employed by

patients to cope with their financial burdens. Findings of the present study had depicted

the cognitive and behavioral strategies patients employed to cope with their psychosocial

burdens. Therefore, the findings from this study added new-fangled knowledge on TB

patients’ coping strategy preferences.

5. Some research studies, who had implemented CSM as a theoretical framework, used

qualitative methods/approaches (Weinman, Petrie’, Moss-Morris, & Horne, 1996).

Studies after the development of illness perception questionnaire by Weinman and

colleagues (1996) had shifted their center of attention to quantitative methods/approach.

While this is the fact on the ground, the present study employed exploratory sequential

mixed method research design. Therefore, it is believed that the research design in this

study will give a fresh perspective of examining illness perception, coping strategy and

psychosocial adjustment.

6. The data collected in the first phase of the study were used to develop instruments to

measure TB patients’ illness perception, coping strategies and psychosocial adjustments.

Needless to say the reliabilities of these instruments were established in the second phase

of the study. Factor structures of the instruments were examined using exploratory factor

analysis. Therefore, the development of these instruments is the other benefit of the

study.

7. The ecological validity of CSM had been ratified among different patient groups. Hence

findings of the present study had verified the usefulness of the theoretical model to

understand TB patients’ management of their illness.

8. Last but not least, the findings of the study would benefit other researchers who would

like to conduct studies on the three variables at a larger scale. Since no research has been

conducted, at least to the knowledge of the present researcher, on this area in Ethiopia,

findings from this research will be a stepping-stone for further research works.
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1.6. Scope of the Study

The study is delimited to Northwestern Ethiopia. Northwestern Ethiopia is found in Amhara

National Regional State. First and foremost, Amhara region is selected because of the nature of

the variables of the study. As has been described earlier illness perception influences patients’

diagnosis delay and treatment non-adherence. Furthermore, studies conducted among TB

patients in the region had revealed that the patients have higher diagnostic delay than the

magnitude in other developing countries and most countries in Africa (Mekonnen, Abebe,

Fentahun, Belay, & Kassa, 2014: Yimer et al., 2005) and low treatment adherence (Gebregergs

& Alemu, 2015). Hence, it is believed that a study on illness perception will benefit a lot in

settings with high magnitude of patients’ diagnostic delay and treatment non-adherence.

The other reason for the selection of Amhara region is related with language. As depicted above

the study used exploratory mixed design where interviews were used to illicit patients’ illness

perception, coping strategy and psychosocial adjustment. Therefore, it is believed that the

present researcher will benefit from using first language than using translators to illicit

information from patients.

The selection of Northwestern Ethiopia is related with dialect and prior experience of the

principal investigator. Majority of the population in Amhara region speak Amharic language but

there are dialectical differences among the speakers. In addition, in his experience in the Dabat

TB research Center and University of Gondar Fistula Center as translator for non-Ethiopian

researchers, he had learned that the naming patients use to label their illness is dialect dependent.

The principal investigator was also transcribing and translating the interviews collected from

both the Gondar area and other areas in Amhara region. During that time, he had been having

difficulties in understanding the area specific languages/dialects used by respondents from other

areas. As had been discussed above the gist of the study is on illness perception and clear

understanding of the dialect used by the respondents is believed to be important. Because of this

and other administrative related reasons the focus of the research is delimited to Northwestern

Ethiopia.
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The scope of the study is also delimited to illness perception, coping strategies and psychosocial

adjustment among TB patients. It is acknowledged that, the study would have been better had it

include additional variables such as coping appraisal and other health outcome variables. But

financial, technical and administrative related factors delimited the scope of the study and this

could be taken as one limitation of the study.

1.7. Definition of Important Terms

The following concepts, constructs or phrases are used in the study as defined below:

 Adult: in the present study refers to TB patients who are above the age of 16 years

 Cognitive representation: the way that TB patients think about their illness

 Coping strategies: the emotional, cognitive and behavioral responses of [TB] patients to

the illness they had encountered (Šprah & Šoštarič, 2004).

 Emotional representation: the emotional reactions patients’ had when they understood

their TB diagnosis.

 Illness perception: [TB] patients’ thoughts, ideas and beliefs about their illness (Cook et

al., 2015). Illness perception is composed of two components: cognitive representation

and emotional representation.

 Northwestern Ethiopia: part of the country that covers the former North and South

Gondar Administrative Zones of the Amhara National Regional State (recently the North

Gondar Administrative Zone has been divided to three zones as North Gondar

Administrative Zone, Central Gondar Administrative Zone and West Gondar

Administrative Zone).

 Psychosocial adjustment: in the present study is conceptualized as the changes TB

patients had undergone through in their psychological and social life spheres that allows the

patients to adapt more suitably to their illness.
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 TB patient: “A patient with Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex identified from a

clinical specimen, either by culture or by a newer method such as molecular line probe

assay” (WHO, 2010, p. 24).

 Zone: an administrative hierarchy below a region but above a woreda (woreda is

composed of the lowest administrative units called kebelles and region is the highest

administrative unit next to the federal government).
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter literatures reviewed that are related with the objectives of the study are presented.

In the first section, studies that had depicted the fact that illness perception was a determinant

factor for patients’ delayed diagnosis and treatment non-adherence are presented. Studies on

patients’ illness perception, coping strategies and psychosocial adjustment are presented in the

second, third and fourth sections of the chapter, respectively. In addition, research methods on

TB patients’ illness perception are included in the second section of the chapter. In the fifth

section background variables that had been found to be related to illness perception, coping

strategy and psychosocial adjustment are presented. Detailed explanations of the theoretical

framework of the study are presented in the sixth section. Summaries of the literatures consulted

and their research implication are presented in the last section of the chapter.

2.1. Illness Perception: Reason for Patients’ Delayed Diagnosis and

Treatment Default

Patients’ process of help seeking and adhering to treatment regimens begin with the

interpretation of information about their illness (Hagger & Orbell, 2003). Gumus, Cam, and

Malak (2011) posit that the reactions and behaviors of patients towards their illness (including

delayed diagnosis and poor compliance to treatment) are determined by their respective

perceptions and interpretations of their illnesses. In other words, the perception patients have

about their illness influences their help seeking and their compliance to treatment regimens. This

claim has been confirmed by researches conducted on different illness types.

Patients’ perception of their illness as a determinant factor for their delayed diagnosis had been

reported in studies among patients with colorectal cancer (Esteva et al., 2013), and genital warts

(Ireland et al., 2005). In addition, patients’ patients perception of their illness as a reason for poor

treatment adherences had been reported among patients with diabetics (Broadbent et al., 2011),

rheumatoid arthritis (Morgan et al., 2015), asthma and COPD (Olszanecka-Glinianowicz &
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Almgren-Rachtan, 2014), cardiac illness (Reges et al., 2013) and hypertension (Brewer,

Chapman, Brownlee, & Leventhal, 2002).

Perceptions patients have about their illness as a factor for patients delayed diagnosis and

treatment non-adherence had also been documented among TB patients. For instance, in a

qualitative study on 31 TB patients in Kenya, it had been revealed that misconception about

symptoms was one of the most common reasons for the delay in patients’ diagnosis. In addition,

it had been revealed that patients who perceived that treatment was over when the initial

symptoms subsided and who were unaware of the treatment duration were more likely to default

their treatment regimens (Ayisi et al., 2011).

Ford and colleagues (2009) had assessed the psychosocial factors related with delayed diagnosis

among 108 newly diagnosed PTB patients. In this study it had been found that patients’ belief

that TB is curable was related with all longer diagnosis delays and 57% of the longer delays were

resulted from the perception that TB was common.

In a qualitative study on 11 TB patients who adhere to their treatment regimens, it had been

found that the knowledge and beliefs patients had about TB treatment and motivation to cure had

formed patients’ intention to adhere and the intention in turn had been found to be an important

determinant factor for treatment adherence. It had also been revealed that the intention to adhere

to treatment had helped patients to cope with perceived barriers (Boogaard et al., 2012).

A study in Gambia conducted on 301 TB patients had found that 25.2% of the patients default

from their treatment. It had also been revealed that default rate was high among those patients

who were uncertain about their treatment and who incurred significant time and money costs.

Moreover, the study had revealed that uncertainty about treatment was an important cause of

default in the first 90 days and after 90 days money and time became important factors (Hill et

al., 2005).

A qualitative study conducted using interviews and FGDs had assessed barriers to treatment

adherence. And it had been found that beliefs in the curability of TB, beliefs in the severity of

TB in the presence of HIV infection and support from families and health professionals

influenced TB/HIV co-infected patients’ treatment adherence (Gebremariam et al., 2010).
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The above studies tell us that TB patients’ delayed diagnosis and treatment default are dependent

on their illness perception. Therefore, it would be wise to look in to illness perception

meticulously.

2.1.1. Illness perception in chronic illnesses

The perceptions patients have about their illness had been examined among different patient

groups with chronic illness. For instance, Petriˇcek and colleagues (2009) had assessed the

illness perceptions of 250 patients with Type 2 diabetes living in Croatia using BIPQ (Brief

Illness Perception Questionnaire). In their study they had found that patients considered their

illness as chronic, believed that their illness can be controlled using appropriate treatment and

their own action, and believed that their illness had no serious consequences. It had also been

found that patients understood their illness well, they were not deeply concerned, they were

emotionally detached and they did not experience many symptoms. With regard to the patients’

belief about the causes of their illness, it had been found that stress, diet, heredity, family

problems or worries, pure chance or “bad luck”, and patterns of behavior and life style were the

main believed causes of diabetes.

Shabahang and colleagues (2011) had also conducted a study on illness perception of 140

patients affected by breast cancer in Iran. In their study they had found that patients attribute less

symptom, perceived that their illness will have short duration, had good personal beliefs about

the controllability of their illness, showed less distress, anger and disappointments, had showed

more positive view about the personal, familial and social implications of their illness, mostly

attributed the causes of their illness to stress, and had less coherent understanding of their illness.

Another quantitative study had been conducted by Ibrahim and colleagues (2011) on 183 patients

with ESRD (End-Stage Renal Disease) who were undergoing hemodialysis (HD) treatment. In

this study it had been found that patients described their illness as chronic, they perceived the

symptoms of their disease as changing over time, they perceived that the disease had a high

impact on their life style, they believed that the treatment they received could control their

illness, and they strongly believed in personal control over their illness. It had also been found
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that patients understood their illness well, they had high emotional instability and they

experienced few symptoms.

Likewise Norfazilah and colleagues (2013) had conducted a study on 250 hypertensive patients.

In the study it had been found that patients scored lower on consequence, identity, concern and

emotional representation components of illness perception where identity had the lowest score.

At the same time, it had been found that patients scored higher on timeline, personal control,

treatment control and coherence components of illness perception where treatment control had

the highest score

Moonaghi and colleagues (2014) had conducted a qualitative content analysis using an in-depth

interview with 15 patients with Type 2 diabetes. In the study it had been found that some patients

believed that their illness was incurable while others believe that it could be controlled. It had

also been revealed that many of the patients believed that their condition was better compared

with other diabetic patients.

Similarly, Besser and colleagues (2012) had conducted a qualitative study on illness perception

of 14 female Osteoporosis patients using semi-structured interviews and drawings. In this study

it had been found that although patients were confused about symptoms, they had good

knowledge of their illness. On the other hand, it had been found that they had low understanding

on the role of medication. The researchers had also revealed that patients had various concerns

about the side effects of their medication, poor understanding of the causes of their illness and

they were uncertain about how their illness could be controlled. It had been also found that

patients understood their illness as chronic; they believed that their illness did not have impact on

them and reported that their illness did not affect them emotionally.

Dilger, Leissner, Bosanska, Lampe, & Plo¨ckinger (2013) had also conducted an ethnographic

study on illness perception of Turkey origin patents in Germany who had Mocupolysaccharidosis

VI disease. In doing so, the researchers had compared the illness perception of patients in Meinz

and Berlin. They had found that younger patients in Mainz had positive attitude towards the

medical treatment but all patients in Berlin were unaware of the benefits of the treatment. Overall
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they had found that patients in Mainz and Berlin had poorer knowledge of the biological causes

and consequences of their illness.

The studies presented above depicted that patients from different illness types had different

perceptions of their illness. Studies which had compared patients from different illness types had

also reported similar findings. For example Capraro and colleagues (2012) had compared illness

perceptions of patients from three different chronic pain conditions i.e. Fibromyalgia (FM),

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and Chronic Low Back Pain. The study had revealed that FM patients

had higher score in identity sub-scale than other patient groups.

Similarly, Tiemensma and colleagues (2011) had assessed the illness perception of 52 patients

with long term remission of Cushing’s Syndrome (CS). They then had compared the illness

perception of these patients with other reference population of patients included in other studies

in the same area. In doing so, they had compared the illness perception of CS patients with

patients who had acute pain, chronic pain, COPD, and vestibular schwannoma. In the study it

had been found that CS patients had higher complaints and lesser chronicity than patients with

chronic pain but higher complaints and higher chronicity than patients with vertibular

schwannoma. It had also been reported that CS patients reported lower personal controllability

than patients with chronic pain and patients with vertibular schwannoma.

The research works mentioned above which had been comparative in nature depicted that

patients from different illness types had different illness perceptions. Furthermore, research

studies had also been conducted to examine the relationships within illness components. For

example the study by Brzoska and colleagues (2012) had examined the interrelationship among

illness perception components on patients with diabetes or cardiovascular disease. In the study it

had been found that personal control and treatment control components; consequence and

emotional representation components; and timeline acute/chronic and consewuence components

had strong associations.

Another study conducted on patients with cervix cancer had assessed the relationship between

the cause and consequence components of illness perception (Awasthi and Mishra, 2010). In this

study identity (cause), consequence and control components of illness perception are associated.
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Generally findings of the studies mentioned above inform us that patients with differing illness

types have differing perceptions of their illness. Simultaneously, from the findings it could be

understood that there are relationships among illness perception components which had

confirmed the contention made by CSM.

2.1.2. Illness perception in TB patients

Illness perceptions of TB patients had also been examined in different corners of the globe. For

example a study had been conducted on 425 newly diagnosed TB patients in Sudan. In this study

it had been revealed that patients perceived TB as having insignificant consequences, as a

disease which can’t be treated effectively, as having long duration and as having several

symptoms (Mohammed, Nagla, Morten, Asma, & Arja, 2015).

Another study in India had assessed 806 TB patients’ perceptions about the curability of TB. In

this study it had been found that 46.6% of the patients perceived that TB was curable, 3.2% of

them perceived that TB was not curable and the remaining 50.1% of them did not know whether

TB was curable or not (Bhoi & Bhoi, 2015).

A study had assessed illness perceptions of 167 TB patients from several countries in Europe and

Asia using BIPQ. In that study it had been found that patients had a varied perception of TB,

they perceived that TB was less threatening, believed in treatment, scored lower on the identity

measure and mentioned smoking, stress and malnutrition as main causes of TB (Pesut et al.,

2014).

Qualitative studies had also been conducted on TB patients’ illness perception. In a qualitative

study on 17 homeless TB patients in London, it had been revealed that patients either didn’t

know TB symptoms or attributed their symptoms to other illnesses (cancer, flu, arthritis and

pneumonia). Some of them accessed health care for other concerns where close contacts with

others, HIV, fate given by God and poor diet were mentioned as causes of TB by the patients

(Craig, Joly, & Zumla, 2014).

Cremers and colleagues (2013) had assessed the illness perception and help seeking behavior of

TB patients in Gabon. In doing so, they had conducted participant observation, in-depth semi-
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structured interviews and focus group discussions with 30 TB patients, 36 relatives, 11 health

care providers and 18 traditional/spiritual healers. In this study it had been found that patients

mentioned five etiological causes of TB (evil spirits launched with the help of sorcery, poisons,

demons, germs and God).

A study conducted among 384 TB patients in Bangladesh (Mondal, Nazrul, Chowdhury, &

Howard, 2014) had revealed that coughing, fever with night sweating, chest pain, weight loss,

loss of appetite and shortness of breath were perceived symptoms most frequently reported by

the patients.

Another study had been conducted among 108 TB patients undergoing DOTS in Nigeria

(Asuquo et al., 2014). In this study it had been found that fear, frustration and worry were the

immediate emotional reactions of after TB diagnosis. It had also been revealed that patients had

strong belief in cure after treatment initiation.

Venkatraju & Prasad (2013) had conducted in-depth interviews among 110 TB patients in South

India. In this study patients had been found to disbelieve their TB diagnosis. In addition patients

had been found to experience shock, embarrassment and relief as they understood that they had

TB.

Similarly, a qualitative study had been conducted among ten participants with relapse TB cases

in Indonesia (Maria, Aryani, & Arista, 2015). The study had revealed that stress, lack of rest,

environmental factors, smoking, junk food, and pollution were believed to cause TB. Patients

mentioned persistent cough that lasts more than three weeks, weight loss, nausea, and vomiting

as perceived symptoms of their illness. In addition, it had been revealed that feelings of sadness,

shock, and embarrassment were the immediate reactions after they knew that their TB was

relapsed. The patients perceived their illness as a disease that was related with their lung or as a

lung spot that was not contagious. Contrary to this, majority of the TB patients in Bangladesh

(Mondal et al., 2014) believed that TB was a contagious disease.

Overall, the studies mentioned above indicate that TB patients in different corners of the globe

have differing perceptions of their illness. The studies also depict that TB patients had erroneous

perceptions on some illness perception dimensions.
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2.1.3. Studies in Ethiopia on TB patients’ illness perception

There are studies that had been conducted to examine Ethiopian TB patients’ perception of their

illness. To look in to this studies, in a study conducted on 222 TB patients attending Jimma and

Hossana hospitals, it had been found that 36% of them reported the right ways of TB

transmission, 66% of them did not know TB symptoms, 67.5% of them sought help one month

after TB related symptoms and 16.7% went to traditional healers for at least one week before

they had sought help in hospitals (Gebre-Selassie et al., 2003). This study had focused on

examining the identity and coherence components of illness perception.

Another qualitative study among TB patients and health professionals had been conducted in

Addis Ababa (Sagbakken, Frich, & Bjune, 2008). In this study it had been found that patients

attributed TB to berd (an illness caused by cold or blowing wind) and named their illness as

samba (lung in Amharic) . The patients had perceived that the berd had changed to TB and it

would be changed to a non-curable TB or AIDS. In addition the patients perceived that their

illness was punishment from God and their recovery was dependent on God. This study had

covered the identity and control components of illness perception.

Studies had also been conducted among TB suspects and similar results were reported. For

example in a study in rural Southwest Ethiopia among 476 pulmonary TB suspects who had

cough for at least 2 weeks, it had been found that 50.4% of the suspects considered evil eye as a

cause of TB and 51.3% of them believed that other people would consider them as inferior if

they were diagnosed with TB (Abebe et al., 2010). This study had focused on identity and

consequence components of illness perception.

Another study in Eastern Ethiopia had been conducted on 371 TB suspects with cough for more

than 2 weeks and 11 PTB cases in a prison setting. The study had revealed that 36.1% of the

patients mentioned wind as a cause of TB and only 1.6% mentioned bacteria as a cause of TB. In

addition, it had been found that 75% of them mentioned breath a mode for PTB transmission,

50% of them didn’t know that anti-PTB drugs were made available free of charge and 30.7% of

them did not know any measure to be taken to prevent and control TB. The researchers then
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conclude that prisoners have moderate knowledge of TB (Abebe et al., 2011). This study had

covered identity, control and coherence components of illness perception.

Research studies on community perceptions of TB had also been conducted that had found

similar results to the above mentioned studies. For instance, in a community based study on 818

individuals in Afar region, it had been found that 45.9%, 38%, 21.8% and 16.4% of the

participants consider exposure to cold air, starvation, dust and smoking/Khat chewing

respectively was the cause of PTB (Legesse et al., 2010). This study had focused on identity

component of illness perception.

In another community based study on 422 individuals in rural areas of Shashemane, Southern

Ethiopia, it had been found that 90.2% of the participants didn’t know TB causing agent, 98.98%

of them reported that TB could be treated and 96.44% of them reported that TB could be

transmitted (Melaku et al., 2015). In this study identity, control and coherence components of

illness perception had been examined.

All in all the studies mentioned above had examined one or more of illness perception

components but not all. Besides, the findings of the studies depicted that there are misperceptions

among TB patients, suspects and community dwellers in Ethiopia.

2.1.4. Methodologies employed to study TB patients’ illness perceptions

Global and national research studies conducted to examine TB patients’ illness perceptions could

be categorized in to two broad categories. The first group of studies dwells on qualitative

methods. A typical example is the study in Gabon(Cremers et al., 2013) where the study had

employed participant observations, in-depth semi-structured interviews and focus group

discussions to examine TB patients’ perceptions of their illness. The study among 17 homeless

TB patients in London(Craig et al., 2014) another example where the study had examined

patients’ perceptions of their illness using interviews.

With regard to the second group of studies, they had been found to employ quantitative methods.

For example the study by Pesut and colleagues (2014) had examined TB patients’ illness

perception using BIPQ and describe participants’ levels illness perceptions. Similarly the study
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conducted in Jimma and Hosasa hospitals (Gebre-Selassie et al., 2003) had examined patients’

perceptions using pre-tested structured questionnaire and analyzed the data using percentages

Research studies on TB patients’ illness perceptions also vary in terms of the illness perception

components examined. Some studies include some components of illness perception. For

example the study in Indonesia(Maria et al., 2015) had examined identity, coherence and

consequence components of illness perception while the study in Nigeria (Asuquo, et al., 2014)

had examined emotional representation and control components of illness perception. Other

studies had examined only one component of illness perception. For example, the study in India

(Bhoi and Bhoi, 2015) had examined only control component of illness perception. Likewise, the

study in Bangladesh (Mondal et al., 2014) had examined the coherence component of illness

perception. On the other hand some other studies had examined all the eight illness perception

components. For example the study in Sudan (Mohammed et al’, 2015) had examined all the

eight illness perception components.

While this is the fact, research studies in Ethiopia had examined one or more than components of

illness perception. For example the study in Eastern Ethiopia (Abebe et al., 2011) had examined

identity, control and coherence components while the study in Afar region (Legesse et al., 2010)

had examined only identity component of illness perception. Here bear in mind that none of the

studies among Ethiopian TB patients examined all the eight components of illness perception.

2.2. Coping Strategies in chronic illness

Coping is a compartment of self-regulation process (Compas, Connor-Smith, Saltzman,

Thomsen, & Wadsworth, 2001). Coping is what an individual is thinking and acting (Hedlund et

al., 2010) to handle demands which are perceived as exceeding his/her resource (List et al., 2002;

Schulz et al., 2013). Coping is a goal oriented and dynamic process (Compas et al., 2001) which

involve a transactional relationship between the person and the environment (Moskowitz,

Wrubel, Hult, Maurer, & Acree, 2013).

Coping strategies are crucial in managing everyday life anxieties. When patients experience

illness, there are additional distresses which make the role of coping salient (Bardwell et al.,
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2001). Coping to an illness is an important aspect of an individual’s self-regulation process

(Compas et al., 2001). Coping to an illness refers to the emotional, cognitive and behavioral

responses of the patient to the illness he/she had encountered (Šprah & Šoštarič, 2004).

Coping to an illness have a host of benefits to patients. Coping to an illness helps patients to

retain their quality of life and control pain level (Schulz et al., 2013) and to mediate the stresses

from their illness (Garralda & Rangel, 2004). However, these are not always the case. Research

studies had indicated that some strategies are more beneficial than some others (Hedlund et al.,

2010). Coping strategies differ by effectiveness to adjust to the illness and it is useful to sort out

effective from those ineffective strategies to adjust to the illness (Valente et al., 2009).

Thus the benefits patients get from their coping is determined by the type of coping strategy they

use. Social support seeking was considered as the most adaptive strategy and behavioral escape-

avoidance is considered as the least adaptive strategy (List et al., 2002). Garralda & Rangel

(2004) mentioned self-criticism and blaming of others as negative strategies. Donnellan, Hevey,

Hickey, & O’Neill (2006) argued that problem-focused coping strategies are more effective to

cope with long-term life threats and emotion-focused coping are more effective to cope with

short-term life threats. A similar argument had been raised by Valente and colleagues (2009).

They had pointed out that passive and emotion-focused coping strategies are ineffective in most

cases although they acknowledge that these strategies are effective to cope with short-term

adjustments. They had also specified ineffective coping styles for most people, in most times.

That is, avoidance, pain-contingent rest and guarding result in increased pain and disability

thereby are ineffective coping styles for most people in most times (Valente et al., 2009).

Research studies had found that the type of coping patients use determine their survival, quality

of life, the kind of support they would receive, etc. To provide examples, in a longitudinal study

on 103 patients with cancer, it had been found that patients who employed depressive coping

strategies had shorter survival but patients with active coping strategies had longer survival

(Faller & Bülzebruck, 2002). In addition, in a study by List and colleagues (2002) it had been

found that those patients who had used cognitive escape- avoidance and behavioral-escape-

avoidance had been found to have poor quality of life.
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Research studies on coping to illness had taken different forms and directions. Some researchers

have identified the types of coping strategies used by patients. To mention some, Kuo and Ma

(2002) assessed the coping strategies used by 73 patients with non-small cell lung cancer in

Thailand. They, then, had found that patients are using both problem-focused and emotion-

focused strategies where the more frequently used strategies were the former. Similarly in a

meta-analysis conducted on coping strategies of patients with stroke, it had been found that

active problem-focused coping strategies were used more than emotion-focused coping strategies

(Donnellan et al., 2006). Likewise a study among 228 patients with ovarian cancer in Turkey

(Tuncay, 2014) had revealed that patients used more problem focused coping strategies than

emotion-focused coping strategies.

In a study by List and colleagues (2002) on 79 patients with head and neck carcinoma (HNC), it

had been found that the most frequently used coping strategy was social support seeking. Of all

the coping efforts exerted by HNC patients, 25% of them are social support seeking (e.g. talking

to someone to find out more about the situation or making a plan of action and following it),

followed by distance maneuvers (e.g., acting as if nothing had happened) which comprise 21%

of the total efforts. Cognitive escape-avoidance (e.g., sleeping more than usual) and focusing on

positive (e.g., sense of personal growth) were 20% and 19% of the total coping efforts

respectively.

In a study by Kocaman, Kutlu, Ozkan, & Ozkan (2007) it had been revealed that seeking social

support, maintaining a distance, planned problem solving, maintaining an optimistic attitude,

assuming responsibility, keeping oneself under control, evasion- avoidance behavior and

confronting the problem are the most frequently used coping styles.

A study in Egypt had assessed the type of coping strategies patients with breast cancer had used.

In doing so data had been collected from 56 patients with breast cancer using the Brief COPE

scale. In this study it had been found that religion, acceptance and use of emotional support were

the most frequently used coping strategies used by the patients. On the other hand, substance use,
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behavioral disengagement and self-blame were the least used coping strategies by the patients

(Elsheshtawy, Elez, Ashour, Farouk, & zaafarany, 2014).

A similar study in Malaysia had assessed the type of coping strategies among 268 cancer patients

using the Brief COPE scale. In this study it had been found that patients mainly use more

problem-focused coping strategies than emotion-focused strategies. In its particular case,

religion, acceptance, use of emotional support, positive reframing and self-distraction were the

most frequently coping styles. On the contrary, behavioral disengagement, denial, self-blame

and substance use were the least used coping styles (Yahaya, Subramanian, Bustam, & Taib,

2015).

Another study among 88 patients with chronic lower back pain (Cabak et al., 2015) had revealed

that ‘declaring that the pain is manageable’, ‘praying and hoping’ and ‘increased behavioral

activity’ were the most frequently used coping strategies.

The above findings show us that patients use different coping styles from both emotion-focused

and problem focused coping strategies. The typical coping styles used by patients had also been

identified by different research studies. In a study by Kuo and Ma (2002), which had been

mentioned above, it had been revealed that from the available problem-focused strategies, those

strategies used by patients were “coordinating with the doctor in hopes of controlling the illness,

allowing others to solve symptom of distress (for example, family members, nursing staff), doing

one’s best to grasp the symptom distress problem, preparing for the thing one most wishes to do

after therapy, and exchanging opinions with others in the same situation” (Pp: 312-313).

Similarly of the emotion-focused coping strategies, “seeking comfort and support from family

members or friends, hoping that the severity of symptom distress will decrease, accepting reality,

preparing mentally for the worst-case scenario, believing in fate, and carrying on normally and

hoping that the symptom distress problem would resolve itself” (Pp: 313-314) were styles used

by cancer patients.

Likewise, in a study by Hedlund and colleagues (2010) on 59 patients with Subarachnoid

Haemorrhage (SAH), it had been found that confrontative style from the problem-focused

strategies and optimistic and self-reliant styles from emotion-focused strategies were the most
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frequently used coping strategies. On the contrary it had also been revealed that evasive,

fatalistic, emotive and palliative styles from emotion focused strategies and supportive style from

the problem-focused strategies were the least used coping strategies.

Similarly the study in Turkey (Tuncay, 2014), which had been mentioned above, revealed that

self-distraction, venting and behavioral disengagement were the most frequently used emotion-

focused coping strategies while acceptance, emotional support and religion were the problem-

focused coping strategies most frequently employed. On the other hand denial, humor and

substance use were the least frequently used coping strategies.

The above findings indicate that as part of their self-regulation, patients use a host of coping

styles from both emotion-focused and problem-focused coping strategies. In addition, findings of

the studies indicate that patients with different illness types had been found to employ different

coping strategies.

Studies had also compared coping strategies used among patients with different illness types and

reported similar results. For instance a study on 28 children and adolescents with chronic fatigue

syndrome (CFS), 30 patients with juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) and 27 patients with

emotional disability (ED) had assessed the types of coping strategies used by these patients. In

that particular study, it had been found that more emotional regulation was used by CFS than JIA

patients, more social withdrawal was used by ED patients than CFS patients, and more negative

strategies were used by ED patients than CFS and JIA patients (Garralda & Rangel, 2004).

Other studies have compared coping strategies used by patient groups and healthy individuals.

For example Pellissier and colleagues (2010) had compared coping strategies used by 26 patients

with Crohn’s disease (CS), 22 patients with ulcerative colitis (UC), 27 irritable bowel syndrome

(IBS) patients and 21 healthy subjects. In that study it had been revealed that compared to

healthy individuals, UC- patients had used higher emotion coping; IBS- patients had used lower

problem coping and higher emotion coping; and IBS+ patients had used more social support

seeking strategies.
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The studies mentioned above revealed that the coping strategies used by different patient groups

are different and the coping strategies used by patients and their healthy counterparts are also

different.

2.2.1. Coping strategies among TB patients

A thorough search of literatures on TB patients coping strategies had revealed that the studies on

TB patients’ coping strategies had been geared towards the type of strategies TB patients use to

cope with the financial burdens as a result of their illness (e.g. Aye et al., 2011; Ding, Chen,

Feng, & Li, 2008; Khan, Chaudhry, Khan, Khan, & Khan, 2015). For example Aye and

colleagues (2011) had assessed TB patients coping strategies in Tajakistan. In doing so, they had

focused on how patients cope with the financial burdens and they then had found that loans with

interest, loans without interest and selling assets were the strategies patients’ used to cope with

their financial burdens.

As will be explained soon, TB patients experienced not only financial burden because of their

illness, but also psychological and social difficulties. Hence, examining the strategies TB

patients employ to cope up with their financial burdens is not enough.

Therefore, there is an urgent need for examining the cognitive and behavioral efforts TB

patients’ exert to cope with their illness. This is because coping strategy preferences had been

found to vary among and within different patient groups.

2.3. Psychosocial Adjustment to Chronic Illness

Chronic illness affects and thereby changes the social, family and occupational functioning of the

individual and this requires adjustment on multiple life domains to adapt to the changes (Vilhena

et al., 2014). Patient’s ability to adequately function in his/her life roles are understood as

adjustment to an illness (Bruck, 2001). Vilhena and colleagues (2014) have defined adjustment

as “a response to a change in the environment that allows an organism to become more suitably

adapted to that change” (p. 1).
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Studying patients’ psychosocial adjustments are important as management of psychosocial

factors affect outcomes of treatment for the patients. Hence a host of studies among patients with

chronic illnesses had been conducted. For example Vilhena and colleagues (2014) have

conducted a study on 774 chronic patients where 47.2% of them have metabolic diseases

(obesity and diabetes), 25.7% of them are neurologic (epilepsy, multiple sclerosis and

myasthenia gravis) and 27.1% of them have cancer. In the study the researchers concluded that

understanding psychosocial factors in patients leads to better control of illnesses which in turn

results in better outcomes for the patients (Vilhena et al., 2014).

Understanding the benefits of examining patients’ psychosocial adjustment, studies have been

conducted among different patient groups here and there. Some studies have measured patients’

psychosocial adjustment to illness directly. To mention some Gumus and colleagues (2011) had

used Psychosocial Adjustment to the Illness Scale - Self-Report (PAIS–SR) to assess the

psychosocial adjustment of 90 patients with breast cancer in Turkey. In their study it had been

found that the levels of psychosocial adjustment of 63.3% of the patients’ were poor and the

psychosocial adjustment levels of 23.3% of the patients were fair while the psychosocial

adjustments levels of 13.3% of the patients were good.

Research studies had revealed that psychological and social difficulties patients experience are

related to each other. Ma, Hou, Hung, & Lee (2010) had examined the relationship between

psychological and social difficulties among 54 patients with epilepsy in China. It had been

revealed that patients who had high positive social skills had low level of depression. It had also

been found that patients who had high negative social skills had lower level of anxiety. This

shows us that both social difficulties (poor social skills) and psychological difficulties (anxiety

and depression) happened concurrently on patients.

In a qualitative study by Günüşen, İnan, & Üstün, (2013) among women with breast cancer in

Turkey, it had been revealed that the patients experienced not only physical but also social,

psychological and system related difficulties. It had also been found that the psychological

difficulties stem not only from the diagnosis but also the side effects of the chemotherapy. The

patients had difficulties in their familial relations and they refrained themselves from their social
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environment as a result of their illness. These findings indicate that patients had experienced

psychological and social difficulties concurrently.

Other studies had assessed components of patients’ psychosocial adjustment. For example a

study in Portugal had assessed the anxiety, depression and stress levels of 343 primary health

care users. In this study by Apóstolo, Figueiredo, Mendes, and Rodrigues (2011), it had been

revealed that depression, anxiety and stress were experienced by 40.52%, 43.48% and 45.06% of

the users respectively. While this is the fact severe depression, sever anxiety and sever stress had

been observed among 12.24%, 20.87% and 22.28% of the hospital users, respectively. Similarly

Kretchy and colleagues (2014) had measured the anxiety, depression and stress levels of 400

hypertensive patients in Ghana. In this study it had been revealed that 57% of them had anxiety,

4% of them had moderate to extremely severe levels of depressive symptoms and 20% of them

had moderate to severe scores of stress symptoms.

Another study by Athanasakos and colleagues (2006) had assessed the psychological impact of

Hirschsprung's disease (HD). In doing so, the study had recruited 72 children (aged between 1

and 24 years) with HD and their families. It had then been revealed that HD affected not only the

children but also their families’ psychological adjustment. In the study it had also been exposed

that 18% of the children had clinical depression, 24% of them had high state anxiety, 56% of

them had high trait anxiety, 4% of them had behavioral problems and 38% of them had low-self

esteem. At the same time it had been found that 32% of the families had depression, 46% of

them had anxiety and 11% of them had difficulty in getting interested in their child's future

(Athanasakos et al., 2006).

Similar to this study, Koffman and colleagues (2013) had conducted a study on 43 Black

Caribbean (BC) and 43 White British (WB) patients with Multiple sclerosis (MS). In that study it

had been found that the rapid decline in their physical and mental functioning resulted from loss

had created huge amount of distress on the patients. Depression, feeling low, anxiety, pain,

fatigue, and memory loss/confusion were the major distresses observed in the patients. It had

also been found that because of their illness, some patients had experienced disruptions to their

lives and some others considered their illness as an assault to their identity while others
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experienced a continuous loss of their identity which had made them to feel strangers to

themselves.

These studies in general depict that patients experience psychosocial adjustments as a result of

their illness. On the other hand some research studies revealed that the psychosocial adjustments

patients’ experience is not always negative. For example in a study on 24 cancer patients and 18

parents in Thailand, Chao, Chen, Wang, Wu, and Yeh (2003) had found that cancer affected the

psychosocial adjustment of patients including educational achievements, employment and

marriage. At the same time, the study had reported that patients had lower mood and a slight

decrease in their number of friends. In addition it had been found that the diagnosis of cancer

among patients had created a positive change in their relationship with their parents and siblings.

Other studies had compared the psychosocial adjustment between patients and individuals

without illnesses. Using self-report measures of mental health and mood, psychological well-

being, social well-being, and spirituality, Costanzo, Ryff, and Singer (2009) had conducted a 9

year longitudinal study which had compared 398 cancer survivors and 796 matched respondents

with no cancer history. In doing so, they had collected data for both groups before and after

cancer diagnosis. They, then, had found that compared to the comparison group, cancer

survivors had greater anxiety, depressive symptomatology, greater negative affect and less

positive affect. It had also been revealed that cancer survivors had less environmental mastery,

less positive relations with others, and less self-acceptance. On the other hand significant

difference had not been found between the two groups on social well-being or spirituality

measures (Costanzo et al., 2009).

In a study conducted in Turkey by Yanik and colleagues (2004), comparisons were made

between cutaneous lieshmaniases (CL) patients and healthy control groups for the purpose of

assessing the psychological effects of CL. In doing so, the researchers had recruited a total of 99

people from three groups of individuals. The first were CL patients with active lesions, the

second were CL patients with healed scars (patients who no longer exhibited symptoms of the

disease) and the third group was composed of healthy individuals who had served as control

group. In order to determine the psychological effects of CL, the researchers had used

depression, anxiety, body image and quality of life measures. In this study it had been discovered
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that CL patients had higher depression and anxiety symptoms, and their body satisfaction were

impaired. In addition the study had revealed that CL patients with active lesions had reduced

quality of life compared with CL patients with healed scars (Yanik et al., 2004).

A study had compared the psychosocial adjustment of adolescents with inflammatory bowel

disease and healthy adolescents (Mackner & Crandall, 2006). In this study it had been found that

adolescents with inflammatory bowel disease had higher level of anxiety, depression and social

problems than their healthy counter parts.

The studies mentioned above indicate that the psychosocial adjustment among healthy and

individuals who are ill are different. In relation with these, comparisons in psychosocial

adjustment among patients with different illness types had also been conducted. Bruck (2001)

had assessed the psychosocial adjustment of 129 patients with narcolepsy using PAIS –SR and

compared the results with 170 cardiac patients, 114 cancer patients and 99 diabetes patients. First

of all it had been found that 31.9% of patients with narcolepsy had poor, 19.8% of them had fair

and 48.3% of them had good adjustments. Second it had been found that patients with narcolepsy

had poor adjustment compared to patients with the three illness groups. Particularly patients with

narcolepsy had been found to have much higher negative Health Care Orientation scores, more

Psychological Distress and more Extended Family Relationship problems than patients in the

three illness groups.

In a study by Kocaman and colleagues (2007) which had examined the psychosocial adjustment

of 198 patients from differing illness types, it had been found that 47% of the patients had poor

adjustment. Of the differing illness groups, infectious diseases, bone–muscle–skeletal disorders

and respiratory system disorders were statistically correlated with psychosocial adjustment.

The above research findings signify that patients from different illness types undergo different

psychosocial adjustments. Other studies also had made comparisons between patients from

different illness types and compared these results with respondents without illness. In England,

Wikman and colleagues (2011) had conducted a comparative study between patients with eight

different illnesses (diabetes, chronic lung disease, asthma, cancer, osteoarthritis, rheumatoid

arthritis, coronary heart disease (CHD), or stroke) and individuals with no chronic condition. The
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study had been conducted on 11,523 patients where CASP-19 had been used to measure QOL,

two items from the General Health Questionnaire were used to measure Happiness and Centre

for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) had been used to measure Depressive

symptoms. In this study it had been found that controlling for age, gender and wealth, reduced

happiness had been observed in the patients group where patients with stroke and patients with

cancer were the most and least affected respondents, respectively. At the same time, depression

had been found to be high among all patient groups where patients with chronic lung disease or

stroke had the highest depression level and patients with osteoarthritis and cancer had the lowest

depression levels. Particularly, patients with chronic lung disease had a depression level which

was three times higher than individuals without any illness.

The studies mentioned above had revealed the fact that patients undergo a host of psychosocial

adjustments; and the adjustments they undergone through had been found to be different not only

from healthy individuals but also within different illness groups.

2.3.1. Psychosocial adjustment among TB patients

Studies had also been conducted on the psychosocial adjustments among TB patients. A study

had been conducted on 108 TB patients in Nigeria. In this study it had been found that patients

had experienced fear, worry, anxiety and frustration at the time of diagnosis and family heads

had been found to be unable to play their role (social role functioning). It had also been revealed

that 24% of the patients experienced social rejection, stigmatization and isolations from friends

but 87% of them had got social support from family members and health workers which helped

them to defy social adjustment problems they had faced (Asuquo et al., 2014). This study had

revealed that TB patients undergone through not only negative adjustments but also positive

ones.

Similar to this, a qualitative study in Brazil (Dias, Oliveira, Turato, & Figueiredo, 2013) had

revealed that patients received emotional support from family members and health professionals

that had been substantial towards patients’ treatment adherence and completion. On the other

hand TB patients had been found to experience fear of transmission, social prejudice, fear of

death, self-discrimination and isolations from friends and co-workers.
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Increased family support that contributed toward TB treatment adherence had been reported from

a quantitative study on TB Patients in Pakistan (Tasnim, Rahman, & Hoque, 2012) and a

qualitative study in UK (Gerrish, Naisby, & Ismail, 2013). In the UK study, health professionals

had been found to provide psychological support but patients had experienced enacted and felt

stigma. In the Pakistan study, 46.6% of the patients experienced discrimination, 50.5%

experienced increased sadness, 39.8% experienced fear of losing their job and 21.4%

experienced feelings of social neglect (Tasnim et al., 2012).

Atif and colleagues (2014) had conducted a study on 216 PTB patients in Malaysia. In their

study they had found that patients experienced more psychological distress and role limitations

than physical problems at the beginning of their treatment. It had also been discovered that

67.1%, 35% and 23.5% of the patients, respectively were at risk of depression at the beginning of

treatment, at the end of the intensive phase and at the end of treatment (Atif et al., 2014).

Peltzer and colleagues (2012) had also conducted a study to assess psychological distress among

4900 TB patients in South Africa. In order to assess psychological distress, the study had used K-

10 which is characterized by two standard cutoff scores (16 and 28). In this study it had been

revealed that when 16 had been taken as cutoff score, 81% of the patients had psychological

distress and when 28 had been considered as cut off score 32.9% of them had psychological

distress. The researchers had, then, concluded that TB patients had high psychological distress.

Another study in different towns of South Africa (Theron et al., 2015) examined psychological

distresses among 1502 patients using K-10. It had been then found that 22% of the patients had

severe psychological distress where 30 had been used as a cut of score in the K-10 measure.

Ige & Lasebikan (2011) had argued that TB patients experience significant level of depression

which in turn forces them to hospitalizations. For the purpose of ratifying their argument, these

researchers had assessed the depression level of TB patients and their family members in

Nigeria. In doing so, they found that 45.5% of the patients and 13.4% of their family members

experienced significant level of depression. It had also been revealed that 22.5% of the patients

had severe form of depression (Ige & Lasebikan, 2011).
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The prevalence of depression among TB patients were reported in a study on 81 TB patients in

Angola (Xavier & Peixoto, 2015) where 49.4% of the patients had significant level of

depression. This study had also revealed that 38.3% and 44.4% of the patients had significant

levels of anxiety and emotional distress, respectively.

Likewise, a study on 108 TB patients in Pakistan (Husain et al., 2008) revealed that 46.3% and

47.2% of the patients had depression and anxiety, respectively. Another study in Pakistan on100

TB patients (Amreen & Rizvi, 2016) found that 56% and 65% of the patients, respectively had

depression and anxiety. Still another study in Pakistan which had been longitudinal revealed the

prevalence of anxiety and depression among TB patients (Aamir & Aisha, 2010).

In a mixed method study among TB patients in Zambia (Cremers et al., 2015) it had been found

that 82% of the patients experienced stigma which was expressed in terms of insult, ridicule,

discrimination, social exclusion and isolation. The stigma in turn decreased patients’ quality of

life and social status while it had increased their non-disclosure and treatment non-adherence.

Ugarte-Gil and colleagues (2013) had examined the association between major depressive

episodes and TB treatment negative outcomes in a longitudinal study conducted on 325 TB

patients in Peru. In their study it had been found that 8.2% of the patients experienced negative

treatment outcomes and 37% of them experienced major depressive episodes at baseline. It had

also been found that patients who experienced major depressive episodes at baseline were 3.46

times more likely to experience negative TB treatment outcomes (TB treatment abandon or

death) than those who did not experience major depressive episodes at baseline. This indicates

that psychological difficulties (e.g. major depressive episodes) would increase the likely of

patients either to terminate their treatment or die of their TB. This call up on an urgent need of

examining the psychological difficulties TB patients are experiencing.

Studies conducted on TB patients had also compared the psychosocial adjustments of these

patient groups with control groups. A longitudinal study in Canada had compared health related

quality of life (HRQoL) among TB patients and healthy controls. In this study it had been found

that at the beginning of treatment, active TB patients had poor quality of life than participants

treated for LTBI (latent TB infection) and participants in the control group. The study had also
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compared participants’ scores on physical and psychological scores of HRQoL scale with

Canadian normative scores. It then had found that the physical scores of active TB patients were

similar with the normative scores. On the contrary the psychological scores of these patient

groups were lower than the normative scores at the beginning of the treatment but exceed the

normative scores at the end of the treatment. While these is the case with the active TB patients,

the study had shown that the physical and psychological scores of the LTBI group and the

control participants were similar with the normative scores (Bauer et al., 2015).

A study in Iran had compared the psychological symptoms of 146 TB patients, 89 caregivers

and 85 healthy controls. The study had revealed that TB patients experienced higher levels of

depression and somatization than their caregivers and the healthy controls (Emami et al., 2015).

A meta-analysis conducted on HRQOL on TB patients in Canada had also been comparative in

its nature. In this meta-analysis it had been discovered that active TB patients had poor HRQOL

than LTBI groups and healthy controls. It had also been revealed that the HRQOL of the active

TB patient groups had improved during the intensive phase treatment and mental well being of

these patient groups had been affected more than their physical well being (Bauer, Leavens, &

Schwartzman, 2013).

Another study in Brazil (Arau´jo et al., 2014) had compared the levels of Common Mental

Disorders (CMDs) among 717 TB patients and 717 controls (symptomatic respiratory patients

other than TB). In this study it had been revealed that significantly higher rates of CMDs were

found among TB patients than the controls.

The studies mentioned above indicate that TB patients undergone through adjustments in their

psychological and social life spheres where some were positive while others were negative

adjustments.

2.3.2. Psychosocial adjustments among TB patients in Ethiopia

There are Ethiopian studies that had examined TB patients’ psychosocial adjustments which had

been cross-sectional and longitudinal in nature. To begin with the cross-sectional studies, a study

conducted by Duko, Gebeyehu, & Ayano (2015) in Southern Ethiopia had examined the
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depression and anxiety levels of TB patients. In this study it had been revealed that 43.4 % of the

patients had depression, 41.5 % of them had anxiety and 40.6 % of the patients had co-morbid

anxiety and depression. It had also been revealed that patients who were TB-HIV co-infected,

who had poor social support and who perceived stigma because of their illness had higher level

of anxiety and depression (Duko et al., 2015). The findings that social support and perceived

stigma are determinant factors for patients’ anxiety and depression levels implied that

psychological and social difficulty co-occur in TB patients.

Another study had compared the psychological adjustments of TB patients who were co-infected

with HIV and those who are not co-infected. In doing so, it had assessed common mental

disorders (CMDs) which were determined based on any combination of depression, anxiety

and/or somatic symptoms. And the researchers had recruited 124 TB/HIV co-infected and 465

non-co-infected TB patients. It then had been found that 64% of TB/HIV co-infected patients

had CMS and TB/HIV co-infected patients were 1.7 times more likely than non-co-infected

patients to experience CMS (Deribew et al., 2010).

Another study in Ethiopia had been a longitudinal study that had compared the QoL of 97

TB/HIV co-infected patients and 455 HIV infected patients without TB. In this study it had been

revealed that the physical, psychological, social, environmental and spiritual QoL of both groups

of patients had improved after 6 months compared to the baseline assessment. It had also been

depicted that both groups of patients experience CMD and its sever form had been associated

with poor psychological QoL (Deribew et al., 2013).

Similarly Tola and colleagues (2015) had conducted a follow up study which had assessed the

psychological distress levels of TB patients in Addis Ababa at the beginning of their TB

treatment and 6 months after the initiation of their treatment. In this study it had been found that

67.6% of the patients experienced psychological distress at the beginning of their treatment and

48.5% of them experienced psychological distress 6 months after the initiation of their treatment.

The researchers had pointed out that the psychological distresses patients were experiencing,

both at baseline and the follow up stages, were significantly high. In this study it had also been

revealed that psychological stress, particularly after 6 months of treatment initiation,

significantly predicted treatment outcomes of TB patients.
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The studies mentioned above pinpointed the fact that TB patients in Ethiopia undergone through

adjustments both in their psychological and social life spheres though the studies are scares.

Besides, the studies had been quantitative where they had adapted tools to examine TB patients’

psychosocial adjustments. The studies had also been geared towards examining negative

psychological adjustment except the study in Southern Ethiopia (Duko et al., 2015) that had

examined positive social adjustments the patients undergone through.

2.4. Background Variables Related to TB Patients’ Illness Perception,

Coping Strategies and Psychosocial Adjustment

Health is not only the physical condition of a person but also the socio-cultural conditions in

which the person is living (Vzobo, et al., 2014). Hence in examining the illness perception,

coping strategies and psychosocial adjustment of TB patients there is a need to look into the

influence of background variables. In doing so, background variables which are related with TB

patients’ illness perception and psychosocial adjustments were identified from previous studies.

Since studies on TB patients’ coping strategies are lacking, background variables were identified

from studies on other illness types.

To begin with background variables related with TB patients’ illness perception, in a study by

Bhoi and Bhoi (2015), it had been found that gender and education level influenced TB patients’

perceptions about the curability of TB and treatment duration. In a qualitative study among urban

residents’ illness perception, it had been revealed that gender played a significant difference in

their perception (Bam, Bhatt, Thapa, Dossajee, & Angdembe, 2014).

In a study conducted in Tanznia by Ismail and Josephat (2014) on TB patients’ knowledge and

perception it had been revealed that age, education, place of residence and owning television or

radio influenced patients’ perception. Similarly, a study which had examined the knowledge of

TB patients in Bangladesh, it had been revealed that gender, age, educational status and TB type

influenced the patients’ knowledge (Mondal et al., 2014).

Looking into background variables related to psychosocial adjustment of TB patients, studies

had revealed the demographic and clinical variables which had resulted variations among TB
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patients’ psychosocial adjustments. For example in the study which had assessed the depression

level of TB patients, it had been revealed that patients who were older, whose disease was

extensive, who had long illness duration, with category 2 tuberculosis, from a nuclear family and

unmarried had experienced significant levels of depression than patients without these

characteristics. It had also been found that there was no significant difference in the prevalence

of depression based on gender (Ige & Lasebikan, 2011).

Another study which had assessed the major depressive episodes experienced by TB patients in

Peru had revealed that TB patients who are female, single, unemployed and at a lower education

level were more likely to experience major depressive episodes at the beginning of their

treatment (Ugarte-Gil et al., 2013).

In a study which had examined the psychological distress levels of TB patients in Addis Ababa,

it had been revealed that previous treatment history, HIV/TB co-infection, being unmarried,

having symptoms of alcohol use disorder and low economic status were associated with patients’

psychological distress level at the beginning of their treatment. It had also been revealed that

developing multi-drug resistance TB and low economic status were associated with patients’

psychological distress level 6 months after the initiation of their treatment (Tola et al., 2015).

Similarly a study in South Africa had examined the psychological distress levels of TB patients.

In this study it had been revealed that age, gender, education level, marital status and HIV status

were related to patients’ psychological distress level (Peltzer et al., 2012). Another study in

South Africa had also found that gender, HIV status, previous TB and heavy alcohol use were

associated with TB patients’ psychological distress (Theron et al., 2015).

The study that examined the mental health status of TB patients in Iran revealed that age,

education level and marital status were associated with the patients’ mental health status (Emami

et al., 2015). Gender and marital status had been found to influence TB patients’ social

adjustment (stigma levels) in the study conducted in Zambia (Cremers et al., 2015).

The study in Angola in a sample of 81 TB patients had examined different issues related with TB

patients’ psychosocial adjustment. In this study it had been found that marital status, TB type and

MDR were associated with anxiety while gender, TB type and MDR were associated with
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depression. The study had also revealed that gender and TB type were associated with patients’

emotional distress (Xavier & Peixoto, 2015).

From the findings presented above it is clear that a host of demographic and clinical variables

play important role in TB patients’ psychosocial adjustments. From these findings one can also

infer that age, gender, marital status, educational level, employment status and economic status

are among the demographic variables that affect TB patients’ psychosocial adjustment. At the

same time it can be argued that treatment phase, illness duration, TB category/type, and HIV

status are among the clinical variables that affect the psychosocial adjustments of TB patients.

Now let’s look into background variables related to patients’ coping strategies. In the study by

Yahaya and colleagues (2015) on cancer patients, it had been found that gender, age, educational

level and ethnic group affected cancer patients’ coping strategies.

In another study among Turkish women with ovarian cancer it had been revealed that age,

marital status, educational level, employment, cancer stage and monthly income had effected the

patients’ coping strategies (Tuncay, 2014).

The study which had compared the coping strategies of men and women with central post-stroke

had found that there were gender differences in using coping strategies among these patients

(Nogueira & Teixeira, 2012). In a study among African Americans with type 2 diabetes, it had

been found that age and educational level differences influenced patients’ coping strategy

preferences (Samuel-Hodge, Watkins, Rowell, & Hooten, 2008). The study among patients with

chronic back pain (Cabak et al., 2015) revealed that gender and age significantly influenced

patients’ coping strategy preferences.

Contrary to the findings mentioned above, a study among patients with lower limb amputation

revealed that gender and age didn’t affect the coping strategies used by the patients (Solgajová,

Sollár, & Vörösová, 2015).

However, a study on patients with various chronic pain conditions had found that age and

educational level had significant difference on patients’ adaptive coping strategies. The study
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had also found that gender and duration of disease didn’t have significant effects on patients’

adaptive coping strategy preferences (Büssing, Ostermann, Neugebauer, & Heusser, 2010).

From these findings we can observe that the effect of demographic and clinical variables on

patients’ coping strategy preferences is not yet conclusive. Yet we can argue that age, gender,

educational status, marital status, employment status, monthly income, ethnicity, illness duration

and disease stage were among the variables that influenced patients’ coping strategy preferences.

All in all, from the findings of the studies mentioned above it can be concluded that a number of

demographic and clinical variables influence TB patients’ illness perception, coping strategies

psychosocial adjustments. From these variables it could be understood that age, gender,

educational level, marital status, employment status and economic status are demographic

variables that could influence TB patients’ illness perception, coping strategies and psychosocial

adjustments. At the same time it could be understood that illness duration, TB type, HIV status

and treatment phase are clinical variables that could influence illness perception, coping

strategies and psychosocial adjustments.

2.5. Relationship among Illness Perception, Coping Strategies and

Psychosocial Adjustment

Common Sense Model (CSM) asserts that illness perception, coping strategies and health

outcomes (including psychosocial adjustment) are related in that illness perception affects coping

strategies and coping strategies influence health outcomes (Morgan et al., 2014). The Model also

pin points that illness perception affects both coping strategies and health outcomes (Edgar &

Skinner, 2003) where coping mediates the association between illness perception and health

outcomes (Hagger & Orbell, 2003). Research studies that had employed CSM as their theoretical

framework had confirmed and disconfirmed the assertions made by the model. Here under the

research studies are presented.

2.5.1. Relationship between illness perception and coping strategies

The relationship between illness perception and coping strategies had been assessed in two

forms. Some researchers assessed the relationship between the two variables in general while
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others assessed the relationship between illness perception domains and specific coping

strategies. On the other hand other studies combine the two forms. Let’s see some of them one

after the other.

In a study on 100 patients diagnosed with chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS), it had been revealed

that pessimist illness perception is associated with maladaptive coping strategies (Sleigh, 2004).

In another study on 201 adults with chronic pain, it had been found that illness perception

domains, particularly identity, consequence and emotional representations, were related with

catastrophizing coping strategy (Adair-Stantiall, 2010).

Similarly, in a study on 753 patients with coronary artery disease, it had been found that

perceived less burden of the disease was associated with confronting coping style (Ulvik,

Nygård, Hanestad, Wentzel-Larsen, & Wahl, 2008).

These findings indicate that illness perception and specific coping strategies are related. Other

researchers had revealed that some illness components didn’t relate with specific coping

strategies. To give an example, in a study on 325 cancer patients, it had been revealed that

treatment control and personal control were not related to specific coping strategy but timeline,

emotional representation and negative consequence components were related with positive

coping strategies (Hopman & Rijken, 2015).

Generally, the studies cited above indicate that some illness perception components had

relationships with coping strategy components while some other illness components did not have

associations with specific coping strategies.

2.5.2. Relationship between coping strategies and psychosocial adjustment

The relationship between coping strategies and psychosocial adjustment had assessed in different

research studies. In 2004, Groarke and colleagues had conducted a study on 75 women with

rheumatoid arthritis (RA) to assess the impact and role of illness perception, coping strategies

and clinical disease indicators on patients adjustment. In this study it had been found that coping

was mainly related with emotional well being (i.e. depression). Specifically positive
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reinterpretation and growth, acceptance active coping, planning, seeking instrumental social

support and denial were associated with depressive symptoms (Groarke et al., 2004).

In a study by Badr and colleagues (2010), the coping strategies and adjustment of 191 couples

where the females were metastatic breast cancer (MBC) patients had been assessed. In this study

it had been revealed that positive dyadic coping was associated with better adjustment and

negative coping was associated with poor adjustment.

In a study by Kocaman and colleagues (2007), it had been found that escape-avoidance was

positively related with psychosocial adjustment and distancing, planned problem solving and

positive re-appraisal were negatively related with psychosocial adjustment. On the other hand, it

had been found that confronting coping, self-controlling, seeking social support and accepting

responsibility were not related with psychosocial adjustment.

In a similar way, Freitas and colleagues (2015) had examined the relationship between religious

coping and health outcomes in patients with inflammatory bowel syndrome. In this study

psychological distress, medication adherence and HQoL were regarded as health outcome

measures. It had, then, been found that positive religious coping was negatively associated with

not only anxiety but also with physical, mental and overall HQoL. On the contrary it had been

found that negative religious coping was associated with depression and medication adherence.

In the study by Elsheshtawy and colleagues (2014) the relationship among anxiety, depression

and coping strategies had been examined. In this study it had been revealed that venting is

positively related with depression while reframing, planning and venting were related with

patients’ anxiety level.

Likewise a study had been conducted on 307 older adults living with HIV/AIDS (Hansen et al.,

2013). The study revealed that social support seeking, spiritual coping and solution-focused

coping were associated with depression and loneliness. The study had also revealed that

distancing coping and self-distractive coping were associated with anxiety, depression and

loneliness. Besides it had been found that spiritual coping was associated with both positive

adjustment (ability to cope with illness related stressors) and negative adjustment (anxiety,

depression and loneliness).
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Another study had been conducted on 796 individuals with lower limb amputations (Desmond &

MacLachlan, 2006). In this study coping strategies had been found to be significant predictors of

psychosocial adjustment. Specifically, avoidance and problem-solving coping strategies were

significant predictors of anxiety while problem-solving and social support coping were

significant predictors of depression. In addition, social support and avoidance coping had been

found to be significant predictors of social adjustment (adaptation).

Similar results had been reported from the study conducted among adolescent patients with

diabetics (Edgar & Skinner, 2003). In the study cognitive restructuring and social support coping

strategies had been found to be significant predictors of positive wellbeing scores while

cognitive structuring coping was significant predictor of depression.

Generally, the findings above indicate that the coping strategies employed by patients and the

psychosocial adjustments they undergone through are associated. The studies also indicate that

patients’ coping strategies are significant predictors of the psychosocial adjustments they had

undergone through.

2.5.3. Relationship between illness perception and psychosocial adjustment

Studies assessing the relationship between illness perception and psychosocial adjustment take

two directions. The first group of research studies had assessed the direct relationship between

the two variables. Other group of research studies had assessed the indirect relationship between

the two variables via coping strategy components as mediating variables.

To begin with the first group of studies, a study by Mickevičienė and colleagues (2013) had

assessed the relationship between illness perception and quality of life among 501 patients with

prostate cancer. In this study it had been found that health outcomes were dependent on illness

perception, treatment type, educational level and stages of the disease. Specifically, it had been

found that 27% of the variations in physical functioning were explained by consequence and

chemotherapy; 37% of the variations in role functioning were explained by emotional

representations, timeline cyclical and stage of disease; emotional representations and education

level explained 43% of the variations in emotional functioning; educational level, emotional

representations, illness coherence, consequence and hormonal therapy explained the 34% of the
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variations in cognitive functioning; and consequence and combined treatment explained 39% of

the variations in social functioning. This implied that illness perception components are

important predictors of patients’ psychosocial adjustment.

Another study on 76 patients with acute Myocardial Infarction had also revealed the relationship

among illness perception components and health outcomes. Specifically, it had been found that

consequence; identity and concern domains of illness perception predict acute stress disorder and

PTSD experienced by the patients. The study had also revealed that the occurrence of PTSD on

patients was predicted by emotional representation domain of illness perception (Oflaz et al.,

2014).

Similarly, a study by Long (2013) had found that negative illness perception was associated with

poor patient outcomes (QoL and psychological wellbeing). Particularly, perceived consequence

and emotional representation domains of illness perception had been found to be associated with

poor patient outcomes.

The relationship between illness perception and psychosocial adjustment had also been examined

among patients with heart failure (HF). Morgan and colleagues (2014) had examined the

relationship between illness perception and psychological wellbeing as health outcome. The

study had been conducted on 95 patients with HF and it had been found that illness perception

and psychological well being were associated. Depression and anxiety were variables under

psychological well being and significant variations in these variables were accounted by illness

perception. The variations in these variables as a result of illness perception are much higher than

the variations as a result of socio-demographic variable and functional status together. In this

study the relationship among illness perception domains and psychological variables had also

been reported. Assumptions of control and negative emotional response had been found to be

associated with depression and anxiety where the assumption of control had positive association

and negative emotional response had negative association with depression and anxiety (Morgan

et al., 2014).

In the study by Groarke and colleagues (2004), which had been mentioned above, it had been

found that illness perception is associated with both adjustment and coping strategies. At the
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same time, it had been found that the relationship between illness perception and adjustment is

much higher than the relationship between illness perception and coping strategies. These

finding have made the researchers to claim that illness perception had a direct effect on

adjustment without the mediating role of coping. In addition, the relationship between illness

perception domains and adjustment variables had been depicted in the study. That is high illness

identity and low perceptions on RA control had been found to be related with poor physical and

psychological adjustment. Similarly, perception of serious consequence and perception that the

illness will last long had been found to be related with poor physical health. It had also been

revealed that 23% of the variations in physical functioning, 22% of the variations in pain and

27% of the variations in depression were explained by illness perception. The other finding

which worth mentioning here is that the variations in depression had been explained only by

illness perception.

A study by Rose and colleagues (2012) had examined the relationship between illness perception

and quality of life. In that particular study it had been found that undesirable beliefs about the

consequences of their disease had significantly contributed to their quality of life. In this study it

had also been revealed that illness perception was related with the psychological domain of QoL.

A study on 329 patients with cancer in India (Chittem, Norman, & Harris, 2015) had examined

illness perception and psychological adjustments (anxiety and depression levels). In the study

illness perception and psychological adjustment had been found to be associated in such a way

that variances in anxiety and depression were significantly predicted from patients’ illness

perception.

Similarly a study had been conducted among 379 type 2 diabetic patients in Nepal (Joshi,

Dhungana, & Subba, 2015). In this study it had been revealed that illness perception was

associated with depression in such a way that depressive symptoms were significantly predicted

from emotional representation, illness coherence and consequence components of illness

perception.

Bonsaksen, Haukeland-Parker, Lerdal and Fagermoen, (2014) had conducted a longitudinal

study among 127 patients with COPD in Norway. It had then been found that emotional
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representation was significantly associated with mental health QoL both at base line and after 1

year follow-up.

The relationship between illness perception and psychosocial adjustment had been observed in a

study among TB patients. A study in Sri Lanka had been conducted among TB patients where

patients’ illness perception, depression level and anxiety levels were examined (Galhenage et al.,

2016). In this study patients with definite depression and anxiety levels were found to have

threatening views of their illness.

Coming to the second group of research studies over the association between illness perception

and psychosocial adjustment, a study on 210 patients with rheumatoid arthritis had examined the

meditational role of coping between illness perception and health outcomes. First, the study had

found that there were relationships among illness perception, dysfunctional coping strategies and

depression. Second, it had been revealed that the relationship between illness perception and

level of depression was mediated by the use of dysfunctional coping strategies. Specifically the

relationship among illness coherence, emotional representation and the level of depression was

mediated by the use of dysfunctional coping strategies (Ziarko et al., 2014).

Vaske, Kenn, Keil, Rief and Stenzel (2016) had examined the illness perception, coping

strategies and health related quality of 444 patients with COPD. In this study it had been

revealed that both illness perception and coping strategies employed by the patients predicted

their health related quality of life. With regard to the mediating role of coping strategies, the

study had found that depressive coping, readiness of accepting help, looking for social inclusion,

and trust in treatment mediated the association between illness perception and health related

quality of life.

A study among 125 patients with arthritis (Carlisle, John, Fife-Schaw, & Lloyd, 2005) examined

the mediating role of coping strategy between illness perception and health outcomes

(psychiatric disorders, physical functioning and pain). Then the study had revealed that avoidant

and resigned coping partially mediated the association between illness perception and outcomes.

Another study had been conducted among 83 adults with stoma (Knowles et al., 2013) that had

examined patients’ health status, illness perception, coping strategies and psychological
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morbidity. In the study it had been revealed that maladaptive coping mediated the relationship

between illness perception and outcomes (anxiety and depression).

On the other hand studies had revealed that coping did not mediate in the relationship between

illness perception and psychosocial adjustment. For example, a study had examined the illness

perception, coping strategies and adjustment (psychological distress, quality of life and

functional independence) among 80 patients with inflammatory bowel syndrome (Dorrian et al.,

2009). It had then been found that perception of consequence had significantly influenced

patients’ adjustment. In terms of the mediating role of coping strategies, the research study had

revealed that coping was not a mediator because the effects of coping on adjustment became

insignificant whenever illness perception components were controlled.

Another study which had been longitudinal examined the mediating role of coping between

illness perception and health outcomes (asthma control and emotional problems) among 253

adolescents aged between 10 and 15 with asthma (Tiggelman, Ven, Schayck, Kleinjan, &

Engels, 2014). In this study it had been found that most of the coping strategies were not found

to mediate the association between illness perception and health outcomes. However, worrying

had been found to mediate the long term associations between these variables.

In 2015, a meta-analysis of studies over the mediating role of coping was conducted (Dempster

et al., 2015). The meta-analysis included 31 studies conducted among various patient groups.

Here it had been found that the mediating role of coping strategy between illness perception and

health outcomes were inconclusive.

On the whole, the studies mentioned above indicate that the mediating role of coping in the

relationship between illness perception and psychosocial adjustment is inconclusive in that some

had confirmed the mediating role of coping while others had refuted the mediating role of

coping. The inconclusive findings necessitate the need for further research studies on the

mediating role of coping in the relationship between illness perception and psychosocial

adjustment.
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2.6. Theoretical Framework of the Study

Psychological research studies on health had been guided by health belief theories and a lot of

theories have been proposed (Harvey & Lawson, 2009). Earlier theories had focused on

biomedical factors, demographic variables and social characteristics as factors in ill-related

behaviors but these factors were found to be poor predictors.

Later theories focus on the psychological variables. Of these theories, Health Belief Model

(HBM) and its extension Protection Motivation Theory (PMT), Theory of Reasoned Action

(TRA) and its extension Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), and Common Sense Model (CSM)

were used extensively to understand the factors that influence the health behavior for the

management of illness.

The oldest theoretical model is the HBM (Lyons & Chamberlain, 2005). According the health

belief model, behavior is the result of a set of core beliefs i.e. an individual’s beliefs about

susceptibility to illness, severity of the illness, the cost and benefits involved in carrying out the

behavior, and internal or external cues to action. HBM predicts that these core beliefs have been

refined over the years and they should be used to predict the chance of the behavior to occur

(Ogden, 2007).

PMT, developed by Rogers (1975), is the extension of HBM. PMT explained that health related

behaviors are influenced by five components: severity, susceptibility, response effectiveness,

self-efficacy and fear. The theory also claimed that these five components bring forth either

adaptive or maladaptive coping responses (Ogden, 2007). PMT is a theory that describes the

relationship between fear appeals and behavior enactment. It has also incorporated threat-related

and coping-related appraisal processes that are resulted from the five components (Albery &

Munafò, 2008).

Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1977, 1980) is a theory which stressed on

social cognitions in the form of subjective norms (the individual’s beliefs about their social

world) as having a central role. In addition, the theory emphasized beliefs about social worlds

and evaluation of these beliefs as having central role (Ogden, 2007).
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Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) (Ajzen, 1988, 1991) is the extension of TRA. TPB is

different from TRA in that the former geared towards understanding behavior performed with

the absence of a person’s deliberate intension (Albery & Munafò, 2008). According to TPB, an

individual’s intension to adapt a behavior i.e. behavioral intension is the main cause for a

behavior (Lyons and Chamberlain, 2005) and behavioral intensions are the results of attitudes

towards a behavior, subjective norm and perceived behavioral control (Ogden, 2007).

Common Sense Model (CSM) describes the process through which patients process illness

information, how they respond to their perceived health threat (Broadbent, Petrie, Main, &

Weinman, 2006) and how patients’ interpretations of their illness affect health outcomes they

would undergone through (Schulz et al., 2013).

Researchers have used different terms to describe illness representation like illness risk

perception (Cameron, 2008), illness cognitions (Reges et al., 2013; Brewer et al., 2002), illness

representations (Fortune, Barrowclough, & Lobban, 2004; Gray & Rutter, 2006; Sampaio,

Pereira, & Winck, 2011; Vollmann, Kalkouskaya, Langguth, & Scharloo, 2012), illness beliefs

(Awasthi & Mishra, 2010), disease perceptions (Kizilhan, 2012) and illness perceptions (Besser

et al., 2012; Capraro et al., 2012; Brzoska et al., 2012; deCastro, Aretz, Lawrenz, Romeiro, &

Haas, 2013; Broadbent et al., 2006). For the sake of this discussion, the term illness perception is

preferred for the term implied both cognitions and emotions that in turn are determined by socio-

cultural context.

According to CSM, people form subjective perception and interpretations of their life

experiences (Gray & Rutter, 2006). In order to acquire information, each individual has an active

system (Capraro et al., 2012). The model posits that the experience of being sick will make

patients integrate internal and external stimulus information within their preexisting illness

theory to generate their own common sense interpretations of their illness (Scharloo et al., 2005).

The common sense interpretations patients form is referred as illness perception (Ibrahim et al.,

2011).

In other words, the mental representation are formed from personal experiences and information

from medical sources (physicians, books etc), from the media, from friends, parents and other

patients (Rose et al., 2012; Kaptein et al., 2008).
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CSM proposed that illness perception is composed of cognitive and emotional representations

and patients form these representations simultaneously (Hagger & Orbell, 2003). The cognitive

representation, that is, the way that people think about their illness (also known as illness

cognition) is composed of five attributes/components: Identity/symptoms, consequences, time

line, cause and controllability/cure (Brewer et al., 2002; Fortune et al., 2004; Gibbons et al.,

2013; Kaptein et al., 2008; Norfazilah et al., 2013; Schulz et al., 2013).

In addition to the components proposed by Leventhal and colleagues (1998) in research studies

that employed CSM controllability/cure component was divided to treatment control (comprised

of belief in the treatment or recommended advice) and personal control (beliefs about personal

abilities to control illness); timeline component was divided in acute/chronic time-line (beliefs

about the duration of illness) and cyclical time-line (beliefs about stability of illness symptoms

over time); and illness coherence was added as illness perception component (Broadbent et al.,

2006; Brzoska et al., 2012; Morgan et al., 2014).

The emotional representation is composed of patients’ perception of anxiety, depression (Kaptein

et al., 2008; Gibbons et al., 2013) and other emotional reactions like fear of illness severity

(Brzoska et al., 2012) induced by the illness and the outcomes of the illness (Kaptein et al., 2008;

Gibbons et al., 2013).

CSM holds that “all the components are linked with each other and form a meaningful whole”

(Schulz et al., 2013, p. 2). However, these components are discrete attributes as each has

different effect on coping and health outcomes (Weinman et al., 1996).

CSM hypothesize that illness perception are “primary determinants of coping procedure”

(Leventhal et al., 1998, p. 718). When patients are confronted with health threats, they would try

to go again to their state of health. So as to arrive at this state, they take actions as coping

strategies (Edgar & Skinner, 2003). As a result, the perceptions patients form about their illness

threats is the base for the coping strategies they intend to and/or use (Morgan et al., 2014).

Cognizant of this fact, CSM argued that the coping process (choice and engagement in coping

strategies) influence health outcomes (Morgan et al., 2014). CSM also claims that the

perceptions patients’ form about their illness affects health outcomes (Schulz et al., 2013). At the

same time, CSM proposes that the relationship between illness perception, coping strategies and
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health outcomes are causal where illness perception causes both coping strategies and health

outcomes (Hagger & Orbell, 2003). In addition, CSM represents a mediating model where

coping strategies act as mediators between illness perception and health outcomes (Hagger &

Orbell, 2003).

The assertions made by CSM can be pictorially represented as follows:

Figure 1: Pictorial representations of the conceptual framework of the study

The model in Figure 1 is adapted from Leventhal and colleagues (1998). As can be seen from

the figure an individual forms concurrent cognitive and emotional representations from his/her
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symptomatic information, his/her lay experiences and information from external sources. The

representations, in turn, would be the basis for choosing coping strategies. Besides the cognitive

and emotional representations the individual forms will determine health outcomes the individual

will undergone through either directly or indirectly through his/her choice/s of strategies to cope

with his/her illness. The figure also depicts that appraisal of the coping strategies employed and

the health outcomes the individual experienced will determine the representations the individual

will form. In addition, the figure informs us that external factors including the socio-economic

context in which the individual resides do have their own influence on the illness representations,

coping strategies and psychosocial adjustments. Socio-demographic variables (e.g. age, gender,

place of residence, etc) will also play their own share in the individual’s illness representations,

coping strategies and psychosocial adjustments.

Of the theoretical models/theories described above, the CSM is preferred to be used as

theoretical framework for the present study. CSM is preferred as a theoretical framework for the

present study because: (1) illness perception had been effectively researched using this model;

(2) the model focuses on delayed help seeking and treatment non-adherence, which had been

found to be barriers to effective TB control in Ethiopia; (3) using the model opens space to

employ disease and context specific concepts; (4) the model is helpful to understand highly

individualized experiences of patients; (5) unlike other theoretical frameworks, CSM

acknowledges the roles social and economical environments play in heath related behavior; and

(6) applying CSM on an illness which is a concern for developing countries and in a collectivist

culture will add its own share not only on the ecological validity of the model but also on the

knowledge accumulated so far.

2.7. Summary and Research Implications

Studies on TB patients’ illness perception had been conducted in different corners of the globe.

The studies had depicted that TB patents in different corners had different perceptions of their

illness. Studies on Ethiopian TB patients had examined one or more illness perception

components but not all the illness perception components. The studies, conducted so far, had

revealed that TB patients in Ethiopia had erroneous perceptions of their illness.
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TB is associated with a number of psychosocial burdens. The studies on TB patients coping

strategies had examined the strategies patients employed to cope with their financial burdens.

Other studies on TB patients had revealed the psychosocial adjustments they undergone through

in the courses of their illness. Studies on Ethiopian TB patients had also examined patients

psychosocial adjustments. However he no studies on Ethiopian TB patients had been small and

the available once had employed quantitative approaches.

With regard to the direct associations between illness perception and psychosocial adjustment

and their indirect associations through coping strategy, study results had been found to be

inconclusive.

Generally, the literatures reviewed had revealed four important research gaps. Firstly, illness

perception of TB patients in Ethiopia had not been thoroughly examined. Secondly, studies on

TB patients coping strategies had examined patients strategies to cope with the finical burdens

which in turn over looked the strategies patients employed to cope with the psychosocial

burdens. Thirdly, studies on Ethiopian TB patients bad been small in number and had been

quantitative in nature. Fourthly, the mediating role of coping in the association between illness

perception and psychosocial adjustment had been inconclusive. Hence these are the research

gaps that implied that there was a need for a research study that could fill these gaps. Therefore,

this dissertation attempted to fill these gaps by investigating the illness perception, coping

strategies and psychosocial adjustment among adult TB patients in Northwestern Ethiopia.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHOD

3.1. Research Design

The main purpose of the current study was investigating illness perception, coping strategies and

psychosocial adjustment among adult TB patients in Northwestern Ethiopia. To achieve this

purpose, mixed methods research design was used because “social reality cannot be analyzed

exclusively by applying either qualitative or quantitative methods” (Huber, 2008, p. 8). Mixed

methods research design involves “collecting, analyzing, and interpreting quantitative and

qualitative data in a single study or in a series of studies that investigate the same underlying

phenomenon” (Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2006, p. 474).

Both qualitative and quantitative designs have their strengths and weaknesses (Bell, 2005;

Dawson, 2007). And the intent of mixed methods research design is not only ameliorating the

weakness in each design but also maintaining the strengths in each (Caruth, 2013). Hence, in this

study the variables were investigated using both qualitative and quantitative methods which are

believed to give a better understanding (complete picture) of the variables under investigation.

Mixed methods research designs use qualitative and quantitative methods in either parallel or

sequential phases. In the sequential forms of mixed research design, one type of data provides a

basis for the collection of another type of data (Cameron, 2009).

In the present research the sequential design, where qualitative methods precede quantitative

methods, was employed. The best justification for doing so is that “collecting quantitative data in

a second phase is important to test the qualitative explorations of the first phase of the study”

(Creswell, 2012, p. 548). This type of design is termed as Exploratory Sequential Design.

Therefore, in this study, exploratory sequential design was employed where the researcher first

employed qualitative methods to explore the variables at hand and then used quantitative

methods to explain the relationship observed in the variables. The primary purpose of sequential

exploratory mixed design is to explore a phenomenon (Terrell, 2012). And the main advantage of
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this design is the fact that the researcher will be able to discover measures actually grounded in

the [qualitative] data which will then be used in the quantitative data collection (Creswell, 2012).

Developments of context and disease specific instruments are behind the utilization of qualitative

method before the utilization of quantitative methods. Culture affects perceptions, emotions and

actions. This is also the case in the perception, emotion and actions by patients towards their

illness. In elaborating this Arnault wrote: “Culture affects all aspects of health and illness,

including the perception of it, the explanations for it, and the behavioral options to promote

health or relieve suffering” (Arnault, 2009, p. 260). If that is the case, understanding of how

Ethiopian TB patients’ perception, coping strategies and psychosocial adjustment calls upon

culture sensitive measures.

The measures developed so far (including illness perception questionnaires) are criticized from

cultural researchers. For example, Rudell and colleagues (2009) pointed out that “Illness

perception questionnaires assess agreement with statements that were developed from a universal

(etic) approach so that one might not detect cultural variations. Etic questionnaires may miss out

on beliefs that were not part of the culture where it had been developed, that is, indigenous

(emic) beliefs of a particular culture” (p: 337). Thus instruments which are culture sensitive need

to be developed to investigate the emic views of Ethiopian TB patients lived experiences.

Cognizant of this fact, Leventhal and colleagues (2004) argued that studies of adaptation to

chronic illness who assume that chronic illnesses are homogeneous would ignore important

differences among these illnesses. It is believed that all chronic illnesses are different and the

experiences and behavioral strategies to adapt to an illness are significantly different from the

experiences and behavioral strategies to another illness. Consequently, instruments to tap the

illness perceptions, coping strategies and psychosocial adjustment of TB patients need to be

different from the instruments that were developed for other illness types.

In line with the above arguments, proponents of CSM had pronounced that “implementation of

the self-regulation framework may require the creation of new instruments to record how

individuals manage the day-by-day details of adapting to chronic illness” (Leventhal et al., 2004,

p. 208). However, the fact on the ground is that instruments which are applicable to the
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investigation of the experiences of Ethiopian TB patients are not yet born, at least to the

knowledge of the researcher. Hence, it is believed that exploration of the lived experiences (emic

views) of Ethiopian TB patients’ adaptation to their illness needed to be understood through

qualitative methods as a great depth of understanding is obtained using qualitative methods

(Caruth, 2013). And that is followed by quantitative study to test the qualitative explorations.

Therefore, exploratory sequential mixed research design was used.

3.2. The Study Area

Data were collected in Northwestern Ethiopia. Northwestern Ethiopia covers the North and

South Gondar Zones of the Amhara Regional State. The Central Statistics Agency (CSA)

provides data on population size and demographic profiles of the residents in North and South

Gondar Zones (CSA, 2007). Based on data from the CSA, the North and South Gondar Zones

had a population of 2,929,628 and 2,051,738, respectively. While examining the socio-economic,

health and other profiles of the residents in North and South Gondar Zones, 1,486,040 of the

population in North Gondar Zone were males and the remaining 1,443,588 of them were

females. In South Gondar Zone 1041,061 of the population were males and the remaining

1,010,677 of them were females. With regard to place of residence, 2, 466,928 of the population

in North Gondar Zone live in rural areas and the remaining 462,700 of them live in urban areas.

In south Gondar Zone, 1,856,119 of the population were rural residents and the remaining 195,

619 of them were urban residents.

Religion wise, of the total population in North Gondar Zone 2,794,231 of them were Orthodox,

3,085 of them were Protestants, 290 of them were Catholics, 125,648 of them were Muslims, 186

of them follow traditional religions and the remaining 6,188 of them follow other religions.

Similarly of the total population in South Gondar Zone 1,972,513 of them were Orthodox, 2,069

of them were Protestants, 1,045 of them were Catholics, 75,462 of them were Muslims, 51 of

them follow traditional religions and the remaining 598 of them follow other religions.

In terms of literacy 33.6% of the population in North Gondar Zone who are 5 years and above

were literate and 32.5% of the population in South Gondar Zone who are 5 years and above were

literate.
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Of the total population who are 10 year and above in North Gondar Zone, 1,337,249 were

economically active and the remaining 713,595 were economically inactive. Of the economically

active individuals aged 10 and above in North Gondar Zone, 1,298,892 were employed and the

remaining 38, 356 were unemployed. Looking in to the situation in South Gondar Zone, of the

total population who are 10 year and above 1,034,302 were economically active and the

remaining 432,379 were economically inactive. Of the economically active individuals aged 10

and above in South Gondar Zone, 1,000,324 were employed and the remaining 13, 977 were

unemployed.

The average house hold size in North and South Gondar Zones were 4.5 and 4.4 respectively.

The total fertility rate of women aged between 15 and 49 in North and South Gondar Zones were

4.59 and 4.65 respectively. The death rate in both Zones was 0.012 and the birth rates were 2.49

and 2.6 in North and South Gondar Zones.

With regard to the health facilities in the study area, there are 6 hospitals and 126 health centers

in North Gondar Zone and there are 4 hospitals and 93 health centers in South Gondar Zone. In

other words, there are a total of 132 health facilities in North Gondar Zone and 97 health

facilities in South Gondar Zone.

3.3. Phase I: Qualitative Research

The first phase of the study is qualitative in nature. The methodologies used in the qualitative

study are presented in this sub section of the chapter.

3.3.1. Sampling techniques

Site selection: Gate keepers are important ingredients in explorative research studies as they can

facilitate the interaction between researchers and participants (Cohen et al, 2006). Consequently,

a health facility i.e. Azezo Health Center was purposefully selected since it was possible to have

the director of the center as gate keeper to the study site.

Participant selection: TB patients who were receiving TB treatment at Azezo Health Center

were the participants of the study. Purposive sampling was used to recruit participants. Since the
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purpose of the data collection was exploring the illness perception, coping strategies and

psychosocial adjustment among TB patients, those who had been available in the center during

the data collection phase and who had been willing to participate were recruited with the help of

the gate-keeper. Thus data were collected from 13 TB patients and it reached saturation.

3.3.2. Data collection tools

The selections of methods are always based on the research questions to be addressed and the

purposes of the study to be fulfilled by the research (Ridenour & Newman, 2008). Of all

qualitative research methods for psychological research studies, in-depth interviews had been

used. Interviews are preferred to other methods because they are effective methods to tap the

experiences of participants (Madill & Gough, 2008). Of the different interview styles, semi-

structured interview style had been used.

To collect data, interview protocol was developed. After extensive literature reading, outlines of

all broad categories relevant to the study were listed. Following that the investigator developed

sets of questions/items relevant to each of the outlined categories. The research advisor provided

comments on the questions developed. The protocol was evaluated by panel of experts (2

anthropologists, a sociologist, a clinical psychologist and a health psychologist).

Needless to say corrections were made based upon the comments from the experts and the

protocol became ready to be used for the interview. The items in the interview asked the TB

patients about their lived experiences with their illness.

Open-ended questions (e.g. what do you think happened to you, what happened to your

relationship with others after you got TB, what was your first reaction when you understood that

you have TB) were used so that participants can best voice their experiences. In addition prompt

items (e.g. tell me more, please clarify what you really want to say, etc) were employed to elicit

important data from the respondents (see Appendix 1 and 2).

The data collected through the interview were conducted by speaking to the respondents face-to-

face. While conducting interviews tape recording was employed with the permission of each

interviewee. And doing so helped to check the wording of any statement the researcher wished to
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quote and to make sure what is written is accurate. In addition, it helped to have eye contact with

respondents thereby to look interested to the respondents (Bell, 2005). With this in mind, field

notes were taken during the interview.

3.3.3. Data collection and analysis procedures

Thematic content analysis, the process of identifying, coding and categorizing the primary

patterns in the data (Creswell, 2012), was employed to analyze data from the interviews. The

type of thematic analysis, proposed by Charmaz (2006), was used to analyze the data from the

interviews. In thematic content analysis, data collection and analysis are undertaken

concurrently. Hence, in the current study the concurrent data collection and analysis had been

exercised as follows.

First and foremost a letter from the University of Gondar, College of Social Science and

Humanities, which requests cooperation with the researcher, was obtained. This letter was used to

establish formal contact with North Gondar Zone Health Bureau. While establishing contact with

the bureau, the researcher explained the scope and purpose of the study. Doing so helped the

researcher to secure permission to conduct the study in the Zone.

As had been said earlier, interview protocol was developed and panel of experts had commented

on the protocol. Following that a study protocol was developed and submitted to the University

of Gondar, Institutional Review Board (IRB). The study protocol includes the Amharic and

English versions of the consent forms and information sheets among other things. Finally,

certificate of ethical clearance was obtained from the IRB.

During the data collection, two pilot interviews were conducted thereby language and ordering of

some items had been modified. Of particular importance here is that patients got confused when

the word illness (‘Himem’) is used to ask questions. Patients equate illness with symptoms they

are experiencing and it was understood that they best understand the question when the word

disease (‘Beshita’) is used. Thus, the word disease (‘Beshita’) is used in the remaining

interviews.
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Additional modifications were the following:

 It was understood that some words used in the protocol are words used in the formal

Amharic language but confusing/ambiguous to the patients in the study area. For

example, ‘min yasketilibignal’ is a word in the formal writings but it was understood that

patients understand the question when they were asked like ‘min yametabignal’.

Although both have similar meaning patients got confused when the first word is used.

Hence, attempts were made to use languages/dialects used in the local area.

 The item on consequence dimension was included as probing item in the severity

measure. But it then became an independent item on its own.

 The item “what did you change after you got TB and how did you cope with it?” was

found to be confusing to the patients and thus it was replaced by “How do you cope with

your illness?”

 “Tell me your daily activity which you quitted to perform since you got ill or an activity

which you begun to perform after you got ill” was included as probing item in the

psychosocial adjustment measure.

Then after, five interviews were conducted. For the purpose of analyzing the collected data from

the interviews, the audiotape-recorded interviews were transcribed and the transcripts were

combined with the field notes taken during each interview. The combined transcripts were read

through several times to get a general sense of the data.

Open coding (line by line coding) begun right after the first interview. In doing so, labels were

added after each event, idea or action in the patient’s interview transcript. Line-by-line coding

continued in the transcripts of the next four interviews. During that time codes that share

properties were formed beginning from the second interview and similar codes were grouped to

develop categories.

Since themes begun to emerge, data collection was paused for a while. After the five interviews,

time was taken to analyze the already collected data. In doing so, comparisons of codes between
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interviews and seldom within an interview were conducted in the coding process. The codes then

were grouped into categories and sub-categories under an umbrella theme (core category). The

predetermined core categories in the present study are illness perception, coping strategies and

psychosocial adjustment.

Then after, the direction of the data to be collected was redesigned and modifications on some

items were made. Here are the major modifications made:

 It was understood that the cyclical natures of the symptoms were not being assessed.

Thus “did the symptoms of your illness change over time?” was included in the illness

perception category of the interview protocol.

 It was understood that the item “where did you get information about your illness?” was

less important to the study and was deleted from the interview protocol.

 “What did you feel when you were told that your illness is TB?” was added as a probing

item in the coping strategies measure.

 “What did you do (what actions did you take) after you understood that your illness is

TB?” was included as a probing item in the coping strategies measure.

 “Please tell me about your life by comparing your life before you got TB and your life

after you got TB” was added as a probing item in the psychosocial adjustment measure.

 “Tell me the changes you had experienced in your relationship with others’ was included

as an alternative item to “what happened to your relationship with others after you have

got TB?”

 The patients were asked about the shame feeling they experienced while coming to the

clinic. Mean while, it was understood that they used some sort of coping strategies

against the shame feeling while they return home (For example acting as if they are

coming from church). Thus the existing item was modified to include patients’

experience while returning to their home.
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Data collection was then resumed and line-by-line coding of interview transcripts followed every

interview. Here, focused coding was implemented to sort out codes which substantiate the

already identified categories and sub-categories. It was done so because themes were clearly

identified and it was decided that the focus of the data to be collected need to gear toward the

already identified themes. However, the researcher was so open that newly emerged codes which

share similar properties were entertained and they were formed into new categories and/or sub-

categories. In the process four interviews were conducted and data collection was paused for

some time. Again comparisons of codes between and within interviews were conducted and

modifications were made. The following were the major medications made:

 “Did your illness accidentally happen to you or did it happen because of your action?”

was included as a probing item in the illness perception category.

 “Had your illness got worse as soon as you began the medication?” was added in the

illness perception measure.

 “What did you advice for a person who had TB?” was added as a last item in the protocol

to tap into patients’ understanding of their illness.

Data collection was resumed and line-by-line coding continued right after transcribing the

interviews. Data collection continues till no more new code emerged (i.e. data saturation was

reached). In doing so, data collection was stopped after four additional interviews which make

the pool of interviews to be 13. Finally the categories and sub categories were combined to form

themes under three umbrella variables (illness perception, coping strategies and psychosocial

adjustment) and draft version of the analyzed data was written up. For the purpose of scrutinizing

the data, checking and re-checking of the compatibility of the themes with the transcribed data

were performed.

Here, bear in mind that it is the principal investigator who conducts all the interviews and the

transcriptions of the interviews. A pool of 176 pages of transcripts was produced from the 13

interviews with the TB patients. Later proof reading was conducted by a B.A holder in social

work.
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The transcripts and the codes from the analysis were provided to the research advisor and a PhD

candidate in anthropology who do have ample experiences in qualitative studies among patients

including TB patients. The advisor and the candidate validated the codes through comparing

them with the transcripts.

Hence, trustworthiness of the study was verified by prolonged engagement, others’ validation of

the codes and thick description.

Last but not least, the draft version of the analyzed data was provided to three individuals (two

professors and one PhD candidate who had experience in qualitative data analysis) and

comments were received. Revisions were made based on their comments to come up with the

final version of the analysis (see the final version in the next chapter).

3.3.4. Ethical considerations during the interview

Before conducting every interview, some rapport was established with each interviewee. The

information sheet had been given to the participants (it was read for those who can’t read and

write). Purpose and scope of the study were communicated with participants through the

information sheet. Participants were also informed that participation in the study is voluntary in

that they can withdraw from the study at any time if they wish to do so. Needless to say, the

participants were assured that all the information that they would give will be kept confidential.

Last but not least, those who were found to be willing to participate in the study were provided

with consent form to sign on it. It is after each participant signed on the form that the interviews

were conducted.
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3.4. Phase II: Quantitative Research

The second phase of the study began with development of items and continued with validation of

the items. Following that the items were pilot tested and results were computed.

3.4.1. Item development

For the purpose of generating items, codes from the qualitative data were restructured into lists

of statements. The initial lists of statements were revised many times to check duplicated

statements.

Then existing tools and literatures were consulted to find out additional items which could

substantiate the already developed ones. In doing so the following items were adapted.

1. Literature consulted among TB patients around the globe had revealed the fact that

depression is a co-morbid disorder among TB patients. From the initial items generated,

it was understood that the items measuring depression don’t properly tap into the

variable. ‘Diagnostic criteria for depressive disorder due to another medical condition’

had been consulted from DSM-V (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Then items

(Items 30, 31, 32 and 33 of the psychological adjustment measure) were developed from

the criteria.

2. In the receiving social support sub-section of the social adjustment measure, it was

understood that items that measure how the patients seek the social support were

understood missing. Thus four items (Items 23, 24, 27 and 29 of the social adjustment

measure) were adapted from the Interpersonal Support Evaluation List (Cohn and

Hobeman, 1983).

3. Distancing oneself as a coping strategy had been found in the qualitative study and items

had been generated from the codes in the qualitative study. While examining the existing

tools it was understood that an item from the Coping Checklist –Revised need to be

added into the sub-scale. Hence item 29 in the coping strategy measure was adapted from

the checklist.
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4. An item on religious coping was understood to be important to include in praising God

coping dimension. Thus item 26 of the coping strategy measure was adapted from Cope

Scale (Carver, Scherer and Weintraub, 1989).

5. Three items were generated to examine receiving instrumental aid sub-scale of the coping

strategy measure. It was then understood that additional items as needed. Thus two items

(item 17 and 18 of the coping strategy measure) were adapted from Cope Scale (Carver et

al., 1989).

At the end of this process 51 items, 74 items, 47 items and 30 items were constructed to measure

illness perception, coping strategies, psychological adjustment and social adjustment,

respectively. The items were then sorted out in their respective domains. Finally the items and

their respective domains became ready for expert validation.

3.4.2. Validity checks

Great attempts were made to validate the instrument through comments and suggestions from

content area experts, language experts and experts in item construction.

Content area expert validations were made through e-mail and personal contacts with seven

experts from around the globe. Experts were consulted from different disciplines (psychology,

medicine, anthropology, public health and pharmacy). The experts were chosen because they had

the experiences in TB related research work and/or research experiences in the three variables

among other patient groups.

Experts were provided with the qualitative analysis and the draft questionnaire. In the

questionnaire, the items plus the domain within which each item belongs were included. Then,

the experts were asked (1) to indicate whether each item is representative of the domain within

which it is associated on four-point scale (not representative, minimally representative,

moderately representative and strongly representative): (2) to identify items which are

incongruent with its nominated domain and to subsequently assign incongruent items to an

alternative domain.
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However, most of the experts offered a general comment on the questionnaire. This includes the

length of the questionnaire, modifications on some items, pointing out repeated items in different

scales, items to be excluded and clarifications on some items. Modifications on some items were

made and attempt was made to reduce the number of items.

Following that, language areas experts were consulted. The scale was prepared in English and it

was translated into Amharic by a PhD candidate in English Language and Literature. The

translated version of the questionnaire was back translated in to English by another individual

who holds M.A. degree in English Language and Literature and who works as magazine editor.

Minor differences were observed in the two translations. The English version of the

questionnaire was, then, translated in to Amharic by the language experts and the researcher. In

doing so, differences in translations were discussed and agreements were reached on each item.

The last group of experts includes instrument construction experts. The translated and the draft

questionnaire were given to experts in measurement and evaluation (one of the two had

experience in item development for research purpose and the other one is lecturer who had

experiences of teaching on item development). Comments (including the ordering of some items

and modifications on the language used on some items) were offered by the experts. Hence,

modifications were made accordingly.

Taking the comments and suggestions given by these professionals into consideration, the

ambiguities, omissions and misunderstandings found in some items were cleared and the length

of the questionnaire was minimized. By doing all these, attempts were made to work on the

content and face validity of the questionnaire and the questionnaire becomes ready for the pilot

study.

3.4.3. Descriptions of the developed questionnaire

The questionnaire developed is composed of four parts (Demographic, Illness perception,

Coping strategies, and Psychosocial adjustment measures).

Demographic Measure: This measure has nine items to collect clinical and background

information about the participants (i.e. age, sex, marital status, number of children, educational
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back ground, occupational status, place of residence, time since illness began, and time since

medication began).

Illness Perception Measure: This measure has three sub-sections. The first one measures the

identity dimension of illness perception, particularly symptom perception. In this sub-section

participants were provided with 13 TB symptoms. Then they were asked to indicate whether they

had experienced the stated symptoms at two scale points using yes/no format. At the same time

patients were asked whether the symptoms they had experienced are related with their TB or not

at two scale points using yes/no format. Doing so had helped to examine ‘identity’ which in this

case refers to identifying symptoms they experienced as the symptoms their illness.

The second sub-section includes seven illness perception dimensions: identity/change (6 items),

illness duration (4 items), consequence (4 items), cure/control (12 items), coherence (3 items),

severity (4 items), and emotional representation (10 items). These dimensions were rated on a 5-

point Likert-type scale (ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree).

The third sub-section includes the causal dimension of illness perception. In this sub-section 13

attributional items were presented to TB patients and the scale uses the same 5-point Likert-type

scale (ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree).

Coping Strategies Measure: This section includes 59 items which measures five dimensions of

coping strategies (cognitive coping strategies, receiving social support, religious coping, social

withdrawal and problem solving strategies). Cognitive coping strategies dimension include

measures of information collection (4 items), accepting (4 items) and mental readiness (4 items).

Receiving social support was measured using receiving instrumental support scale (6 items).

Religious coping dimension includes praising God (4 items) and asking for help from God (5

items). Social withdrawal dimension was measured using distancing oneself (4 items) and hiding

information (6 items). Problem solving strategy dimension includes instrumental actions (10

items), struggling (6 items) and planning (6 items). Each dimension was rated on a 5-point

Likert-type scale (ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree).

Psychosocial Adjustment Measure: It has two sub-sections where the first one measures

psychological adjustments among the patients. The sub-section included 43 items which are
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rated on a 5-point Likert-type scale (ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree). This sub-

section is composed of measures for fear (4 items), anxiety (13 items), shame (6 items),

loneliness (4 items), depression (8 items), happiness (3 items) and hopelessness (5 items).

The second sub-section measures social adjustments among the participants. This sub-section

included 29 items which are rated on a 5-point Likert-type scale (ranging from strongly disagree

to strongly agree). This sub-section is composed of 5 measures: self-discrimination (6 items),

others- discrimination (9 items), disruptions of social relations (4 items), receiving suggestion (3

items) and social support (7 items).

3.5. Pilot Study

The purpose of the pilot study was to check in to the reliability and practicability of the

questionnaire developed and designed to collect the main data in the second phase of the study.

The aim was also to find out difficulties respondents will have in comprehending an item’s

meaning or format.

3.5.1. Selection of participants of the pilot study

For the purpose of selecting the participants of the study, data on the available health facilities in

North Gondar Zone and the number of TB patients in each facility had been collected from the

Zonal Health Bureau. Following that health facilities with more than 30 patients were purposely

selected. Then random sampling was used to select a health facility.

Aykel Health Center was the selected facility and contact was made with the head nurse of the

TB unit of the center. In the health center there were 138 TB patients who were receiving their

medications. Of these patients 12 of them were excluded for 2 of the patients were relapse cases

and 10 of them were under retreatment. Then simple random sampling was used to recruit 50 TB

patients (25 males and 25 females) from the 126 new TB case patients.

3.5.2. Demographic characteristics of the pilot respondents

Mean and standard deviation was calculated on participants’ age. The age of the respondents

ranges between 18 and 46 (M= 29.58, SD= 9.087). In addition, frequencies and percentages were
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computed for the remaining variables and the summaries of the computations are presented in

Table 1 below.

Table 1

Demographic characteristics of the pilot respondents

R/No

Demographic

Variables Category Freq. %

1 Sex
Male 25 50

Female 25 50

2 Marital status

Married 29 58

Single 17 34

Divorced 14 8

3 Children
Yes 27 54

No 23 46

4 Educational status

No Education 10 20

Elementary school 21 42

Secondary school 12 24

Diploma Holder 3 6

Degree Holder 4 8

5 Resident
Urban 32 64

Rural 18 36

6 Type of work

Unemployed 9 18

House wife 13 26

Farmer 6 12

Driver 3 6

Petty trader 3 6

Shoeshine 2 4

Student 3 6

Daily Laborer 2 4

Teacher 5 10

Guard 2 4

Janitor 2 4
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Table 1 depicts that equal number of male and female participants (50% each) were included in

the pilot study. Of all the participants 58% of them were married, 54% of them have children,

80% of them got some form of schooling, 64% of them live in urban areas and 26% of them

were housewives.

3.5.3. Procedures of pilot data collection

The information sheet had been given to the participants (it was read for those who can’t read

and write). Those who were found to be willing to participate in the study were provided with

consent form to sign on it. After they had signed on the consent form, the participants were given

the questionnaire in a quiet room after they had attended their medication. The researcher

explained the instructions and remained in the room with each participant to answer any

questions that might arise.

3.5.4. Results of the pilot study

Data collected from the 50 TB patients was used to check the reliability of the instrument and to

check in to the feasibility of the instrument with regard to the research questions.

Reliability Checks

While calculating the Cronbach alpha reliability, the reliability coefficient for each scale was

obtained (see Table 2 below). After finding these reliability coefficients, inter-item correlation

between items and reliability coefficients if item deleted were also calculated. Based on these

calculations, 2 items each were deleted from the illness perception measure and from coping

strategies measure and no item was deleted from the psychosocial adjustment scale. The

Cronbach alpha reliability of each scale was re-calculated on remaining items and the results are

presented below in Table 2.
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Table 2

A summary table of number of items and reliabilities of the instruments before and after poor

items were deleted based on pilot data

Descriptions

Scales

Illness

perception

Coping

strategies

Psychological

adjustment

Social

Adjustment

Psychosocial

Adjustment

B A B A B A B A B A

No of Items 43 41 59 57 43 43 29 29 72 72

Reliability 0.676 0.734 0.668 0.707 0.887 0.887 0.803 0.803 0.904 0.904

B= before poor items were deleted

A= after poor items were deleted

Scholars claimed that the figure 0.7 is enough for set of items to be considered a scale (Singh,

2007). Hence, there was a need to delete some items on the illness perception scale and the

coping strategy scale to increase their reliability. The psychological adjustment and the social

adjustment scale independently and when they were computed collectively as psychosocial

adjustment scale were found to have high reliability. These make deletion of items irrelevant and

thus items were not deleted in the two scales.

For the symptom measure, the frequency and percentage of the symptoms experienced by the

patients and their relation with their illness was computed. The summary of the computations are

presented in Table 3 here under.
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Table 3

Symptoms experienced and their relationship with the TB

Table 3 indicate that difficulty moving, inflammation, cough, tiredness, difficulty breathing,

sweating, weight loss, high temperature, pain and lack of appetite were rated as “Yes” by more

than half of the respondents as symptoms related to their illness. On the other hand, swelling,

lumbago and vomiting were rated as “No” by more than half of the respondents. In other words,

most of the respondents don’t believe that these symptoms are related with their illness. Hence

these items were deleted in the final questionnaire.

In addition, patients were given space to state symptoms they had experienced other than the

stated 13 symptoms. From their replies, it could be deduced that most of the respondents

mentioned head ache and worry/anxiety as symptoms they had experienced. Thus it was decided

to include these symptoms in the main data collection.

Symptoms

Experienced Related

Yes No Yes No

Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. %

Difficulty moving 25 50 25 50 23 46 27 54

Inflammation 40 80 10 20 40 80 10 20

Cough 41 82 9 18 41 82 9 18

Tiredness 46 92 4 8 46 92 4 8

Swelling 13 26 37 74 13 26 37 74

Difficulty breathing 36 72 14 28 36 72 14 28

Lumbago 22 44 28 56 22 44 28 56

Vomiting 24 48 26 52 24 48 26 52

Sweating 47 94 3 6 47 94 3 6

Weight loss 45 90 5 10 45 90 5 10

High temperature 50 100 - - 50 100 - -

Pain 32 64 18 36 32 64 18 36

Lack of appetite 42 84 8 16 42 84 8 16
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Thus difficulty moving, inflammation, cough, tiredness, difficulty breathing, sweating, weight

loss, high temperature, pain, lack of appetite, head ache and worry/anxiety were included as

symptom scale items in the final instrument.

In the causal attribution measure each item was analyzed separately. Patients agreement (sum of

strongly agree and agree) and disagreement (sum of strongly disagree and disagree) were

summarized. The results of the summaries are presented in Table 4 below.

Table 4

Causal attributions of pilot respondents

No Causes

Disagree Undecided Agree

Freq. % Freq. % Freq. %

1 Wind attack 18 36 8 16 24 48

2 Test from God 19 38 17 34 14 28

3 Punishment from God 30 60 10 20 10 20

4 Dust, dirt or bad smell 16 32 13 26 21 42

5 Work overload 22 44 8 16 20 40

6 Porous cloth 36 72 6 12 8 16

7 Lack of sleep 30 60 8 16 11 22

8 Drinking coffee 45 90 3 6 2 4

9 Transmission from others 30 60 14 28 6 12

10 A gift from God 33 66 9 19 8 16

11 Conflict in the family 44 88 4 8 2 4

12 Living alone 50 100 - - - -

13 I don’t know the cause 13 26 6 12 31 62

As had been used in other researches (e.g. Scharloo et al., 2005) causal attributions endorsed by

at least 20% of the respondents are decided to be included in the final instrument. Based on the

results depicted in the table above porous cloth, drinking coffee, transmission from others, a gift

from God, conflict in the family and living alone were decided to be excluded as causes of TB

during the final data collection.
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3.5.5. Lessons learned from the pilot study and improvements made then after

In this sub-section the lessons learned during the pilot study are reflected.

1. In the earlier version of the proposal random sampling was planned to be used to recruit

respondents (362 TB patients) from 11 health facilities. In addition, it was proposed to

employ 6 health professional as data collectors.

Nevertheless, in the second visit to the study area (for the pilot study) it was learned that

a new rule was enforced where TB patients were allowed to take their TB medication in

their nearest health post. During the data collection at Aykel Health Center, TB patients

who reside in the nearby areas were only available at the center (maximum effort was

exerted to reach other TB patients in the nearest health posts). At the same time, it was

learned that the head nurse in the TB Unit of the health center was expected to undertake

frequent visits to the health posts under the umbrella health center (in this case the Aykel

Health Center).

These experiences had made the researcher to design new sampling strategy and data

collection procedure. In other words, it was believed that cluster sampling need to be

employed to recruit the required number of participants. In relation with this head nurses

in the 11 health facilities need to be trained and used as data collectors for they can

collect data from the umbrella health facility and from the health posts under the scope of

their supervision responsibilities.

2. For the purpose of selecting a research site to conduct the pilot study, lists of health

centers and hospitals had been collected from the North Gondar Zone Health Bureau.

Then Tikil Dingay Health Center had been randomly selected. In a visit to this health

center, the researcher had found that there were only 11 TB patients who were receiving

their treatment where two of them were less than 18 years of age. Following this

understanding data on the number of TB patients in each health facility was collected

from the Zonal Health Bureau. Then those health facilities that had 40 or more TB

patients had been purposely selected and random sampling had been used to select a

health facility for the pilot study. The same trend is expected to happen in South Gondar
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Zone. And, therefore, the available health facilities and the number of TB patients need to

be collected from the Zonal Health Bureaus in both zones before any facility selection.

Following that, health facilities with TB patients of 30 or more had been purposely

selected and then random sampling had been used to select health facilities from both

zones.

In addition, in informal conversations with the health professionals at North Gondar Zone

Health Bureau and health researchers at University of Gondar, it had been understood

that TB patients at health facilities in Gondar Town had been tired of filling

questionnaires for most of graduate and undergraduate students used to collect data in

these facilities. It had been then understood that these facilities need to be excluded for

otherwise the patients in these facilities may fill the questionnaire carelessly. The same

reasoning had also been applied to health facilities in Debretabor town for it had been

anticipated that students of Debretabor University would collect data from these centers.

3. In the causal attribution sub-scale of illness perception scale, transmission from others

was endorsed only by 16.7% of the respondents. However, literature searches had

revealed the fact that the sources of transmission for almost all new TB cases are persons

with untreated tuberculosis (e.g. Getahun, Matteelli, Chaisson, & Raviglione, 2015).

Thus, it is advantageous to include transmission from others in the sub-scale.

4. Preliminary analysis had indicated that religious coping had been found to be the most

frequently used coping strategy employed by TB patients. Consequently it had been

understood that religion needs to be included as a background variable so that

comparisons could be made among respondents with different religious backgrounds.
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3.6. Final Data Collection and Analysis

3.6.1. Sample and sampling procedure

Multi-stage cluster sampling was employed to recruit participants. In doing so, first of all the

study area was clustered into two taking zones as a basis for clustering the area. As had been

described earlier, the two clusters (zones) have a pool of 229 health facilities. Therefore, in the

next stage of the sampling process, simple random sampling had been used to select 5% of the

health facilities in the area (11 facilities). Taking the proportion of the health facilities into

consideration, 6 health facilities were selected from the North Gondar Zone and the remaining 5

health facilities were selected from the South Gondar Zone.

From the practical experience obtained during the pilot study, some health facilities were found

to have small number of TB patients. Hence, first of all lists of the health facilities and the

number of TB patients in each facility were collected from zonal health bureau of the two zones.

Then facilities with more than 30 TB patients were purposefully selected. In addition, health

facilities from Gondar and Debretabor towns were purposefully discarded from the list for TB

patients in these facilities were found to be tired of filling questionnaires. It is, therefore,

decided to randomly select the 11 health facilities from the purposefully selected health facilities

in each zone.

Of the total health facilities in North Gondar Zone, 34 of them had more than 30 TB patients in

the first quarter of the 2010 EFY. Then random sampling was employed to recruit 6 health

facilities from the 34 facilities in North Gondar Zone that had more than 30 patients. Of the total

health facilities in South Gondar Zone, 21 of them had more than 30 TB patients in the first

quarter of the 2010 EFY. Then random sampling was employed to recruit 5 health facilities from

the 21 facilities.

In the last part of the sample selection process, the desired number of TB patients for the

quantitative were selected from the 11 health facilities. Sample size was determined using a

single population proportion-formula for estimation of population proportion. That is:
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n= [(Z/2)2 x p x (1-p)]/d2

where Z/2 at 95% confidence interval (1.96), d margin of error 0.05, and p proportion obtained

from previous study on non-adherence in Amhara region (0.66).

Consequently the calculations using the formula gave us 345. Besides, it was expected that there

will be 5% non-response rate, that is, 17. Taking all these into consideration, 362 TB patients

were randomly selected from the selected health facilities. Furthermore, attempts were made to

select proportional number of patients from each health facility. Accordingly the following

numbers of patients were recruited from the 11 health facilities in Northwestern Ethiopia:

Table 5

Number of respondents recruited from the 11 health facilities

No Name of the facility

No of patients

recruited Valid

questionnaires

Invalid

QuestionnairesMale Female Total

1 Dabat Health Center 16 18 34 32 2

2 Shinfa Health Center 21 10 31 30 1

3 Metema Health Center 19 14 33 27 6

4 Sonja Health Center 20 13 33 33

5 Maksegnit Health center 21 15 36 36

6 Arbaya Health Center 15 16 31 31

7 Addis Zemen Health

Center
19 19 38 34 4

8 Mekaneyesus Health

Center
14 19 33 33

9 Gayint Health Center 15 17 32 29 3

10 Estie Health Center 20 14 34 34

11 Dera Health Center 18 9 27 27

Total 198 164 362 346 16

As can be seen from table 5 data were collected from 362 respondents from the 11 health

facilities. However, some questionnaires were not properly filled and hence 16 questionnaires

were discarded. In the present study, therefore, 346 questionnaires were used.
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3.6.2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria

The following were the inclusion and exclusion criteria of the study.

Inclusion criteria

TB patients who were above the age of 16, who were willing to participate in the study and who

were getting TB treatment for the first time (new cases) in the selected health facility served as

participants of the study. These inclusion criteria were used for interview and survey

(questionnaire) participants.

Exclusion criteria

TB patients who were less than 16 years old, unwilling to participate, mentally unfit and

receiving treatment in health facilities other than the selected one’s were excluded from the

study. In addition, TB patients who were receiving treatment for MDR (relapse) were excluded

from the interview and the survey.

3.6.3. Data collection procedure

The researcher requested letters from University of Gondar, College of Social Sciences and

Humanities headed for North and South Gondar zone health bureaus which asked cooperation with

the researcher. The letters then were used to secure permission from zonal health bureau heads.

Following that, letters from each zone had been requested by the researcher in order to collect data

from the selected health facilities in the respective zones. In addition, data on the number of health

facilities and the number of TB patients in each facility were collected from each zonal health

bureau. Letters from zonal health bureaus were used to create contact with heads in each facility.

Arrangements to contact and train the head nurses in TB units on data collection using a

questionnaire were made with the help of the head of each facility.

Before administrating the questionnaire, a short training was given to head nurses in the

respective TB units of each health facility on how to conduct survey. Finally the selected TB

patients were contacted with the help of head nurses in each facility.
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3.6.4. Data analysis procedures and methods

3.6.4.1. Data screening and assumption checks

Before univiriate analysis, the data collected from the 346 individuals were screened for missing

data, unengaged responses and outliers.

Frequency statistics were computed to check missing data and six respondents were found to

have missed between 2 and 5 items. Items with missing data were replaced with the mean value

i.e. mean substitution, the most widely used method (Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, & Tatham,

2006).

For the purpose of checking unengaged responses standard deviations were computed on each

scale. However, no individual was found to have a value of less than 0.5 SD (all were above 0.7)

and hence there was no individual with unengaged responses.

With regard to outliers, some cases were found to be outliers but none of them was found to be

an outlier on more than three items in a single scale. Hence no case was deleted for being an

outlier.

Before bivariate analysis normality of the variables was checked using normality plots, kurtosis,

skewness and histograms. Homoscadasticity of variables was checked using Leven test for

homogeneity of variance. Linearity of the relationships between the dependent and the

independent variables were checked using scatter plots

After the multiple regressions analysis, diagnostic checks were conducted. Variance Inflation

Factor (VIF) and tolerance was used to check the violation of the collinearity assumption. Plots

of standardized predicted and residual values and the standardized partial regression plots were

used to check linearity assumptions. Standardized residuals that exceed the values of 2 and 2.5

standard deviations from the mean were used as checks against hemoscasdasticity assumption

violations. Normal probability plot was used to check normality assumption violaltions. Outliers

were identified using Mahalanobis distance and Cook’s distance computations. Mahalanobis

distance divided by degree of freedom (D2/df) was computed and a result that exceeds a value of

3 was considered as outlier while a Cook’s distance that exceeds 1 was considered as outlier

(Hair et al., 2006).
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3.6.4.2. Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA)

Before running the exploratory factor analysis (EFA), normality of the variables/items was

checked using skewness and kurtosis. Six items from the illness perception scale, 4 items from

the coping strategies scale and 3 items from psychological adjustment scale were found to be

negatively skewed and had kurtosis values of more than 3. These variables were transformed

using squared transformation. After the transformation, the normality of the variables was

reexamined and all didn’t violate normality assumptions.

As had been depicted above, the tools used to measure illness perception, coping and

psychosocial adjustments were developed by the principal investigator. Hence there had been a

need to conduct EFAs and four EFAs were run on illness perception, coping strategies,

psychological adjustment and social adjustment scales.

Prior to the EFA analysis, Kaiser-Mayer-Olkin (KMO) measure and Bartlett’s test of specificity

were used to test sampling adequacy. The test result was considered as suitable if Bartlett’s test

of specificity was statistically significant (p< 0.05) and the KMO test was greater than 0.7. In all

the four EFA analysis, Bartlett’s tests of specificity results were significant and KMO results

were above 0.7, both indicating sample adequacy (see Table 27 in Appendix 10).

Principal axis factoring, the most popular approach (Finch, Immekus, & French, 2016) was used

as extraction method and Promax rotation as rotation method. Component Scree plot analysis,

Eigen Values, sum of squared loadings and communalities were used to retain factors. In

addition, meaningfulness of the factors identified was considered in deciding the number of

factors to retain in the illness perception scale. Items measuring symptoms was rated as symptom

checklists and so no factor structure was hypothesized for these items. With regard to the causal

attribution scale, an interpretable factor solution could not be determined and was excluded from

further analysis.

Items loaded low (< .32) and items that cross loaded almost equally in more than one factor were

removed (the detailed procedures of the EFA analysis is attached in Appendix 9).
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3.6.4.3. Description of the questionnaire after the EFA

The questionnaire is composed of four parts (Demographic, Illness perception, Coping strategies,

and Psychosocial measures)

Demographic Measure: This measure has ten items to collect clinical and background

information about the participants (i.e. age, sex, marital status, number of children, educational

background, occupational status, place of residence, religion, time since illness began, and time

since medication began).

Illness Perception Measure: The measure had three scales: identity (symptom perception),

Illness perception and Causal attribution scale.

a) Identity (symptom perception) scale: this scale measures the identity dimension of illness

perception, particularly symptom perception. In this section participants were provided

with 12 TB symptoms. Then they were asked to indicate whether they had experienced

the stated symptoms at two scale points using yes/no format. At the same time patients

were asked whether the symptoms they had experienced are related with their TB or not

at two scale points using yes/no format. Agreement to the item indicates that the patient

believed that the symptom under consideration is his/her typical symptom.

b) Illness perception scale: this scale includes two illness perception sub scales: cognitive

representation (16 items) and emotional representation (9 items). These subscales were

rated on a 5-point Likert-type scale (ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree).

Two items in the cognitive representation scale had been negatively loaded and thus were

reverse coded to compute summed scores. Scores for each subscale are obtained by

summing all the scale items and dividing by the number of items. Mean scores in each

subscale were computed (range 1 - 5) and scores above the expected average (i.e. 3)

indicate higher scores. Higher scores in the cognitive representation subscale indicated

positive interpretation of illness. And higher score in the emotional representation

subscale implied that patients had strong emotional reactions as soon as they understood

their TB diagnosis. The internal consistency of the two subscales and the total scale was

found to be good implying suitability and appropriateness of the scales (see Table 36 in

Appendix 14).
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c) Causal attribution scale: this scale includes the causal dimension of illness perception. In

this sub-section 8 causal attribution items were presented to TB patients and the scale

uses 5-point Likert-type scale (ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree). Each

item is analyzed independently and agreement to the item indicates that the patient

believes that the causal attribution mentioned in the item cause his/her TB.

Coping Strategies Measure: This scale includes 32 items that measure five coping strategies

employed by the TB patients. The scale includes social withdrawal coping subscale (8 items) ,

instrumental action coping subscale (9 items), asking God coping subscale (5 items), receiving

instrumental support coping subscale (7 items) and praising God coping subscale (3 items).

Every item in each subscale was rated in a 5-point Likert-type scale (ranging from strongly

disagree to strongly agree). Since the number of items in each scale is different mean scores were

used to compute summed scores so that comparisons can be made. Scores for each subscale are

obtained by summing all the scale items and dividing by the number of items. Mean scores in

each subscale were computed (range 1 - 5) and scores above the expected average (i.e. 3)

indicate higher scores. A high score in a subscale indicated employing the coping strategy. The

internal consistency of the five subscales and the total scale was found to be good implying

suitability and appropriateness of the scales (see Table 36 in Appendix 14).

Psychosocial Adjustment Measure: It has two scales where the first one measures

psychological adjustments among the patients, while the second measures the social adjustments

of the TB patients.

a) The psychological adjustment scale: This scale is composed of five subscales. The

subscales are fear of transmitting subscale (8 items), anxiety subscale (7 items),

depression subscale (8 items), positive reframing subscale (5 items) and loneliness

subscale (4 items). Every item in each subscale was rated in a 5-point Likert-type scale

(ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree). Scores for each subscale are obtained

by summing all the scale items and dividing by the number of items. Mean scores in each

subscale were computed (range 1 - 5) and scores above the expected average (i.e. 3)

indicate higher scores. Higher score in each subscale indicates that patients undergone

through the respective adjustments during their illness trajectories.
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In addition, second-order factors were extracted in the EFA (see Appendix 9) and two

subscales were formed from the first-order factors. These are positive psychological

adjustment subscale (7 items) and negative psychological adjustment subscale (18 items).

Every item in each subscale was rated in a 5-point Likert-type scale (ranging from

strongly disagree to strongly agree). Three items in the positive psychological adjustment

scale were negatively loaded and thus were reverse coded to compute summed scores.

Scores for each subscale are obtained by summing all the scale items and dividing by the

number of items. Mean scores in each subscale were computed (range 1 -5) and scores

above the expected average (i.e. 3) indicate higher scores. Higher score in the positive

psychological adjustment subscale indicated that patients undergone through positive

changes in the psychological sphere of their life. Higher score in the negative

psychological adjustment subscale indicated that patients undergone through higher

psychological adjustment difficulties.

The internal consistency of all subscales and the total psychological adjustment scale was found

to be good implying suitability and appropriateness of the scales (see Table 36 in Appendix 14).

b) The social adjustment scale: The scale includes four subscales. These are self-

discrimination subscale (7 items), negative reaction subscale (5 items), social support

subscale (5 items) and others’-discrimination subscale (3 items). Every item in each

subscale was rated in a 5-point Likert-type scale (ranging from strongly disagree to

strongly agree). Scores for each subscale are obtained by summing all the scale items and

dividing by the number of items. Mean scores in each subscale were computed (range 1 -

5) and scores above the expected average (i.e. 3) indicate higher scores. Higher score in

self-discrimination subscale indicate that patients distance themselves from their social

circle. Higher score in negative reaction subscale indicate that others react negatively

when they understood that the patient is diagnosed with TB. Higher score in the social

support subscale indicate that patients got higher level of support from the people around.

Higher score in the others’-discrimination subscale indicate that patients experienced

higher level of discrimination from others because of their illness.

In addition, second-order factors were extracted in the EFA (see Appendix 9) and two

subscales were formed from the first-order factors. These are positive social adjustment
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subscale (5 items) and negative social adjustment subscale (12 items). Every item in each

subscale was rated in a 5-point Likert-type scale (ranging from strongly disagree to

strongly agree). Scores for each subscale are obtained by summing all the scale items and

dividing by the number of items. Mean scores in each subscale were computed (range 1 -

5) and scores above the expected average (i.e. 3) indicate higher scores. Higher score in

the positive social adjustment subscale indicated that patients undergone through positive

changes in the social sphere of their life. Higher score in the negative social adjustment

scale indicated that patients undergone through higher social adjustment difficulties.

The internal consistency of all subscales and the total social adjustment scale was found to be

good except others’-discrimination subscale implying suitability and appropriateness of the

scales (see Table 36 in Appendix 14).

3.6.4.4. Methods of data analysis

For the purpose of analyzing the main data collected through the questionnaire, descriptive and

inferential statistical methods were used. Frequency, percentage, mean, standard deviation and

range were computed for the purpose of analyzing background data of the respondents.

Frequency, percentages, means, and standard deviations were computed to describe illness

perception, coping strategies and psychosocial adjustments of respondents

Pearson Product Momentum correlations were calculated to explore the relationship among (1)

background variables, illness perception, coping strategies and psychosocial adjustment

components; and (2) components of illness perception, coping strategies and psychosocial

adjustment.

Independent sample t-tests were used to look into differences in illness perception, coping

strategies and psychosocial adjustment between groups formed based on background variables

(sex, place of residence, having children, education, religion and treatment phase)

A series of ANOVA tests were used to look into differences in illness perception, coping strategy

and psychosocial adjustment among different groups formed based on background variables

(marital status, occupational status and socio-economic status)
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Multiple linear regressions were conducted for predicting a dependent variable from a set of

predictors. Practically multiple regression models were examined to: (a) predict coping strategy

components from background and illness perception variables; (b) psychosocial adjustment

components from background and coping strategy variables; and (c) predict psychosocial

adjustment components from background and illness perception variables.

Path regression models were computed to test the mediating role of coping strategy components

between illness perception and psychosocial adjustment components. In order to examine the

model fit of the path regression models, chi-square goodness of fit, Normed Fit Index (NFI),

Comparative Fit Index (CFI), Goodness of Fit Index (GFI) and Root Mean Square Error of

Approximation (RMSEA) were used.

The Chi-square goodness of fit examines the extent to which the hypothesized model is

consistent with the data. The NFI and CFI are fit assessments that compare the hypothesized

model with the independent model. GFI estimates how much our model fits compared to no

model. RMSEA examines the badness of fit (Kline, 2011).

For the sake of examining the final model developed based on the results of the path regression

models, path Structural Equation Model (SEM) was employed. The model fit in the path SEM

was examined using the chi-square goodness of fit, CFI and RMSEA.

The SPSS statistical package version 23 was used to calculate descriptive, correlational and

multivariate statistics, and conduct an exploratory factorial analysis of the four measures used in

the study. Tests of mediation and structural equation modeling were conducted with the IBM

SPSS-AMOS program version 23. In all cases, p < .05 (2-tailed) was considered significant.

3.6.4.5. Ethical considerations during the final data collection

While working with human subjects certain steps must be taken to protect the dignity and safety

of the research participants (Marvasti, 2004). The researcher relied on and considers different

ethical issues to protect the participants of the study. As had been said earlier ethical clearance

was collected from the IRB of University of Gondar.

At an individual participant level the following were implemented to protect the dignity and

safety of the participants.
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Debriefing

Before conducting the main data collection through the questionnaire, the purpose and

procedures of the study were explained to the participants. Participants were informed about all

the procedures to be followed in the study.

Voluntary participation

As part of the study protocol, the researcher had prepared an informed consent form which states

that participation in the study is voluntary, that they may withdraw from the study at any time if

they wish to do so. Besides the consent form, the information sheet includes information that no

harms could happen to the participants and the privacy of the participants will be protected.

Confidentiality and anonymity

Participants in this study were assured that all the information obtained will be treated as

confidential. That is, data will only be used for the stated purposes and no other person will have

access to the survey data. Besides, all attempts were taken in order to protect participants. In

doing so, codes which make the identities of the participants invisible to a causal reader of the

final manuscript and other raw data were used.

Respect to the dignity and worth of the participants

The researcher avoided bias or judgment on the respondents, the phenomenon or anything and

respected every idea that comes from the participants.
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CHAPTER FOUR

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

This chapter presents the findings of the study. In doing so, results of the qualitative study are

presented first and the second section of the chapter included the findings from the quantitative

study.

4.1. Findings from Phase I of the Study

In this section of the chapter findings of the qualitative study are presented.

4.1.1. Participants of the qualitative study

Table 6 below presents the demographic and clinical variable of the respondents in the first

phase of the study.
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Table 6

Background Characteristics of Interview Respondents

Int.

No
Sex Age Education

Resident

area

Marital

status
Children Work

TB

type

1 M 52 8th grade Urban Married Yes Education

bureau

Lung

2 F 28 6th grade Urban Married Yes House wife Lung

3 M 34 No Urban Divorced No Carpenter Lung

4 F 33 No Rural Married Yes House wife Bone

5 F 20 No Rural Married Yes Washing

clothes

Lung

6 M 71 College

Graduate

Urban Married Yes Retired Gland

7 M 31 10th grade Urban Married Yes Machine

operator

Intestine

8 F 35 3rd grade Rural Divorced No Farmer Lung

9 F 17 No Rural Married No House wife Intestine

10 F 29 No Rural Married Yes House wife Lung

11 F 21 College

student

Urban Single No Student Intestine

12 F 17 10th grade Urban Single No Student Lung

13 M 28 8th grade Urban Single No Daily Laborer Lung

As can be seen from Table 6, eight of the respondents were female respondents. The age of the

respondents ranges between 17 and 71 (with a mean of 32 years). Of all the respondents, 8 of

them have got some form of schooling ranging from elementary to college education and the

remaining 5 have not got schooling. The table also indicates that 8 of the respondents are

married, urban residents and have lung TB. With regard to participants’ working situation, four

of them were house wives, one of them was retired, two of them were students and the remaining

6 were working at the time of the interview. Seven, out of the 13 participants have children.

4.1.2. Findings of the qualitative study

The findings of the qualitative study were organized into three major variables: Illness

perception, coping strategies and psychosocial adjustment.
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4.1.2.1. Illness perception

From the interview transcripts eight themes have emerged regarding tuberculosis (TB) patients’

perception of their illness: identification, cause, illness duration, illness seriousness,

consequence, coherence and emotional representation.

Theme 1: Identification

The identification theme is composed of three sub-themes. These are (1) Labeling which is

related with the naming of their illness by TB patients; (2) Symptoms experienced by TB

patients; and (3) Change which reflects patients’ believe that their TB is an illness which had

been changed from other illness/condition.

Labeling

TB patients call their illness TB but they attest that this label was told to them by health

professionals. One participant with lung TB noted, “I call it TB because they told me so … What

else would I say?” (Interview 1).

Another participant with bone TB also stated,

Up to this time, we have been fooled believing that it was our family’s guardian spirit …. But now, when I

came to government (institution), they told me that it is TB. They told me it is TB, not the family’s guardian

spirit (interview 4).

On the other hand, patients themselves give names to their illness. Patients with lung TB call

their illness as ‘Nifas’ /wind/ or ‘Samba’ /lung/ or ‘Berd’ /cold air/. The patient who depicts the

name TB was told to him by health professionals mentioned ‘lung’ as the name of his illness. He

said, “it is Samba (lung). We call it Samba” (Interview 1).

Similarly patients with TB types other than lung TB give different names for their illness where

some mentioned its scientific name others use local names. To give examples, a patient with

intestine TB names her illness as ‘Cheguaria’/ulcer/. She said, “We name it Cheguaria”

(Interview 9).

Another patient with intestine TB names his illness as stomach TB or intestine TB. He stated,

The TB I have got is called stomach TB … intestine TB or stomach TB (Interview 7).
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One important point worth mentioning here is that patients depend on the symptoms they have

experienced to label their illness. To give you an idea of this fact, let’s see how the patient who

label her illness as ‘cheguaria’ elaborate her labeling. She said,

I called it cheguaria (ulcer) when it burnt my stomach and when it didn’t have a cough. I didn’t

expect that it would become TB …. But it is ulcer. I used to say it was cheguaria, not other

(illness) in that it was burning my stomach … (interview 9).

Symptoms

Here there are two sub-categories: symptom perception which refers to a situation where TB

patients experience the symptoms; and symptom identification which refers to a situation where

TB patients recognize the symptoms as indicative of TB.

TB patients with different TB types experience different symptoms. However, tiredness, cough,

sweating, high fever, difficulty moving, vomiting, loss of appetite, weight loss, inflammation,

lumbago, difficulty breathing, swelling, and pain are the most frequently experienced TB

symptoms by TB patients in the study area.

Symptom perception had also happened as soon as TB patients begun their TB medication.

These symptoms are headache, tiredness, difficulty eating, lumbago and increase in cough

frequency. A patient with lung TB describes the symptoms she experienced as soon as she began

her TB medication in the following manner:

It has anxiety, head ache, it needs food minute after minute … and I have ulcer… when I eat, it gets tough,

when I leave it, I feel hungry. It makes me flighty. And I get tired. It has lumbago over my knee and the

joints of my bones (Interview 12).

TB patients provide explanations about their symptoms. For example a patient said that “Because

it happened on my lung … I used to get tired when I tried to do something, my heart sinks and I

got tired (easily) … particularly when I climb something like a hill, I used to get tired (easily) ”

(Interview 3).

Earlier symptom perception had made TB patients to take actions towards the symptoms. After

they experience their first symptoms, some had used cultural medical practices. For example a

patient with lung TB experienced dry cough and he had tried cultural medication. His narratives

would give ideas about his actions:
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It first began due to wind attack … when I was working in the evening. When I was covering the house with

a roof … It attacked me in the evening … after it had attacked me in the evening … right the next morning,

the coughing began. So, I knew that it would be wind … and we begun washing (our body) with cold water

… it is said that it is better to wash (your body) with cold water early in the morning, right? … I began

having cold shower early in the morning but I couldn’t feel better. And when I went to the surrounding

health center, they just prescribed me medics but I couldn’t feel better. I took the medics properly but I

couldn’t get better (Interview 3).

Symptom perception had also made some patients to seek modern medications. Let’s see some

examples. A patient noted,

On October, I went to get medical treatment. They sent me back (home) having given medics. They sent me

back having given the medics because they thought it would be asthma. They asked me ‘did you ever take

the TB’s (medics)?’ I said them ‘No, I didn’t’. When I didn’t feel better then, I went back again (Interview

1).

Another patient also stated,

Yes, it has been caused by the cold air. We became late (not coming on time) … the road was closed for a

week. I was not able to get transport. I stayed for about a week. When it got worse … when they opened

(the road), I came here. Then, when I came here, only laboratory examination was prescribed for me … I

didn’t have phlegm. Then, I came and she diagnosed me. When she looked at the laboratory (result), there

was nothing. She prescribed me amoxicillin. She said me ‘take it’. I came … I completed the twenty tablets

she had prescribed me. Yet, afterwards, it had no change/improvement. It got worse … I went to another

place. The sweating, temperature and my heart beat increased. He (her brother), then, said ‘this doesn’t

work, so I should go to other place’ and he took me (to another place) (Interview 12).

It is after their first trials to illuminate the symptoms and it is after the symptoms persist or

reappear that patients visit TB treatment centers. A typical example for this idea is a statement

from participant 2. She said,

There was a tablet my husband had brought (before) for himself. He gave it to me saying ‘this is what it

was given to me after I had been diagnosed’. After I have taken it (the tablet) for two days, I said ‘I will not

take it anymore’. I left it saying ‘I will not take the medic prescribed for somebody else. I rather go to

Tsebel (local name for holy water) I don’t believe in taking tablets and I will not take it’. When the cough

appeared again, he brought me (tablets) from a pharmacy. I began to take it saying ‘how will I reject it

once you had brought it to me’. He brought two packs. But then the cough appeared once again. I coughed

for a week. There was nothing else (I felt) but a mere dry cough. When the wind hit me … when I went out
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… when food entered down my throat it made me cough. I coughed for a week. Then after, he took me to a

private (hospital/health center) claiming we need to go to medical treatment (Interview 2).

Symptom identification is a sub-category here. Before patients are diagnosed as TB patients,

some patients expect that their illness will be TB from the symptoms they are experiencing. A

patient with lung TB noted,

I suspected early that it would be (TB). Before one or two weeks … I wished it had better take me then, I

had better die (for I was being fooled not to get diagnosed) … even if I was not diagnosed, I decided that it

would be TB. When we checked it then (when it was diagnosed), what I had thought was found to be true

(interview 13).

However, others don’t expect that their illness will be TB even after they experience typical TB

symptoms. A patient with lung TB stated,

Every care would have been taken before things happen, nothing could have been done after (things

already happened). I didn’t even think this would happen. I had been suffering a lot because I thought “it

must be wind and I will go to Tsebel’. I didn’t expect this would come. Of course, we could not know the

disease (Interview 2).

Change

A prominent sub-theme under the identity theme was change. Patients believed that the TB they

are having is an illness which is changed from their earlier illness/condition. Patients with lung

TB perceive that wind attacked their lung and later their situation is changed to TB. For example

participant 3 stated “because wind had attacked my lung, it becomes TB … changed to TB”.

Similarly patients who had known that they had pneumonia perceived that the pneumonia they

had had later changed to TB. As one participant noted,

I had pneumonia and then it has been changed to TB (Interview 10).

Patients with EPTB also perceive that their illness is a changed TB. For example, a patient with

gland TB believed that a coagulated blood as a result of his stroke experience has changed to TB.

He elaborated this as follows:

The blood coagulated around here (showing me his neck). And because of this it has changed to TB

(Interview 6).
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Cognizant of this fact patients believe that the TB they have will be changed to other illnesses

like cancer, HIV, etc as far as their TB stays longer or they don’t take proper care to their illness

or their illness reappeared. For example participant 12 mentioned,

When it relapses/reappears, it will be changed … to virus … I know it will be changed to HIV (Interview

12).

When patients talk about change, it is visible that it is the health professionals who inform them

about change. For example one participant mentioned that ‘they told me that it has changed to

TB” (interview 8). Another patient also stated that “the doctor informed me that it will have high

probability of changing itself in to cancer even if it stayed one to three months” (Interview 6).

Theme 2: Cause

TB patients in the study area provide explanations while responding to the question “what do

you think causes your illness?” Apart from this, TB patients attribute their illness to a number of

factors. These attributions could be sub-categorized in to risk factors, chance attributions,

psychological attributions and physical attributions.

Of the stated risk factors, the most frequently mentioned cause of TB by the patients is ‘wind

attack’. Patients believe that their illness is the result of the wind attack they had had before. One

participant stated,

It is cold air. It has been caused by the cold air … (Interview 12).

Even patients with EPTB mentioned wind attack as a cause of their illness. One participant with

intestine TB noted,

Wind … since our place is cold and windy … it is the windy … when the wind attacked me … the wind

attacked me while I was working having not covered my body (interview 9).

Transmission from others, drinking coffee and other illnesses are risk factors which are stated as

causes of TB. For example a patient with gland TB said,

I believe it is the stroke that caused it (the TB) (interview 6).

Many patients are confused as to what causes their illness. Patients had thus attributed their

illness to accidents. These patients attested that it is God who gave them the TB and that it

happened accidentally.
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I know nothing. It must be God’s gift … what do I know or I don’t have anything I know. Once it merely

happened and doomed to me suddenly, I got confused over what brought it … It must be God’s gift. What

else could I say? If I was a person who used to travel ups and downs, I would say such thing happened to

me because I made myself restless … I would say I myself made it be like this. I had nowhere I used to go

to. I had nothing to think about. Its cause is a clutter that I had nothing to claim about it (Interview 4).

Chance attributions are also reflected by patients where some believe their illness is a test from

God while others believe it is a punishment from God.

It is not good when the name of a disease is mentioned (it should be kept confidential). God doomed to us

as punishment, though. I describe it this way (Interview 13).

Conflict in their family, work overload, lack of sleep and loneliness are psychological

attributions perceived by patients as the causes of TB. To give an example, a patient with bone

TB stated,

In fact, the disease happened to me due to captious feelings (bad state of life). It occurred because I got

angry and things vexed my emotion (Interview 4).

Another patient with lung TB said,

I have nothing to guess. Such things (illnesses) have begun to happening to me since I began living alone

(interview 8).

Physical attributions like the dust/dirt from their cleaning jobs and wearing porous cloths are also

mentioned as causes of TB by the patients. For example participant 1 noted,

I have a job related with sanitation (cleaning chores) … I feel it is related with that (cleaning work)

(Interview 1).

One thing to bear in mind here is that there are patients who attributed the causes of their illness

to more than two factors where some patients mentioned trajectories of causes. For example a

patient pointed out that she had sweating because her house is small which then exposed her to a

wind attack and the wind attack had caused her TB. This is visible in the interview we had:

R: what do you think brought it to you? What caused the TB?

I: I believe I had wind attack. It is just like that.

R: what were you doing while the wind (attacked you)?

I: when I was merely sweating.
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R: while you were sweating …

I: Just … I was sweating … because our house is small (Interview 10).

In a similar fashion, a patient explains that he had wrong doing i.e. he works in an inappropriate

time. He, then, believes that God punished him for his wrong doing via a wind attack. Finally, he

elaborated, the wind attack caused his TB.

My case is when I was working in an inappropriate time. On the off shore of Abay and Lake Tana … I was

ironing the roof of a private house in an inappropriate time. It (the house) was an illegal housing. I was

working to get money … and He (God) … actually … I should not have worked at that time (…) It might

have happened because of my carelessness but mine has been caused by work (it is because of work). The

disease becomes like this because God brought it (…) It first began due to wind attack … I was working in

the evening (Interview 3).

Theme 3: Illness Duration

Patients believe that their illness will have short duration as depicted, for example, by participant

1 “it will have short duration”. The disappearances of symptoms had made them believe that

their illness will have short course. For example a patient with intestine TB elaborated it in the

following way:

I think so because I saw improvements when I began taking the medicine. For example, before I had not

started the medication, I was feeling pain around here as far as I used to travel long on foot. I was feeling

pain. One thing, that (the pain) has disappeared. Secondly … food … whenever I ate a lot of food … for

example whenever I ate as far as I could be full … the feeling (pain) was still there at the beginning … this

time it is not. Hence, when I think about it … if it continues in this way … if I finish taking the medications

completely, I think it will vanish completely (interview 7).

On the contrary, there are patients who don’t know how long their illness will last. These patients

believe that it God who knows the course of their illness. For example participant 13 said,

What can I say … I don’t know … God knows, though … (Interview 12).

Theme 4: Illness Seriousness

All participants of the study claimed that TB is a serious illness when it begun as was stated by

participant 8 “It was severe when it began”.
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They used to give explanations for how serious it is/was. Participants in the first phase of their

treatment explained that their illness is serious as is stated by a patient “It is really severe”

(interview 13). Similarly patients in the second phase of their treatment explained that their

illness was serious in the first phase of their treatment but later it becomes minor. For example a

patient in the second phase of her treatment said:

At this moment, it is better but it was serious as soon as it begun (interview 11).

Patients depict that the severity of their illness gets worse as soon as they start TB medication.

But sometimes after taking the medication, they claim, the severity of their illness decreases.

Theme 5: Consequence

Some patients don’t know the consequence of their illness and they claim that God knows what it

will bring over them. For instance a patient with lung TB stated,

I don’t know, what can be known (about it). I merely see what God will bring (interview 5).

There are also patients who believe that their illness will have negative consequences like death,

increment of its severity, weakening of bodily strength, etc. For example a patient with lung TB

noted,

Actually, it weakens me (my body) …. (Interview 12).

Contrary to these patients, some believe that their illness will have no negative consequence as

far as they properly take their medication. To give an example, a patient with lung TB stated,

I have nothing to get apprehended. As far as I keep myself afar (from sexual intercourse), I have nothing to

fear. The main things is becoming clean and keeping myself … If you don’t go here and there, if you sit

being abstained, I believe that there will be nothing to be afraid of (interview 8).

Theme 6: Cure

Participants of the present study had strong belief on the medication as stated by participant 1 “I

can control it with the medication”. The fact that they have observed some improvements had

made them believe that they will be cured as a result of their medication. A patient with gland

TB noted,

I believe that I will be healthy … because of the medics I have taken and because of the improvements I

have obtained, (in English) I will be okay and it will be cured (interview 6).
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From the collected data one can easily deduce that patients have strong conviction over their cure

through the medication and personal efforts are pin pointed as secondary to the medication. A

patient with intestine TB stated,

I don’t believe in food and other things. First of all, I believe in the medics. As far as I take the medics

accurately … I am confident that I will be cured as far as I take the medics. I mean it will help me to get

cured (Interview 7).

Of all the participants, only one prioritizes personal effort before treatment by stating “it is my

speed … it is all about effort” (Interview 13).

Exercising what health professional had advice, taking the medication as prescribed, taking the

medication on time, eating food, frequent check-ups, cleanliness and abstaining from sex are the

personal efforts mentioned by patients towards controlling their illness.

Apart from all these, there are patients who doubt their cure after completing their treatment. For

example a patient said,

I think I will be cured. I also don’t think that I will be dying. It will be either of the two (Interview 13).

Their inability to practice what was advised by health professionals had made some patients to

doubt their chance of cure.

My problem now is that the medic (its dose) is tough (heavy). (In English) Four … it weights one thousand

six hundred grams (he meant milligrams). Taking four of them (tablets) at once is heavy. I don’t eat (a

great deal of) food that can overcome it (its dose). Do you know why? When I took milk, the sugar level of

my blood and blood pressure increased. After I had consumed it for four days, my sugar level increased to

160 by 135. Then I quit. When I quit, it became normal and this is my challenge. Except this kind of things

… (Interview 6).

There are also patients who attached their curability with God. For example when a patient was

asked whether she believes that she will be cured she replied:

I just don’t know … what can I say? God only knows (about my cure), though (interview 4).

The TB patients believed that the treatment is only a means to get cured as stated by participant

11 “the medication is the means. It is God who cured. I believe like that”.

There are also patients who believe that Tsebel (wholly water) is another option for them to get

cured as one participant noted,
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What shall I say … if I will be cured, it is good, if I don’t I will pray for help from God. I am thinking to go

to Tsebel after I complete my medication (Interview 9).

Theme 7: Coherence

In the present study, it could be deduced that there are patients who believe that they understood

their illness.

On the contrary, there are patients who believe that their illness is mystery to them even though

they are around the completion of their treatment. For example, when a patient was asked about

her understanding of TB, she replied:

Err! I don’t know what it is and what caused it (interview 9).

In between the two, there are patients who believe that they have moderate understanding about

their illness. It is reflected by their understanding of some issues related with TB and

misunderstandings over other issues related with TB illness.

From the data collected, it is visible that patients from rural areas believe to have poor

comprehension of their illness.

Theme 8: Emotional Representation

When the patients understand that they had TB, the immediate reaction they had were shock,

confusion, hopelessness and happiness.

Most of the patients were shocked when they hear that they have TB. For example participant 8

said “I was really shocked when they told me that it is TB”.

There were also patients who were shocked when they experience their first symptoms. Patients

were also shocked when they experience the side effects of their medication. In addition, patients

were shocked when they were asked to brought TB treatment supporter. To give an example

participant 12 stated,

I didn’t have water and I didn’t come with a supporter because I didn’t know that. By then when she asked

me to bring water and supporter, I got shocked (Interview 12).

Patients who had diagnosed for another illness before their TB were shocked when they heard of

their first illness than when they heard that they have TB. For example participant 11 was
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diagnosed for pneumonia before she was diagnosed for TB and she was shocked when she had

heard of the pneumonia but not when she had heard of the TB. She elaborated her situation as

follows:

I was shocked when said it is pneumonia because I don’t know what it is. The physician said to me ‘take

this medics; you will come back if you don’t get better’. I went back. When I went, I took x-ray examination

and they told me that it has changed to TB. So, I came here and I began (the medication) (interview 10).

The advice they get from health professionals, the understanding that TB is curable and the

comfort from significant others had minimized the shock TB patients had experienced. For

instance one participant noted,

… when I was told I got shocked. When I got shocked, they said ‘there is nothing to get shocked by. Don’t

get shocked. Take this medication… if you take it without interruption, you will be able to eat, drink, and

work properly.’ I calm me down due their advice. Now, I have seen what they have said (interview 8).

Patients had also experienced confusion, when they were told that they have TB. Some patients

were confused about the course of their illness, others were confused about how their case is

changed to TB, and still other confused about who will take care of them and/or their children.

For example one participant said,

Err! I simply became inactive when I was told it is TB … as I ask myself ‘what does TB mean?’ … I merely

become foolish (interview 9).

When patients have heard that they have TB, they felt like they are dead. They also felt that they

had no hope to get cured from their TB. For instance, a patient with lung TB stated,

I felt like I was dying … like I didn’t have hope to get cured … (Interview 12).

Happiness had also been felt by some patients when they heard that they had TB. Patients who

undertake a number of examinations/diagnosis and patients who were expecting that their illness

will be TB had experienced happiness when they heard that their illness is TB. The reply of

participant 1 is a good example for this. He said,

In the previous one (examination), when I took four x-rays (examinations), nothing was found out. But this

time I took x-ray examination … and then laboratory test … they were four … four doctors diagnosed me

having made me naked … they looked at it in the laboratory … I mean through the rays … they told me that

it was found and I felt very happy … I was very happy when they told me that it was identified (Interview

1).
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4.1.2.2. Coping strategies

Five themes have emerged regarding the coping strategies TB patients use to cope with their

illness: cognitive strategies, receiving social support, religious coping, social withdrawal and

problem-solving strategies.

Theme 1: Cognitive Strategies

Participants had used a host of cognitive strategies which could be classified in to three sub-

themes: information collection, accepting and mental readiness.

Information Collection

Participants collect information about TB through discussion with other TB patients in the health

center. Participant one, for example, noted,

Yes. We discussed about the features of the medics. When they say ‘last night, I got sick’ I used to say ‘it is

because it is new (for you)’ … When we sit here we discuss on such issues (Interview 1).

Patients also collect information from neighbors, elders and persons who had TB before. For

instance one participant said,

Some people … people who have experienced this thing (TB) … used to say ‘your case will be changed to

TB. Since your case will be changed to TB, you have nothing to be afraid of. You only need to be strong.

You will be cured. Look we are cured’ (Interview 3).

Accepting

When patients were told that they had TB, they hesitated to accept it. But later when health

professionals provide advice to them, the patients began to accept it. Some patients accept it only

for they felt that they had no other option. For instance a patient accepts it so that she can help

her children grow. Her interview transcript was as follows:

I stopped weeping and then I became stable. Having noticed I had nowhere to go, I got stable. In order to

rise this one, my child, I got stable (interview 5).

Mental Readiness

Patients expect that their illness will be TB to the extent that they request health professional to

prescribe them TB medication. For example one participant said,
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I was undertaking examinations expecting it would be (TB). I even asked the doctors to prescribe me

medication for TB … because I was tired of plying here (Interview 3).

Contrary to these patients, others don’t expect that their illness will be TB. It is reflected by their

belief that their earlier illnesses will not rapidly changed to TB. For instance a patient with lung

TB noted,

For the very beginning I didn’t expect such a thing … I was rather thinking like the cold air toughed my

lung … because I didn’t know that it would change like this rapidly. I didn’t think it would be like this

within a week (Interview 12).

Patients had accepted ideas from others that their symptoms are indicative of TB which had

made them to expect that their case will be diagnosed as TB. Typical example is participant 3

who stated,

The elders … fathers … say to me ‘this cough is a sign of TB’ … the elderly. But the doctors said ‘it is not,

it didn’t happen so (TB)’. Hence, I have struggled a lot (Interview 3).

Theme 2: Receiving Social Support

Receiving social support had been expressed through receiving instrumental support where

patients receive physical and psychological support from others which helped them cope with

their illness.

Receiving Instrumental Support

Patients get comfort from friends, family member, relatives and neighbors that they will get

cured. For instance participant 11 stated that her neighbors comfort her. She said,

They used to say ‘it is okay, there is no problem and it is minor’ (interview 10).

Family members and friends provide physical assistance for patients to get in to TB treatment.

They also used to assist them to get out of bed when the patients were in bed.

I ask support from my grandmother … it is she who cares of me … and assisted me … she is the one who

takes care of me when I was in-bed (Interview 9)
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In addition, family members and friends used to nurse the patients. Family members had also

provided transport service to the patents while the patients want to go to treatment center. For

example a patient noted,

They bring and take me (to and from the health center), they call for a Bajaj (three wheel vehicle) and take

me (Interview 3).

The supports from family members were big to the extent that covers the full expense towards

patient diagnosis. For instance participant 8 said the following when asked what she did to cope

with her illness:

I did nothing. It has changed because of others effort. This all happened because of my sister’s effort …

(interview 8).

Relatives had provided shelter for patients who leave their houses to get TB treatment.

Theme 3: Religious Coping

Religious coping mechanisms used by patients takes two forms: praising God for what he had

done to them which helped them to cope with their illness; and asking for help from God to cope

with their illness.

Praising God

Patients praised God for their illness doesn’t get worse. Some also thanked God for their illness

is not changed to another illness.

This time I said to God … thanks for it became TB … what if it became another illness … I pray to God

going to the church (Interview 9).

Patients, whose TB is diagnosed with less effort, praised God for their illness is diagnosed easily.

A relative of my husband (who had TB) came to our house and I suffered a lot ... I know the disease. My

situation deserves praise (to God) as it is minor. Had my body got skinny … had it been changed to other

(illness) … who would have taken care of me … who would have entered my house and who would have

taken care of me (Interview 2).

Patients also praised God for their illness had shown improvement from its earlier severity.

It almost finished my flesh and I was left with my bone. But now, praise to God, I am here due to the

almighty’s power (interview 9).
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Asking for help from God

TB patients prayed to God so that their illness would not get worse. They also prayed for cure.

I of course … I always pray … I have prayers in addition to what makes you cure … Hence, I always make

prayers though as additional (prayers) (Interview 11).

Some prayed to God because they believed that they have no power to change their situation.

Similarly others prayed to God because they believed that they have no one around to help.

I said ‘from now on, you the Almighty only know well about me and I do know nothing but you. Together

with what I do below you, please help!’ (Interview 5).

On the contrary other TB patients complained to God that he had shouldered them more than

what they could bear.

It is just like … before I had it … I used to live happily … A very happy life … But now … what would I say

… I complain what God have doom to me more than I could stand it (Interview 12).

Theme 4: Social Withdrawal

TB patients in the study area practiced two forms of social withdrawal to cope with their illness.

In the first place, they physically distance themselves from others. They had also hide

information from others which helped them to cope with their illness.

Distancing Oneself

Asking others to go away, leaving their home when visitors come and acting as if one had felt

asleep are the forms of distancing oneself practiced by patients. A typical example is participant

3 who noted,

When they come and sit beside me, I say ‘don’t get closer to me’ or I get up and go away or I will tell them

not to sit beside me (Interview 3).

Hiding Information

Not informing others that they have TB is a way of hiding information. Patients don’t tell to

others that they have TB. For instance one participant said,

No one told them. They don’t hear (anything about me). They didn’t hear that I have TB (interview 8).
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Hiding the fact that they had TB is also conducted by significant others as the aunt of one

participant were doing. The participant described such fact in the following manner:

There is no one who knows. I mean there is no one who knows me. There is no one who knows me here …

‘she went to Tsebel’ … when they ask her like ‘where did Ba (coded name) go?’ … I mean my aunt … she

says ‘she might have gone to church’ … (interview 9).

Bringing water from home to the health center is something expected of TB patients in Ethiopia.

Such practice is associated with TB and HIV and it carries shame with it. To cope with this

shame patients use different means to hide the water.

Caring water bottle inside one’s pocket is a form of hiding information practiced by TB patients.

Similarly, buying packed water around the health center and throwing the container inside the

compound is a form of hiding information practiced by TB patients. To give examples, a patient

noted,

There are people whom I know who buy their water around here and throw the bottle here. But I don’t have

such a thing (Interview 12).

Another patient also said,

Some people have it inside their pocket (when they come here) (interview 13).

When patients find someone on their way to the health center, they act/inform the person that

they are coming from or are going to Tsebel/church. For example one participant stated,

When I return (to my home) from here … when they see the bottle I hold … when they ask me ‘have you

been to Tsebel?’ … I mean on my way home … I replied ‘yes. Yes I have been visiting a Tsebel place’

(interview 8).

Hiding information from family members is also observed among TB patients. For example

patients used to tell family members that they are getting better while the severity is still there.

They do this so that family members will not get worried. Participant 9 stated,

When they ask me ‘has the swelling got lower?’, I say ‘yes’. But the swelling is still there. But when I tell to

my father I say ‘it has got lower’ so that he wouldn’t get frustrated … but the swelling … it is better than it

was before (Interview 9).

Theme 5: Problem Solving Strategies
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TB patients in the study area had used a lot of problem solving strategies to cope with their

illness. These strategies could be categorized into three sub-themes: instrumental actions,

planning and struggling.

Instrumental Actions

TB patients have used instrumental actions which are recommended by health professionals.

These include sleeping alone, having personal cup, eating alone, covering their mouth and nose,

give up drinking alcohol and abstaining from sexual intercourse.

Aside from recommended by health personals, there are also other actions taken by patients to

cope with their illness. These include quitting job, spending the whole day in bed, deciding to

take the medication in one place, taking sick leave and stopping drinking coffee. For instance a

patient compared her life in her home place and her life in her sister’s house. She said,

At my home, I used to accomplish what is expected of me. But here I don’t have anything to do. Once I have

taken in my tablets, I go for a mere sitting. What else do I carry out? (Interview 4).

In addition to all these there are actions taken by TB patients who have children. These include

washing their breast before breast feed their children, covering mouth and nose while breast

feeding and refrain from breast feed. For example a participant who had a small kid said,

Though I have a new born baby, I don’t sleep with her. I have stopped her breast feeding (Interview 10).

Planning

TB patients have planned/desired for their family members to be diagnosed of TB as noted by a

participant:

I am waiting to get this day passed and come another new day. When I get a new day, I may get them

diagnosed. I will get them diagnosed after I get cured (Interview 4).

Some patients plan to quit their job. Preparing budget plan to purchase good food is another form

of plan stated by patients. For example a patient noted,

Aha! I have allocated my budget before hand for the food I will eat (interview 13).

In this study it was found that some have a plan to quit their medication as stated by one

participant. She said,
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But sometimes when I am not able to get transport … I think like ‘what kind of life am I going to live!’ I

even plan to leave the medic (interview 12).

Patients had also planned an “if … then” type of plan. They planned to go to Tsebel and to ask

for help from God, if they do not get cured. A typical example is participant 9 who replied the

following when asked about the consequence of her TB:

What It (God) my doom to me?! … What would I say … if I got cured, it is good, if I don’t I will pray for

help from God. I would say it is better to go to Tsebel after I complete my medication (Interview 9).

Struggling

TB patients showed perseverance to get cured. The struggle to get cured began right after

symptom identification. Before their illness was identified as TB, most of the patients have

frequently visit modern and cultural health institutions to know that they have TB.

Patients struggle is also observed in their efforts to receive their TB medication. TB patients

were coming to the health center even if they were in difficult situation (there was serious social

unrest is study area and patients were coming to health center to take their medication). For

instance a participant was committed to visit the health center though there were warnings by

protesters not to move from place to place. He noted,

The past two days (there were social unrest on Friday and Saturday) … I was told that (I will die) if I quit

for one day … I said ‘Ayi! (expression of hopelessness) … My home is Ayer Marefia (air port). I was

worried over how I will (reach here). I saw posters (to stay in-doors) but I kept on coming deciding that I

would rather die going (to the clinic). After I had arrived here, I saw things were peaceful. Of course, there

were things to be worried at (Interview 1).

Similarly patients struggle to come to the center even when they were unable to walk. They do

this with physical assistance from significant others. For example a patient said to her neighbors

that she will go to the health center though they were suggesting to her that someone can bring

the medication to her. Such kind of commitment to get the medication is visible in the

conversation we had:

I: Now I come (to the clinic) with others support. My house is below the Mebrat Hail (electric station) and

my legs were crossing one another when I was trying to walk. People around my house told me that ‘if you

have someone, get him/her bring (your medic). But I said ‘I have to take it (my medicine) by myself …’

R: Who are they who said to you ‘get others to bring you’?
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I: My neighbors … When my neighbors see that I am weak, they said ‘get someone to bring it for you for a

week or so’. I said ‘I had rather better go even with support and I will not quit it (the medic) (Interview 2).

Trying to work even if they were sick, changing jobs and trying to eat even though they have

poor appetite are other forms of struggles practiced by patients to cope with their illness. For

example a patient stated,

I was working even when I got sick. I was working while I got sick (Interview 9).

Displacing to other place to get treatment is also a struggle by patients from rural areas to cope

with their illness. For instance a patient from a rural area noted,

I merely left the house to the man (her husband). He came here recently. He wanted me to go with him

asking me whether they could let me take the tablets while being in my home village … I told him that I

wouldn’t go and that I should see my body (wellbeing) for a few time. He, then, went back alone (interview

4).

4.1.2.3. Psychosocial adjustment

When individuals are confronted with TB, they make adjustments in two broad areas of their life.

Hence, two themes have been deducted from the data collected from TB patients. These themes

are psychological adjustment theme and social adjustment theme.

Theme 1: Psychological Adjustment

Eight sub-themes pertaining to patients’ psychological adjustment were drawn from the data

collected. These are: fear, anxiety, shame, loneliness, depression, regret, hope/hopelessness and

happiness.

Fear

When patients understood that they have TB, transmitting their TB to others is a great source of

fear for many of them. For instance, one participant explained her fear of transmitting her TB to

her brother and her best friend. She said,

I fear. Of course, (I fear) about him (her brother) and my friend who is closer to me (interview 12).

Fear of transmission is particularly high at the beginning of their treatment. This high level of

fear began to decrease after some time. A typical example is participant 8, who stated,
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I don’t fear now. I am fine now. After I have stayed two … three weeks … and then a month, I did not feel

fear. But before … I was afraid of infecting her … I used to fear (Interview 8).

Fear of transmission is particularly pronounced when the patients think of children. In other

words, they are fearful that they may transmit their illness to their children. A patient noted,

I do for my children. I fear for my children. Especially, I fear for this one (her female baby). She is with me

here. I fear for her and for the other children, too. Since I didn’t know what my illness was and since I

didn’t separate my own drinking materials, they might have taken my leftover things (Interview 4).

The issue of transmitting their illness to children is also a concern for patients who don’t have

children. They have great fear of transmitting their illness to children over their concern towards

transmitting to adults.

Patients who had fear of transmitting their illness to others explained that children may

unknowingly drink with their personal cup. But when they were asked about transmitting their

illness to others, they explained that it will not be transmitted as far as medication begins. For

example when a patient was asked if she have fear of transmitting her illness to others she

replied:

I fear for my children in case that they may take the leftover of my drinking (water) (interview 10).

However, when she was asked about her fear of transmitting her illness to adults, she replied:

I don’t fear … because there are people who say ‘it won’t be transmitted to others so long as you make use

of the medics’ (interview 10).

While fear of transmitting TB is a great concern for these patients, the advice they receive from

others had decreased their fear. For example one participant noted,

And when it had happened to me this way … all my family will be spoiled? When he told me ‘mine is gland

TB, which is not transmittable to others’, I had a little hope, though. How will I spoil the family altogether

as a victim?! … (Interview 6).

One important thing here is that patients with higher educational levels and patients from urban

areas were able to illuminate their fear after the advice they had received from health

professionals. On the contrary patients who are less educated and patients from rural areas had

this fear even after the advice they had received from others, including from health professionals.
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A patient from a rural area is a typical example. Even though she is one month before completing

her medication she claimed that she had fear of transmitting her illness to her family members.

Of course, I fear though … I fear for my relatives. As far as I am concerned, my disease has been found

out and I have got cured … (but) I fear what will happen to my relatives afterwards (Interview 9).

Fear of discrimination because of their illness is also experienced by TB patients as stated by a

patient:

I feel embarrassed, though. I am a patient and who likes a patient? When you have a disease … Ayi! Who?

… People consider you like this (avoid you) … people stigmatize you … (interview 5).

Anxiety

In this study it was revealed that patients are anxious over a host of issues. Anxiety begins as

soon as patients experience their first symptom/s. They were worried over what is happening to

them. For example a patient noted,

Before I had got (the access) to the medics, I used to question myself ‘what happened to me’ (Interview 10).

Their anxiety continues after their illness is identified as TB. When they were asked to bring TB

treatment supporter, they began to worry about the seriousness of TB as an illness as was pointed

out by a participant. She said,

By then, when she asked me to bring water and supporter, I got shocked. I began getting worried about the

seriousness of the disease thinking that it is its seriousness that made it fulfill all these preconditions

(interview 12).

Before they begun their medication, they had been worried about the side effects of the

medication.

I lost hope as far as taking the tablets and having the child would be difficulty … it (the medic) will be

strong for me … I mean the tablet will be strong for me … what other option do I have … having looked at

the tablets, I feared it for two or three days and I seriously lost hope. On Saturday, I got sick. Because it

(the TB) had finished my body because it had eaten my inside, I feared that it (the tablet) will overpower me

(Interview 2).

Patients have also been worried about transmitting TB to their children, their cure, their future,

unknowingly transmitting their illness to family members, the course of their illness, relapse of

their illness and their rapid weight loss. For instance a patient stated;
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This time the stomach inflammation I had is over. I was saying (to myself) ‘what if it relapses … if I work

… if I get into something … what if it relapses … what will be if I am not be cured … now I don’t work … I

don’t get in touch with fire … I merely sit idle (interview 9).

Patients also get worried in case the provision of tablets may be stopped. In other words ‘what if

the tablet provision stops’ is an area where patients were worried as was noted by a participant.

She said,

I have a fear in case (the provision of tablets) may be stopped. Some times when there are social unrests …

when there are unrests, I fear saying ‘God please help us …’ I get worried for fear that the provision (of

the medic) may be discontinued … (Interview 2).

Patients were worried about their family more than they worried about themselves. For example

a participant noted,

… I was rather getting worried about my family, not for myself. I felt sad thinking whether I unknowingly

had (infected) my family … mine is easy (interview 1).

Shame

Shame is a sub-theme emerged under psychological adjustment theme. An important source of

shame to TB patients is visiting the health center to receive the tablets. Particularly majority of

the patients are ashamed of coming to the health center for the first time as noted by a

participant. He stated,

To tell you frankly, I felt ashamed of (coming here) … the first day I came here … one two days (interview

7).

Patients are ashamed of going to their neighbors places. Patients are also ashamed of asking what

they need from significant others. But later, i.e. after some time, the shame feeling began to

decrease. Understanding the benefits of the medication and looking other patients in the health

center are the contributing factors to the decrement of the shame feeling. A typical example is

participant 2, who noted,

I got shocked the first day. I thought there was no one here (who is victim of my disease) … I thought I was

the only person … But after I had seen people … one day I saw a small child … and again I saw a nun …

what can be there more than this … this nun. The nun was sick and she has been cured … she is taking the

tablet … and I saw a small child, who is younger than me, taking injections and tablets. Hence, I said to

myself ‘I have the hope that I will be cured’ (Interview 2).
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Here the data had depicted that the shame feeling experienced by patients from urban areas had

decreased after some period. On the other hand the shame feeling of patients from rural areas

still continues, even if they are around the completion of their treatment.

There are other patients who don’t feel shame to visit the health center. Prior experiences with

TB patients plays important role. Patients who had had contact with former TB patients don’t

feel ashamed of visiting the health center. These patients provide explanations as to why they

don’t get ashamed. For example a patient whose uncle had TB before reasoned out in the

following manner:

What is wrong with having (bottle of) water? We take it (bottle of water) to our place of work, don’t we?

We take water in a plastic bottle to our work places. What is wrong with it?! There is nothing to be

ashamed of it (having the bottle of water). It is not a unique disease that I have got (Interview 3).

Loneliness

Patients in the current study had experienced feeling of loneliness which is expressed in different

forms. Some patients spent most of their time alone. Some others expressed a feeling that others

don’t support them like the one uttered by a patient. She said:

Except what they gave me, immediately, for the medical examination (fee), they have never seen (gave) me

again. So, I merely started getting my neck down (being ashamed of myself) (interview 4).

The feeling that ‘I am the only person who stood for me’ is another form of expressing tier

loneliness.

There is no one to support me after all. I lead only myself. For my own life I lead it by my own (interview

5).

Eating alone, drinking alone, moving from place to place without someone’s accompany, etc are

also forms of expressing loneliness by TB patients.

Hope/hopelessness

TB patients expressed their hopes and their loss of hope about different issues of concern. As

soon as they understood they have TB patients lost their hope of recovery. However, as soon as

they began their medication, they restore their hope over their recovery. For instance a patient

noted,
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I felt like I was dying … like I didn’t have hope to get cured … when I began taking it (the medic) I found it

minor. My body have got strong (interview 12).

Similarly patients are hopeful that they will get recovered so long as they undertake continuous

medical check-ups. For example one participant said,

… I will follow up x-ray examination continuously and the results will be watched closely … so, I believe I

will be cured being examined this way (Interview 2).

Their inability to get what they need and their difficulty to continually come to the health center

to receive their tablets are areas of concern for patients which made them loss hope over their

cure. For example a participant stated,

I just eat the dry (enjera without stem). I don’t say ‘give me this’ … because I can’t get what I want, I eat

whatever dry they give me. Where can I get it (good food) from? It is a thing I can’t get … (intense feeling

of sadness) (interview 4).

Depression

Depressive symptoms begun to appear as soon as TB patients know they had TB.

Firstly I felt bad … When I heard that it is TB … I said ‘Oh in the name of God!’ and I really felt something

bad (Interview 6).

Following that depression was experienced as a side effect of the medication. Patients depict that

depressive symptoms began to appear as soon as medication began. Depressive symptoms were

also experienced after medication began. It was reflected by their feeling that accepting you have

TB is the one and the only they have.

Depressive symptoms are also reflected by patients feeling of helplessness, hopelessness,

loneliness and social withdrawal. To give examples a patient noted,

What else I could do other than washing clothes going home to home while having the disease. I have

nowhere to go. Once I have taken my medics and followed up, I got back to work. I have no assistant

(interview 5).

Another patient also stated,

Where can I go then? If you don’t have (money or wealth) you won’t have anything. If you have, you can

get what you see (want/need). What can be done if you don’t have? Nothing (can be done). It is hot for me

when I even eat enjera. When she gives me (enjera with) shiro and I start eating it, it is hot for me

(interview 4).
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Regret

TB patients in the study area have been found to have experiences for which they regretted for.

Patients regret for their delayed diagnosis. They felt that their earlier case would have not been

changed to TB had they got early diagnosis. Participant 2 is a typical example where she said,

I had to get at the medical treatment easily … (had I done that before), I would not have suffered and both

my family and my kid would not have suffered (Interview 2).

Patients who believe that their illness is a punishment from God regret for their wrong doing.

Similarly patients who believe that their TB is changed from other illness regret for the mistake

health professional had done over them. In other words, they regret that their illness would have

not been changed to TB had health professionals provide them the right medication. A typical

example is participant 12, who noted,

I think because I delayed having the cold air. Had she (the nurse) given me the medic, it would not have

been changed, I should think (interview 12).

Patients also regret for lying to others. A typical example is a patient who lie to others that she is

coming from Tsebel though she is coming from the health center. She uttered this situation in the

following way:

When they ask me ‘where are you going?’ I tell them that I am going to the health center. But when those

who didn’t saw me coming here ask me ‘have you been to Tsebel?’ I reply ‘yes’. I tell them than I have

been to Tsebel. Let my God forgive me for this is going to be a lie (interview 8).

Happiness

When patients knew that they had TB, a host of negative psychological reactions appeared.

However, this is not always the case. Patients felt happiness because they are getting treatment

for their illness. Cognizant of this fact, they felt happy for they have observed improvements as a

result of their medication. To give an example a patient noted,

It is winter and when the cold air touched me, it made me suffer further. Now it gets normal and I feel

happy (interview 6)

In addition, patients who are in-bed felt happiness when they came to the health center. This is

because they consider doing so have given them the time to get out of their bed and relax. For

instance a patient stated,
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This time, taking it (the tablet) from here (the health center) makes me happy … to get sunlight … when I

come here, I get fresh air and go back afresh … than staying the morning indoor … (it helps me) not to

miss (my medics) believing that I will be fine tomorrow (Interview 2).

Theme 2: Social Adjustment

When patients know that they have TB, they experience adjustments in their social life. Social

adjustment themes were composed of five sub-themes: Discrimination, disruptions of social

relations, displacement, receiving suggestions and social support.

Discrimination

Results from the interviews revealed that TB patients experience discrimination. The

discrimination experienced by TB patients stem from two sources i.e. from within and from

others.

Self-discrimination

Self-discrimination by TB patients takes a lot of forms. Patients distance themselves from the

social life in their surroundings. TB patients distance themselves from the social life in their

neighborhood. For example one participant noted,

I get up early for my children (to get them something). I have not visited my relatives yet (Interview 10).

Staying in their compound is another form of self-discrimination practiced by TB patients. A

participant said,

I used to live with everyone in the community. Thereafter, what happen was that I have never left my

compound … since the TB began … I never left the compound. It is like that (Interview 13).

Asking friends to stay away, keeping children not to get close to them, saying ‘don’t close to me’

to visitors and going in another direction while others came in one direction are expressions of

self-discrimination practiced by TB patients. Let’s see an example. A patient noted

… I have my own cup. No one drinks with my cup. I had my own cup for drinking and my own dish for

eating food. That is it. I am alone … I sleep alone, I move alone. When they come on one direction, I got

out in another direction (interview 8).

Acting as if one has felt asleep while others come to visit is a form of self-discrimination

experienced by some TB patents. For instance, participant 1 said,
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Because I think that they will be uneasy (frustrated), I go out of my house or I act as if I were asleep … I,

then, say ‘(tell them that) he is asleep’ … I used to be alone … (Interview 1).

Here bear in your mind that patients’ observation of others reaction is the source of their self-

discrimination. In briefing this, a patient said,

… some people distance themselves … they don’t feel happy … some people are not happy … observing

such things … I don’t go their places for fear that they will be uneasy (frustrated) … (Interview 1).

Others discrimination

TB patients in the study area experienced a host of discrimination from others as a result of their

illness. It was revealed that when others known that patients have TB; they get shocked, began to

fear, distance themselves, get uneasy, and feel unhappy.

People also discriminate the TB patients indirectly. For example, a TB patient who lives by

washing others cloth were told to leave the job till she gets cured. She said,

When they have come to know it, they said ‘you should stop washing until you get well’ and thus I have

given up it. They have come to be afraid of it for themselves (interview 5).

Patients have also experienced discrimination from health professionals. As was reported by a

patient, he was asked by a health professional to distance himself. He uttered his experience in

the following way:

Some people … I went to the hospital once … I told him that I have the illness (TB) … I went there … I

went to the hospital to do something … As soon as I told to one health professional that I have this illness,

he said ‘don’t get closer to me’ … he said ‘do not get closer to me’ … I said to him ‘is it transmittable?’

and he said ‘yes, it is transmittable. Don’t get closer to me. You will transmit it to me’ (Interview 7).

Discriminations from visitors were also reported by the TB patients. In collectivist cultures like

ours, visitors come to a patient’s house and ask about the progress the patient is having. While

this is a common practice in the study area, TB patients report that visitors stood outside and

some others report that visitors stood at a distance while they are asking about TB patient’s

progress. For instance a patient noted,

… they talk to me at a distance. They ask what they want to ask and the go away (Interview 11).
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The TB patients had also experienced others discrimination in public transports. Patients

revealed that tax service users say ‘don’t cough at me’ while patients are coughing. Such

experience is uttered by a patient in the following manner:

When you are traveling in a car, there are many people who say ‘don’t cough besides me!’ (Interview 13).

Here there are patients who claimed that others don’t discriminate them. However, a critical look

in to the respondents demographic data indicate that patients who don’t experience others

discrimination are newly arrived patients i.e. who are just beginning their treatment. At the same

time patients who came from rural areas experienced little discrimination from others because

they are new to the people around.

In addition, patients who don’t tell to others that they have TB claimed that they don’t

experience others discrimination. A typical example is participant 8. She noted,

When I return (to my home) from here … when they see the bottle I hold … when they ask me ‘have you

been to Tsebel?’ … I mean on my way home … I replied ‘yes. Yes I have been visiting a Tsebel place’. Then

they ask ‘do you have some improvements? Are you fine now? Are getting cured?’ ... I responded ‘I am

fine, thanks God’. So, there is no one who discriminate me (interview 8).

Disruptions of Social Relationships

TB patients experience disruptions of their former relationships with others. Patients who used to

go out with their spouse quit going out together. There are also patients whose cohabitant had

left the house when they know that the patient have TB as was depicted by a patient:.

As far as he is concerned, once he was cured, he went out leaving me behind. He let me and he vanished

going somewhere (Interview 5).

Earlier it was depicted that TB patients had stopped visiting relatives and discontinued their

relations with neighbors. Thus, these are forms of disruptions in social relationships experienced

by TB patients.

Here bear in your mind that self and others discriminations had contributed a lot for disruptions

of relationships observed among TB patients in the study area.

Displacement
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TB patients who reside in rural areas had left their house and stay in a relative’s house. In doing

so patients who are married left their spouse and patients with children left their children in their

home place.

My home is found in Arbaya Woreda. Once I came here as if aimless … once they (her sisters) merely

brought me having noticed my illness, I have not gone back as though my situation were fulfilled …. I

merely left my house to the man (her husband) (interview 4).

Receiving Suggestion

In this particular study, suggestions from others are an important part of patents’ illness courses.

As soon as TB patients experienced their symptoms, they were suggested by significant others to

begun TB medication. They were also suggested to take actions like to leave their marriage, to

quit their job, to go to Tsebel, to provide for the family sprit, etc.

A typical example is participant 4 where her neighbors suggested many things to her. She noted,

(They said to me) ‘Provide for the family’s sprit … I would tend to leave everything … I would tend to leave

the house (my marriage) … I would better leave it rather than clashing with the children (her step children)

… rather than living in fire (burning inside) … my body is weaker (because of that). For the family’s sprit,

I had better visit places like Tsebel …’ (interview 4).

Social Support

After TB patients experience their first symptom, they began to receive social supports from the

people around. TB patients had received physical assistance from family members, friends and

neighbors. Significant others had assisted the patients to reach into health facilities. They had

also helped the patients in their household chores. For example participant two stated,

They come to my house and say ‘take it easy and let us have a chat’. They clean my house, prepare me food

when I take my tablets, they give me gruel and ask me to bring what I need (Interview 2).

Social support from significant others also takes psychological forms. In other words

psychological assistances were provided to patients by significant others. Visiting the patients,

nursing them, staying close to them, discuss areas of concern, providing what they need and

helping them to get rid of their worries are forms of psychological support patients had received

from significant others. For instance one participant stated,
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Beginning from encouragement, it is they who help me to get rid of my fear I had conceived it before. It is

they who are still beside me. The encourage me to take the medics. They do everything that they are

expected to do (interview 11).

In most Ethiopian cultures, others whom they know a parson at a distance will visit the person

when they understand that the person is ill. TB patients in the study area had received such sort

of social support from people whom they know them before. They used to visit and nurse the

patients. For example a patient noted,

All who have come … people who know me visit me coming here. They cooked food, people who have milk

… they bring and come to visit me till I got the medics and be cured. After it was identified and I began

taking the medics, I was not able to handle with it … even then they used to come and comfort me

(interview 12).

In this study it is visible that the social support patients received is high among patients who

came from rural areas. The support ranged from initiating the patients to seek treatment to

provision of all forms of support (including financial support) to help the patients cured.

Participant 8 is a typical example. She noted,

My sister said ‘don’t worry … I will help you be cured … I will take you to a treatment or any place … I

will struggle and help you be cured’. When she stabilized me saying that I thank God … I say ‘may God

make you healthy’ and it is because of her that I am here (interview 8).
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4.2. Results of the Quantitative Analysis

4.2.1. Demographic characteristics of questionnaire respondents

Mean, standard deviation, maximum and minimum scores were calculated on participants’ age.

The age of the respondents ranges between 16 and 87 (M= 33.76, SD= 13.118). In addition,

frequencies and percentages were computed for the remaining background variables and the

summaries of the computations are presented in Table 7 below.

Table 7

Frequency and Percentages of questionnaire respondents (N= 346)

R/No Demographic Variable Category Freq. %

1
Sex

Male 191 55.2

Female 155 44.8

2

Marital status

Married 163 47.1

Not Married 130 37.6

Divorced 43 12.4

Widowed 10 2.9

3
Children

Yes 195 56.4

No 151 43.6

4
Education

Got schooling 230 66.5

Don’t got schooling 116 33.5

5
Resident

Urban 218 63

Rural 128 37

6
Religion

Orthodox Christian 334 96.5

Muslim 12 3.5

7

Socioeconomic Status

Low 146 42.2

Medium 190 54.9

High 10 2.9

8
Treatment phase

Intensive phase 162 46.8

Continuation phase 184 53.2

9

Occupation

Employed* 118 52.3

Unemployed 45 13.0

Working** 120 34.7

* includes those patients who mentioned governmental and private organizations as their work place

** Includes those patients who mentioned ‘housewife’ and ‘student’ as their occupation
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Table 7 above indicated that 191 of the respondents (55.2%) are males and the remaining 155 of

them (44.8%) are females. Majority of the respondents are married (47.1%), have children

(56.4%), got schooling (66.5%), live in urban areas (63%) and are Orthodox Christians (96.5%).

In terms of their socio-economic status, 54.9% of the respondents felt that their socio-economic

status level is medium, 42.2% felt their level is low and the remaining 2.9% felt that their level is

high.

With regard to respondents’ treatment phase, 53.2% of the respondents were in the continuation

phases of their treatment while the remaining 46.8% were in the intensive phase of their

treatment regimens.

Table 7 above also depicts respondents’ occupational status in that 53.2% and 34.7% of the

respondents respectively were employed and working individuals. The remaining 13% of the

respondents were unemployed.

4.2.2. Illness perception in TB patients

For the purpose of describing TB patients’ illness perception, mean and standard deviation of the

cognitive and emotional representation components of the illness perception scale were

computed. The summaries of the computations are presented in Table 8 below.

Table 8

Means and standard deviations of respondents’ illness perception scores

Variable N Mean SD

Cognitive Representation 346 3.9908 .45147

Emotional Representation 346 3.3436 .77307

As can be seen from Table 8 above, TB patients have higher cognitive representation scores

(M=3.991, SD=0.455) indicating that they have positive interpretation of their illness. Similarly

participants have high emotional representation scores (M=3.34, SD=0.773) implying that

patients have strong emotional reactions as soon as they understood that they have TB.
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For the symptom measure, the frequency and percentage of the symptoms experienced by the

patients and the relations of the symptoms with their TB was computed. The summary of the

computations are presented in Table 9 here under.

Table 9

Symptoms experienced by respondents and their relationship with the TB

The table above indicates that difficulty moving (51.2%), pain (49.7%) and worry/anxiety

(47.4%) are the symptoms experienced by high number of participants. On the other hand,

tiredness (16.2%) and weight loss (17.9%) are symptoms experienced by small number of the

respondents.

In the causal attribution measure each item was analyzed separately. Patients agreement (sum of

strongly agree and agree) and disagreement (sum of strongly disagree and disagree) were

summarized and the results are presented in Table 10 below.

R/N
Symptoms

Experienced Related

Yes No Yes No

Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. %

1 Difficulty moving 171 49.4 175 50.6 169 48.8 177 51.2

2 Inflammation 200 57.8 146 42.2 199 57.5 147 42.5

3 Cough 199 57.5 147 42.5 198 57.2 148 42.8

4 Tiredness 294 85.0 52 15.0 290 83.8 56 16.2

5 Head ache 199 57.5 147 42.5 188 54.3 158 45.7

6 Difficulty breathing 194 56.1 152 43.9 192 55.5 154 44.5

7 Sweating 218 63.0 128 37.0 215 62.1 131 37.9

8 Weight Loss 284 82.1 62 17.9 284 82.1 62 17.9

9 High temperature 219 63.3 127 36.7 216 62.4 130 37.6

10 Pain 174 50.3 172 49.7 174 50.3 172 49.7

11 Lack of appetite 234 67.6 112 32.4 234 67.6 112 32.4

12 Worry/anxiety 183 52.9 163 47.1 182 52.6 164 47.4
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Table 10

Causal attributions of questionnaire respondents

No Causes

Disagree Undecided Agree

Freq. % Freq. % Freq. %

1 Wind attack 142 41.0 79 22.8 125 36.1

2 Test from God 135 39.0 56 16.2 155 44.8

3 Punishment from God 165 47.7 43 12.4 138 39.9

4 Dust, dirt or bad smell 133 38.4 84 24.3 129 37.3

5 Work overload 180 52.0 47 13.6 119 34.4

6 Lack of sleep 238 68.8 43 12.4 65 18.8

7 Transmission from others 194 56.1 75 21.7 77 22.3

8 I don’t know the cause 112 32.4 52 15.0 182 52.6

Table 10 depict that 52.6% (182 in number) of the respondents replied ‘I don’t know the cause’

implying that more than half of the respondents do not know the causes of their illnesses. The

table also indicates that 18.8% of the respondents (65 in number) replied ‘lack of sleep’

indicating that small number of the respondents mentioned lack of sleep as the causes of their

illness.

In addition, the table depicted that wind attack (36.1%), test from God (44.8), punishment from

God (39.9%), dust, dirt or bad smell (37.3%), work overload (34.4%) and transmission from

other (22.3%) were endorsed by at least 20% of the respondents.

4.2.3. Coping strategies employed by TB patients

For the purpose of describing the coping strategies employed by the TB patients, means and

standard deviations were computed and the summaries are presented in Table 11 below.
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Table 11

Mean and standard deviation of TB patients’ coping strategy scores

Variable N Mean SD

Social Withdrawal 346 2.2287 .73404

Instrumental Action 346 3.3012 .76754

Asking God 346 3.9468 .83416

Receiving Instrumental Support 346 3.3675 .78264

Praising God 346 4.4152 .64907

Table 11 above indicates that praising God coping (M=4.415, SD=0.643) and asking God coping

(M=3.395, SD=0.834) were the most frequently employed coping strategies by TB patients

indicating that patients frequently praise their God and ask for his help to cope with their illness.

Receiving instrumental support coping (M=3.368, SD=0.783) and instrumental action coping

(M=3.301, SD=0.768) were also frequently used coping strategies employed by TB patients. On

the other hand, social withdrawal coping (M=2.232, SD=0.702) is the least frequently used

coping strategy employed by TB patients in Northwestern Ethiopia.

4.2.4. Psychosocial adjustments of TB patients

In order to describe the psychosocial adjustments of TB patients, mean and standard deviations

were computed for both the first-order and second-order factors identified during the EFA.

Summaries of the computations are presented in Table 12 below.
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Table 12

Mean and standard deviations of first and second order factors of the psychosocial adjustment

scale

Factors Scale Sub-scale N Mean SD

First order

factors

Psychological

Adjustment

Fear of Transmitting 346 3.7742 .83552

Anxiety 346 3.5070 .83106

Depression 346 2.7493 .74381

Positive reframing 346 4.0306 .64290

Loneliness 346 2.5694 .92503

Social

Adjustment

Negative Reactions 346 3.0168 1.05240

Self-Discrimination 346 2.5264 .86657

Social Support 346 3.7798 .73532

Other-Discrimination 346 2.4104 .90934

Second

order

factors

Psychological

Adjustment

Positive Psychological

Adjustment
346 3.9963 .61830

Negative Psychological

Adjustment
346 3.5385 .69124

Social

Adjustment

Positive Social Adjustment 346 3.7798 .73532

Negative Social

Adjustment
346 2.7059 .79070

Table 12 above depicts that positive reframing (M=4.031, SD=0.643) and fear of transmitting

(M=3.774, SD=0.836) are the highest psychological adjustments TB patients undergone through.

TB patients had also undergone through high level of anxiety (M=3.501, SD=0.831). On the

contrary, table 12 indicates that TB patients underwent lower levels of depression (M=2.745,

SD=0.744) and loneliness (M=2.569, SD=0.925).

As part of their illness trajectories, TB patients had also experienced higher level of social

support (M=3.780, SD=0.735) and negative reactions from others (M=3.017, SD=1.052). On the
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other hand TB patients experienced lower level of self-discrimination (M=2.526, SD=0.867) and

others’ discrimination (M=2.410, SD=0.909).

Looking in to the second order factor psychosocial adjustments TB patients undergone through,

Table 12 show that the patients undergone through higher level of positive psychological

adjustment (M=3.996, SD= 0.618), positive social adjustment (M=3.780, SD= 0.735), and

negative psychological adjustments (M=3.539, SD= 0.691). On the other hand TB patients

undergone through lower level of negative social adjustment (M= 2.706, SD= 0.791).

4.2.5. Background variables influencing CSM components

For the purpose of examining the effect of age on CSM components, Pearson product

momentum correlations were employed. Based on this analysis age had been found to have

significant positive relationship with social withdrawal coping (r=.186, p<0.01) and instrumental

action coping (r=.179, p<0.05). This analysis implied that an increase in age is associated with

small increase in employing social withdrawal coping and instrumental action coping.

In addition differences in illness perception, coping strategies and psychosocial adjustment

components based on gender, education, place of residence, and treatment phase were computed

using independent sample t-tests. The summaries of the tests are presented in Table 13 below

(only significant differences are presented).
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Table 13

Differences in CSM constructs based on gender, education, residence, education and treatment

phase

Background

Variable Variable Category N Mean SD t

Gender
Emotional

representation

Male 191 3.2595 .79376 -2.261*

Female 155 3.4473 .73615

Children
Emotional

representation

Have children 195 3.4251 .77958 2.240*

Don’t have children 151 3.2384 .75418

Residence

Social withdrawal
Urban 218 2.1411 .74201 -2.930**

Rural 128 2.3779 .69808

Instrumental action
Urban 218 3.2329 .73776 -2.172*

Rural 128 3.4175 .80544

Negative social

adjustment

Urban 218 2.6112 .73342 -2.939**

Rural 128 2.8672 .85889

Negative

Psychological

Adjustment

Urban 218 3.4822 .69136 -1.988*

Rural 128 3.6345 .68304

Education

Social Withdrawal
Got Schooling 230 2.1734 .74050 -1.982*

Didn’t Got schooling 116 2.3384 .71152

Instrumental Action
Got Schooling 230 3.2043 .73582 -3.355**

Didn’t Got schooling 116 3.4933 .79576

As can be seen from Table 13 above, gender significantly influenced emotional representation

components of illness perception (t= -2.261, p <0.05). This implies that female patients had

higher levels of emotional reactions (M=3.447, SD= 0.736) than male patients (M=3.260,

SD=0.794) as soon as they understood that they had TB. Similarly having children significantly

influenced emotional representation (t= 2.240, p <0.05) indicating that patients who have
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children had higher level of emotional reaction (M=3.425, SD=0.780) when they understood that

they had TB than patients who don’t have children (M=3.238, SD=0.754).

Table 13 also indicate that place of residence significantly influence social withdrawal coping (t=

-2.930, p<0.01), instrumental action coping (t= -2.172, p<0.05) and receiving instrumental

support coping (t= -2.660, p<0.01). In all cases rural residents were found to employ more of

social withdrawal coping (M=2.378, SD=0.698), instrumental action coping (M=3.418, SD=0.

805) and receiving instrumental support coping (M=3.512, SD=0.697) to cope with their TB than

urban residents (M=2.141, SD=0.742; M=3.233, SD=0.738; and M=3.512, SD=0.819

respectively).

Place of residence had also been found to influence negative social adjustment (t= -2.939,

p<0.01) and negative psychological adjustment (t= -1.988, p<0.05). These results indicate that

rural residents undergone through significantly higher negative social adjustment (M=2.867,

SD=0.859) and negative psychological adjustment (M=3.635, SD=0.683) than their counterparts

urban residents (M=2.611, SD=0.733 and M=3.482, SD=0.691, respectively).

In table 13 we can also see that education significantly influences social withdrawal coping (t= -

1.982, p<0.05) and instrumental action coping (t=-3.355, p<0.05). Specifically patients who did

not have schooling employed higher social withdrawal coping (M=2.339, SD=0.712) and

instrumental action coping (M=3.493, SD=0.796) than patients who got schooling (M=2.173,

SD=0.741and M=3.204, SD=0.704 and M= 3.204, SD= 0.736 respectively).

Besides a series of ANOVA tests were computed to look in to differences in illness perception,

coping strategies and psychosocial adjustment components based on marital status, occupational

status and socio-economic status. Summaries of the results are presented in Table 14 below (only

significant differences are presented).
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Table 14

Difference in CSM constructs based on marital status, socio-economic status and occupation.

Background

Variables Variables Category N Mean SD F-value

Marital

Status

Cognitive

representation

Married 163 3.9820 .38943 2.656*

Not Married 130 3.9452 .54658

Divorced 43 4.1657 .33349

Widowed 10 3.9750 .32302

Socio-

economic

status

Social

Withdrawal

Low 146 2.2611 .71558 9.407**

Medium 190 2.1553 .72071

High 10 3.2000 .66212

Instrumental

Action

Low 146 3.4018 .76439 5.220**

Medium 190 3.1977 .75881

High 10 3.8000 .64107

Negative Social

Adjustment

Low 146 2.7517 .77672 5.546**

Medium 190 2.6320 .78731

High 10 3.4417 .69172

Occupation

Emotional

representation

Employed 181 3.2861 .79601 3.984*

Unemployed 45 3.6420 .72354

Working 120 3.3185 .73575

Receiving

Instrumental

support

Employed 181 3.3489 .76433 3.179*

Unemployed 45 3.1429 .94024

Working 120 3.4798 .73003

Positive

Psychological

Adjustment

Employed 181 4.0679 .55237 10.120**

Unemployed 45 3.6222 .75418

Working 120 4.0286 .61217
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Table 14 above indicates that there are statistically significant differences in cognitive

representation based on patients’ marital status (F (3,341) = 2.656, p> 0.05). The post hoc

Turkey HSD test indicate that significant difference in cognitive representation had been

observed between patients who are not married and who are divorced (p<0.05). Hence, it is

implied that patients who were divorced (M=4.166, SD=0.333) had strong positive interpretation

of their illness than patients who are not married (M=3.945, SD=0.547).

The table above also shows that statistically significant differences based on socio-economic

status had been observed in social withdrawal coping (F(2,343)=9.407, p<0.01) and instrumental

action coping (F(2,343)=5.220, p <0.01). The Turkey HSD test for differences in social

withdrawal coping indicate that there are statistically significant differences between patients

from low socio economic status and high socio-economic status (p<0.01) and between patients

from high and medium socio-economic status. These indicate that patients who felt their socio

economic status to be high employed more of social withdrawal coping (M=3.200, SD=0.662)

than patients who felt their socio-economic status to be low (M=2.661, SD=0.716). In addition,

patients who felt their socio-economic status to be high employed more of social withdrawal

coping (M=3.200, SD=0.662) than patients who felt their socio-economic status to be medium

(M=2.155, SD=0.721).

Coupled with this the Tukey HSD test for instrumental action coping indicate that significant

difference exists between low and medium (p<0.5) and between medium and high socio

economic status (p<0.05). Specifically patients who felt their socio-economic status to be low

employed more of instrumental action coping (M=3.402, SD=0.764) than patients who felt their

status to be medium (M=3.198, SD=0.759). Plus to this, patients who felt their socio-economic

status to be medium employed lesser instrumental action coping (M=3.198, SD=0.759) than

patients who felt their status to be high (M=3.800, SD=0.641).

As can also be seen from Table 14, significant differences based on socio-economic status in

negative social adjustments was found (F(2,343)= 5.546, p <0.01). The Tukey HSD test had

revealed that statistically significant differences had been found between low and high (p<0.05)

and between medium and high socio-economic status (p<0.01). Particularly the test results

indicate that patients who felt their socio-economic status to be high undergone higher negative
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social adjustment (M= 3.441, SD= 0.692) than their counterparts who felt their status to be low

(M=2.752, SD=0.777). In addition patients who felt their socio-economic status to be low

undergone through higher negative social adjustment (M= 2.752, SD= 0.777) than patients who

felt their status to be medium (M=2.362, SD=0.787). Patients with high socio-economic status

experienced higher adjustment difficulties in their social life spheres than patients with low

socio-economic status where the later experienced higher difficulties than patients with medium

socio-economic status.

Table 14 also indicate that there are statistically significant differences in emotional

representation based on occupation (F(2,343)=3.894, p<0.05). The Tukey HSD test revealed that

significant differences had been observed between patients who are employed and unemployed

(p<0.05), and between patients who are unemployed and working (p<0.05).

The post-hoc test indicate that patients who are employed had higher emotional reactions when

they understood that they had TB (M=3.974, SD=0.428) than patients who are unemployed

(M=3.890, SD=0.678). The test also indicate that patients who are working had higher emotional

reactions (M=4.053, SD=0.370) than patients who are unemployed (M=3.890, SD=0.678).

Statistically significant differences in receiving instrumental support coping had also been

observed based on occupation (F(2,343)=3.179, p<0.05). The difference, based on the Tukey

HSD test, lies between patients who are unemployed and who are working (p<0.05). It implies

that patients who are working employed more of receiving instrumental coping (M=3.470,

SD=0.730) than TB patients who are unemployed (M=3.143, SD=0.940). In other words patients

who are working received supports that are instrumental to cope with their illness than patients

who are unemployed.

Lastly, Table 14 depicts that there are statistically significant differences in undergoing positive

psychological adjustments based on occupation (F(2,343)= 10.120, p<0.01). The Tukey HSD

test pointed out that significant differences are observed between patients who are employed and

unemployed (p<0.05) and patients who are unemployed and who are working. Particularly the

test revealed that patients who are employed undergone through higher positive psychological

adjustment (M=4.068, SD=0.552) than patients who were unemployed (M=3.622, SD=0.754).
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The test also revealed that patients who are working undergone through higher positive

psychological adjustment (M=4.029, SD=0.612) than patients who are unemployed (M=3.622,

SD=0.754).

4.2.6. Relationships within CSM components

Pearson’s correlations were computed to look into the relationships within CSM components.

The summaries of the results of the computations are presented in the following three tables.

Table 15

Relationship within illness perception components

R/N Variable 1 2

1 Cognitive Representation 1

2 Emotional Representation .193** 1

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Table 15 above depict that cognitive representation component of illness perception had small

but statistically significant relationship (r=.193, p<0.01) with emotional representation

component of illness perception. This implies than an increase in patients’ positive interpretation

of their illness is associated with small increase in their emotional reactions.

Table 16

Relationship within coping strategy components

R/N Variable 1 2 3 4 5

1 Social Withdrawal 1

2 Instrumental Action .405**

3 Asking God .095 .227**

4 Receiving Instrumental Support .086 .238** .128*

5 Praising God -.150** .143** .348** .232** 1

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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As can be seen from the table above social withdrawal coping had positive relationship with

instrumental action coping (r= .405, p <0.01) and receiving instrumental support coping (r= .109,

p <0.05) but negative relationship with praising God coping (r= -.150, p <0.01).

Table 16 also indicates that instrumental action coping had small and positive relationships with

asking God coping (r= .227, p <0.01), receiving instrumental support coping (r= .238, p <0.01)

and praising God coping (r=.143, p <0.01).

Asking God coping had positive relationship with receiving instrumental support coping (r=.128,

p <0.01) and praising God coping (r=.348, p <0.01) implying that an increase in using asking

God as coping strategy is associated with a small increase in using instrumental support coping

and a moderate increase in using praising God coping.

The table also shows that praising God coping have small but positive relationship with receiving

instrumental support coping (r= .232, p <0.01) implying that an increase in employing praising

God coping is associated with a small increase in employing receiving instrumental support

coping.

Table 17

Relationships within psychosocial adjustment components

R/N Variables 1 2 3 4

1 Positive Psychological Adjustment 1

2 Positive Social Adjustment .246**

3 Negative Social Adjustment -.216** -.121*

4 Negative Psychological Adjustment .049 .055 .571** 1

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

The table above indicates that positive psychological adjustment had positive and small

relationship with positive social adjustment (r= .246, p < 0.01) but negative and small relationship

with negative social adjustment (r= -.216, p < 0.01). The table also depicts that positive social
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adjustment had small and negative relationship with negative social adjustment (r= -.121, p

<0.05). Coupled with this negative psychological adjustment have a strong and positive

relationship with negative social adjustment (r= .571, p <0.01).

4.2.7. Relationship among CSM components

For the purpose of examining the relationships among CSM components Pearson’s correlations

were computed. The summaries of these computations are presented in the following three

tables.

Table 18

Relationship between illness perception and coping strategy components

R/N Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 Cognitive Representation 1

2 Emotional Representation .193**

3 Social Withdrawal -.255** .287**

4 Instrumental Action .165** .373** .377**

5 Asking God .222** .197** .078 .227**

6 Receiving Instrumental Support .259** .170** .109* .238** .128*

7 Praising God .543** .127* -.159** .143** .348** .232** 1

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

As can be seen from Table 18 above, cognitive representation had positive relationship with

praising God coping (r= .543, p <0.01), instrumental action coping (r= .165, p <0.01), asking

God coping (r= .222, p <0.01) and receiving instrumental support coping (r= .259, p <0.01) but

negative relationship with social withdrawal coping (r= -.255, p <0.01).

The table also shows that emotional representation had positive relationship with instrumental

action coping (r= .373, p <0.01), social withdrawal coping (r= .287, p <0.01), asking God coping
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(r= .197, p <0.01), receiving instrumental support coping (r= .170, p <0.01) and praising God

coping (r= .127, p <0.01).

Table 19

Relationship between illness perception and psychosocial adjustment components

R/N Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 Cognitive Representation

2 Emotional Representation .193**

3 Positive Psychological Adjustment .474** -.083

4 Positive Social Adjustment .261** .019 .246**

5 Negative Social Adjustment -.076 .407** -.216** -.121*

6 Negative Psychological Adjustment .190** .547** .049 .055 .571** 1

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

The analysis in Table 19 showed that there are positive correlation between cognitive

representation and positive psychological adjustment (r= .474, p <0.01), positive social

adjustment (r= .261, p <0.01), negative psychological adjustment (r= .190, p <0.01) while no

statistical correlation was found between cognitive representation and negative social adjustment

(r= - .076, p= .158). These indicate that those patients who have positive interpretation of their

TB are more likely to undergo positive psychological adjustment, positive social adjustment and

negative psychological adjustment.

Table 19 also depicts that strong and positive relationship exists between emotional

representation and negative social adjustment (r=0.407, p <0.01) and negative psychological

adjustment (r=0.547, p <0.01) while no significant relationship between emotional representation

and positive social adjustment (r=0. 019, p= .724) and positive psychological adjustment

(r=0.083, p= .123).
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Table 20

Relationship between coping strategies and psychosocial adjustment components

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 Social Withdrawal 1

2 Instrumental Action .377**

3 Asking God .078 .227**

4 Receiving Instrumental

Support
.109* .238** .128*

5 Praising God -.159** .143** .348** .232**

6 Positive Psychological

Adjustment
-.434** .059 .126* .150** .403**

7 Positive Social Adjustment -.153** .022 .160** .411** .291** .246**

8 Negative Social Adjustment .490** .512** .089 .086 -.028 -.216** -.121*

9 Negative Psychological

Adjustment
.302** .595** .326** .204** .117* .049 .055 .571** 1

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

As can be seen from Table 20 above, social withdrawal coping had negative relationship with

positive psychological adjustment (r= -.434, p <0.01) and positive social adjustment (r= -.153, p

<0.01) but it had positive relationship with negative social adjustment (r= .490, p <0.01) and

negative psychological adjustment (r= .302, p<0.01).

The table also indicates that instrumental action coping is positively related with negative social

adjustment (r= .512, p <0.01) and negative psychological adjustment (r= .595, p <0.01).

The relationship between asking God coping and psychosocial adjustment is also presented in

Table 20. As can be seen from the table asking God coping is positively related with positive

psychological adjustment (r= .126, p <0.05), positive social adjustment (r= .160, p<0.01) and
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negative psychological adjustment (r= .326, p <0.01), but it is not significantly related with

negative social adjustment (r= .086, p= .099).

In terms of the relationship between receiving instrumental support coping and psychosocial

adjustment, Table 20 shows that receiving instrumental support coping is positively associated

with positive psychological adjustment (r=.150, p <0.01), positive social adjustment (r=.411, p

<0.01) and negative psychological adjustment (r=.204, p <0.01).

Lastly Table 20 indicates that praising God coping had positive relationship with positive

psychological adjustment (r= .403, p <0.01), positive social adjustment (r= .291, p <0.01) and

negative psychological adjustment (r= .117, p <0.01).

4.2.8. Predictions among CSM components

The analyses above indicate the associations among CSM components and this sub-section deal

with the predictions among the components.

Before regression analysis, background variables were changed to dummy variables.

Accordingly gender (‘female’ = 0, ‘male’ = 1), having children (‘have not children’ = 0, ‘have

children’ = 1), education (‘do not got schooling’ = 0, ‘got schooling’ = 1), residence (‘rural’ = 0,

‘urban’ = 1), religion (‘Muslim’ = 0, ‘Orthodox’ = 1), phase (‘continuation’ = 0, ‘intensive’ = 1),

marital status (‘without partner‘ = 0, ‘with partner‘ = 1), socio-economic status (‘high‘ = 0, ‘low‘

= 1), and occupational status (‘not working‘ = 0, ‘working’ = 1) were recorded into dichotomous

dummy variables prior to analysis.

Then after, the associations of background variables with the criterion variables (coping strategy

and psychosocial adjustment variables) were examined. The summaries of the computations are

presented in Table 21 below.
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Table 21

Relationship between background variables and criterion variables

Criterion

Variables

Background Variables

A
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a
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o
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SoWizD .183** .000 -.022 -.106* -.156** .067 .007 -.092 .038 -.104

InstAction .179** .052 .103 -.178** -.116* -.015 -.077 .018 .112* -.011

AskGod .070 -.095 .077 -.064 -.095 .109* -.090 .049 -.082 -.058

RecInstSupp .093 -.016 .030 -.084 -.142** -.006 -.183** .098 -.086 -.025

PraiseGod .081 -.042 .102 -.039 -.057 .040 -.062 .080 -.012 .011

PositivePsyAdj .031 .083 .086 .030 -.010 -.001 .062 .062 .001 .121*

PositiveSocAdj -.036 -.031 .025 .040 -.042 -.104 .002 .050 -.107* .029

NegativeSocAdj .093 .080 .018 -.074 -.157** .011 -.029 -.011 .050 .008

NegativePsyAdj .008 -.067 .103 -.015 -.107* -.033 .017 .008 .036 -.065

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

As can be seen from Table 21, age has significant positive relationship with social withdrawal

coping (r= .183, p< 0.01) and instrumental action coping (r= .179, p< 0.01). Education has also

been found to have significant negative relationship with social withdrawal coping (r= -.106, p<

0.05) and instrumental action coping (r= -.178, p< 0.01). Place of residence were found to have

significant and negative relationship with social withdrawal coping (r= -.156, p< 0.01),

instrumental action coping (r= -.116, p< 0.05), receiving instrumental support coping (r= -.142,

p< 0.01), negative social adjustment (r= -.157, p< 0.01) and negative psychological adjustment

(r= -.107, p< 0.05).

The table also depicts that religion has significant positive relationship with asking God coping

(r= .109, p< 0.05), while treatment phase has significant negative relationship with receiving

instrumental support coping (r= -.183, p< 0.01). Socio-economic status has negative association
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with instrumental action coping (r= .112, p< 0.05) and positive social adjustment (r=- .107, p<

0.05). In addition, Table 21 indicates that occupation has significant positive relationship with

positive psychological adjustment (r= .121, p< 0.05), while gender, having children and marital

status has insignificant association with all criterion variables.

In order to examine the causal associations between illness perception, coping strategies and

psychosocial adjustment components, linear multiple regressions were computed where (a)

illness perceptions components were regressed on coping strategy components; (b) coping

strategy components were regressed on psychosocial adjustment components; and (c) illness

perception components were regressed on psychosocial adjustment components. The summaries

of the computations are summarized and presented in the following three tables.

Here bear in mind that preliminary analyses were computed where background variables that

were found to be related with the respective criterion variables were regressed first. And those

variables that were insignificant predictors in the preliminary analysis were not depicted in the

summary tables presented here under.

a) Prediction of coping strategy components from illness perception components

In order to examine the predictive abilities of illness perception components on coping strategy

components, five regression models were computed and Table 22 below presents the summaries.
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Table 22

Linear regression analysis of illness perception to coping strategies

b SEb  t p R2
R2 R2

change

F value

Model 1 (Social withdrawal)

Step 1 .033 .031 11.866**

Age .010 .003 .183 3.445 .001

Step 2 .199 .192 .166** 28.370**

Age .009 .003 .169 3.464 .001

Cogrep -.488 .080 -.300 -6.085 .000

EmoRep .322 .047 .339 6.859 .000

Model 2 (Instrumental action)

Step 1 .049 .043 8.780**

Age .011 .003 .191 3.609 .000

SES .202 .082 .130 2.461 .014

Step 2 .183 .173 .134** 19.048**

Age .009 .003 .153 3.084 .002

SES .192 .076 .124 2.514 .012

Cog rep .152 .085 .089 1.788 .075

Emo Rep .338 .050 .340 6.792 .000

Model 3 (Ask God)

Step 1 .012 .009 4.156*

Religion .497 .244 .109 2.039 .042

Step 2 .091 .083 .079** 11.364**

Religion .589 .235 .129 2.502 .013

Cog Rep .365 .097 .197 3.753 .000

Emo Rep .179 .057 .166 3.153 .002
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Table 22 (Continued …..)

Model 4 (Receive Instrumental support)

Step 1 .048 .043 8.665**

Residence -.197 .086 -.122 -2.298 .022

Phase -.264 .083 -.168 -3.173 .002

Step 2 .120 .110 .072** 11.653**

Residence -.169 .083 -.104 -2.029 .043

Phase -.243 .080 -.155 -3.022 .003

Cog Rep .396 .090 .228 4.407 .000

Emo rep .107 .053 .106 2.040 .042

Model 5 (Praising God )

Step 1

Cog rep .774 .066 .538 11.655 .000 .295 .291 71.856**

Emo rep .020 .039 .023 .504 .615

**. Significant at the 0.01 level.

*. Significant at the 0.05 level.

As can be seen from Table 22 above in step 1 of model 1, age was entered as a potential control

variable given that age was a significant correlates of patients’ social withdrawal coping (r=183,

p<0.01). In this step age explained a small but significant (F(1,345)= 11.866, p<0.01, R2=.033)

variations in social withdrawal coping. In step 2, age was entered as a control variable against

which illness perception predictors were compared. Controlling for age, cognitive representation

and emotional representation explained an additional 17% of the variability in social withdrawal

coping (F(3,343)=28.370, p<0.01). In particular standardized beta coefficients indicate that

emotional representation contributed higher (=.339, t=6.859, p<0.01) than cognitive

representation (= -.300, t= -6.085, p<0.01) in explaining patients’ social withdrawal coping.

In the second model analysis was performed in two steps. In step 1 of the analysis age and socio-

economic status explained small but significant portion of the variations in patients’ instrumental

action coping (F(2,344)=8.370, p<0.01, R2=.049). In step 2 age and socio-economic status
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entered into the model as control variables and the results indicate that cognitive representation

and emotional representation explained an additional 13% of the variation in instrumental action

coping (F(4,342)=19.048, p<0.01). However, a closer look into the standardized beta coefficients

indicate that the contribution of cognitive representation is statistically insignificant (= .089, p=

.075) implying that cognitive representation don’t significantly contribute in explaining the

variations in instrumental action coping. On the other hand emotional representation had the

highest and significant (= .340, p<0.01) contribution in explaining patients instrumental action

coping.

In the first step of model 3, religion was found to have a small but statistically significant

contribution (F(1,344)=4.156, p<0.01, R2=012) in explaining asking God coping. In the second

step, religion was entered as control variable against which illness perception components are

compared with. The results of the regression indicate that cognitive representation and emotional

representation explained an additional 8% of the variability in asking God coping

(F(3,343)=11.364, p<0.01, R2= .091). Particularly cognitive representation contributed higher

(=.197, p<0.01) than emotional representation (=.166, p<0.01) in explaining patients’ asking

God coping implying that both positive interpretation of TB and emotional reactions are

predictive of patients’ use of asking God coping.

In model 4, place of residence and treatment phase was entered in the first step and they were

found to have small but significant contributions (F(2,344)=86.665, p<0.01, R2= .048) in

explaining receiving instrumental support coping. In the second step of model 4, place of

residence and treatment phase was entered as control variables. The results indicate that

emotional representation and cognitive representation explained an additional 7% of the

variation in receiving instrumental support coping (F(4,342)=11.653, p<0.01, R2= .120).

Specifically cognitive representation had the highest (=.228, p<0.01) contribution than the

contribution of emotional representation (=.106, p<0.05) in explaining TB patients’ receiving

instrumental support coping use.

In the last model, no background variable was entered as control variable. The results of the

regression analysis indicate that cognitive representation and emotional representation explained
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30% of the variations in praising God coping (F(2,344)=71.856, p<0.01, R2= .295). A closer look

into the beta coefficients tell us that the contribution of emotional representation (= .023,

p=0.615) in explaining praising God coping is insignificant while the contribution of cognitive

representation is significant (= .538, p<0.01).

Diagnostic checks for each model above were conducted and the detailed descriptions are

presented in Appendix 15.

b) Prediction of psychosocial adjustment components from coping strategy components

In order to examine the predictive abilities of coping strategy components on psychosocial

adjustment components, four regression models were computed and Table 23 below presents the

summaries.
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Table 23

Linear regression analysis of coping strategies to psychosocial adjustments

B SEb  t p R2 R2

R2

change F value

Model 1 (Positive Psychological adjustment)

Step 1 .318 .310 39.782**

SoWizD -.339 .039 -.402 -8.718 .000

Ask G .033 .036 .045 .932 .352

RecInstSupp .086 .037 .108 2.339 .020

PraiseGod .288 .048 .302 6.056 .000

Model 2 (Positive Social adjustment)

Step 1 .239 .230 26.723**

SoWizD -.171 .049 -.171 -3.505 .001

Ask G .066 .045 .075 1.471 .142

RecInstSupp .358 .046 .381 7.782 .000

PraiseGod .170 .060 .150 2.855 .005

Model 3 (Negative Social adjustment)

Step 1 .358 .354 95.638**

SoWizD .364 .051 .338 7.141 .000

InstAction .387 .049 .375 7.933 .000

Model 4 (Negative psychological Adjustment )

Step 1 .400 .391 45.361**

SoWizD .060 .045 .064 1.355 .176

InstAction .462 .044 .513 10.611 .000

AskGod .171 .038 .207 4.516 .000

RecInstSupp .051 .039 .057 1.299 .195

PraiseGod -.034 .050 -.032 -.682 .495

**. Significant at the 0.01 level.

*. Significant at the 0.05 level.
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As had been depicted in Table 23, four of the five coping strategies had significant correlations

with positive psychological adjustment. Therefore positive psychological adjustment was

regressed with social withdrawal coping, asking God coping, receiving instrumental support

coping and praising God coping. The results of the regression indicate that the four coping

strategies explained 32% of the variations in positive psychological adjustment

(F(4,342)=39.782, p<0.01, R2= .318). However, the resulting beta coefficients indicate that

asking God coping is insignificant (= .045, t=.982, p= 0.352) implying that asking God coping

didn’t significantly contribute in explaining patients’ positive psychological adjustment. The

highest contribution in explaining positive psychological adjustment comes from social

withdrawal coping (= -.402, t=-8.718, p<0.01) followed by praising God coping (= .302, t= -

6.056, p<0.01), while the least contribution comes from receiving instrumental support coping

(B=.108, t=2.339, p<0.01).

In a similar fashion with model 1, positive social adjustment was regressed with the four coping

strategies in model 2. The results of the analysis depict that the four coping strategies explain

24% of the variations in positive social adjustment (F(4,342)=26.723, p<0.01, R2= .239).

However, the contribution of asking God coping in explaining the variability in positive social

adjustment is nil as it is witnessed by its insignificant beta coefficient (= .075, t=1.471, p=

0.142). On the contrary, the contribution of the other coping strategies is significant where the

highest contribution is from receiving instrumental support coping (= .381, t= 7.782, p<0.01).

The next contribution is from social withdrawal coping (= -.171, t= -3.505, p<0.01) and from

praising God coping (= .150, t= 2.855, p<0.01).

In the third model social withdrawal coping and instrumental action coping were entered as

predictor variables for they were strongly correlated with negative social adjustment (see table

20). The regression model indicate that social withdrawal coping and instrumental action coping

together predict 36% of the variability in patients’ negative social adjustment (F(2,344)=95.638,

p<0.01, R2= .358). In particular instrumental action coping (= .375, p<0.01) contribute higher

than social withdrawal coping (= .338, p<0.01) in explaining the variations in negative social

adjustment.
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As can be seen in Table 20 all the five coping strategies were significantly correlated with

positive psychological adjustment. Hence, positive psychological adjustment was regressed with

the five coping strategies in the fourth model. The results indicate that the five coping strategies

significantly explained 40% of the variations in patients’ positive psychological adjustment

(F(5,341)=45.361, p<0.01, R2= .400). However, significant contributions in explaining positive

psychological adjustment are from instrumental action coping (= .513, t=10.611, p<0.01) and

asking God coping (= .207, t=4.516, p<0.01). Social withdrawal coping (B=.064, t=1.335,

p=.176), receiving instrumental support coping (= .057, t= 1.229, p= .195) and praising God

coping (= -.032, t=-.682, p=.495) were insignificant implying that their contribution in

explaining positive psychological adjustment are not significant.

Diagnostic checks for each model above were conducted and the detailed descriptions are

presented in Appendix 15.

c) Prediction of psychosocial adjustment components from illness perception components

For the purpose of examining the predictive abilities of illness perception components on

psychosocial adjustment components, four regression models were computed and Table 24

below presents the summaries.
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Table 24

Linear regression analysis of illness perception to psychosocial adjustment

B SEB  t p R2 R2

R2

change F value

Model 1 (Positive Psychological adjustment)

Step 1 .015 .012 5.150*

Occupation .150 .066 .121 2.269 .024

Step 2 .244 .240 .229** 55.372**

Occupation .173 .058 .140 2.972 .003

Cog rep .656 .064 .479 10.201 .000

Model 2 (Positive Social adjustment)

Step 1 .011 .009 3.997*

SES -.159 .080 -.107 -1.999 .046

Step 2 .080 .075 .068** 14.890**

SES -.163 .077 -.109 -2.112 .035

Cog Rep .426 .084 .262 5.050 .000

Model 3 (Negative Social adjustment)

Step 1 .024 .022 8.637**

Residence -.256 .087 -.157 -2.939 .004

Step 2 .181 .176 .157** 37.957**

Residence -.202 .080 -.124 -2.521 .012

Emo Rep .406 .050 .397 8.103 .000
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Table 24 (Continued)

Model 4 (Negative psychological adjustment)

Step 1 .307 .303 75.911**

Cog Rep .135 .070 .088 1.917 .056

Emo Rep .474 .041 .530 11.573 .000

**. Significant at the 0.01 level.

*. Significant at the 0.05 level.

In step 1 of model 1, occupation was entered as a potential control variable given that occupation

was a significant correlate of patients’ positive psychological adjustment (r=.121, p< 0.05). In

this step occupation was found to have small but significant contribution in explaining patients’

positive psychological adjustment (F(1,345)=5.150, p<0.01, R2=.015). In step 2 occupation was

entered as control variable, and cognitive representation (= .479, t=10.201, p<0.01) explained

an additional 23% of the variation in patients’ positive psychological adjustment

(F(2.344)=55.372, p<0.01, R2=.244).

Socio-economic status had been significantly correlated with positive social adjustment (see

table 21). Thus socio-economic status was entered in step 1 of the second model and it was found

that socio-economic status has small but significant contribution (F(1,345)=3.993, p<0.05,

R2=.011) in predicting patients’ positive social adjustment. In step 2 of the model socio-

economic status was entered as control variable against which cognitive representation is

compared with. Controlling for socio-economic status, cognitive representation predicted an

additional 7% of the variability in patients’ positive social adjustment (F(2,344)= 14.890,

p<0.01, R2=.080). In terms of contribution, cognitive representation significantly contributed (=

.262, t= 5.050, p<0.01) in explaining positive social adjustment than the contribution from socio-

economic status (= -.109, t=-2.112, p<0.05).

In step 1 of the third model, place of residence was entered for it was found that it has significant

association with negative social adjustment (r=-.157, p<0.01). In this step age was found to

explain small but significant portion of the variability in negative social adjustment (F(1,345)=

8.637, p<0.01, R2=.024). In step 2 place of residence was entered as control variable and
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emotional representation (= .397, t= 8.103, p<0.01) explained an additional 16% of the

variations in patient’s negative social adjustment (F(2,344)=37.957, p<0.01, R2=.181).

Both cognitive representation and emotional representation were significantly correlated with

negative psychological adjustment (see table 19). Thus negative psychological adjustment was

regressed with the two predicting variables in the fourth model. Results of the analysis indicate

that 31% of the variability in negative psychological adjustment is explained by the two

predicting variables (F(2,344)=75.911, p<0.01, R2= .307). However, the contributions of the two

predicting variables is not the same in that emotional representation significantly contributed in

explaining the variability in negative psychological adjustment (= .530, t= 11.573, p<0.01)

while the contribution of cognitive representation is not significant (= .088, t= 1.917, p<0.56).

Diagnostic checks for each model above were conducted and the detailed descriptions are

presented in Appendix 15.

4.2.9. Mediating role of coping strategy in the association between illness

perception and psychosocial adjustment

As an extension of the regression models, path regression analysis models were conducted using

AMOS software. Hence, path analysis had been conducted to examine the mediating effects of

coping strategy components in the relationship between illness perception and psychosocial

adjustment components. As there are five coping strategies, five meditational path regression

models were examined and the summaries are presented in Table 25 below.
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Table 25

Mediation using regression path models

Variables in the model Direct effect Indirect effect Result

Model 1

Cognitive Rep  Social Withdrawal -.293**

Emotional Rep  Social Withdrawal .354**

Social Withdrawal  Negative Soc Adj .405**

Social Withdrawal  Positive Psy Adj -.345**

Social Withdrawal  Positive Soc Adj .100 (ns)

Cognitive Rep  Social Withdrawal  Positive Psy Adj .396** .101** Partial mediation

Cognitive Rep  Social Withdrawal  Positive Soc Adj .238** .029(ns) No mediation

Cognitive Rep  Social Withdrawal  Negative Soc Adj -.119** Full mediation

Emotional Rep  Social Withdrawal  Positive Psy Adj -.122** Full mediation

Emotional Rep  Social Withdrawal  Positive Soc Adj -.035 (ns) No Mediation

Emotional Rep  Social Withdrawal  Negative Soc Adj .287** .143** Partial mediation

Model 2

Cognitive Rep  Rec Inst Supp .235**

Emotional Rep  Rec Inst Supp .125*

RecInstSupp  Positive Soc Adj .365**

Positive Psy Adj  Positive Soc Adj .146*

Cognitive Rep  Rec Inst Supp  Positive Psy Adj .509** No mediation

Cognitive Rep  Rec Inst Supp  Positive Soc Adj .098 (ns) .160** Full mediation

Emotional Rep  Rec Inst Supp  Positive Soc Adj -.181** .019 (ns) No mediation
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**. Significant at the 0.01 level.

*. Significant at the 0.05 level.

Table 25 (Continued)

Model 3

Emotional Rep  Asking God .160*

Cognitive Rep  Asking God .192**

Asking God  Negative Psy Adj .227**

Emotional Rep Asking God  Negative Psy Adj .503** .036* Partial mediation

Cognitive Rep  Asking God  Negative Psy Adj .043** Full mediation

Model 4

Cognitive Rep  Praising God .543**

Praising God  Positive Psy Adj .207**

Praising God  Positive Soc Adj .211**

Cognitive Rep  Praising God  Positive Psy Adj .362** .112** Partial mediation

Cognitive Rep  Praising God  Positive Soc Adj .146* .115** Partial mediation

Model 5

Emotional Rep  Inst Action .373**

Inst Action  Negative Soc Adj 419**..

Inst Action  Negative Psy Adj .454**.

Emotional Rep  Inst Action  NegativeSocAdj 251** .156** Partial mediation

Emotional Rep  Inst Action  NegativePsyAdj 378** .169** Partial mediation
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In the first model, the mediating role of social withdrawal coping was examined. In this analysis

it was found that cognitive representation was negatively associated with social withdrawal

coping (= -.293, p<0.01) while emotional representation is positively associated with social

withdrawal coping (= .354, p<0.01). It was also found that social withdrawal coping is

positively associated with negative social adjustment (= .405, p<0.01) and negatively

associated with positive psychological adjustment (= -.345, p<0.01). On the other hand the

association between social withdrawal coping and positive social adjustment was insignificant

(= .100, p= .053).

In addition it was found that the direct effect of cognitive representation on positive

psychological adjustment (= .396, p<0.01) decreased in magnitude when it is indirect through

social withdrawal coping (= .101, p<0.01), thus suggesting partial mediation. In a similar

fashion the direct effect of emotional representation on negative social adjustment (= .287,

p<0.01) decreased in magnitude when it is indirect through social withdrawal coping (=. 143,

p<0.01) indicating partial mediation.

It was also found that the direct effect of cognitive representation on negative social adjustment

through social withdrawal coping is significant (= -.119, p<0.01) indicating full mediation.

Besides, the indirect effect of emotional representation on positive psychological adjustment via

social withdrawal coping is significant (= -.122, p<0.01) implying full mediation.

Since the association between social withdrawal coping and positive social adjustment was non-

significant, the mediating role of social withdrawal coping in the relationship (a) between

cognitive representation and positive social adjustment and (b) between emotional representation

and positive social adjustment are insignificant implying no mediation.

Results of the mediation analysis indicate the mediating role of social withdrawal coping in the

relationship between (a) cognitive representation and positive psychological adjustment (b)

cognitive representation and negative social adjustment (c) emotional representation and positive

psychological adjustment; and (d) emotional representation and negative social adjustment.

Figure 2 below presents the results.
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Figure 2: Mediation model 1

The second model examines the mediation role of receiving instrumental support coping between

illness perception and psychosocial adjustment. In this model it was found that cognitive

representation was positively associated with receiving instrumental support coping (= .235,

p<0.01) and emotional representation is positively associated with receiving instrumental support

coping (= .125, p<0.05).

In addition, results indicate that receiving instrumental support coping is positively associated

with positive social adjustment (= .365, p<0.01) and positive psychological adjustment (=

.146, p<0.05).
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Results of the meditational analysis indicate that the non significant association between

cognitive representation and positive social adjustment (= .098, p= 0.058) becomes significant

when the association is indirect through receiving instrumental support (= .160, p<0.01),

implying full mediation. Coupled with this, the significant positive association between

emotional representation and positive social adjustment (= -.181, p<0.01) become non

significant when mediated through receiving instrumental support coping (=.019, p= 0.469)

suggesting full mediation.

Results of the analysis also indicate that there are significant direct effect of cognitive

representation on positive psychological adjustment (= .509, p<0.01) and positive

psychological adjustment on positive social adjustment (= .146, p<0.01).

Generally model 2 confirmed the mediating role of receiving instrumental support coping in the

relationship between cognitive representation and positive social adjustment. Figure 3 below

presents the results.
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Figure 3: Mediation model 2

Model 3 examines the mediating role of asking God coping on the relationship between illness

perception and psychosocial adjustment components. The results indicate that cognitive

representation has positive association with asking God coping (= .160, p<0.01) and emotional

representation has positive association with asking God coping (= .192, p<0.01). In addition it
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was found that asking God coping has positive association with negative psychological

adjustment (= .227, p<0.01).

The mediation analysis result indicate that the strength of the direct association between

emotional representation and negative psychological adjustment (= .503, p<0.01) decreases

when their relationship is indirect through asking God coping (= .036, p<0.01) suggesting

partial mediation. The analysis also reveals that the indirect relationship between cognitive

representation and negative psychological adjustment is significant (= .043, p<0.01) implying

full mediation.

All in all the mediation analysis depict that asking God coping partially mediated the association

between emotional representation and negative psychological adjustment, while it fully mediates

the association between cognitive representation and negative psychological adjustment. Figure

4 below presents the results.
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Figure 4: Mediation model 3

The mediating role of praising God coping on the relationship between illness perception and

psychosocial adjustment components was examined in model 4. The results indicate that

cognitive representation has positive association with praising God coping (= .543, p<0.01). In

addition it was found that praising God coping has positive association with positive

psychological adjustment (=. 207, p<0.01) and positive social adjustment (= .221, p<0.01).

The mediation analysis result indicate that the strength of the direct association between

cognitive representation and positive psychological adjustment (=. 332, p<0.01) decreases

when their association is indirect through praising God coping (= .112, p<0.01) suggesting

partial mediation. The analysis also reveals that the indirect association between cognitive
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representation and positive social adjustment (= .146, p<0.01) has decreased in its strength

when the association is through praising God coping (= .115, p<0.01) implying partial

mediation.

All in all the mediation analysis depicts that praising God coping partially mediated the

association between cognitive representation and (a) positive psychological adjustment; and (b)

positive social adjustment. Figure 5 below presents the results.

Figure 5: Mediation model 4
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Model 5 examines the mediating role of instrumental action coping on the relationship between

illness perception and psychosocial adjustment variables. The results indicate that emotional

representation has positive association with instrumental action coping (= .373, p<0.01).

Besides it was found that instrumental action coping has positive association with negative social

adjustment (= .419, p<0.01) and negative psychological adjustment (= .454, p<0.01).

The mediation analysis result indicate that the strength of the direct association between

emotional representation and negative social adjustment (= .251, p<0.01) decreases when it is

indirect through instrumental action coping (= .156, p<0.01) suggesting partial mediation. The

analysis also reveals that the indirect association between emotional representation and negative

psychological adjustment (= .378, p<0.01) decreased when it is through instrumental action

coping (= .169, p<0.01) implying partial mediation

Generally, the mediation analysis portrays that instrumental action coping partially mediated the

association between emotional representation and (a) negative social adjustment; and (b)

negative psychological adjustment. Figure 6 below presents the results.
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Figure 6: Mediation model 5

The model fit of the five path regression models was examined and summaries are presented in

Table 26 below.
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Table 26: Model fit measures of the five path regression models

Measures

Model

1 2 Initial 2 trimmed 3 4 5

2
9.200 23.507 2.374 1.044 4.356 34.497

DF 6 3 2 1 1 1

P .163 .000 .305 .307 .037 .000

2/DF 1.533 7.836 1.187 1.044 4.356 34.497

GFI .991 .972 .997 .998 .994 .955

NFI .977 .897 .998 .994 .983 .922

CFI .992 .906 .998 1.000 .987 .923

RMSEA .039 .141 .023 .011 .099 .312

In the first and the third model, all the model fit indices indicate that the models had good fit. In

the second model, the model fit indices indicated poor model fit and thereby a trimmed model

was developed. The trimmed model was developed after (a) deleting the insignificant direct

effect of receiving instrumental support coping on positive psychological adjustment; and (b)

including a direct effect from emotional representation to positive psychological adjustment and

from positive psychological adjustment to positive social adjustment (based on modification

indices). The model fit indices indicated that the trimmed model had good fit.

The computations in the fourth model revealed that the model is just identified as it is expected

in most regression models (Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). As a result of this most of the model

fit measures indicated nearly a perfect fit of the model except the RMSEA (.099). The

modification indices pointed out that a correlation among error terms of positive psychological

adjustment and positive social adjustment will improve the model fit. However, correlating the
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error terms worsens the RMSEA thereby the modification mad had been removed from the

model.

In model five the 2 test was significant (2 = 34.497. df = 1, p = 0.000) but it is expected in

models with more than 250 samples (Haire et al., 2006). The GIF and CIF were 0.955 and 923,

respectively indicating a good model fit. The RMSEA was .312 indicating poor model fit.

Attempts to improve the model based on the modification indices worsen the RMSEA value and

no modification was made in the model. Since the model fit measures are inconclusive, findings

of the model need to be interpreted with caution.

4.2.10. Structural equation modeling

Structural equation modeling (SEM) of the direct and indirect association between illness

perception and psychosocial adjustment through coping strategy proposed by the theoretical

model (CSM) was conducted. The propositions by the theoretical model were guided by the

results of the multiple regression analysis and tests of the mediating effects through path

regression models. As such a structural path model with the key observed variables was fit to the

matrix using maximum likelihood solution.

In the initial model (see Figure 11 in Appendix 16), receiving instrumental support coping

(RecInstSupp), social withdrawal coping (SoWizD), asking God coping (AskGod), instrumental

action coping (Inst Action), praising God coping (PraiseGod), positive social adjustment

(PositiveSocAdj), positive psychological adjustment (PositivePsyAdj), Negative psychological

adjustment (NegativePsyAdj) and negative social adjustment (NegativeSocAdj) were entered as

observed, endogenous variables. Cognitive representation (CogRepF) and emotional

representation (EmoRep) were entered as observed exogenous variables. In this model illness

perception variables were correlated with one another.

In the model cognitive representation posited to have a direct and indirect effect to patients’

positive social adjustment through praising God coping and receiving instrumental support

coping. Cognitive representation is also posited to have a direct and indirect effect on patients’

positive psychological adjustment through praising God coping and social withdrawal coping. In
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addition cognitive representation is posited to have an indirect effect to negative social

adjustment through social withdrawal coping and to negative psychological adjustment through

asking God coping.

Emotional representation in the model was speculated to have a direct and indirect effect on

negative social adjustment through social withdrawal coping and instrumental action coping.

Similarly emotional representation was posited to have a direct and indirect effect on negative

psychological adjustment through asking God coping and instrumental action coping. Besides,

emotional representation was conceived to have indirect effects on a) positive social adjustment

through receiving instrumental support coping and b) positive psychological adjustment through

social withdrawal coping .

To analyze the SEM, standardized estimates, tests of normality and outliers, residual moments

and modification indices at threshold of 4 were set as outputs. In addition, the number of

bootstrap samples was set at 1000 samples and the bias-correlated confidence interval level was

set at 90% (Kline, 2011).

The results indicate that the direct effect of cognitive representation to positive social adjustment

was not statistically significant (= .080, p=.173). With regard to the model fit, the chi-square

test of model fit was significant (p=.000), the 2/df was above the recommended 5

(2/df=6.267), the CFI was below the recommended .92 (CFI= .839) and the RMSEA statistic

was above the recommended .08 (RMSEA=.124). All the model fit checks implied that the

model is a poor fit. The modification indices pin pointed that correlating error terms of a)

praising God coping and asking God coping; b) instrumental action coping and social withdrawal

coping; and c) negative social adjustment and negative psychological adjustment would improve

the model fit. As had been depicted in Table 16 praising God coping and asking God coping had

moderate and positive relationship (r=.348, p<0.01). Table 16 also shown us that instrumental

action coping and social withdrawal coping had moderate and positive relationship (r= .405,

p<0.01). In addition Table 17 inform us that negative social adjustment and negative

psychological adjustment had strong and positive relationship (r= .571, p<0.01). Hence it is

inferred that correlating the error terms among these variables is expected and desirable.
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Therefore a trimmed model was executed whereby correlations among the above mentioned

error terms were added and the insignificant path from cognitive representation to positive social

adjustment was removed (see Figure 12 in Appendix 16).

The resulting model indicate that the chi-square test of model fit was significant (p=0.000) which

is expected with a sample size of >250 (Hair et al., 2006). The 2/df ratio was 2.762, i.e.

between the recommended 2 and 5, which shows a good model fit. The CFI was .949 and the

RMSEA statistics was .071 both indicating a good model fit. Modification indices did not

indicate any major changes that could improve the model fit and contribute toward the

theoretical model (CSM).

The trimmed model depict that the predictor variables in the model accounted for 20% of the

variances in positive social adjustment, 37% of the variances in positive psychological

adjustment, 40% of the variances in negative social adjustment and 49% of the variances in

negative psychological adjustment.

In both the initial and the trimmed model assumption of normality were met (skewness and

kurtosis), and 5 cases (1.5%) had significant Mahalanobis distances thereby no case was

excluded.

The model clearly indicates that coping strategy variables mediate the relationship between

illness perception variables and psychosocial variables. A closer inspection of the model informs

us that cognitive representation directly and indirectly influences positive social and

psychological adjustments, while it influences negative psychological and social adjustment

variables only indirectly. On the other emotional representation directly and indirectly influence

negative social and psychological adjustments TB patients undergone through, while it

influences positive social and psychological adjustments only indirectly (see the details in Table

37 in Appendix 16).

Summary

Using descriptive statistic illness perception, coping strategies and psychosocial adjustments of

TB patients were described. In the present study TB patients were found to have positive
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interpretation of their illness and strong emotional reactions when they understood that they had

TB. Higher number of respondents mentioned difficulty moving, pain and worry/anxiety as their

symptoms. More than half of the respondents didn’t know the causes of their illness. Praising

God coping and social withdrawal coping had been found to be the most and the least frequently

employed coping strategies, respectively. TB patients had undergone through both positive and

negative adjustments in the psychological and social spheres of their life.

Pearson correlations had been used to examine the associations among and within CSM

constructs. In terms of relationships with in CSM components it was found that there were (a)

small associations within illness perception components; (b) small to moderate relationships

among coping strategy components; (c) moderate association between negative psychological

and social adjustments; and (d) strong relationship between negative psychological and social

adjustments. Among CSM components it was related that (a) there were small to strong

relationship among illness perception and coping strategy components; (b) cognitive

representation had moderate to strong associations with positive psychological and social

adjustment; (c) emotional representation had strong relationships with negative psychological

and social adjustment; and (d) there were small to strong relationships between coping strategy

and psychosocial adjustment components.

In the multiple regression analysis illness perception components had been found to be

significant predictors of coping strategy components and psychosocial adjustment components.

Coping strategy components had also been found to be significant predictors of psychosocial

adjustment components. The path regression models and the path structural model depicted that

all the coping strategy components mediated the associations between illness perception and

psychosocial adjustment components.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION

This chapter discusses key issues that emerged from an examination of the findings in relation to

the five research questions guiding the study. In this chapter, major findings of the study are

discussed in relation to previous empirical studies as well as the theoretical framework of the

study.

5.1. Description of CSM Constructs

The first three research objectives of the study are related with describing patients’ illness

perception, coping strategy and psychosocial adjustment. This section discusses findings related

to the three research questions.

5.1.1. Illness perception among TB patients

In the study TB patients were found to give local names like ‘nifas’ (wind), ‘berd’ (cold or

blowing wind), ‘samba’ (lung), etc. which are associated with breathing. Similar findings had

been revealed in other studies. For example a study among TB patients in Addis Ababa

(Sagbakken et al., 2008) had found that patients name their illness as samba. Likewise in a

community based study among urban residents in Bangladish, respondents mentioned TB as

Jokkha (pulmonary TB) and Sas rog (disease associated to breathing) (Bam et al., 2014).

Similarly in a study in Indonesia, TB patients had been found to associate their TB with lung

spot (Maria et al., 2015).

The TB patients believed that their illness is changed from other situations (like wind attack) and

it will then be changed to other illness (like HIV, cancer) if they don’t take proper care. Similar

findings had been reported in other studies. For example, a study among HIV/TB co-infected

individuals in Addis Ababa, it had been found that the respondents believed that TB will be

transformed to HIV (Gebremariam, Bjune, & Frich, 2011). Likewise another study in Addis

Ababa had found that patients believed berd is changed to TB and will be changed to AIDS

(Sagbakken et al., 2008). In addition a qualitative study among TB patients in England (Craig et

al., 2014) had depicted that patients attributed their TB to cancer, flu, arthritis and pneumonia.
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In the qualitative study TB patients were found to have negative interpretation of their illness,

where patients are not sure of the consequences of their illness, personal efforts are considered as

having little role in their cure, and patients had poor understanding of their illness. Similar

findings to the qualitative study had been reported from a study in Eastern Ethiopia (Abebe et al.,

2011) and a study in Bangladesh (Bam et al., 2014) that had found that TB patients have

moderate biomedical knowledge of TB.

In the quantitative study patients were found to have positive interpretation of their illness

(M=3.991, SD=0.455) where they believe that their illness is minor and can be cured in a short

duration. The beliefs in short illness duration and in cure (through treatment) are also reflected in

the qualitative study.

The strong belief in medication and thereby strong belief in cure had also been reported in

another Ethiopian study (Gebremedihin et al., 2010), in a study in Nigeria (Asuquo et al., 2014)

and in a study among patients in Europe and Asia (Pesut et al., 2014). The fact that TB patients

had strong belief on medication could be attributed to the nature of TB as an illness. Unlike other

illnesses like diabetics and hypertension, where personal efforts play significant role in the

management of the illness, TB could be cured with proper treatment and personal efforts in the

treatment of TB are mainly taking medications as prescribed.

Contrary findings had been reported from a study in Sudan (Mohammed et al., 2015) where TB

patients had believed that their illness would have long duration and treatment had contributed

little to their illness.

Findings from the qualitative study revealed that most of the patients in the study area were

shocked when they understood that they had TB. Besides, patients experience confusion and

hopelessness when they knew that they have TB. Findings from the quantitative study also

revealed that patients had experienced strong emotional reactions as soon as they knew that they

had TB (M=3.34, SD=0.773). Similar findings were reported from studies in other areas. In the

qualitative study in Indonesia among TB patients who experienced relapse, it had been found

that sadness, shock and embarrassment were the immediate reactions when the patients

understand that they have TB (Maria et al., 2015). Another study on108 TB patients in Nigeria
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revealed that all respondents had strong emotional reactions when they understood that they had

TB (Asuquo et al., 2014). The high emotional reactions from the TB patients could be attributed

to associating TB to other illnesses like HIV.

One important finding worth mentioning is that there were patients who felt happiness when they

understood that they have TB. A closer look into the profiles of these respondents depict that

they are the ones who undergone through a number of misdiagnosis and hence the TB diagnosis

was a relief for them. A similar finding had been reported in India (Venkatraju & Prasad, 2013)

where patients who had long period of confusion and uncertainty felt relieved when they

understood that they had TB.

In terms of causal attributions, findings of the quantitative study revealed that more than half of

the patients (52.6%) don’t know the causes of their illness. Similar finding had been reported in a

community based study in Southern Ethiopia (Melaku et al., 2015). Coupled with this, less than

quarter of the patients in the present study mentioned transmission from others as a cause of their

illness. Similar finding had been reported from a study in Eastern Ethiopia (Abebe D. et al.,

2011), in Vanuatu (Viney et al., 2014) and in Europe and Asia (Pesut et al., 2014) where small

number of patients mentioned transmission from others as cause of their TB. On the other hand

contact with TB patients had been stated as one of the most frequently mentioned cause of TB

among patients in Sudan (Mohammed et al., 2015). The poor knowledge of TB patients on the

biological causes of TB could be related with the TB eradication campaigns conducted in the

country.

The other causes stated by the TB patients in the present study had also been reported in other

studies: wind attack (Abebe D. et al., 2011; and Legesse et al., 2010) dust (Legesse et al., 2010;

and Maria et al., 2015), punishment from God (Sagbakken et al., 2008) and work overload

(Maria et al., 2015).

With regard to symptoms experienced by the TB patients, difficulty moving, pain and

worry/anxiety were the most frequently mentioned symptoms experienced by the patients while

tiredness and weight loss were the least frequent symptoms experienced by the patients. Similar

to these findings pain had been stated a symptom of TB among patients in Bangladish (Mondal
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et al., 2014) and in England (Craig et al., 2014). Contrary to the present study, weight loss had

been reported to be the most frequently stated symptom among TB patients in Vanuatu (Viney et

al., 2014), in England (Craig et al., 2014), in Bangladesh (Mondal et al., 2014), in Indonesia

(Maria et al., 2015), etc

5.1.2. Coping strategies among TB patients

In presenting the findings related to patients’ coping strategies; let’s first discuss the findings of

the qualitative study. In the qualitative study TB patients were found to employ a host of coping

strategies that could be categorized in to five: cognitive strategies, receiving social support,

religious coping, social withdrawal and problem-solving strategies.

Of the cognitive coping strategies TB patients employed: (1) making themselves ready to

understand that they have TB; (2) collecting information from other TB patients, friends, the

elderly and former TB patients; and (3) accepting the fact that they have TB.

Receiving social support was also employed by the patients where they receive instrumental

support. The patients received physical and psychological support from friends, family member,

relatives and neighbors.

Religious coping mechanisms used by patients include praising God for what He had done to

them and asking God to help them cured. Patients praised God for their illness doesn’t get worse,

for their illness is not changed to another illness, for their illness is diagnosed easily and for their

illness is improved. TB patients prayed to God so that their illness would not get worse and for

cure.

TB patients in the study area practiced two forms of social withdrawal to cope with their illness.

In the first place, they physically distance themselves from others. They had also hide

information from others.

TB patients in the study area were found to use a lot of problem solving strategies to cope with

their illness. They take instrumental actions that had been recommended by health professionals

(e.g. having personal cup, eating alone, covering their mouth and nose, etc) and actions that had
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not been recommended (e.g. quitting job, spending the whole day in bed, taking sick leave, etc).

Planning was another form of problem solving strategy employed by the patients Struggling as a

form of problem-solving strategy was also employed by the TB patients in Northwestern

Ethiopia.

The quantitative study and the qualitative study had depicted that patients employ a host of

strategies to cope with their TB. The fact that patients employ a number of strategies to cope

with their illness had been reported from studies among patients with renal failure (da Silva et

al., 2016), breast cancer (Elsheshtawy et al., 2014), advanced cancer (Babgi, 2010), chronic back

pain (Cabak et al., 2015), etc.

In addition, the quantitative study identifies the most and the least frequently employed coping

strategies. TB patients frequently employed praising God coping (M=4.415, SD=0.643) and

asking God coping (M=3.395, SD=0.834), while they least employed social withdrawal coping

(M=2.232, SD=0.702). Besides these receiving instrumental support coping and instrumental

action coping were among the frequently used strategies by the TB patients.

In line with these, similar results had been reported from studies in other patients groups. For

example in a study in Egypt that had assessed the coping strategies of ladies with breast cancer it

had been revealed that acceptance, religion and emotional support had been found to be used by

large number of patients (Elsheshtawy et al., 2014). Another study in Saudi Arabia among

patients with advanced cancer had also revealed the fact that patients used a number of strategies

to cope with the pain associated with their illness and religious coping, particularly, praying and

listening or reciting the Quran had been found to be employed by the majority (Babgi, 2010). A

study among patients with chronic low back pain (Cabak et al., 2015) had found that ‘declaring

that the pain is manageable’, ‘praying and hoping’ and ‘increased behavioral activities’ had been

the most frequently used coping strategies.

Receiving social support coping and instrumental action coping had also been reported as the

most frequently reported coping strategies among other patient groups. Seeking social support

and instrumental actions (in the form of planned problem solving, assuming responsibility and

confronting the problem) had been reported as the most frequently used coping strategies among
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patients with a variety of illnesses (Kocaman et al., 2007). In addition confrontating problem

solving and self-reliance (both are forms of instrumental action coping) had been reported as the

most frequently employed coping strategies among patients with subarachnoid hemorrhage

(Hedlund et al., 2010).

Results that disputed the results of the present study had also been reported from other studies.

For instance a study on patients with head and neck carcinoma (List et al., 2002) had found that

patients employed seeking social support, distancing maneuvers, cognitive escape-avoidance and

focusing on the positive more frequently. Distancing maneuvers and cognitive escape-avoidance

are similar with social withdrawal coping where they had been found to be the most frequently

used strategies by the patients with head and neck carcinoma and social withdrawal coping is the

list frequently employed coping strategy in the present study. The difference in the findings

could be attributed to the types of illnesses investigated where head and neck carcinoma is a

disfiguring type of cancer that could lead patients to shy away from their social circle.

5.1.3. Psychosocial adjustment among TB patients

Findings of the qualitative study had revealed that TB patients experienced fear, anxiety, shame,

loneliness, depression, happiness and hopelessness. Coupled with this the quantitative study

revealed that TB patients undergone through positive reframing, fear of transmitting their illness

to others, anxiety, depression and loneliness.

These findings, in general, indicate that acquiring TB incurred an adjustment in the

psychological spheres of the individual infected. A number of studies in different corners of the

globe come up with similar findings. For example fear, frustration and worry have been found be

the psychological adjustments TB patients in Nigeria had undergone through (Asuquo et al.,

2014). Two studies in South Africa had reported a higher level of psychological distress (anxiety,

depression and somatization) among TB patients (Peltzer et al., 2012; and Theron et al., 2015).

Comparative studies had also come up with results indicating higher psychological adjustment

difficulties among TB patients. For example the study in Brazil (Arau´jo et al., 2014) had found

higher level of psychological distress (anxiety, depression and somatization) among TB patients

than other patients with respiratory diseases other than PTB. Similarly the study in Iran had
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compared the psychological problems of TB patients, their care givers and healthy individuals.

The study had revealed that the TB patients had higher levels of paranoid ideation, hostility,

depression and somatization than care givers and healthy individuals (Emami et al., 2015).

All the above finding together indicate the fact that TB patients undergone through adjustments

in the psychological sphere of their life. Participants of the qualitative study were found to

experience shame and carrying a bottle of water to the clinic was found an important source of

shame. Similar finding had been reported in a study in Zambia where patients were ashamed of

being seen in the clinic (Cremers et al., 2015).

Experiencing fear of transmitting their TB to others had been found among respondents of both

the qualitative and quantitative studies. However, fear of discrimination was found only among

respondents of the qualitative study and other studies had also reported the presence of fear of

discrimination among TB patients (Cremers et al., 2015; Dias et al., 2013; and Zolowere, Manda,

Panulo, & Muula, 2008).

Anxiety and depression are believed to be the co-morbid mental health problems of TB patients.

Likewise high prevalence of anxiety and depressive symptoms had been reported among TB

patients in Southern India (Venkatraju & Prasad, 2013), Angola (Xavier & Peixoto, 2015), South

Ethiopia (Duko et al., 2015), Pakistan (Aamir & Aisha, 2010; Amreen & Rizvi, 2016; and

Husain, Dearman, Chaudhry, Rizvi, & Waheed, 2008) and many other areas. In the present study

it was revealed that TB patients experienced higher levels of anxiety (M=3.501, SD=0.831) but

lower level of depression (M=2.745, SD=0.744). The difference in findings could be attributed to

the differences in the tools used to measure depression in the present study and the studies

mentioned above. Besides the supportive nature of significant others found in the present study

could have contributed to the lower levels of depression.

Results of the quantitative study indicate that TB patients had undergone through self-and others’

discrimination, experienced social support from others and encountered negative reactions from

others.
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Studies from different countries reported results similar to the results of the present study. For

example, TB patients in Tanzania encountered negative reaction from others to the extent that

they were approached as though they were ‘domed to die’ (Cremers et al., 2015).

TB patients in the present study had experienced self and others discrimination though the

quantitative study revealed that patients had lower level of self- and others’- discrimination.

Some forms of others’ discrimination found in this study had also been mentioned in studies in

other parts of the world: TB patients were isolated (Cremers et al., 2015; and Tasnim et al.,

2012), socially neglected (Tasnim et al., 2012) and discriminated (Asuquo et al., 2014; Gerrish et

al., 2013; and Konradsen, Lillebaek, Wilcke, & Lomborg, 2014).

Respondents of the qualitative study expressed examples of self-and others-discriminations. Self-

discrimination had been expressed through distancing oneself from the social life in their

surrounding, staying in their compound and asking others to distance themselves. Self-

discrimination is also reported in other studies. TB patients had been found to prefer to stay away

(Tasnim et al., 2012) and withdraw from social interactions (Konradsen et al., 2014).

The findings of the quantitative study revealed that TB patients experienced higher level of

social support (M=3.780, SD=0.735). Similar findings had been reported elsewhere. Half of the

TB patients in Bangladish received support from family and community (Tasnim et al., 2012);

and family and health professional had been found to support TB patients in Brazil (Dias et al.,

2013), Nigeria (Asuquo et al., 2014) and Somali TB patients in UK (Gerrish et al., 2013).

TB and other chronic illnesses are assumed to negatively influence the social and psychological

life spheres of the individual affected. Besides, it had also been depicted that acquiring TB is

associated with positive changes in the psychological and social spheres of the TB patients’ life.

In the qualitative study patients were found to experience happiness for they were getting

treatment for their illness and for they have observed improvements in their health conditions. In

the quantitative study, TB patients had undergone through higher levels of positive reframing

(M=4.031, SD=0.643) and positive psychological adjustment (M=3.996, SD= 0.618).
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Besides findings of the qualitative study revealed that family members, friends and neighbors

were supportive which helped patients in their treatment trajectories. Findings of quantitative

study revealed that social support (M=3.780, SD=0.735) is the highest form of social adjustment

TB patients undergone through. Coupled with this it was revealed that TB patients undergone

through higher levels of positive social adjustment (M=3.780, SD= 0.735).

As had been depicted above positive social adjustments in the form of social support had been

reported among TB patients elsewhere (Asuquo et al., 2014; Dias et al., 2013; Gerrish et al.,

2013; and Tasnim et al., 2012). However, most studies on TB patients’ psychosocial adjustment

reported/examined the negative adjustments TB patients undergone through. However, the

present study examined/revealed both the negative and positive adjustments TB patients

undergone. And hence both the positive and negative adjustments TB patients undergone

through were revealed.

These differences could be attributed to the explorative nature of the present study in that

positive adjustment themes had emerged during the in-depth interviews and the themes had been

incorporated in the measures employed in quantitative study.

5.2. Background Variables Influencing CSM Constructs

Assessing the statistical significant differences based on background variables in patients’ illness

perception, coping strategy and psychosocial adjustment was one of the objectives of the present

study. This section, therefore, discusses the findings of the present study related with this

objective.

5.2.1. Background variables influencing TB patients’ illness perception

Findings of the present study indicate that gender, having children, occupational status and

marital status influenced TB patients’ illness perceptions. Specifically marital status influenced

patients’ cognitive representation and the remaining variables influenced patients’ emotional

representation.
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In terms of the influence of gender on TB patients’ illness perception, similar findings with the

present study had been reported from studies in India (Bhoi & Bhoi, 2015) and Bangladesh

(Mondal et al., 2014). However, a closer look into these findings and the finding from the present

study showed that there are differences. In the present study gender influenced patients’

emotional representation but gender influenced patients cognitive representation in the studies in

both India and Bangladesh. The possible explanation for these differences is that the present

study examined both emotional and cognitive representations while the studies in India and

Bangladesh had examined cognitive representation only.

5.2.2. Background variables influencing TB patients’ coping strategies

In the present study age, education, place of residence, treatment phase and occupational status

were found to influence TB patients coping strategies.

Age as a factor influencing patients’ use of coping strategies had been reported in studies among

patients with cancer (Kuo & Ma, 2002; Tuncay, 2014; and Yahaya et al., 2015), type 2 diabetes

(Samuel-Hodge et al., 2008), chronic pain (Büssing et al., 2010), etc. Patients education level

had also been found to influence their coping strategy use in studies among patients with cancer

(Tuncay, 2014; and Yahaya et al., 2015), type 2 diabetes (Samuel-Hodge et al., 2008), chronic

pain (Büssing et al., 2010), etc. Similar with the findings of the present study occupational status

had been found to influence coping strategy use of patients with cancer (Kuo & Ma, 2002; and

Tuncay, 2014).

Contrary to the findings of the present study gender had been found to influence coping strategy

preferences of patients with head and neck carcinoma (List et al., 2002), central post-stroke pain

(Nogueira & Teixeira, 2012) and lower limb amputations (Solgajová et al., 2015). The difference

in findings could be attributed to the type of illnesses examined.

5.2.3. Background variables influencing TB patients’ psychosocial adjustment

With regard to TB patients’ psychosocial adjustment the present study revealed that place of

residence, socio-economic status and occupational status influenced patients psychosocial

adjustment. Particularly place of residence influenced patients’ negative psychological and social
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adjustments; socio-economic status influenced patients’ negative social adjustments; and

occupational status influenced patients’ positive psychological adjustment.

Place of residence as a factor for patients negative psychological adjustment (poor mental QoL)

had been reported in studies among TB patients in Sudan ((Mohammed et al., 2015).

As depicted above socio-economic status was found to influence patients’ negative social

adjustment. On the other hand, findings of the study among TB patients in Addis Ababa (Tola et

al., 2015) had revealed that socio-economic status influenced patients’ negative psychological

adjustment (psychological distress).

Like the findings of the present study, the study among TB patients in Peru (Ugarte-Gil et al.,

2013) had revealed that occupational status influenced TB patients’ psychological adjustment.

However, there are differences in the findings of these two studies. The study in Peru had found

that occupation influenced patients’ negative psychological adjustment (depression level), while

the present study found that occupation influenced patients’ positive psychological adjustment.

These differences could be attributed to the fact that the present study examined both the

negative and positive psychological adjustments, while the study in Peru focused only on

negative psychological adjustment.

5.3. Associations among CSM Constructs

CSM posited that illness perception, coping strategy and psychosocial adjustment are associated

in that illness perception predicts both coping and psychosocial adjustment as well as coping

predicted psychosocial adjustment. Accordingly, examining the association among these

variables was one of the objectives of the present study and this section discusses findings

related with this objective.

5.3.1. Associations among illness perception and coping strategy components

In the bivariate analysis the cognitive and emotional representation components of illness

perception were positively associated with all coping strategy components, except social

withdrawal coping which was negatively associated with cognitive representation (see table 18).
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In the five multiple regression models, each of the coping strategy sub-scales were regressed

onto the two illness perception components. In the regression for social withdrawal coping,

asking God coping and receiving instrumental support coping both cognitive and emotional

representation components of illness perception were significant predictors. In the regression for

instrumental action coping, emotional representation was significant while in the regression for

praising God coping cognitive representation was significant predictor.

Confirmatory and contradictory findings had been reported from other studies. In the present

study it had been found that both emotional representation and cognitive representation were

significant predictor of social withdrawal coping. However, a study that examined the

relationship between appraisal and coping strategies among patients with advanced cancer

(Bigatti, Steiner, & Miller, 2012), revealed that none of appraisal subscales were significant

predictor of escape-avoidance coping.

Similarly a study among patients with chronic fatigue syndrome (Sleigh, 2004) had revealed no

association between cognitive representation and social withdrawal coping (avoidance coping).

But the study had found that emotional representation was a significant predictor of social

withdrawal coping which is in line with the findings of the present study.

The possible explanation for the differences in findings could be attributed to the measures used.

The studies mentioned had used adapted tools to measure coping strategies while the measure in

the present study was researcher developed. Coupled with this, cognitive representation was

measured as appraisal in the study among patients with advanced cancer and all illness

perception components were regressed on social withdrawal coping in the study among patients

with chronic fatigue syndrome. In the present study the EFA computations came up with only

two components of illness perception and only these components were regressed on social

withdrawal coping.

The finding that both cognitive representation and emotional representation were significant

predictors of receiving instrumental support had been reported in the study among patients with

chronic fatigue syndrome (Sleigh, 2004) where cognitive representation and emotional

representation were significant predictors of perceived and received social support. The fact that
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cognitive representation was a significant predictor of receiving social support had also been

reported among patients with advanced cancer (Bigatti et al., 2012).

Findings from the present study revealed that emotional representation was a significant

predictor of instrumental action coping. A study among patients with chronic pain (Adair-

Stantiall, 2010) had reported similar finding where emotional representation had been found to

be a significant predictor of increasing behavioral activities. On the contrary the study among

patients with COPD had revealed that a strong emotional reaction was associated with lesser use

of proactive coping which includes instrumental action coping (Tiemensma, Gaab, Voorhaar,

Asijee, & Kaptein, 2016).

In the present study cognitive representation was not a significant predictor of instrumental

action coping, although it was significantly associated with instrumental action coping in the

bivariate analysis. Contrary to this finding the study among patients with advanced cancer

(Bigatti et al., 2012) had found that cognitive appraisal significantly predicted instrumental

action coping (conceived as planned problem solving coping in that particular study). Similar

finding had been reported in a study among patients with COPD where better understanding of

COPD had been found to be significant predictor of proactive coping which include instrumental

action coping (Tiemensma et al., 2016).

Cognitive representation as a significant predictor of four of the coping strategies employed by

TB patients was found in the present study. In a study among cancer patients (Hopman & Rijken,

2015) treatment and personal control had not been found to influence coping strategy preferences

though perceptions of negative consequence and long illness duration had been found to

influence coping strategy preferences.

From the findings of the present study it was depicted that illness perception components are

important predictors of coping strategy components. These findings are inline with the

propositions made by the CSM.
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5.3.2. Associations among coping strategy and psychosocial adjustment

components

The bivariate analysis revealed relationship between coping strategy components and

psychosocial adjustment components. Specifically social withdrawal coping was negatively

associated with positive psychological and social adjustments while it was positively associated

with negative psychological and social adjustments. Instrumental action coping was found to be

positively associated with negative psychological and social adjustment components. Asking

God coping, receiving instrumental support coping and praising God coping were positively

associated with positive psychological adjustment, positive social adjustment and negative

psychological adjustment.

In the four regression analyses each of the psychosocial adjustment subscales that were related

with the respective coping strategy components in the bivariate analysis were regressed. In the

regression for positive psychological and social adjustment components, social withdrawal

coping, receiving instrumental support coping and praising God coping were significant

predictors. In the regression for negative social adjustment sub-scale, social withdrawal coping

and instrumental action coping were significant predictors where as in the regression for negative

psychological adjustment instrumental action coping and asking God coping were significant

predictors.

Results that are similar and contradictory to the findings of the present study had been reported

in other research studies. In this study more extensive use of instrumental action coping and

asking God coping were associated with higher psychosocial adjustment difficulties. Contrary to

this, in a study among individuals with lower limb amputations (Desmond & MacLachlan,

2006), extensive use of problem solving coping had been found to be associated with low level

of psychological adjustment difficulties (anxiety and depression).

Social withdrawal coping, in the present study, was a non-significant predictor of negative

psychological adjustment, although it was positively associated with negative psychological

adjustment in the bivariate analysis. In the study among lower limb amputation (Desmond &

MacLachlan, 2006) higher level of social withdrawal (avoidance) had been found to be
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associated with higher level of psychological adjustment difficulties (anxiety and depression).

Similarly in a study among HIV patients diagnosed during pregnancy (Kotzé, Visser, Makin,

Sikkema, & Forsyth, 2013) it had been found that social withdrawal coping (avoidance coping

including escape) was associated with higher level of negative psychological adjustment

(depression).

In the present study extensive use of asking God coping was associated with higher

psychological adjustment difficulties. Similar to this finding, in a study among patients with

Cohn’s disease or ulcerative colitis (Freitas et al., 2015) it had been revealed that use of higher

positive religious coping was significantly associated with higher psychological adjustment

difficulties (impaired mental HRQoL). On the contrary in the study among newly diagnosed HIV

patients (Hansen et al., 2013) higher spiritual coping had been found to be related with lower

psychological adjustment difficulties (lower level of anxiety and depression symptomologies).

In this study receiving instrumental support coping and social withdrawal coping were not

significant predictor of negative psychological adjustment. However, in the among HIV patients

(Hansen et al., 2013) social support seeking coping and social withdrawal coping (distancing

coping) had been found to be significant predictors of negative psychological adjustment.

Findings of the present study revealed that higher level of receiving instrumental support coping

and lower use of social withdrawal coping were associated with higher positive social

adjustment. Similarly, in the study among individuals with lower limb amputation (Desmond &

MacLachlan, 2006) it had been revealed that higher use of seeking social support and lower use

of social withdrawal coping (avoidance) were associate with higher positive social adjustment

(social adaptation).

In the present study extensive use of praising God coping was associated with higher positive

social adjustment among TB patients. Similar with this, finding the study among patients with

Crohn’s disease or ulcerative colitis (Freitas et al., 2015) had found that higher use of positive

religious coping was a significant predictor of positive social adjustment (better HRQoL in social

relationship domain).
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In this study receiving instrumental support coping was found to be a significant predictor of

positive psychological adjustment. Similarly, a study among patients with diabetics (Edgar &

Skinner, 2003) had found that social support was a significant predictor of positive psychological

adjustment (positive emotional wellbeing).

Findings of the present study revealed that extensive use of instrumental action coping and social

withdrawal coping were associated with higher negative social adjustment. Contrary to these

findings, the study on patients with HIV diagnosed during pregnancy (Kotzé et al., 2013) found

that extensive use of active coping including direct action (labeled as instrumental action in the

present study) had been found to be associated with lesser negative social adjustment

(internalized stigma) and extensive use of avoidant coping including escape had been found to be

associated with higher negative social adjustment.

The CSM proposed that coping strategies predicted patients’ psychosocial adjustment. In line

with this, findings of the present study depicted that coping strategy components predicted

psychosocial adjustment components.

5.3.3. Associations among illness perception and psychosocial adjustment

components

In the correlatonal analysis cognitive representation was related with positive psychological

adjustment, positive social adjustment and negative psychological adjustment, while emotional

representation was related with negative psychological and social adjustment components.

In the subsequent four multiple regression analyses, each of the psychosocial adjustment

components were regressed on to the respective illness perception components that were found

to have relationships in the bivariate analysis. The results of the regression analyses for positive

psychological and social adjustment components indicate that cognitive representation is a

significant predictor where as emotional representation was found to be a significant predictor of

negative psychological and social adjustment components.

In the present study positive interpretation of TB was not found to be a significant predictor of

psychological adjustment difficulties but was a significant predictor of positive psychological
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adjustment. In line with this, in a study among TB patients in Pakistan (Husain et al., 2008), it

had been found that negative interpretation of TB (sever consequence, higher symptom and

lesser control over the illness) was associated with an increase in adjustment difficulties.

Similarly a study in Sudan among TB patients (Mohammed et al., 2015) had revealed that

negative interpretation (poor understanding and weak belief in personal control) was associated

with higher psychological adjustment difficulties (poor mental quality of life). In another study

among TB patients in Sri Lanka (Galhenage et al., 2016) it had been found that higher level of

psychological adjustment difficulties (higher anxiety and depression levels) were associated with

threatening view of their illness.

Higher negative interpretation of illness (more consequence, more concern and higher symptom

perception) had been found to be a significant predictor of negative psychological and social

adjustments (poor mental status and social functioning) among patients with renal disease

undergoing dialysis (Rahimi, baljani, & Zadgasem, 2012).

In a study among patients with rheumatoid arthritis (Groarke et al., 2004) it had been revealed

that patients with positive interpretation of their illness (patients who perceive their illness as

more controllable) experienced lower level of psychological adjustment difficulties (lesser

depression). Negative interpretation of illness (serious consequence, weak treatment control

belief and increased concern) had been found to be associated with increased adjustment

difficulties (higher level of anxiety and depression) among patients with cancer (Chittem et al.,

2015).

Here bear in mind that there are differences in findings where positive interpretations were

associated with positive adjustments in the presents study while other studies had found

associations between negative interpretations and negative adjustments. The possible explanation

for the difference is that cognitive representation in the present study is conceptualized as

positive interpretation while it had been conceptualized as negative interpretations in other

studies.

Findings of the present study revealed that strong emotional reaction was associated with higher

psychological and social adjustment difficulties. Contrary to these findings emotional reaction
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had not been found to be associated with psychological adjustment difficulties experienced by

TB patients in Sudan (Mohammed et al., 2015).

Similar to the findings of the present study, in the study among patients with renal disease

undergoing dialysis (Rahimi et al., 2012) strong emotional reaction had been found to be a

significant predictor of higher negative psychological and social adjustments (poor mental status

and social functioning, respectively). Similarly, the longitudinal study among patients with

COPD (Bonsaksen et al., 2014) had revealed that higher emotional response was associated with

lower psychological adjustment (poor mental HRQoL) both at baseline and after 1 year follow-

up.

Another study among cancer patients (Chittem et al., 2015) had found that strong emotional

reaction was associated with increased psychological adjustment difficulties (anxiety and

depression). A study among 379 patients with Type II diabetes (Joshi et al., 2015) had found that

strong emotional reaction was associated with psychological adjustment difficulties (depressive

symptomatology). Similarly, association between illness perception and psychological

adjustment difficulties (anxiety and depression) had been reported in a study among patients with

heart failure (Morgan et al., 2014).

Findings of the present study depicted the fact that illness perception components are significant

predictors of psychosocial adjustment components. These findings confirmed the propositions

made by the CSM i.e. patients’ perceptions of their illness are significant predictors of their

psychosocial adjustments.

5.4. Meditating Role of Coping

“Do coping strategies play mediating role in the association between illness perception and

psychosocial adjustment?” was one of the research questions of the present study. Thus, this

section discusses findings related with this research question.

Findings of the regression path models and the SEM path models depict that cognitive

representation directly influenced positive psychological adjustment. The results also depict that

all measures of coping played mediating role in the association between illness perception and
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psychosocial adjustment components. Specifically praising God coping and social withdrawal

coping mediated the association between cognitive representation and positive psychological

adjustment. Social withdrawal coping and instrumental action coping also mediated the

association between emotional representation and negative social adjustment. Besides

instrumental action coping and asking God coping mediated the association between emotional

representation and negative psychological adjustment.

In addition the associations between cognitive representation and negative social adjustment and

between emotional representation and positive psychological adjustment were mediated by social

withdrawal coping. Receiving instrumental support coping mediated the association between

cognitive representation and positive social adjustment, while asking God coping mediated the

association between cognitive representation and negative psychological adjustment.

Generally, findings of the present study are consistent with the proposition made by CSM

because they had depicted that five of the coping strategies employed by TB patients in some

ways mediated the association between TB patients’ perception of their illness and the

psychosocial adjustments they undergone through.

Studies over the mediating role of coping between illness perception and health outcomes had

reported similar results with the present study. The study among patients with rheumatoid

arthritis (Ziarko et al., 2014) had found that dysfunctional coping strategies mediated the

association between illness perception and adjustment (depression). Similarly a study among

patients with inflammatory bowl disease (Knowles et al., 2013) had found that maladaptive

coping mediated the association between illness perception and adjustment (anxiety and

depression). In line with the findings of the present study, a study among patients with COPD

(Vaske et al., 2016) had found that a number of coping strategies employed by the patients

mediated the association between illness perception and adjustment (physical and mental

HRQoL).

Contrary findings to what was found here and the propositions made by CSM had also been

reported from studies on different patient groups. Some of these studies found no mediating role

of coping at all. For example a study conducted among patients with IBD (Dorrian et al., 2009)
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and another study among patients with diabetes (Edgar & Skinner, 2003) had found no mediating

role of coping in the association between illness perception and patients’ adjustment.

Other studies had found small number of mediating role of coping and hence concluded that

most of the association between illness perception and outcomes were not explained by the

coping strategies patients employed. A study among patients with asthma (Tiggelman et al.,

2014) is a good example here. The researchers had conducted both cross-sectional and

longitudinal studies. In the cross-sectional study hiding coping had mediated the association

between emotional representation and adjustment (anxiety, depression and stress). And in the

longitudinal study worrying about asthma coping had mediated the association between

perceived more concern about asthma and adjustment.

Similar to this in a cross-sectional study among patients with arthritis (Carlisle et al., 2005), it

had been found that only one coping strategy (avoidant and resigned coping) partially mediated

the association between symptom identity and psychiatric morbidity.

The study among patients with IBD (Dorrian et al., 2009) and arthritis (Carlisle et al., 2005) had

found no association between illness perception and coping strategies in the first place. The

authors in both studies stated that the limitation in the tools used to measure coping may have

contributed to the poor associations.

Coupled with this Dempster and colleagues (2015) conducted a meta-analysis of studies that had

examined the association of illness perception, coping and health outcomes in a number of

physical health conditions. In this meta-analysis they had found inconsistent evidence on the

mediating effect of coping. A result worth mentioning here is that the researchers had found

that‘coping variables are measured using several different instruments, which assess different

coping strategies, making a synthesis of findings difficult’ (pp: 508).

Therefore, the contradictory findings of the present study and the findings in other studies could

best be explained by the measures used to examine illness perception, coping and adjustment

constructs.
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Summary

In the present study TB patients’ illness perception, coping strategy and psychosocial

adjustments were identified. In terms of patients’ perception of their illness, findings of the

present study supports the contention made by CSM that proposed that cognitive and emotional

representations are formed concurrently. Be sides the present study depicted that patients believe

their TB was a changed illness from wind attack and it would be changed to other illnesses. In

other words patients’ perception of cause and consequence of their illness are interrelated. This

finding is in line with the proposition made by CSM that proposed that illness perception

components are interrelated. Other hand emotional representation had been understood as

patients’ emotional reactions like shock, embarrassment, etc. In the present study it was revealed

that patients who had undergone through misdiagnosis experienced relief with their TB

diagnosis. Hence, health theories, including CSM, need to incorporate positive emotional

reactions after diagnosis.

Studies on TB patients coping strategies had been found to focus on the strategies patients

employed to cope with financial burdens. The present study examined TB patients’ strategies to

cope with the psychosocial burdens. In the qualitative study it had been found that TB patients

employed a host of strategies while the quantitative strategy identified the most and least

employed coping strategies. From these findings it can be understood that additional qualitative

studies are needed to further explore TB patients’ strategies used to cope with their psychosocial

burdens.

The present study depicted the positive and negative psychosocial adjustments TB patients

undergone through. This implied that studies on TB patients’ adjustments need to examine

positive adjustments TB patients undergone through in the courses of their illness. Doing so

would in turn require modifications on the existing health theories.

Findings of the present study implied that coping strategy components mediate the associations

among illness perception and psychosocial adjustment components. The CSM proposed that

coping strategy mediate the associations between illness perception and psychosocial adjustment.

However, critical examinations of the findings of the present study indicate that a typical coping
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strategy didn’t mediate the associations among all illness perception and psychosocial

adjustment components. These implied that there are critical needs to examine a typical coping

strategy that mediate the associations among all illness perception and psychosocial adjustment

components.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter begins by presenting the summaries of steps in conducting the study. The chapter

also includes conclusions, recommendations and future research directions as well as

dissemination plan and accomplishments so far.

6.1. Summary

The very objective of the present study was investigation of the illness perception, coping

strategies and psychosocial adjustment among adult TB patients in Northwestern Ethiopia. In the

present study, exploratory sequential mixed research design was employed to investigate the

illness perception, coping strategies and psychosocial adjustment of TB patients in North

Western Ethiopia.

In the first phase, qualitative explorations were undertaken via in-depth face-to-face interviews

with purposely selected TB patients (8 female and 5 male) in Azezo Health Center. Thematic

content analysis, proposed by Charmaz (2006), was employed to analyze the transcribed data.

Important themes were identified from the interview transcripts and the themes were used to

develop tools for the second phase of the study.

Tools developed from the themes had been substantiated with items from existing tools and

literature consultation. Great attempt was made to check the content and face validity of the tools

using expert validation. Besides, a pilot study was conducted among 50 TB patients from Aykel

Health Center. Reliability of the tools/scales was checked and lessons learned in the pilot study

were incorporated that had made the scales ready for the final data collection.

Data were collected from 462 patients who were receiving their treatment from 11 health centers

in Northwestern Ethiopia. Although all the distributed questionnaires were returned 12

questionnaires were rejected because they were not properly filled. The remaining 346

questionnaires were used in the analysis. Exploratory factor analysis was conducted to explore

the component factor structure of the scales used. Following this exploration, appropriate
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descriptive and inferential statistics were used to analyze the data. Before univariate and

multivariate analysis, violations of assumptions (e.g. normality, linearity etc.) were checked and

variables that violate assumptions were transformed. Findings were then discussed in line with

other studies, the theoretical model and the research questions of the study. Lastly conclusions,

recommendations and future research directions were indicated and are presented in subsequent

sections.

6.2. Conclusions

Based up on the findings of the study conclusions are made and the conclusions are presented in

this section of the chapter.

From the results of the qualitative and the quantitative studies over patients’ perceptions of their

illnesses, important conclusions were drawn. In the present study TB patients were found to give

local names like ‘nifas’ (wind), ‘berd’ (cold or blowing wind), ‘samba’ (lung), etc. They

believed that their illness is changed from other situations (like wind attack) and it will then be

changed to other illness (like HIV, cancer) if they don’t take proper care. More than half of the

TB patients in Northwestern Ethiopia do not know the causes of their illness and biological cause

of TB was mentioned by small number of patients. Besides significant number of them reported

non-biological causes of TB. TB patients were found to have positive and negative interpretation

of their illness. Some of the negative interpretations could hamper the TB elimination

campaigns. From the fact that most of the patients don’t know the causes of their illness and

from the fact that patients had negative interpretation of their illness, it is concluded that TB

patients had poor understanding of their illness. Besides it can be concluded that the poor

understanding are the results of the TB awareness campaigns in Ethiopia.

TB patients had strong emotional reactions as soon as they were diagnosed with TB. Contrary to

findings elsewhere, some patients felt happy/relieved when they understood that they had TB.

Patients who had frequent misdiagnosis were the ones who felt happiness. This implies that the

misdiagnosis by itself is creating confusion and uncertainty, which needs due attention from

health professionals.
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Praising God coping and asking God coping were the most frequently used coping strategies.

These kinds of coping are emotion-focused coping and TB is a type of illness that needs

instrumental actions to get cured. Moreover, patients who employed more of praising God

coping and asking God coping were found to undergone through positive changes in their

psychological and social life spheres. Instrumental action coping, one of the most frequently

used strategy, had been found to be predictive of adjustment difficulties in the psychological and

social life spheres of TB patients.

With regard to patients’ psychosocial adjustments, it is concluded that acquiring TB is associated

with not only negative adjustment but also positive adjustments in the patients’ psychological

and social life spheres. TB patients undergone through (a) higher positive changes in their

psychological and social life spheres; (b) higher psychological difficulties; and (c) lower level of

social difficulties.

In terms of differences based on demographic variables, it is concluded that (a) as patients get

older, they were more likely to employ social withdrawal coping and instrumental action coping;

(b) rural residents undergone through higher difficulties in their psychological and social life

spheres; (c) TB patients with high socio-economic status withdraw from their social circle while

patients with medium socio-economic status take lesser instrumental actions to cope with their

illness; and (d) patients who had paid and unpaid works had higher emotional reaction higher

positive changes in their psychological life sphere than patients who are unemployed.

In line with the CSM, the perception TB patients have about their illness had been found to be

associated with the coping strategies they employ and the psychosocial adjustments they

undergone through. TB patients who had positive interpretation of their illness were less likely to

withdraw from their social circle to cope with their illness. Likewise, patients who had positive

interpretations of their TB were found to undergone through positive changes in their

psychological and social life spheres.

In addition, the coping strategies patients employed were found to influence the psychosocial

adjustments TB patients’ undergone through which is in line with the contentions made by the

model. From the findings of the present study it is concluded that patients who had employed
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social withdrawal coping, instrumental action coping and asking God coping were more likely to

undergone through psychosocial adjustment difficulties. On the other hand TB patients who had

employed receiving instrumental support coping and praising God coping were more likely to

undergone through positive changes in their psychological and social life spheres.

As proposed in the theoretical model (CSM), coping strategies employed by the TB patients

mediates the association between their illness perception and the psychosocial adjustment they

undergone through. This finding adds its own share on the ecological validity of the CSM. TB

patients who interpret their illness positively were found to undergone through positive changes

in their psychological life sphere. Again such interpretation made patients to employ less social

withdrawal coping and more of asking God coping, while employing these coping strategies

made patients to undergone through negative adjustments in their social and psychological life

spheres. TB patients who had strong emotional reactions were more likely to experience

adjustment difficulties in their psychological and social life spheres. These patients were also

found to undergone through positive changes in their psychological life spheres so long as they

employ social withdrawal coping and receiving instrumental support coping.

In the present study it was found that strong emotional reactions for being diagnosed with TB is

directly associated with undergoing through adjustments difficulties in patients’ psychological

and social life spheres. Strong emotional reaction after TB diagnosis had also been found to be

associated with increase in employing a number of coping strategies. From these findings it can

be concluded that efforts against patients’ emotional reactions would better patients’ coping and

adjustment.

All in all it can be concluded that TB patients’ perception of their illness matters a lot and efforts

towards patients’ perception would improve their coping strategy preferences and their

psychosocial adjustments.

6.3. Recommendations

Based on the findings of the study and the conclusion made accordingly, the following are

recommendations
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 An ultimate goal of treatment is restoring the overall health of the individual. Findings of

the present study clearly depict that TB affects not only patients’ physical life sphere but

also their psychological and social life spheres. Hence, treating TB patients need to

accommodate mental and social health treatment techniques. Doing so would help to

restore the overall wellbeing of TB patients.

 Findings of the present study had indicated that the cognitive and emotional

representation TB patients’ hold about their illness determine both the coping strategies

they employed and the psychosocial adjustments they undergone through. Therefore, TB

eradication companies need to gear their attention towards improving the negative

perception and reinforcing the positive perceptions.

 TB patients are part of the general community and their perceptions are reflection of the

perception of the community in general. Hence, community awareness campaigns need to

take patients’ perceptions of their illness in to considerations.

 As pinpointed elsewhere in this paper TB patients undergone through both positive and

negative adjustments. Thus research works on TB patients in particular and on chronic

illness in general need to examine both the negative and positive adjustments patients

undergone through.

 MDR and X-MDR are the major challenge in TB control and management efforts in

Ethiopia, while TB is curable with early diagnosis and proper treatment. From the

findings of the present study, it can be deduced that the coping strategy employed by the

TB patients could have contributed to non-adherence for strategies like asking God

coping that focused on emotions may inhibit the use of taking instrumental action. Hence,

there is a need to examine the association of the coping strategies employed by TB

patients and their treatment adherences thereby cure success rates and/or development of

MDR/X-MDR.
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 Background variables were found to influence patients’ illness perception, coping

strategies and psychosocial adjustment. Intervention designers need to design-tailored

interventions that could accommodate the needs of patients from different backgrounds.

6.4. Future Research Directions

The factor structures of the scales used are extracted using exploratory factor analysis. However,

this is not the end of the story. The factor structures need to be confirmed using confirmatory

factor analysis. This calls up on collection of data on different participants and incorporation of

other tools to check upon the convergent validity of the scales. Hence, a similar study in a

different area/setting that incorporates other tools is a research area in the future.

One of the limitations of the present study is its cross-sectional nature. Therefore, conducting a

longitudinal research on TB patients’ illness perception, coping strategies and psychosocial

adjustment is another future research direction.

The present study was conducted in Northwestern Ethiopia. In a country where there is diversity,

it is anticipated that there are diversified perceptions (including illness perception). Thus

examining illness perception, coping strategies and psychosocial adjustment among TB patients

in other corners of the country is also an area of future research.

Little attention had been given to the coping strategies employed by TB patients, though

extensive research works are available on other patient groups. Needless to say research on

coping strategies of TB patients is still untapped research area.

This study revealed the fact that TB patients’ perceptions of their illness are significant

predictors of their coping strategy preferences and the psychosocial adjustments they undergone

through. From this finding it can be anticipated that efforts that are geared toward changing

patients’ perceptions would result in changes in coping strategy preferences and in the

psychosocial adjustments they would undergone through. Hence, team of researchers need to

conduct implementation research (possibly quasi-experimental one) that could change TB

patients’ perceptions of their illness.
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Although TB patients are part of the community, it would be wise to examine community

perception of TB. Therefore, examining community perception of TB is another future research

area.
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Appendix 1፡ Interview Protocol Amharic Version

አዲስ አበባ ዩኒቨርሲቲ

የሳይኮሎጂ ትምህርት ቤት

የቃለ-መጠይቅ መመሪያ

የጥናቱ ርዕስ፡- በሰሜን ምዕራብ ኢትዮጵያ የሚገኙ የቲቢ ህሙማን ስለቲቢ ህመም ያላቸው ግንዛቤ፣ ህመሙን

ለመቋቋም የሚጠቀሙባቸው ዘዴዎች እና ስነልቦናዊ ማህበራዊ ማስተካከያዎች

 የመጠይቅ ቁጥር፡ _______________

 መጠይቁ የተካሄደበት ቀን: __________________

 መጠይቁ የተጀመረበት ጊዜ:_______________________

 መጠይቁ ያለቀበት ጊዜ: _______________________

 መጠይቁ የተካሄደበት ቦታ: _______________________

 የጠያቂው ስም: _______________________

 የተጠያቂው ስም፡ ____________________

ለጠያቂው ማስታወሻ

 ለተጠያቂው/ዋ የመረጃ ሺቱን አንብብላቸው

 ተጠያቂው/ዋ የስምምነት ቅፁን እንዲሞላ/እንድትሞላ ጠይቅ

 መቅረፀ ድምፁን ክፈተውና መስራቱን አረጋግጥ

ክፍል 1፡ ግላዊ ጥያቄዎች

1. እድሜዎ ስንት ነው?___________

2. ፆታ፡ ___________

3. ስለጋብቻ ሁኔታዎ ቢነግሩኝ፡ ___________

4. ትምህርት ተምረዋል? አዎ______ አልተማርኩም______

መልስዎ አዎ ከሆነ ከፍተኛው የትምህርት ደረጃዎ ምን ያህል ነው? __________________

5. ስለሚኖሩበት አካባቢ ሊነግሩኝ ይችላሉ? __________________

6. ስራዎ ምንድን ነው?___________

7. ሕመምዎ መች ነው የጀመርዎ? __________________

8. ህክምና መች ነው የጀመሩት? __________________
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ክፍል 2፡ ስለህመም ያለን ግንዛቤ መለኪያ

ተ.ቁ. ጥያቄዎች የማወጣጫ ጥያቄዎች

1 እኔ ላይ ምን ተከሰተ ብለው ያስባሉ? ያመምዎት ህመምዎ ምንድን ነው? ወይንም

ምን ተብሎ ይጠራል?

2 የህመምዎ ዋና ዋና ምልክቶች ምን ምን ናቸው? ምልክቶቹ ይቀያየራሉ?

ተጨማሪ ነገሮችን ሊነግሩኝ ይችላሉ?

3 ሕመምዎን ምን አመጣው ብለው ያስባሉ? ህመምዎን ያመጣው የእርስዎ ድርጊት ነው

ወይስ ከእርስዎ ውጭ በሆነ አካል

የተፈጠረ/የመጣብዎ ነው?

በሽታዎ ዱብ እዳ ነው የመጣብዎ ወይንስ

በእርስዎ ችግር ነው የመጣው?

4 ሕመምዎ ምን ያህል ጊዜ ይቆያል ብለው ያምናሉ? ህመምዎ ጊዜያዊ ነው ወይስ ቋሚ ነው?

5 የህመምዎ ምልክቶች ከእርስዎ ጋር በቋሚነት አብሮ

ይቆያሉ ብለው ያምናሉ?

ለረዥም ጊዜ ወይንስ አጭር ጊዜ ይቆያሉ

ብለው ያምናሉ? ለምን?

6 ህመሜ ከባድ ነው ብለው ያምናሉ? በእርስዎ እምነት የእርስዎ ህመም ምን ያህል

ከባድ ነው?

መድሃኒቱን ሲጀምሩ በሽታዎ አልከበደዎትም

ወይ?

7 ህመምዎ ምን ምን ነገሮችን ያመጣብኛል ብለው

ያምናሉ?

8 ህመሜን መቆጣጠር/ማሻል እችላለሁ ብለው ያምናሉ? ማለቴ በራስዎ ያለዎት እምነት

9 እየወሰዱት ያለው የፀረ-ቲቢ ህክምና ህመሜን ያሽለዋል

ብለው ያምናሉ?

ከጤና ባለሙያዎች የተሰጠዎት ምክር

ህመሜን ያሽለዋል ብለው ያምናሉ?

10 በአጠቃላይ ስለህመምዎ የተረዱት ምንድን ነው?

10 በህመምዎ እና እየተሰጠዎት ባለው ህክምና የተነሳ

የተፈጠረብዎ ስሜታዊነት አለ?

ለምሳሌ ጭንቀት፣ ድብት፣ ህመሜ ይባባሳል

የሚል ፍራቻ፣ ድንጋጤ፣ ወዘተ
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ክፍል 3፡ ህመምን ለመቋቋም የተወሰዱ ዘዴዎችን መለኪያ

ተ.ቁ. መሰረታዊ ጥያቄዎች የማወጣጫ ጥያቄዎች

1 ቲቢ በሽታ እንዳለብዎ ሲሰሙ አእምሮዎ ላይ የመጣው

የመጀመሪያው ነገር ምንድን ነው?

ቲቪ ነው ሲባሉ ምን ተሰማዎ?

2 ከህመምዎ እና ከህክምናዎ ተስማምተው ለመኖር እና

እራስዎን ለማገዝ ምን ምን ነገራትን አደረጉ?

ቲቪ መሆኑን ካወቁ በኃላ ምን አደረጉ/ ምን

እርምጃ ወሰዱ?

3 በሽታውን እንዴት ተቋቋሙት? ተጨማሪ ነገሮችን ሊነግሩኝ ይችላሉ

4 ለህመምዎ መፍትሄ ለመግኘት የሌሎችን ድጋፍ

ጠይቀዋል?

ምን አይነት ድጋፎችን ጠየቁ? ምሳሌዎችን

ሊሰጡኝ ይችላሉ?

5 ህመምዎን የፈጠረብዎን ስሜታዊ ውጥንቅጥ

ለማድወገድ ምን ምን አደረጉ?

ሌላ ምን ነገሮችን አደረጉ?

ክፍል 4፡ ስነልቦናዊ-ማህበራዊ ማስተካከያዎችን መለኪያ

ተ.ቁ
መሰረታዊ ጥያቄዎች የማወጣጫ ጥያቄዎች

1 ከህመምዎ በኃላ ያለውን ህይወትዎን እንዴት

ይገልፁታል?

ከመታመምዎ በፊትና ከታመሙ በኃላ ያለ

ህይወትዎን በማወዳደር ይንገሩኝ እስቲ

2 ቲቢ እንዳለብዎ ሲሰሙ የመጀመሪያ ምላሽዎ ምን ነበር? ምን አይነት ስነልቦናዊ ለውጦችን አመጡ

እባክዎን ምሳሌ ይስጡኝ

3 በእለት ተእለት ህይወትዎ ወይንም ባለዎት የህይወት

ሚናዎችዎ ለውጦች ነበሩ?

በየቀኑ ይከውኗቸው የነበሩ አሁን

የተዋቸው/ ከዚህ በፊት የማያደርጓቸው

አሁን ማድረግ የጀመሯቸው ነገሮች ካሉ

ይግለፁልኝ

በትክክል ማለት የፈለጉትን ሊነግሩኝ

ይችላሉ?

4 ቲቢ ከያዘዎ በኃላ ከሌሎች ጋር ያለዎት ግንኙነት ላይ

ምን ተከሰተ?

ከበሽታዎ የተነሳ ከሰዎች ጋር ያለዎት ግንኙነት ላይ

የተቀየረ ነገር ካለ ይግለፁልኝ

ከቤተሰቦችዎ፣ ከባለቤትዎ፣ ከጓደኞችዎ፣

ከጎረቤቶችዎ፣ ወዘተ

5 ወደዚህ ሆስፒታል/ክሊኒክ ሲመጡ የሃፍረት ስሜት

ይሰማዎታል? ለምን?

6 በአካባቢዎ ያሉ ሰዎች ስለህመምዎ ምን ያስበሉ? በህመምዎ የተነሳ ሌሎች ሰዎች
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ያገሉዎታል?

ምሳሌዎችን ሊሰጡኝ ይችላሉ?

7 ቲቢን ወደ ሌሎች አስተላልፋለሁ ብለው

ተጨቀው/ፈርተው ያውቃሉ?

ጥቂት ሊያብራሩልኝ ይችላሉ?

8 ቲቪ ላለበት ሰው ምን ይመክራሉ?

አሁን ቃለመጠይቃችንን እየጨረስን ነው፡፡ በስተመጨረሻ በሽታዎን በተመለከተ ሊነገሩኝ የሚገባ ነገር ካለ እድል

ልስጥዎ፡፡ ያልነገርኩትና መናገር አለብኝ/ ብነግረው ይጠቅመዋል የሚሉት ነገር ካለ ይንገሩኝ፡፡

ለጠያቂው ማስታወሻ

 ተጠያቂዎችን አመስግን

 የሰጡት መረጃ በሚስጥር እንደሚያዝ ለተጠያቂዎቹ አረጋግጥ
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Appendix 2፡ Interview Protocol English Version

ADDIS ABABA UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF PSYCHOLOGY

Interview Protocol

Title of the Project: Illness perception, coping strategies and psychosocial adjustment among

Tuberculosis Patients in Northwest Ethiopia

 Interview No:_______________

 Date interview conducted: __________________

 Interview start Time:_______________________

 Interview end Time: _______________________

 Venue: _______________________

 Name of Interviewer: _______________________

 Name of interviewee: ____________________

Reminders for the interviewer

 Read the information sheet for the interviewee

 Ask him/her to sign on the consent

 Turn on the tape recorder and test it

Part I: Background Questions

1. How old are you? ___________

2. Sex: ___________

3. Tell me about your marital status: ___________

4. Did you ever attend school? Yes ______ No______

If yes, what is the highest level of education you have attended? ___________
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5. Could you tell me about your place of residence? __________________

6. What is you occupation? ___________

7. When did your illness begin?

________________________________________________________________

8. When did you begin your treatment?

_______________________________________________________________

Part II: Illness Perception Measure

R/No Core items Probing items

1 What do you think happen to you? Can you give me a name/label for

your illness

2 What do you think are the main symptoms of

your illness?

Did the symptoms of your illness

change overtime?

Can you tell me more

3 What do you think causes your illness? Do you think your illness is caused by

your actions or from sources outside

you?

Did your illness happen accidentally

or did it caused because of your

action?

4 How long do you believe that your illness

will last?

Is your illness permanent or

temporary?

5 Do you believe that the symptoms of your

illness will be stable overtime?

Do you believe that it will last longer

or shorter? And why?

6 Do you believe that your illness is severe? In your opinion how serious is your

illness?

Had your illness got worse as soon as
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you began the medication?

7 What consequences would it have?

8 Do you believe that you can control your

illness?

I mean believe in your ability

9 Do you believe that the anti-tuberculosis

treatment will control your illness?

Do you believe that the advice from

health workers will help you control

your illness?

10 What do you understand about your illness?

11 Do you have emotional reactions induced by

your illness and its outcomes?

For example anxiety, depression, fear

that your illness gets worse, shock, etc

Part III: Coping Strategies Measure

R/No Core items Probing items

1 What comes to your mind when you heard

that you have TB?

What did you feel when you were told

that your illness is TB?

2 What type of things do you do to help

yourself deal with your illness and

treatment?

What did you do after you have

known that it is TB/what kind of

action have you taken?

3 How did you cope with your illness? Can you tell me more

4 Do you seek support from others to find

solutions to your illness?

What kind of support have you

sought? Can you give me examples

please?

5 What did you do to illuminate the emotional

distress resulted from your illness?

What else have you done?
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Part IV: Psychosocial Adjustment Measure

R/No Core items Probing items

1 How did you describe your life after your

illness?

Please tell me about your life by

comparing your life before you got TB

and your life after you got TB.

2 What was your first reaction when you

understand that you have TB?

Psychological changes you have made

Give an example please

3 Were there changes in your daily life or your

life roles?

Tell me your daily chores that you

used to accomplish that you quit to

accomplish/ Tell me the activities that

you began to accomplish that were not

your daily chores

Could you tell me what you exactly

mean?

4 What happen to your relationship with others

after you have TB?

Tell me the changes on your relationship

with others that happened because of your

illness

Family, spouse, friends, neighbors, co-

works, etc

5 Do you feel shame coming to the clinic? And

why?

6 What do people in your neighborhood think

about your illness?

Did others stigmatize you because of

your illness? Can you give me

examples?

7 Did you ever worried/afraid that you would

transmit TB to others?

Could you please elaborate more?

8 What do you advise for a person who has

TB?
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Now we are finishing our interview and let me give you the chance if you have something you

want to tell me about your illness. Tell me is you have something that you feel you should tell

me or that you feel is worthy.

Reminders for the interviewer

 Thank the interviewee

 Assure the interviewee about confidentiality
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Appendix 3፡ Questionnaire Amharic Version

በሰሜን ምዕራብ ኢትዮጵያ የሚገኙ የቲቢ ህሙማን ስለቲቢ ህመም ያላቸው

ግንዛቤ፣ ህመሙን ለመቋቋም የሚጠቀሙባቸው ዘዴዎች እና ስነልቦናዊ

ማህበራዊ ማስተካከያዎች

በቲቢ ህሙማን የሚሞላ መጠይቅ

የተከበሩ ተሳታፊ ሆይ!

የጥናቱ ተሳታፊ ለመሆን ፍቃደኛ ስለሆኑ እናመሰግናለን፡፡ እባክዎን ሁሉንም ጥያቄዎች ለመመለስ ይሞክሩ

ብሎም በተቻለዎ መጠን በቅንነት ምላሽዎን ይስጡ፡፡

አጠቃላይ መመሪያዎች

 በእያንዳንዱ ክፍል የተቀመጡ መመሪያዎችን ያንብቡና በመመሪያው መሰረት ምላሽዎን ይስጡ፡፡

 የሚሰጡት ማንኛውም መረጃ በሚስጢር የሚያዝ ይሆናል፡፡ ስለሆነም ስምዎን መፃፍ አያስፈልግም፡፡

 ግልፅ ያልሆኑልዎ ወይንም እርግጠኛ ያልሆኑባቸው ጥያቄዎች ካሉ መጠይቁን እንዲሞሉ እያገዝዎት

ያለውን ግለሰብ ይጠይቁ፡፡

ስለትብብርዎ በቅድሚያ እናመሰግናለን!
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ክፍል 1፡ ስለበሽታው ያለን ግንዛቤ መለኪያ

1.1. ምልክቶች

መመሪያ፡ ቀጥሎ የተለያዩ ቲቢ በሽታ ምልክቶች የተዘረዘሩ ሲሆን ከነዚህ ምልክቶች የኔ በሽታ ምልክቶች

ናቸው የሚሏቸውን አዎ ወይም አይደለም በማለት ይመልሱ፡፡ በተመሳሳይ እነዚህ ምልክቶች ከቲቢ ህመምዎ ጋር

የሚያያዙ ወይንም የማይያያዙ መሆናቸውን ይጠቁሙ፡፡

እኔ ላይ የታየ ምልክት ነው ከበሽታየ ጋር የተያያዘ ነው

አዎ አይደለም አዎ አይደለም

1. ለመንቀሳቀስ አለመቻል ____ ____ ____ ____

2. ማቃጠል ____ ____ ____ ____

3. ሳል ____ ____ ____ ____

4. ድካም ____ ____ ____ ____

5. ራስ ምታት ____ ____ ____ ___

6. ልብ መድከም ____ ____ ____ ___

7. ላበት ____ ____ ____ ____

8. ሰውነት መጨረስ/መቀነስ ____ ____ ____ ____

9. ሙቀት ____ ____ ____ ____

10. ስቃይ/ውጋት ____ ____ ____ ____

11. የምግብ ፍላጎት ማጣት ____ ____ ____ ____

12. ጭንቀት ____ ____ ____ ____

13. ሌላ ካለ ይግለፁልን _____________________________
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1.2. ስለበሽታዎ ያለዎት እይታ

መመሪያ፡ እያንዳንዱን ዓረፍተ ነገር ካነበቡ በኃላ በሽታዎን በተመለከተ መስማማትዎን ወይንም

አለመስማማትዎን በተገቢው ቁጥር ትይዩ ባለው ሳጥን ላይ ምልክት በማድረግ ይግለፁ፡፡ እባክዎ ቀጥሎ ያሉትን

ቁጥሮች ይጠቀሙ፡፡

ቁጥሮቹ የሚወክሉት፡-

1  በጣም አልስማማም 2  አልስማማም 3  ለመወሰን ያስቸግረኛል

4  እስማማለሁ 5  በጣም እስማማለሁ

ተ/ቁ ጥያቄዎች 1 2 3 4 5

1 የኔ ቲቢ ከሌላ ህመም (ለምሳሌ ከብርድ፣ ከንፋስ ምች፣ ወዘተ) የተቀየረ ቲቢ

ነው፡፡

2 ሀኪሞች ህመሜ ወደ ቲቢ እንደተቀየረ ነግረውኛል፡፡

3 የቲቢ በሽታየ ከኔ ጋር ለብዙ ጊዜ ከቆየ ወደ ሌላ በሽታ (ለምሳሌ ካንሰር፣

ኤችአይቪ፣ ወዘተ) ሊቀየር ይችላል፡፡

4 ጥንቃቄ የማላደርግ ከሆነ አሁን ያለብኝ ህመም ወደ ሌላ በሽታ ሊቀየርብኝ

ይችላል፡፡

5 የቲቢ በሽታየ ተመልሶ የሚመጣ ከሆነ ወደ ሌላ በሽታ ሊቀየር ይችላል፡፡

6 የቲቢ በሽታየ ጥንቃቄ ካላረኩኝ ወደ ሌላ በሽታ እንደሚቀየር የህክምና

ባለሙያዎች ነግረውኛል፡፡

7 በሽታየ ከኔ ጋር ለምን ያህል ጊዜ እንደሚቆይ አላውቅም፡፡

8 በሽታየ ለአጭር ጊዜ ነው የሚቆየው ብየ አምናለሁ፡፡

9 ይታዩብኝ የነበሩ ምልክቶች መጥፋት በሽታየ በተሎ ይጠፋል እንድል

አድርጎኛል፡፡

10 በሽታየ ምን ተፅእኖ እንደሚያመጣብኝ አላውቅም፡፡

11 በሽታየ በህይወቴ ላይ ከባድ ተፅእኖ ያመጣብኛል፡፡

12 በሽታየ በቀጣይ ህይወቴ ላይ ምን ተፅእኖ እንደሚያመጣ ፈጣሪ ብቻ ነው

የሚያውቀው፡፡

13 እየተሰጠኝ ያለው ህክምና በሽታየን እንደሚያድነኝ ፅኑ እምነት አለኝ፡፡

14 እስከ አሁን ያየሁት ለውጥ መድሃኒቱ ያድነኛል የሚል እምነት እንድይዝ

አድሮጎኛል፡፡

15 ከህክምናየ በተጨማሪ የራሴ ተግባራት የመዳን ሁኔታየን ይወስኑታል፡፡

16 መድሃኒቴን በታዘዘልኝ መሰረት ከወሰድኩት መዳን እችላለሁ፡፡

17 ሃኪሞች የመከሩኝን በተግባር ማዋል የኔ ሃላፊነት ነው፡፡
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ተ/ቁ ጥያቄዎች 1 2 3 4 5

18 ከበሽታየ ለመዳን ተከታታይ ምርመራዎችን ማድረግ አለብኝ ብየ አምናለሁ፡፡

19 ንፅህናየን መጠበቅ በኔ መዳን ላይ የራሱን ሚና ይጫወታል ብየ አምናለሁ፡፡

20 ከበሽታየ ለመዳን ከወሲባዊ ግንኙነቶች እራሴን ማቀብ አለብኝ ብየ አምናለሁ፡፡

21 ለመዳን አስፈላጊ የሆኑ ተግባራትን ማድረግ አለመቻሌ (ለምሳሌ ምግብ

መብላት አለመቻሌ) የመዳን ተስፋየን እንድጠራጠር አድርጎኛል፡፡

22 እንደምድን ወይም እንደማልድን እርግጠኛ አይደለሁም፡፡

23 ፀበል(ዘምዘም ውሃ) እኔን ሊያድነኝ የሚያስችል አማራጭ ነው፡፡

24 የበሽታየ ምልክቶች ግራ የሚያጋቡ ናቸው፡፡

25 የኔን የመዳን ተስፋ ፈጣሪ ብቻ ነው የሚያውቀው፡፡

26 ቲቢ የሚባለው በሽታ ምን እንደሆነ በሚገባ ተረድቸዋለሁ፡፡

27 ቲቢ የሚባለው በሽታ ምን እንደሆነ ግራ ተጋብቻለሁ፡፡

28 በሽታው ሲጀምር ከባድ ነበር፡፡

29 ከቆይታ በኃላ የበሽታው ክብደት እየቀነሰ ይመጣል፡፡

30 የቲቢ መድሃኒት መውሰድ ስጀምር ህመሙ በጣም ከብዶኝ ነበር፡፡

31 በአሁኑ ሰዓት በሽታየ ቀላል ነው፡፡

32 የቲቢ በሽታ ምልክቶች በኔ ላይ መታየት ሲጀምሩ ደንግጨ ነበር፡፡

33 በመጀመሪያ ሃኪሞች ህመሜ ቲቢ እንደሆነ ሲነግሩኝ በጣም ደንግጨ ነበር፡፡

34 መድሃኒቱን ስጀምር በኔ ላይ የታዩ ለውጦች (ለምሳሌ የሽንት ቀለም መቀየር)

አስደንግጠውኛል፡፡

35 ሃኪሞች ዋስ አምጣ/ጪ ሲሉኝ ደንግጨ ነበር፡፡

36 በሽታየ ቲቢ መሆኑ ሲነገረኝ ከምን መጣ ብየ ግራ ተጋብቸ ነበር፡፡

37 ቲቢ መሆኑ ሲነገረኝ እንዴት ወደ ቲቢ ተቀየረብኝ ብየ ግራ ገብቶኝ ነበር፡፡

38 ቲቢ መሆኑ ሲነገረኝ ማን ያስታመኛል ብየ ግራ ተጋብቸ ነበር፡፡

39 ቲቢ መሆኑ ሲነገረኝ ልጆቸ እንዴት ይሆናሉ ብየ ግራ ተጋብቸ ነበር፡፡

40 ቲቢ መሆኑ በተነገረኝ ወቅት የመዳን ተስፋ የሌለኝ መስሎ ተሰምቶኝ ነበር፡፡

41 ቲቢ መሆኑ ሲነገረኝ ህመሜ በቀላሉ ስለታወቀልኝ/ስለተገኘልኝ ደስ ብሎኛል፡፡
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1.3. የህመምዎ መንስኤ

መመሪያ፡ ቀጥለው የቲቢ ህሙማን በሽታየን ህመሜን አመጣብኝ ብለው የሚያስቧቸው መንስኤዎች

ተዘርዝረዋል፡፡ እርስዎም በበኩልዎ ከተጠቀሱት መንስኤዎች ውስጥ የኔን በሽታ ያመጣው የሚሉትን ይጠቁሙ፡፡

እዚህ ላይ የምንፈልገው የእርስዎን እይታ እንጂ የህክምና ባለሙያዎች ያሉትን አለመሆኑን ልብ ይበሉልን፡፡

የሰው ልጆች እይታ የተለያየ እንደመሆኑ መጠን ትክክለኛ ወይንም የተሳሳተ የሚባል የለም፡፡ ስለሆነም

እያንዳንዱን ዓረፍተ ነገር ካነበቡ በኃላ የሽታዎን መንስኤ በተመለከተ መስማማትዎን ወይንም አለመስማማትዎን

በተገቢው ቁጥር ትይዩ ባለው ሳጥን ላይ ምልክት በማድረግ ይግለፁ፡፡ እባክዎ ቀጥሎ ያሉትን ቁጥሮች ይጠቀሙ፡፡

ቁጥሮቹ የሚወክሉት፡-

1  በጣም አልስማማም 2  አልስማማም 3  ለመወሰን ያስቸግረኛል

4  እስማማለሁ 5  በጣም እስማማለሁ

ተ/ቁ ጥያቄዎች 1 2 3 4 5

1 በሽታየ የጀመረኝ ንፋስ መቶኝ ነው፡፡

2 በሽታየ ፈጣሪ እኔን መፈተኛ ያመጣው ነው፡፡

3 ይህ በሽታ ፈጣሪ ለጥፋቴ የሰጠኝ ቅጣት ነው፡፡

4 በሽታየ የመጣው ከቆሻሻ፣ ብናኝ ወይንም ከመጥፎ ሽታ ነው፡፡

5 በሽታየን ያመጣው የስራ መብዛት ነው፡፡

6 በሽታየን ያመጣው እንቅልፍ ማጣቴ ነው፡፡

7 በሽታየ ከሌሎች ሰዎች ተላልፎብኝ ነው፡፡

8 በሽታየ ከየት እንደመጣ አላውቀውም፡፡

በሽታዎ የመጣው ከላይ ከተገለፁት ውጭ በሆኑ መንስኤ/ዎች ከሆነ እባክዎን ይግለፁልን

_____________________
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ክፍል 2፡ በሽታን ለመቋቋም የተወሰዱ ዘዴዎችን መለኪያ

መመሪያ፡ እያንዳንዱን ዓረፍተ ነገር ካነበቡ በኃላ በሽታዎን በተመለከተ መስማማትዎን ወይንም

አለመስማማትዎን በተገቢው ቁጥር ትይዩ ባለው ሳጥን ላይ ምልክት በማድረግ ይግለፁ፡፡ እባክዎ ቀጥሎ ያሉትን

ቁጥሮች ይጠቀሙ፡፡

ቁጥሮቹ የሚወክሉት፡-

1  በጣም አልስማማም 2  አልስማማም 3  ለመወሰን ያስቸግረኛል

4  እስማማለሁ 5  በጣም እስማማለሁ

ተ/ቁ ጥያቄዎች 1 2 3 4 5

1 ቲቢን በተመለከተ ከጎረቤቶቸ መረጃዎችን እሰበስባለሁ፡፡

2 ጤና ጣቢያ/ሆስፒታል ውስጥ ከሌሎች የቲቢ በሽተኞች ጋር ስለበሽታችን

እንወያያለን፡፡

3 ከዚህ በፊት ቲቢ አሟቸው ከነበሩ ሰዎች መረጃዎችን እቀበላለሁ፡፡

4 በአካባቢየ ከሚኖሩ ትልልቅ ሰዎች ስለቲቢ በሽታ መረጃዎችን እቀበላለሁ፡፡

5 መጀመሪያ በሽታህ/ሽ ቲቢ ነው ሲሉኝ ለመቀበል ተቸግሬ ነበር፡፡

6 በሽታየን እራሴ እንዳመጣሁት ተረድቻለሁ፡፡

7 በሽታየን ተቀብየዋለሁኝ፡፡

8 ተመርምሬ ቲቢ መሆኑ ከመረጋገጡ በፊት በሽታየ ቲቢ እንደሚሆን ገምቸው

ነበር፡፡

9 ተመርምሬ ቲቢ መሆኑ ከመረጋገጡ በፊት ገምቸው ስለነበር ሃኪሞችን የቲ

መድሃኒት እንዲያዙልኝ ጠይቄ ነበር፡፡

10 የተለያዩ ምልክቶችን ብመለከትም እንኳ በሽታየ ቲቢ ይሆናል ብየ አልጠበኩም

ነበር፡፡

11 የቤተሰብ አባላቴ ወደ ህክምና ደግፈው ይወስዱኝ ነበር፡፡

12 በዙሪያየ ያሉ ሰዎች (የቤተሰብ አባላቶቸ፣ ዘመድ፣ ጓደኞች፣ ወይም ጎረቤቶቸ)

ትድናለህ/ኛለሽ ብለው ያፅናኑኛል፡፡

13 ለህክምና የሚያስፈልገኝን ወጭ የሚሸፍንልኝ ሰው አለኝ፡፡

14 የቤተሰብ አባላቴ ወደ ህክምና ስመጣ የትራንስፖርት አገልግሎት

ያቀርቡልኛል፡፡

15 ከሰዎች ምን ማድረግ እንዳለብኝ ምክር ለማግኘት ሞክሬያለሁ፡፡

16 ስለበሽታየ ተጨማሪ ነገሮችን ለማግኘት ሰዎችን አናግሬያለሁ፡፡
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ተ/ቁ ጥያቄዎች 1 2 3 4 5

17 በሽታየ የባሰ ደረጃ ስላልደረሰ ፈጣሪየን አመሰግናለሁ፡፡

18 በሽታየ ቶሎ ስለተገኘልኝ ፈጣሪየን አመሰግናለሁ፡፡

19 በሽታየ ወደ ሌላ በሽታ ስላልተቀየረ ፈጣሪየን አመሰግናለሁ፡፡

20 በሽታየ ለውጥ ስላለው ፈጣሪየን አመሰግናለሁ፡፡

21 በሽታየ እንዳይባባስብኝ ወደ ፈጣሪየ ፀሎት አደርጋለሁ፡፡

22 አሁን የገጠመኝን ነገር ለመቀየር አቅም ስለሌለኝ ወደፈጣሪየ ፀሎት

አደርጋለሁ፡፡

23 ሰው የለኝምና አንተ እርዳኝ ብየ ወደ ፈጣሪየ ፀሎት አደርጋለሁ፡፡

24 ካመመኝ ወዲህ ከሌላው ጊዜ የበለጠ ፀሎት አደርጋለሁ፡፡

25 ጠያቂዎች ወደ ቤቴ ሲመጡ ቤቴን ለቅቄ እወጣለሁ፡፡

26 ካመመኝ ጊዜ ወዲህ በአጠቃላይ ሰዎችን አርቄያቸዋለሁ፡፡

27 የበሽታየ ምልክቶች ግራ የሚያጋቡ ናቸው፡፡

28 ካመመኝ ወዲህ ሰዎች እንዳይቀርቡኝ አደርጋለሁ፡፡

29 ጠያቂዎች ቤቴ ሲመጡ የተኛሁ እመስላለሁ፡፡

30 ሌሎች ሰዎች ቲቢ እንዳለብኝ እንዳያውቁ አደርጋለሁ፡፡

31 ወደጤና ጣቢያ/ሆስፒታል ስመጣ የውሃ መያዟየን በኪሴ ውስጥ አድርጌ ነው፡፡

32 ለመድሃኒት መዋጫ የሚሆን ውሃ ከጤና ጣቢያው/ሆስፒታሉ አካባቢ እገዛና

ውሃውን ከጠጣሁ በኃላ እቃውን እዛው ጊቢ ውስጥ እጥለዋለሁ፡፡

33 ጤና ጣቢያ/ሆስፒታል ቆይቸ ስመለስ ሰዎች ካዩኝ ፀበል ቆይቸ ነው

እላቸዋለሁ፡፡

34 ቲቪ በሽተኛ መሆኔን ለሌሎች ለመንገር ይከብደኛል፡፡

35 የቤተሰብ አባላቶቸ ተሽሎሃል/ተሽሎሻል ሲሉኝ ባይሻለኝም እንኳ ተሽሎኛል

ነው የምላቸው፡፡

36 ካመመኝ ወዲህ መተኛየን ለይቻለሁ፡፡

37 ካመመኝ ወዲህ መጠጫየን ለይቻለሁ፡፡

38 ካመመኝ ወዲህ የምበላው ለብቻየ ነው፡፡

39 ካመመኝ ወዲህ ስንቀሳቀስ አፍና አፍንጫየን አፍኘ ነው፡፡

40 ካመመኝ ወዲህ ወሲብ ከመፈፀም ተቆጥቤያለሁ፡፡

41 ስላመመኝ ስራ መስራት አቁሜያለሁ፡፡

42 ስላመመኝ አልጋ ላይ ተኝቸ ነው የምውለው፡፡

43 ካመመኝ ወዲህ ቡና መጠጣት አቁሜያለሁ፡፡
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ተ/ቁ ጥያቄዎች 1 2 3 4 5

44 ካመመኝ ወዲህ መጠጥ መጠጣት አቁሜያለሁ፡፡

45 ካመመኝ ወዲህ የስራ ፈቃድ ወስጃለሁ፡፡

46 ቲቢ መሆኑን ለማወቅ ከፍተኛ/ተደጋጋሚ ሙከራ አድርጌያለሁ፡፡

47 በድጋፍም ቢሆን ወደጤና ጣቢያ/ሆስፒታል እመጣለሁ፡፡

48 በአስቸጋሪ ሁኔታ ውስጥ ብሆንም እንኳ ወደጤና ጣቢያ/ሆስፒታል

እመጣለሁ፡፡

49 እያመመኝም ቢሆን ስራ ለመስራት እሞክራለሁ፡፡

50 የምግብ ፍላጎት ሳይኖረኝ እንኳ እንደምንም ብየ ለመብላት የተቻለኝን ሁሉ

እጥራለሁ፡፡

51 ህክምና ለማግኘት መኖሪያ አካባቢየን ለቅቄያለሁ፡፡

52 የቤተሰብ አባላቴን ለማስመርመር እፈልጋለሁ፡፡

53 ስራ ለማቆም እያሰብኩ ነው፡፡

54 ጥሩ ምግብ ለመብላት እንዲያስችለኝ ቀድሜ በጄት መድቤያለሁ (ገንዘብ

አዘጋጅቻለሁ)፡፡

55 የቲቪ ህክምናየን ለማቋረጥ እያሰብኩኝ ነው፡፡

56 በሚደረግልኝ ህክምና ካልተሻለኝ ፀበል እሄዳለሁ ብየ አስባለሁ

57 በሚደረግልኝ ህክምና ካልተሻለኝ ፈጣሪየን ለመለመን ተዘጋጅቻለሁ፡፡
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ክፍል 3፡ ስነልቦናዊ-ማህበራዊ ማስተካከያዎችን መለኪያ

3.1. ስነልቦናዊ ማስተካከያ መለኪያ

መመሪያ፡ እያንዳንዱን ዓረፍተ ነገር ካነበቡ በኃላ በሽታዎን በተመለከተ መስማማትዎን ወይንም

አለመስማማትዎን በተገቢው ቁጥር ትይዩ ባለው ሳጥን ላይ ምልክት በማድረግ ይግለፁ፡፡ እባክዎ ቀጥሎ ያሉትን

ቁጥሮች ይጠቀሙ፡፡

ቁጥሮቹ የሚወክሉት፡-

1  በጣም አልስማማም 2  አልስማማም 3  ለመወሰን ያስቸግረኛል

4  እስማማለሁ 5  በጣም እስማማለሁ

ተ/ቁ ጥያቄዎች 1 2 3 4 5

1 በሽታየን ለሌሎች እንዳላስተላልፍ ብየ እፈራለሁ፡፡

2 ሌሎች ሰዎች እንዳያገሉኝ ብየ እፈራለሁ፡፡

3 በሽታየን ወደ ቤተሰቦቸ እንዳላስተላልፍ እፈራለሁ፡፡

4 በሽታየን ወደ ልጆች እንዳላስተላልፍ እፈራለሁ፡፡

5 ምልክቶች እኔ ላይ መታየት እንደጀመሩ ምን ሁኘ ነው እያልኩ እጨነቅ

ነበር፡፡

6 የቲቢ ህክምና ለመጀመር ዋስ አምጣ/ጪ ስባል አስጨንቆኝ ነበር፡፡

7 ህክምናየን ከመጀመሬ በፊት መድሃኒቱ ምን አይነት ተፅእኖ ያመጣብኝ

ይሆን እያልኩ ተጨናንቄ ነበር፡፡

8 የሰውነቴ ክብደት በፍጥነት በመቀነሱ ተጨንቄ ነበር፡፡

9 እድናለሁ አልድንም ብየ ተጨንቄ ነበር፡፡

10 ወደልጆቸ እንዳላስተላልፍ ብየ ተጨንቄ ነበር፡፡

11 መድሃኒቱ ቢቋረጥስ እያልኩ እጨነቃለሁ፡፡

12 ቤተሰቤን ሳላውቅ በክየ ይሆን እያልኩ እጨነቃለሁ፡፡

13 ከራሴ በላይ ለቤተሰቦቸ ተጨንቄ ነበር፡፡

14 በሽታው ይቆይብኝ ይሆን ብየ እሰጋለሁ፡፡

15 በሽታው ተመልሶ ይመጣብኝ ይሆን ብየ እሰጋለሁ፡፡

16 በሽታየን ወደሌሎች እንዳላስተላልፍ እያልኩ እጨናነቃለሁ፡፡

17 በሽታየ ይባባስብኝ ይሆን እያልኩ እጨነቃለሁ፡፡

18 መጀመሪያ ላይ ጤና ጣቢያ/ሆስፒታል መጥቸ መድሃኒት ለመጀመር አፍሬ

ነበር፡፡

19 ወደ ጤና ጣቢያ/ሆስፒታል መምጣት አሁንም ያሳፍረኛል፡፡
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20 ወደ ጤና ጣቢያ/ሆስፒታል ስመጣ በፊት የነበረው እፍረቴ አሁን

ቀንሶልኛል፡፡

21 በበሽታየ የተነሳ ወደ ጎረቤት ቤት ለመሄድ እሳቀቃለሁ፡፡

22 ለበሽታየ የሚያስፈልገኝን ከሌሎች ለመጠየቅ እሳቀቃለሁ፡፡

23 ወደ ጤና ጣቢያ/ሆስፒታል ስመጣ ምንም የማፈር ስሜት ተሰምቶኝ

አያውቅም፡፡

24 ብዙ ጊዜየን በብቸኝነት አሳልፋለሁ፡፡

25 በዙሪያየ ያሉ ሰዎች አልደገፉኝም የሚል ስሜት ይሰማኛል፡፡

26 ለኔ ያለሁት እኔ ብቻ ነኝ ብየ አስባለሁ፡፡

27 ካመመኝ ወዲህ የምበላው፣ የምጠጣው፣ የምንቀሳቀሰው፣ ወዘተ ብቻየን

ነው፡፡

28 የቲቢ በሽታየን ወደ ሌሎች እንዳላስተላልፍ እያልኩ እጨነቅ ነበር፡፡

29 በሽታየን ለማዳን እያረኩት ባለሁት ጥረት ላይ ተስፋ እየቆረጥኩ ነው፡፡

30 መጀመሪያ ቲቢ መሆኑ ሲነገረኝ ከፍቶኝ ነበር፡፡

31 የቲቪ መድሃኒቱን እንደጀመርኩት የመደበት (የመደበር) ስሜት ተሰምቶኝ

ነበር፡፡

32 እለት በእለት እሰራቸው የነበሩ ስራዎችን መስራት አልቻልኩም የሚል

ስሜት ይሰማኛል፡፡

33 በሽታየን ባሰብኩ ቁጥር የባዶነት ስሜት ይሰማኛል፡፡

34 ምንም አቅም ስለሌለኝ ፈጣሪ የሚያወጣውን ዝም ብየ እያየሁ ነው፡፡

35 ቲቢ እንዳለብኝ ከመቀበል ውጭ ምንም አማራጭ የለኝም፡፡

36 ህክምና ማግኘት በመቻሌ የደስተኝነት ስሜት ተሰምቶኛል፡፡

37 በሽታየ ከጊዜ ወደ ጊዜ ለውጥ ስላለው ደስተኛ ነኝ፡፡

38 ጤና ጣቢያ/ሆስፒታል መጥቸ መድሃኒት መውሰዱን እንደ መናፈሻ

አጋጣሚ እቆጥረዋለሁ፡፡

39 መድሃኒት መውሰድ ከጀመርኩ ወዲህ መድሃኒቱን ስጨርስ እድናለሁ

የሚል ተስፋ አድሮብኛል፡፡

40 ተከታታይ ምርመራ ካረኩ ለውጥ አያለሁ የሚል ተስፋ አለኝ፡፡

41 የፈለኩትን ነገር ማግኘት ባለመቻሌ የመዳን ተስፋየ ተሸርሽሯል፡፡

42 ወደ ጤና ጣቢያ/ሆስፒታል መምጣት እየከበደኝ/እያቃተኝ ስለሆነ የመዳን

ተስፋየ ቀንሷል፡፡

43 ቲቢ መሆኑ በተነገረኝ ወቅት ተስፋ የመቁረጥ ስሜት ተሰምቶኝ ነበር፡፡
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3.2. የማህበራዊ ማስተካከያ መለኪያ

መመሪያ፡ እያንዳንዱን ዓረፍተ ነገር ካነበቡ በኃላ በሽታዎን በተመለከተ መስማማትዎን ወይንም

አለመስማማትዎን በተገቢው ቁጥር ትይዩ ባለው ሳጥን ላይ ምልክት በማድረግ ይግለፁ፡፡ እባክዎ ቀጥሎ ያሉትን

ቁጥሮች ይጠቀሙ፡፡

ቁጥሮቹ የሚወክሉት፡-

1  በጣም አልስማማም 2  አልስማማም 3  ለመወሰን ያስቸግረኛል

4  እስማማለሁ 5  በጣም እስማማለሁ

ተ/ቁ ጥያቄዎች 1 2 3 4 5

1 ካመመኝ ወዲህ ጠያቂዎችን እንዳይቀርቡኝ ዞር በሉ እላለሁ፡፡

2 በአካባቢየ ከሚከናወኑ ማህበራዊ ኑሮዎች (ለምሳሌ ተዝካር፣ ክርስትና፣

ሰርግ፣ ሶደቃ፣ ወዘተ) መሄድ አቁሜያለሁ፡፡

3 ካመመኝ ወዲህ ከጎረቤቶቸ ቤት መሄድ ትቻለሁ፡፡

4 ካመመኝ ወዲህ ከግቢየ ወጥቸ አላውቅም፡፡

5 ጠያቂ ሲመጣ የተኛሁ እመስላለሁ፡፡

6 ሰዎች በአንድ አቅጣጫ ሲመጡ እኔ በሌላ አቅጣጫ እሄዳለሁ፡፡

7 የህክምና ባለሙያዎች እንዳይተላለፍብን አትቅረበን/ቢኝ ብለውኝ ያውቃሉ፡፡

8 ሰዎች ቲቢ እንዳለብኝ ሲሰሙ ይደነግጣሉ፡፡

9 ሰዎች ቲቢ እንዳለብኝ ሲያውቁ መፍራት ይጀምራሉ፡፡

10 ሰዎች ቲቢ እንዳለብኝ ሲያውቁ ይሸሻሉ፡፡

11 ሰዎች ቲቢ እንዳለብኝ ሲያውቁ ይሸማቀቃሉ፡፡

12 ሰዎች ቲቢ እንዳለብኝ ሲያውቁ ደስተኛ አይሆኑም፡፡

13 ጠያቂዎች ከቤት ሳይገቡ በደጃፍ ሆነው ይጠይቃሉ፡፡

14 ታክሲ/አውቶቡስ/ትራንስፖርት ውስጥ የሆነ ሰው አትሳልብኝ/አትሳይብኝ

ብሎኝ ያውቃል፡፡

15 ምንም አይነት መገለል አጋጥሞኝ አያውቅም፡፡

16 ካመመኝ ወዲህ ከባለቤቴ/ፍቅረኛየ ጋር አብረን መውጣትና መግባት

አቁመናል፡፡

17 ቲቢ እንዳለብኝ ሲያውቁ ጥለውኝ የሄዱ ሰዎች አሉ፡፡

18 ይሳቀቃሉ ብየ በማሰብ ከጎረቤቶቸ ጋር ያለኝን ግንኙነት አቁሜያለሁ፡፡

19 ካመመኝ ወዲህ ዘመዶቸን መጠየቅ አቁሜያለሁ፡፡

20 ተመርምሬ በሽታየን ከማወቄ በፊት ሌሎች ሰዎች ቲቢ ይሆናል የሚል

አስተያየት ሰጠውኝ ነበር፡፡
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ተ/ቁ ጥያቄዎች 1 2 3 4 5

21 ተመርምሬ በሽታየን ከማወቄ በፊት ሌሎች ሰዎች ሳትወድቅ/ቂ መድሃኒት

ጀምር/ሪ የሚል ሃሳብ ሰጠውኝ ነበር፡፡

22 በሽታየን የተመለከቱ ሰዎች የቤትህን/ሽን አሟላ/ይ፣ ትዳሩን ተወው/ይው፣

ፀበል ሂድ/ጂ፣ ስራውን ተወው/ይው፣ ወዘተ የሚሉ አስተያየቶችን ሰተውኝ

ነበር፡፡

23 ሲያመኝና ወደ ዶክተሮች የሚወስደኝ ሰው ሲያስፈልገኝ የሚወስደኝ ሰው

(ጓደኛ፣ የቤተሰብ አባል ወይንም የማውቀው ሰው) ለማገኘት እቸገራለሁ፡፡

24 አሞኝ እያለ በየቀኑ የምሰራቸውን ስራዎች የሚያግዘኝ ሰው ነበረ፡፡

25 ጓደኞቸና የቤተሰብ አባላቶቸ ከጭንቀትና ፍርሃቴ እንድወጣ አግዘውኛል፡፡

26 አሞኝ እያለ በዙሪያየ ያሉ ሰዎች (ጓደኞቸ፣ የቤተሰብ አባላቶቸ ወይንም

ጎረቤቶቸ) አስታመውኛል፡፡

27 ከቤተሰቦቸ ወይንም ጓደኞቸ ጋር በተደጋጋሚ እንገናኛለን ወይንም

እናወጋለን፡፡

28 አሞኝ እያለ በዙሪያየ ያሉ ሰዎች (ጓደኞቸ፣ የቤተሰብ አባላቶቸ፣ ጎረቤቶቸ

ወይንም የማውቃቸው ሰዎች) እየመጡ ይጠይቁኛል፡፡

29 ግላዊ ጭንቀቶቸንና ፍርሃቶቸን የማካፍለው ምንም ሰው የለኝም፡፡
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ክፍል 4፡ ግላዊ መረጃዎች

መመሪያ፡ ቀጥሎ ያሉ ዓረፍተ ነገሮችን ካነበቡ በኃላ ክፍት ቦታዎችን ይሙሉ፡፡ ለምርጫ ጥያቄዎች ደግሞ

ምርጫዎት ላይ ያክብቡ፡፡

1. እድሜዎ ስንት ነው? ________

2. ፆታ ሀ. ወንድ ለ. ሴት

3. የጋብቻ ሁኔታዎ ሀ. ያገባ ለ. ያላገባ ሐ. የፈታ

መ. ሚስቱ/ባሏ የሞተበት/ባት

4. ልጆች አሉዎት? ሀ. አዎ ለ. የሉኝም

መልስዎ አዎ ከሆነ ስንት ልጆች አሉዎት? ___________

5. ትምህርት ተምረዋል? ሀ. አዎ ለ. አልተማርኩም

መልስዎ አዎ ከሆነ ከፍተኛው የትምህርት ደረጃዎ ስንት ነው (እስከ ስንት ተምረዋል)? ___________

6. ስራዎ ምንድን ነው? ________________

7. የሚኖሩበት አካባቢ ሀ. ከተማ ለ. ገጠር

8. ሃይማኖትዎ ምንድን ነው?

ሀ. ኦርቶዶክስ ለ. ሙስሊም ሐ. ፕሮቲስታንት

መ. ካቶሊክ ሠ. ሌላ (ይግለፁልን)________________

9. በእርስዎ እይታ የኑሮ ደረጃዎ ምን አይነት ነው?

ሀ. ዝቅተኛ ለ. መካከለኛ ሐ. ከፍተኛ

10. ህመምዎ መች ጀመርዎ? ________________

11. ህክምና (መድሃኒት) መች ጀመሩ? ________________

ውድ ተሳታፊ ሆይ!

ይህ የመጠይቁ መጨረሻ ነው፡፡ ስለሆነም እባክዎን ሁሉንም ጥያቄዎች መስራትዎን ያረጋግጡ፡፡

ጊዜዎን መስዋዕት አድርገው መጠይቁን ስለሞሉልን በድጋሚ እናመሰግናለን!
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Appendix 4፡ Questionnaire English Version

Illness perception, coping strategy and psychosocial adjustment

among TB patients in Northwest Ethiopia

A questionnaire to be filled by TB patients

Dear Participant!

Thank you for agreeing to take part in this study. Please try to answer all the questions, and be as

honest as you can.

General Instructions

 Read the instructions in each section of the questionnaire and respond accordingly.

 The information you supply will be kept confidential. Thus you are not required to write

your name.

 If you are not clear with or uncertain about an item/question, feel free to ask the person

who is helping you fill the questionnaire.

Thank you in advance for your kind cooperation!
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Part I: Illness perception measure

1.1. Symptoms

Instruction: Below are the lists of symptoms of TB and indicate the symptoms you had

experienced. Similarly please tell us which of the symptoms you have experienced are related to

your TB.

I have experienced this symptom This symptom is related with

my TB illness

Yes No Yes No

1. Difficulty moving ____ ____ ____ ____

2. Inflammation ____ ____ ____ ____

3. Cough ____ ____ ____ ____

4. Tiredness ____ ____ ____ ____

5. Head ache ____ ____ ____ ____

6. Difficulty breathing ____ ____ ____ ____

7. Sweating ____ ____ ____ ____

8. Weight loss ____ ____ ____ ____

9. High fever ____ ____ ____ ____

10. Pain/ache ____ ____ ____ ____

11. Loss of appetite ____ ____ ____ ____

12. worry/anxiety ____ ____ ____ ____

13. Other (please specify) _____________________________
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1.2. Your views about your illness

Instruction: Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements about

your illness by ticking the appropriate box. Please use the following rating scale.

The rating scale is as follows:

1. Strongly disagree 2. Disagree 3. Undecided

4. Agree 5. Strongly agree

S/N Items 1 2 3 4 5

1 My TB is an illness which is changed from other illness (e.g. cold

wind, pneumonia, etc )

2 Health professionals told me that my earlier illness/condition has

been changed to TB.

3 If my TB stays longer with me, it will be changed to another illness

(e.g. cancer, HIV).

4 If I don’t take proper care, my illness will be changed to another

illness.

5 If the TB I have reappeared/relapsed, it will be changed to another

illness

6 Health professionals inform me that my TB might change to another

illness if I don’t take proper care.

7 I don’t know how long my illness will stay with me

8 I believe that my illness will have a short duration

9 The disappearance of symptoms had made me believe that my illness

will have short course

10 I don’t know what consequences my illness will have

11 My illness will have serious consequence/negative effect/ on my life

12 It is only God who knows what my illness bring on my life.

13 I believe that the treatment I am getting will cure my illness

14 The improvements I have seen made me believe that the medic will

help me cured.
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S/N Items 1 2 3 4 5

15 In addition to the medic, my personal efforts will determine my cure

16 Taking my medics as prescribed will contribute towards my cure

17 I am responsible to exercise what health professional advised me.

18 I believed that I need to have frequent check-ups to get cured

19 I am convinced that my being clean will contribute towards my cure

20 I believe that I need to abstain myself from sex so that I can get cured

21 My inability to practice what I am advised (e.g. unable to eat food),

make me to doubt my hope of getting cured.

22 I am not sure whether I will get cured or not

23 It is only God who knows my chance of getting cured.

24 I consider holly water to be another option to get cured

25 The symptoms of my illness are confusing to me

26 I believe that I have understood what TB is

27 I am confused as to what TB illness is

28 When TB illness begun, it was serious

29 After some time, the seriousness of the illness begun to decrease.

30 As soon as I begun taking TB medication, the illness got serious

31 This time my illness is minor.

32 I was shocked when TB symptoms begun to appear for the first time.

33 I was shocked when health professional told me that my illness is TB

for the first time.

34 I got shocked when I experience the side effects of the medication

35 When the health professionals asked me to bring TB supporter, I got

shocked.

36 When I was told that my illness is TB, I was confused as to where I

had acquired it.

37 When I was told that my illness is TB, I was confused how it is

changed to TB.
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S/N Items 1 2 3 4 5

38 When I was told that my illness is TB, I was confused over who will

take care of me.

39 When I was told that my illness is TB, I was confused over what will

happen to my children

40 When I was told that I have TB, I felt that I have no hope to get

cured.

41 When I was told that my illness is TB, I was happy that it was

found/identified easily.

1.3. Causes of your illness

Instruction: Below are lists of cause of TB stated by TB patients. So, please indicate what you

think is the cause of your illness. Here please bear in your mind that what we need is your view,

not what you were told by health professionals. Since views hold by human beings are different,

there is no such thing as correct and incorrect view. Therefore please indicate how much you

agree or disagree as to the causes of your illness by ticking the appropriate box. Please use the

following rating scale.

The rating scale is as follows:

1. Strongly disagree 2. Disagree 3. Undecided

4. Agree 5. Strongly agree

S/N Items 1 2 3 4 5

1 It is caused by wind attack

2 It is a test from God

3 It is a punishment from God

4 It is caused from dirt, dust or bad smell

5 It is caused from work overload

6 It is caused from lack of sleep

7 My illness is transmitted from others

8 I don’t know what causes my illness

If your illness is caused by other than the above stated cause/s, please let us know

______________________
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Part II: Coping Strategy Measure

Instruction: Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements about

your illness by ticking the appropriate box. Please use the following rating scale.

The rating scale is as follows:

1. Strongly disagree 2. Disagree 3. Undecided

4. Agree 5. Strongly agree

S/N Items 1 2 3 4 5

1 I collect information about TB from my neighbors

2 We used to discuss about our illness with other TB patients in

health center/hospital

3 I collect information from individuals who had TB before.

4 I collect information about TB from the elderly in my

surroundings

5 The first time I was told that I had TB; I refuse to believe that it

happened.

6 I realized that I brought the illness by myself

7 I have accepted my illness.

8 Before I got diagnosed and identified my illness, I was expecting

that it will be TB.

9 Before I got diagnosed and identified my illness, I asked health

professional to prescribe me TB medication.

10 Although I was experiencing symptoms, I never imagined that my

illness will be TB

11 My family members and friends assist me to get into treatment

12 People around me (friends, family members, relatives or

neighbors) comfort me that my illness will be cured.

13 I have someone who covered the expenses towards my

treatment/diagnosis.
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S/N Items 1 2 3 4 5

14 My family members provided me transport services to get in to

the health center/hospital

15 I try to get advice from someone what to do.

16 I talk to someone to find out more about my illness

17 I thanked God for my illness doesn’t get worse.

18 I praised God for my illness is identified easily

19 I thanked God for my illness is not changed to another illness

20 I thanked God for my illness had improvements

21 I pray to God so that my illness will not get worse

22 I pray to God to help me for I have no power to change my

situation

23 I pray to God to help me for I have no one around

24 After I got TB, I pray more than usual

25 I complained to God for he had shouldered me more than what I

could bear

26 When visitors come to my place I leave my home

27 Since I got ill, I avoided being with people in general

28 Since I got ill, I used to keep others away from me.

29 I act as if I felt asleep whenever visitors come to my place.

30 I keep others from knowing that I have TB

31 When I came to the health center/hospital, I keep the water bottle

inside my pocket

32 I buy bottle of water around the health center/hospital and throw

the bottle in the compound after I drunk the water

33 When people see me coming from the health center/hospital, I

used to tell them that I was getting holly water.

34 It is hard to tell other people about my TB infection

35 I used to tell my family members that I am getting better though I
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S/N Items 1 2 3 4 5

am not

36 Since I got ill, I have separated my sleeping place

37 Since I got ill, I have separated my cup

38 Since I got ill, I eat alone.

39 Since I got ill, I used to cover my mouth and nose while I move

around

40 Since I got ill, I abstained from having sexual intercourse

41 I have quit my job because I am ill.

42 I spent the whole day in bed because I am ill

43 I have stopped drinking coffee since I got ill.

44 I have quit taking alcohol since I got ill.

45 I have taken sick leave since I got ill.

46 Since I had experienced symptoms, I have visited a lot of places

to identify my illness

47 When I was unable to walk, I used to come to the health center

even with support from others.

48 I used to come to the health center even if I am in difficult

circumstance

49 I tried to work even if I am sick.

50 I try my best to eat food even if I have poor appetite

51 I have left my home place to get treatment

52 I have planned for my family members to get TB diagnosis

53 I am thinking of quitting my job

54 I have prepared budget plan to get good food

55 I am thinking of quitting my TB medication

56 I am planning to get holly water if I am not cured (with the TB

treatment).

57 I am planning to pray to God if I am not cured.
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Part III: Psychosocial Adjustment Measure

3.1. Psychological Adjustment Scale

Instruction: Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements about

your illness by ticking the appropriate box. Please use the following rating scale.

The rating scale is as follows:

1. Strongly disagree 2. Disagree 3. Undecided

4. Agree 5. Strongly agree

S/N Items 1 2 3 4 5

1 I fear that I will transmit my illness to others

2 I fear that others will discriminate me

3 I fear that I will transmit my illness to my family

4 I fear that I will transmit my illness to children

5 As soon as symptoms begun to appear I was worried over what

had happened on me

6 I begun to worry about my illness when I was asked to bring

treatment supporter

7 Before I began my medication, I was bothered about the side

effects of the medication

8 I am bothered by the changes in my weight

9 I get worried whether I will be cured or not

10 I get worried that I will transmit my illness to my children

11 I get worried in case the provision of tablets may be stopped.

12 I get worried over in case I unknowingly infected my family

13 I worry about my family more than I worry about myself

14 I worried over whether the illness stays longer with me

15 I worried over relapse of my illness

16 I worry about spreading my TB infection

17 I worry that my condition will get worse
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S/N Items 1 2 3 4 5

18 Before I began my treatment, I was ashamed of coming to health

center/hospital to take my medication

19 I still am ashamed of coming to the health center/hospital

20 Compared to the earlier days, the shame I was feeling has

decreased these days

21 Because of my illness I feel frustrated to go to my neighbors place

22 I feel frustrated to ask things that I need.

23 I never felt ashamed to visit the health center/ hospital

24 I spent most of my time alone

25 I feel like people around me don’t support me

26 I feel like it is me who is the only person who stood for me

27 Since I got ill, I eat, drink, move around, etc alone

28 I was distressed about spreading the TB to others

29 I am losing hope in the fight against my illness

30 When I heard that I have TB, I felt sad

31 As soon as I begun the TB medication, I felt depressed

32 I feel that I am not able to carry out my usual work

33 I feel empty when I think of my illness

34 I simply watch what God we bring to me because I don’t have

power.

35 I don’t have any other option than accepting that I have TB.

36 I am happy that I am getting treatment

37 I am happy that my illness have improvement from time to time

38 I consider taking the medication in the health center as an

opportunity to get relaxed

39 After I began my medication, I became hopeful that I will be cured

after I complete taking my tablets

40 I am hopeful that I will observe some improvements as far as I
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undergo continuous checkups.

41 My inability to get what I needed had decreased my hope to get

cured.

42 The difficulty I am experiencing to visit the health center/hospital

decreased my hope of recovery

43 I felt hopeless when I was told that I have TB.

3.2. Social Adjustment Scale

Instruction: Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements about

your illness by ticking the appropriate box. Please use the following rating scale.

The rating scale is as follows:

1. Strongly disagree 2. Disagree 3. Undecided

4. Agree 5. Strongly agree

S/N Items 1 2 3 4 5

1 Since I got ill, I used to ask visitors to distance themselves

from me.

2 I have stopped going to social events in my surroundings (e.g.

christening, weeding, etc)

3 I quit going to my neighbors place

4 I stayed in my compound since I got ill.

5 Whenever visitors come, I act as if I felt asleep

6 When people come in one direction, I used to go in another

direction

7 Health professionals had asked me to distance myself so that I

will not transmit my illness

8 When people hear that I have TB they get shocked

9 When people hear that I have TB they begun to fear
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10 When people hear that I have TB, they distance themselves

(from me)

11 When people hear that I have TB, they feel frustrated

12 When people hear that I have TB, they will not be happy

13 Visitors used to ask about my health while they stand outside

(not getting inside)

14 While I am inside a taxi/bus, someone asked me not to cough

at him/her.

15 I never experienced discrimination from others

16 Since I got sick, me and my wife/lover stopped going out

together

17 There are people who leave my house when they know that I

have TB

18 Expecting that they will get frustrated, I stopped my relation

with my neighbors

19 Since I got ill, I stopped visiting my relatives

20 Before I got diagnosed and identified my illness, there were

people who suggested that my illness will be TB.

21 Before I got diagnosed and identified my illness, some

individuals suggest me that I begun taking TB medication.

22 People who had seen my illness suggest to me that I have to

fulfill the household sprit, I have to leave my marriage, I have

to go to holly water, I have to leave my job, etc

23 When I was sick and needed someone (friend, family member

or acquaintance) to take me to the doctors I have trouble

finding someone.

24 When I was sick, someone helped me with my daily chores

25 Friends and family members helped me to get rid of my

worries and fears
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S/N Items 1 2 3 4 5

26 People around me (friends, family members or neighbors)

nurse me when I was sick

27 I often meet or talk with family or friends

28 People in my surroundings (friends, family members,

neighbors or acquaintance) came and visited me while I was

sick

29 I feel that there is no one I can share my most private worries

and fears with
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Part IV: Background Information

Read the following items and fill the appropriate words or encircle the letter of your choice.

1. How old are you? ________

2. Sex A. Female B. Male

3. What is your marital status? A. Married B. Single C. Divorced D. Widowed

4. Do you have children? A. Yes B. No

If yes, how many are they? ___________

5. Did you ever attend school? A. Yes B. No

If yes, what is the highest level of education you have attended? ___________

6. What is you occupation? ___________

7. Your place of residence is: A. Urban B. Rural

8. Your religion is:

A. Orthodox B. Muslim C. Protestant

D. Catholic E. Other (Please specify) _______________

9. In your view what is your socio-economic status level?

A. Low B. Medium C. High

10. When did your illness begin? ___________

11. When did you begin your treatment? ___________

Dear participant!

This is the end of the questionnaire. Hence please make sure that you work out on all the items.

Thank you again for taking your time to fill the questionnaire!
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Appendix 5: Information sheet Amharic Versions

5a) Information Sheet for Interview participants – Amharic

ለቃለመጠይቅ ተሳታፊዎች የተዘጋጀ መረጃ መስጫ ቅፅ

የጥናቱ ርዕስ፡- በሰሜን ምዕራብ ኢትዮጵያ የሚገኙ የቲቢ ህሙማን ስለቲቢ ህመም ያላቸው ግንዛቤ፣ ህመሙን ለመቋቋም

የሚጠቀሙባቸው ዘዴዎች እና ስነልቦናዊ ማህበራዊ ማስተካከያዎች

የአጥኝው ስም፡- ያሲን መሃመድ

የአጥኝው አማካሪ ስም፡- ፕሮፌሰር ሃብታሙ ወንድሙ

1. መግቢያ

የተከበሩ ተሳታፊ ሆይ! እኔ አቶ ያሲን መሃመድ የምባል ስሆን በአሁኑ ሰዓት በአዲስ አበባ ዩኒቨርሲቲ የማህበራዊ ሳይኮሎጅ

የዶክትሬት ዲግሪ ተማሪ ነኝ፡፡ ለዚህ ትምህርቴ ማሟያ የቲቢ ህሙማን ስለቲቢ ያላቸውን አረዳድ እና ህመሙን እንዴት

እየተቋቋሙት እንዳሉ ጥናት እያካሄድኩኝ ነው፡፡ ስለሆነም በዚህ የጥናት ስራ ውስጥ ተሳታፊ እንዲሆኑ በአክብሮት

ተጋብዘዋል፡፡ ሆኖም ግን በጥናቱ ከመሳተፍዎ በፊት ጥናቱ ለምንና እንዴት እንደሚጠና ማዎቅዎ ጠቃሚ ነው፡፡ ስለሆነም

ጊዜ ወስደው እታች የተሰጠውን መረጃ ያንብቡና ለመረዳት ይሞክሩ (ማንበብ የማይችሉ ከሆነ የጥናቱ አጥኝ

ያነብልዎታል)፡፡ ጥያቄዎች ካሉዎት ወይንም/እና ተጨማሪ ማብራሪያ ከፈለጉ በነፃነት ይጠይቁ፡፡

ጊዜዎን በመውሰድዎ አመሰግናለሁ ብሎም የሚያደርጉልኝን ትብብር አደንቃለሁ፡፡

2. የጥናቱ ዓላማ

የዚህ ጥናት ዋነኛ ዓላማ በሰሜን ምዕራብ ኢትዮጵያ የሚገኙ የቲቢ ህሙማን ስለቲቢ ህመም ያላቸው ግንዛቤ፣ ህመሙን

ለመቋቋም የሚጠቀሙባቸው ዘዴዎች እና ስነልቦናዊ ማህበራዊ ማስተካከያዎች መለካት ነው፡፡

3. እርስዎ ለምን በዚህ ጥናት ተሳታፊ ሆኑ

የጥናቱ አጠቃላይ ግብ የቲቢ ህሙማን ከህመማቸው ጋር እንዴት እየኖሩ ነው የሚለውን መለየት ነው፡፡ እርስዎ በዚህ

ጥናት ተሳታፊ እንዲሆኑ የሆኑትም በቅርቡ የቲቢ ህመምተኛ መሆንዎን ስላወቁና ከህመሙ ጋር እየኖሩ ስለሆነ ነው፡፡

4. በጥናቱ ተሳታፊነት እና የጥናቱ አካሄድ

በዚህ ጥናት መሳተፍ በፍቃደኝነት ላይ የተመሰረተ ነው፡፡ በጥናቱ ለመሳተፍ ፍቃደኛ ከሆኑ ከእርስዎ ጋር ቃለምልልስ

እናደርጋለን፡፡ በቃለ መጠይቁ ውስጥ በመጀመሪያ ስለግላዊ ህይወትዎ ጥቂት ጥያቄዎችን እጠይቅዎታለሁ፡፡ በመቀጠል
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ስለቲቢ ህመም ያለዎትን እውቀት፣ እምነትና ገጠመኝ እጠይቅዎታለሁ፡፡ ይህ ቃለመጠይቅ ከሰላሳ ደቂቃ እስከ ጥቂት

ሰዓታት ሊዎስድ ይችላል፡፡ በእርስዎ ፍቃድም ሁሉም ቃለመጠይቅ በቴፕ ይቀረፃል፡፡ በተያያዘም አጥኝው ማስታወሻ

ይወስዳል ብሎም አንዳንዴ ፎቶዎችን ይወስዳል፡፡

5. ሚስጥራዊነት

የተከበሩ ተሳታፊ ሆይ! የሚሰጡት መረጃ ሙሉ ለሙሉ ሚስጥራዊ በሆነ መንገድ የሚያዝ ይሆናል፡፡ በሌላ አነጋገር

የሚሰጡት መረጃ እላይ ለተጠቀሰው ዓላማ ብቻ የሚውል ሲሆን ከአጥኝው እና ከአጥኝው አማካሪ ውጭ መረጃውን

ማንም አያገኘውም፡፡ ሚስጥራዊነቱን ለመጠበቅ ሲባል የእርስዎን ማንነት የሚያንፀባርቁ መረጃዎች በሙሉ ይወገዳሉ፡፡

በተመሳሳይ የጥናቱን የመጨረሻ ሪፖርት የሚያነብ ማንም ሰው የእርስዎን ማንነት እንዳያውቅ/እንዳይለይ ሲባል ሚስጥራዊ

ምልክቶችን የምጠቀም ይሆናል፡፡

6. ሊያጋጥሙ የሚችሉ ጉዳቶች

በዚህ ጥናት ተሳታፊ ስለሆኑ ምንም አይነት ጉዳት አይደርስብዎም፡፡ የትናቱ ተሳታፊ ስለሆኑ መጠነኛ አሉታዊ ተፅእኖ

ሊያጋጥምዎ ይችላል፡፡ በህመምዎ የተነሳ ያጋጠምዎን ችግር ስጠይቅዎ ስሜትዎ ሊረበሽ ይችላል፡፡ በዚህ ጊዜም ምቾትዎን

የሚያናጋ ወይንም የሚያበሳጭዎ ነገር ካጋጠምዎ በማንኛውም የቃለመጠይቁ ደረጃ ላይ የጥናቱ ተሳታፊነትዎን ማቆም

ይችላሉ፡፡ ከዚህ በተጨማሪም አስፈላጊ ሆኖ ከተገኘ የጥናቱ አጥኝ ተስማሚ ድጋፍ እንዲያገኙ ሊያግዝዎ ይችላል፡፡

7. ሊያገኟቸው የሚችሉ ጥቅሞች

በዚህ ጥናት በመሳተፍዎ በቀጥታ ሊያገኟቸው የሚችሉ ጥቅሞች ላይኖሩ ይችላሉ፡፡ ነገር ግን ያለዎን ሃሳብ፣ ስሜትና

ገጠመኝ ለሌሎች ማካፈልዎን እንደ ትልቅ ጥቅም ሊያዩት ይችላል፡፡ በተጨማሪም በጥናቱ መሳተፍዎ ስራስዎ እና

ከህመምዎ ጋር ሲኖሩ ስላለዎት ገጠመኝ ግንዛቤ ማግኘትዎን እንደ ጥቅም ሊያዩት ይችላል፡፡ ይህ ጥናት ለህብረተሰባችን

ጠቃሚ የሚሆን ጥናት ነው፡፡ የቲቢ ህሙማንን ገጠመኞች በማጥናት የጤና ተቋማት የቲቢ ህሙማንን ፍላጎት በተሻለ

ሁኔታ የሚያሟላ አካሄድ እንዴት መከተል እንዳለባቸው አቅጣጫዎችን ይጠቁማል፡፡ ስለሆነም ይህን ዓላማ ጫፍ ለማድረስ

በመቻልዎ ተጠቃሚ እንደሆኑ ሊያስቡ ይችላሉ፡፡ በስተመጨረሻም ከኛ ጋር ለሚያሳልፉት ጊዜ 30ብር ይሰጥዎታል፡፡

8. ከጥናቱ የመውጣት ነፃነት

በዚህ ጥናት መሳተፍ በፍቃደኝነት ላይ የተመሰረተ ነው፡፡ እናም እርስዎ በማንኛውም ጊዜ ምንም ምክንያት ሳይሰጡ ከጥናቱ

ተሳታፊነትዎ የመውጣት ሙሉ ነፃነት አለዎት (የስምምነት ቅፁን ከሞሉ በኃላ ቢሆንም እንኳ)፡፡ ያስታውሱ ከጥናቱ

ተሳታፊነትዎ ስለወጡ ምንም አይነት አሉታዊ ነገር አያጋጥምዎም፡፡
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9. የጥናቱን ውጤት ስለማሰራጨት

በዚህ ጥናት ጥምር ውጤት ሪፖርት የሚደረግ ሲሆን ጥናቱ ምንም አይነት ውጤት ያምጣ እርስዎ ተጠያቂ አይሆኑም፡፡

የጥናቱ ውጤቶች ሪፖርቶችን፣ ለህትመት የሚቀርቡ ትምህርታዊ ፅሁፎችን፣ ለኮንፈረንስ የሚቀርቡ ወረቀቶችን እና ሌሎች

ሳይንሳዊ ህትመቶችን ለማዘጋጀት መነሻ ይሆናሉ፡፡ በተመሳሳይ ከጥናቱ ውጤት በመነሳት ለፖሊሲ አውጭዎች ጠቃሚ

የሆነ ግብረመልስ ለመስጠትም ከፍተኛ ጥረት ይደረጋል፡፡

10. የአጥኝው አድራሻ

ጥናቱን በተመለከተ ጥያቄ፣ አሳሳቢ ነገር እና አቤቱታ ካለዎት አጥኝውን በሚከተሉት አድራሻ ሊያገኙት ይችላሉ፡፡

ያሲን መሃመድ ስልክ - 0962 72 85 35 ኢሜል - yasspsycho@yahoo.com

5b) Information Sheet for Questionnaire participants – Amharic

ለመጠይቅ ተሳታፊዎች የተዘጋጀ መረጃ መስጫ ቅፅ

የጥናቱ ርዕስ፡- በሰሜን ምዕራብ ኢትዮጵያ የሚገኙ የቲቢ ህሙማን ስለቲቢ ህመም ያላቸው ግንዛቤ፣ ህመሙን ለመቋቋም

የሚጠቀሙባቸው ዘዴዎች እና ስነልቦናዊ ማህበራዊ ማስተካከያዎች

የአጥኝው ስም፡- ያሲን መሃመድ

የአጥኝው አማካሪ ስም፡- ፕሮፌሰር ሃብታሙ ወንድሙ

1. መግቢያ

የተከበሩ ተሳታፊ ሆይ! እኔ አቶ ያሲን መሃመድ የምባል ስሆን በአሁኑ ሰዓት በአዲስ አበባ ዩኒቨርሲቲ የማህበራዊ ሳይኮሎጅ

የዶክትሬት ዲግሪ ተማሪ ነኝ፡፡ ለዚህ ትምህርቴ ማሟያ የቲቢ ህሙማን ስለቲቢ ያላቸውን አረዳድ እና ህመሙን እንዴት

እየተቋቋሙት እንዳሉ ጥናት እያካሄድኩኝ ነው፡፡ ስለሆነም በዚህ የጥናት ስራ ውስጥ ተሳታፊ እንዲሆኑ በአክብሮት

ተጋብዘዋል፡፡ ሆኖም ግን በጥናቱ ከመሳተፍዎ በፊት ጥናቱ ለምንና እንዴት እንደሚጠና ማዎቅዎ ጠቃሚ ነው፡፡ ስለሆነም

ጊዜ ወስደው እታች የተሰጠውን መረጃ ያንብቡና ለመረዳት ይሞክሩ (ማንበብ የማይችሉ ከሆነ መረጃ ሰብሳቢው/ዋ

ያነብልዎታል/ለች)፡፡ ጥያቄዎች ካሉዎት ወይንም/እና ተጨማሪ ማብራሪያ ከፈለጉ በነፃነት ይጠይቁ፡፡

ጊዜዎን በመውሰድዎ አመሰግናለሁ ብሎም የሚያደርጉልኝን ትብብር አደንቃለሁ፡፡
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2. የጥናቱ ዓላማ

የዚህ ጥናት ዋነኛ ዓላማ በሰሜን ምዕራብ ኢትዮጵያ የሚገኙ የቲቢ ህሙማን ስለቲቢ ህመም ያላቸው ግንዛቤ፣ ህመሙን

ለመቋቋም የሚጠቀሙባቸው ዘዴዎች እና ስነልቦናዊ ማህበራዊ ማስተካከያዎች መለካት ነው፡፡

3. እርስዎ ለምን በዚህ ጥናት ተሳታፊ ሆኑ

የጥናቱ አጠቃላይ ግብ የቲቢ ህሙማን ከህመማቸው ጋር እንዴት እየኖሩ ነው የሚለውን መለየት ነው፡፡ እርስዎ በዚህ

ጥናት ተሳታፊ እንዲሆኑ የሆኑትም በቅርቡ የቲቢ ህመምተኛ መሆንዎን ስላወቁና ከህመሙ ጋር እየኖሩ ስለሆነ ነው፡፡

4. በጥናቱ ተሳታፊነት እና የጥናቱ አካሄድ

በዚህ ጥናት መሳተፍ በፍቃደኝነት ላይ የተመሰረተ ነው፡፡ በጥናቱ ለመሳተፍ ፍቃደኛ ከሆኑ መረጃ ሰብሳቢዎች እርስዎ

የሚሞሉት መጠይቅ ይሰጡዎታል፡፡ በመጠይቁ ውስጥ በመጀመሪያ ስለግላዊ ህይወትዎ ጥቂት ጥያቄዎች ይኖራሉ፡፡

በመቀጠል ስለቲቢ ህመም ያለዎትን እውቀት፣ እምነትና ገጠመኝ የሚጠይቁ ክፍሎች ይኖራሉ፡፡ ይህ መጠይቅ ከሰላሳ ደቂቃ

እስከ ጥቂት ሰዓታት ሊዎስድ ይችላል፡፡

5. ሚስጥራዊነት

የተከበሩ ተሳታፊ ሆይ! የሚሰጡት መረጃ ሙሉ ለሙሉ ሚስጥራዊ በሆነ መንገድ የሚያዝ ይሆናል፡፡ በሌላ አነጋገር

የሚሰጡት መረጃ እላይ ለተጠቀሰው ዓላማ ብቻ የሚውል ሲሆን ከአጥኝው እና ከአጥኝው አማካሪ ውጭ መረጃውን

ማንም አያገኘውም፡፡ ሚስጥራዊነቱን ለመጠበቅ ሲባል የእርስዎን ማንነት የሚያንፀባርቁ መረጃዎች በሙሉ ይወገዳሉ፡፡

በተመሳሳይ የጥናቱን የመጨረሻ ሪፖርት የሚያነብ ማንም ሰው የእርስዎን ማንነት እንዳያውቅ/እንዳይለይ ሲባል ሚስጥራዊ

ምልክቶችን የምጠቀም ይሆናል፡፡

6. ሊያጋጥሙ የሚችሉ ጉዳቶች

በዚህ ጥናት ተሳታፊ ስለሆኑ ምንም አይነት ጉዳት አይደርስብዎም፡፡ የትናቱ ተሳታፊ ስለሆኑ መጠነኛ አሉታዊ ተፅእኖ

ሊያጋጥምዎ ይችላል፡፡ በህመምዎ የተነሳ ያጋጠምዎን ችግር ሲጠየቁ ስሜትዎ ሊረበሽ ይችላል፡፡ በዚህ ጊዜም ምቾትዎን

የሚያናጋ ወይንም የሚያበሳጭዎ ነገር ካጋጠምዎ በማንኛውም የመጠይቁ ደረጃ ላይ የጥናቱ ተሳታፊነትዎን ማቆም

ይችላሉ፡፡ ከዚህ በተጨማሪም አስፈላጊ ሆኖ ከተገኘ የጥናቱ አጥኝ ተስማሚ ድጋፍ እንዲያገኙ ሊያግዝዎ ይችላል፡፡

7. ሊያገኟቸው የሚችሉ ጥቅሞች

በዚህ ጥናት በመሳተፍዎ በቀጥታ ሊያገኟቸው የሚችሉ ጥቅሞች ላይኖሩ ይችላሉ፡፡ ነገር ግን ያለዎን ሃሳብ፣ ስሜትና

ገጠመኝ ለሌሎች ማካፈልዎን እንደ ትልቅ ጥቅም ሊያዩት ይችላል፡፡ በተጨማሪም በጥናቱ መሳተፍዎ ስራስዎ እና

ከህመምዎ ጋር ሲኖሩ ስላለዎት ገጠመኝ ግንዛቤ ማግኘትዎን እንደ ጥቅም ሊያዩት ይችላል፡፡ ይህ ጥናት ለህብረተሰባችን
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ጠቃሚ የሚሆን ጥናት ነው፡፡ የቲቢ ህሙማንን ገጠመኞች በማጥናት የጤና ተቋማት የቲቢ ህሙማንን ፍላጎት በተሻለ

ሁኔታ የሚያሟላ አካሄድ እንዴት መከተል እንዳለባቸው አቅጣጫዎችን ይጠቁማል፡፡ ስለሆነም ይህን ዓላማ ጫፍ ለማድረስ

በመቻልዎ ተጠቃሚ እንደሆኑ ሊያስቡ ይችላሉ፡፡ በስተመጨረሻም ከኛ ጋር ለሚያሳልፉት ጊዜ 30ብር ይሰጥዎታል፡፡

8. ከጥናቱ የመውጣት ነፃነት

በዚህ ጥናት መሳተፍ በፍቃደኝነት ላይ የተመሰረተ ነው፡፡ እናም እርስዎ በማንኛውም ጊዜ ምንም ምክንያት ሳይሰጡ ከጥናቱ

ተሳታፊነትዎ የመውጣት ሙሉ ነፃነት አለዎት (የስምምነት ቅፁን ከሞሉ በኃላ ቢሆንም እንኳ)፡፡ ያስታውሱ ከጥናቱ

ተሳታፊነትዎ ስለወጡ ምንም አይነት አሉታዊ ነገር አያጋጥምዎም፡፡

9. የጥናቱን ውጤት ስለማሰራጨት

በዚህ ጥናት ጥምር ውጤት ሪፖርት የሚደረግ ሲሆን ጥናቱ ምንም አይነት ውጤት ያምጣ እርስዎ ተጠያቂ አይሆኑም፡፡

የጥናቱ ውጤቶች ሪፖርቶችን፣ ለህትመት የሚቀርቡ ትምህርታዊ ፅሁፎችን፣ ለኮንፈረንስ የሚቀርቡ ወረቀቶችን እና ሌሎች

ሳይንሳዊ ህትመቶችን ለማዘጋጀት መነሻ ይሆናሉ፡፡ በተመሳሳይ ከጥናቱ ውጤት በመነሳት ለፖሊሲ አውጭዎች ጠቃሚ

የሆነ ግብረመልስ ለመስጠትም ከፍተኛ ጥረት ይደረጋል፡፡

10. የአጥኝው አድራሻ

ጥናቱን በተመለከተ ጥያቄ፣ አሳሳቢ ነገር እና አቤቱታ ካለዎት አጥኝውን በሚከተሉት አድራሻ ሊያገኙት ይችላሉ፡፡

ያሲን መሃመድ ስልክ - 0962 72 85 35 ኢሜል - yasspsycho@yahoo.com
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Appendix 6: Information Sheet English Versions

6a) Information Sheet for Interview participants – English

Title of the study: illness perception, coping strategy and psychosocial adjustment among TB

patients in Northwest Ethiopia.

Name of the principal investigator: Yassin Mohammed

Name of the advisor: Professor Habtamu Wondimu

1. Introduction

Dear Sir/Madam, I am Yassin Mohammed, a PhD candidate in social psychology at Addis

Ababa University. As part of my PhD, I am conducting a research on how TB patients

understand their illness and cope with their illness. Hence, you are kindly invited to take part in

this research project. But before you do so, it is imperative that you understand why the research

is being conducted and how it is going to be conducted. So please take time to read and

understand the information provided below (if you cannot read, the investigator will read it for

you). Feel free to ask questions if you have and/or if you need further clarification.

Thank you for taking your time and your help is much appreciated.

2. Purpose of the study

The major objective of this study is to examine the illness perception, coping strategy and

psychosocial adjustment among TB patients in Northwest Ethiopia.

3. Reason for your inclusion in the study

The overall aim of the study is to investigate how TB patients are living with their illnesses. Thus

you are chosen purposefully to be part of the study because you recently have known that you

are a TB patient and you are living with the illness.
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4. Participation and Procedure

Participation in this study is voluntary. If you are willing to participate in this study, I am going

to conduct an interview with you. In the interview you will first be asked few questions about

your background. Then you will be asked about your knowledge, belief and experiences about

TB. The interview may take from 30 minutes to few hours. Based upon your permission, all the

interviews will be tape recorded. At the same time the researcher may take notes and

occasionally may take pictures.

5. Confidentiality

Dear participants the information obtained will be treated with confidentiality, that is, the

information you give will only be used for the stated purposes and no person other than the

investigator and his supervisor will have access to it. All information showing your identity will

be removed so as to preserve confidentiality. Similarly codes will be used so that your identity

will be invisible for a causal reader of the research report.

6. Potential risks

There is no harm because of your participation in the study. Your participation in this study may

involve minimal negative effects. Asking you about the problems you are experiencing as a

result of your illness may cause emotional distress. If you feel uncomfortable or upset at any

stage of the interview, you can withdraw. In addition, the research may help you in accessing

suitable support systems if required.

7. Potential benefits

By participating in this study, there may not be direct benefit for you. But you may find it

beneficial to contribute your thoughts, feelings and experiences. You may also find your

participation beneficial by gaining insight on yourself and your experience in living TB. The

study will be beneficial to the society. By examining the experiences of TB patients, appropriate

recommendations will be made on how health facilities could best meet the needs of TB patients.

Therefore, you may feel beneficial for you are contributing to this end. Last but not least 30birr

will be given for you for the time you will spend with us.
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8. Freedom of withdrawal

Participation in this study is voluntary and you are free to withdraw from the study any time,

even after you sign the consent form, without having to give a reason. And bear in your mind

that your withdrawal from the study will not have negative consequences.

9. Dissemination of the Research Findings

In this study aggregate results will be reported and you will not be responsible for whatever

result the study comes up with. The results of this study will form the basis for preparation of

reports, academic publications, conference papers and other scientific publications. At the same

time, efforts will be exerted to provide feedbacks to relevant policy makers.

10. Person to Contact

If you have any queries, concern and complain regarding this study, please contact the researcher

through the following address:

Yassin Mohammed, Tel – 0962 72 85 35 E-mail: yasspsycho@yahoo.com

6b) Information Sheet for Questionnaire participants – English

Title of the study: illness perception, coping strategy and psychosocial adjustment among TB

patients in Northwest Ethiopia.

Name of the principal investigator: Yassin Mohammed

Name of the advisor: Professor Habtamu Wondimu

1. Introduction

Dear Sir/Madam, I am Yassin Mohammed, a PhD candidate in social psychology at Addis

Ababa University. As part of my PhD, I am conducting a research on how TB patients

understand their illness and cope with their illness. Hence, you are kindly invited to take part in

this research project. But before you do so, it is imperative that you understand why the research

is being conducted and how it is going to be conducted. So please take time to read and
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understand the information provided below (if you cannot read, the data collector will read it for

you). Feel free to ask questions if you have and/or if you need further clarification.

Thank you for taking your time and your help is much appreciated.

2. Purpose of the study

The major objective of this study is to examine the illness perception, coping strategy and

psychosocial adjustment among TB patients in Northwest Ethiopia.

3. Reason for your inclusion in the study

The overall aim of the study is to investigate how TB patients are living with their illnesses. Thus

you are chosen randomly to be part of the study because you recently have known that you are a

TB patient and you are living with the illness.

4. Participation and Procedure

Participation in this study is voluntary. If you are willing to participate in this study, the data

collector will give you a questionnaire to be filled by you. In the questionnaire you will first be

asked few questions about your background. Then you will be asked about your knowledge,

belief and experiences about TB. The questionnaire may take from 30 minutes to few hours.

5. Confidentiality

Dear participants the information obtained will be treated with confidentiality, that is, the

information you give will only be used for the stated purposes and no person other than the

research team will have access to it. All information showing your identity will be removed so as

to preserve confidentiality. Similarly codes will be used so that your identity will be invisible for

a causal reader of the research report.

6. Potential risks

There is no harm because of your participation in the study. Your participation in this study may

involve minimal negative effects. Asking you about the problems you are experiencing as a

result of your illness may cause emotional distress. If you feel uncomfortable or upset at any
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stage of the questionnaire, you can withdraw. In addition, the research may help you in accessing

suitable support systems if required.

7. Potential benefits

By participating in this study, there may not be direct benefit for you. But you may find it

beneficial to contribute your thoughts, feelings and experiences. You may also find your

participation beneficial by gaining insight on yourself and your experience in living TB. The

study will be beneficial to the society. By examining the experiences of TB patients, appropriate

recommendations will be made on how health facilities could best meet the needs of TB patients.

Therefore, you may feel beneficial for you are contributing to this end. Last but not least 30birr

will be given for you for the time you will spend with us.

8. Freedom of withdrawal

Participation in this study is voluntary and you are free to withdraw from the study any time,

even after you sign the consent form, without having to give a reason. And bear in your mind

that your withdrawal from the study will not have negative consequences.

9. Dissemination of the Research Findings

In this study aggregate results will be reported and you will not be responsible for whatever

result the study comes up with. The results of this study will form the basis for preparation of

reports, academic publications, conference papers and other scientific publications. At the same

time, efforts will be exerted to provide feedbacks to relevant policy makers.

10. Person to Contact

If you have any queries, concern and complain regarding this study, please contact the researcher

through the following address:

Yassin Mohammed, Tel – 0962 72 85 35 E-mail: yasspsycho@yahoo.com
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Appendix 7: Consent Form – Amharic Version

የስምምነት ቅፅ

የጥናቱ ርዕስ፡- በሰሜን ምዕራብ ኢትዮጵያ የሚገኙ የቲቢ ህሙማን ስለቲቢ ህመም ያላቸው ግንዛቤ፣ ህመሙን ለመቋቋም

የሚጠቀሙባቸው ዘዴዎች እና ስነልቦናዊ ማህበራዊ ማስተካከያዎች

የአጥኝው ስም፡- ያሲን መሃመድ

የአጥኝው አማካሪ ስም፡- ፕሮፌሰር ሃብታሙ ወንድሙ

የተከበሩ ተሳታፊ ሆይ! ቀጥሎ የቀረቡ ዓረፍተ ነገሮችን ያንብቡና ከዓረፍተ ነገሩ ቀጥሎ በተሰጠው ክፍት ቦታ ላይ ይህንን

ምልክት (X) ያስቀምጡ፡፡

1. የተሰጠኝ የመረጃ ቅፅ ማንበቤን (የተነበበልኝ መሆኑን) እና እንደተገነዘብኩት አረጋግጣለሁኝ፡፡ ___________

2. በዚህ ጥናት መሳተፍ በፍቃደኝነት ላይ የተመሰረተ መሆኑን ብሎም ምንም ምክንያት ሳልሰጥ ከጥናቱ ተሳታፊነቴ

በፈለኩት ሰዓት መውጣት እንደምችል ማወቄን አረጋግጣለሁ፡፡ ___________

3. በዚህ ጥናት ለመሳተፍ ወይንም ላለመሳተፍ እንድወስን በቂ ጊዜ እንደተሰጠኝ አረጋግጣለሁ፡፡ ___________

4. በዚህ ጥናት ለመሳተፍ ተስማምቻለሁ፡፡ ___________

የህመምተኛው ፌርማ፡ ___________ ቀን፡ ___________

የአጥኝው/የመረጃ ሰብሳቢው ፌርማ፡ ___________ ቀን፡ ___________
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Appendix 8: Consent Form – English Version

Title of the study: Illness perception, coping strategy and psychosocial adjustment among TB

patients in Northwest Ethiopia.

Name of the principal investigator: Yassin Mohammed

Name of the advisor: Professor Habtamu Wondimu

Dear Sir/Madam, please read the following sentences and put this (X) mark on the space

provided.

1. I affirm that I have read (it was read for me) and understand the information sheet.

___________

2. I confirm that I am participating in this study voluntarily and I know that I can withdraw

from the study anytime I need without giving my reason to do so. ___________

3. I confirm that I have been given enough time to consider whether to or not to participate

in the study. ___________

4. I agree to take part in this study. ___________

Signature of the patient: ___________ Date: ___________

Signature of the researcher/data collector: ___________ Date: ___________
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Appendix 9: Factor Analysis of the Four Scales

A. Factor Analysis of the Illness perception scale

In the first step of the factor analysis, the EFA was run with principal axis factoring as an

extraction method. It was found that the sample is adequate at KMO .798 (above the

recommended 0.7) and Bartlett’s test of sphericity was significant (2 (df=300) = 2614.559

p<0.01). Inspection of the scree plot indicated three factors to be extracted from the 41 items in

the scale (see figure 1). The Eigen value was fixed to 1 and the results indicated that 14 factors

are above Eigen values of 1 that explained 65.751% of the variances in patients’ illness

perception.

In the second step Promax rotation with Kaiser Normalization was employed (the most

commonly used from the oblique rotation methods that assumed factors to correlate with each

other). Prior researches had depicted that illness perception components are correlated with each

other. Hence oblique rotation was preferred over orthogonal rotation that assumed factors are not

correlated with each other.

The results of the rotation point out six items load below 03. The pattern matrix indicated that six

items load below 0.3, 2 factors contain only 1 variable each and 3 factors contain only 2

variables each. Hence, the six items were deleted, extraction was fixed to 9 factors and the EFA

was recomputed.

This time the pattern matrix depicted that 1 factor contains 1 variable and 3 factors contain 2

variables each. Then the extraction was fixed to 5 factors and EFA was re-run. The pattern

matrix showed 8 items with lower loadings (i.e. below 0.3). The EFA was rerun again which

resulted with 3 items who cross loaded on two or three factors. These items were deleted and

EFA was rerun.

During this EFA, the pattern matrix indicated that 1 factor contained only one variable and

another factor contain 2 variables. Then after, the EFA was run with 3 factors fixed.

The pattern matrix indicated that 2 items load almost equally in two factors. This result leads to

the deletion of these items and rerunning the EFA. The resulting pattern matrix indicated that 1

variable had low loading. This item was deleted and when the EFA was rerun, clear pattern

matrix with 3 factors was resulted.

The next step was to name the three factors and to check the reliability of each factor. The first

factor had 15 items, named as “cognitive representation” and had good reliability (r= .734). The

second factor had 10 items, named as “emotional representation” and had good reliability (r=

.800). The third factor had 6 items, named as “belief in cure” but had negative reliability result.

Because three of the variables were negatively loaded in the factor, attempts were made to
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reverse the variables but the reliability was still negative. It is this time that running the EFA

with 2 factors was decided.

The pattern matrix comes up with a two factor solution where two items cross loaded and 3items

loaded low. Then the EFA was rerun with the item deleted and the resulting pattern matrix

indicated that two items loaded low thereby these items were deleted.

In the final stage of the analysis, the remaining 25 items yielded 2 distinct factors for which the

sum of the squared loadings accounted for 29.06% of the variances in patients’ illness

perception. The first factor was composed of 16 items and labeled as cognitive representation

and the second factor was composed of 9 items and labeled as emotional representation (see

appendix 13).

B. Factor Analysis of the Coping strategies scale

In the first step of the EFA principal axis extraction was used to extract the latent factor structure

of the 57 items in the scale. The analysis resulted in 17 factors with Eigen values of more than 1

that explained 67.2 % of the variances in patients’ coping strategies. In addition, the scree plot

shows 5 factors to be extracted (see figure 2).

In the second step Promax rotation with Kaiser Normalization was used and the resulted patter

matrix indicated that 6 factors each had only 2 variables/items, 1 factor had only a variable and

more than 1 variable load on 3 factors. Hence the EFA was run with 7 factors. The result

indicated that 10 variables load less 0.3. Then the EFA was rerun with the 10 item deleted. The

resulting pattern matrix indicate that 2 items load less than 0.3, 1 item load on 3 factors and 3

items load on 2 factors.

After deleting the 2 items with low load and 4 items with cross loadings, the EFA was rerun.

This time, the patter matrix comes up with 1 factor with only 2 variables, 2 items with low

loadings and 2 items that cross loaded on 2 factors. Thus the items with low loadings and with

cross loadings were deleted and the EFA was computed with 6 factors. The pattern matrix of the

computed EFA showed 1 factor with only 2 variable and 2 variables who cross loaded on two

factors.

As a result of these, the 2 items that cross loaded were deleted and it was decided to run the EFA

with 5 factors. The pattern matrix of the 5 factors indicated that an item was cross-loaded on 2

factors. Then the EFA was rerun after the item that cross-loaded was deleted. The rerun EFA

indicate that an item has low loading and the EFA was again computed with the item deleted.

This time the EFA result come up with a clean pattern matrix of 5 factors.

The next step in the EFA was to name the five factors. Factor 3 has five items and was named as

Asking God coping; factor 4 has 7 items and was named as receiving instrumental support
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coping; and factors 5 has 3 items and was named as praising God coping. Although factor 1 has

9 items, it was difficult to name it. After critical inspection of the items it was clear that an item

was not related with other items. Hence the unrelated item was deleted and the factor with the

remaining 8 items was named as social withdrawal coping. The same thing happened with factor

2 that had 10 items. After deleting the unrelated item, the factors with 9 items was named as

instrumental action coping.

As a final step the reliability of the total scale and each factor was computed using Cronbach

alpha. The reliability statistics of all the factors and the scale itself were above 0.7 suggesting

that they have good reliability. The scale if item deleted depicted that there was no need to delete

items to improve the reliability of the scale and the subscales.

C. Factor Analysis of the Psychological Adjustment Scale

In the first step of the factor analysis, principal axis factoring extraction was computed. It was

then found that 12 factors with Eigen value of more than 1 was extracted that explained 66.97%

of the total variance in psychological adjustment. In addition, the scree plot indicated retaining 5

factors (see Figure 8 in appendix 10).

In the second step Promax with Kaiser Normalization was employed as rotation method.

However, rotation failed to converge in 25 iterations. Thus it was decided to run the EFA with 5

factors based on the results of the scree plot.

This time it was found that 7 items were loaded low and one item as cross loaded almost equally

on 2 factors. Thus the EFA was rerun with these 8 items deleted. The patter matrix indicated that

an item was cross loaded. And the EFA was run with this item deleted and the EFA comes up

with clear pattern matrix of five factors.

The next step was to name the factors. Accordingly the first factor has 8 items and was named

Fear; the second factor has 7 items and was named Anxiety; the third has 8 items and named as

Depression; the fourth has 5 items and named as positive reframing; and the fifth factors has 4

items and named loneliness.

The naming of the factors is followed by reliability checks. The cronbach alpha computations

had revealed that all except 1 factor has good reliability (> .07). The factor named depression

was found to have a reliability of .398 and ‘scale if item deleted’ indicate that deleting two items

would increase the reliability to .750. Hence the 2 items were deleted to increase the reliability of

the subscale/ factor.

Second order factors:- Because first order factors were expected to be related, the chances of

first order factors loading on one or more second order factor/s was examined. The factors

resulting from stage 1 entered in to EFA.
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Results of the EFA indicate that there are two factors with Eigen value that explained 66.347%

of the variance in psychological adjustment. The commonalities indicate that positive reframing

has the lowest commonalities. In addition the pattern matrix indicated that positive reframing has

strong positive loading in factor 2 and small negative loading in factor 1. All other variables had

strong positive loadings in the factor 1 and negative and/or small loadings in factors 2 (see

Appendix 11).

These all inform us that psychological adjustment has 2 factors but items in one factor may load

in another factor. Hence, it was decided to run EFA with the 32 items extracted in the first EFA

of the psychological adjustment scale in two fixed factors.

In the first EFA, 3 items cross loaded in the 2 factors. Then the EFA was rerun after deleting the

three items. The resulting pattern matrix indicated that 1 item cross loaded in the 2 factors and 2

items has low loadings. The item that cross loaded and the 2 items that loaded low were deleted

to rerun the EFA. The final EFA comes up with clear pattern matrix.

Following that factor 1 with 18 items was named as negative psychological adjustment and

factor 2 with 7 items was named as positive psychological adjustment.

The next step in the scale factoring was checking the reliability of each factor. The Cronbach

alpha of the sub- scales were found to be good (> 0.7) and that there was no need of deleting

items. Hear bear in mind that 3 items in the second factor were negatively loaded and thus

reversed while summing the items for further analysis.

D. Factor Analysis of the Social Adjustment Scale

In the first step of the EFA, principal axis factoring was employed. And it was found that 8

factors were with Eigen values of more than 1 explaining 66.51% of the variances in social

adjustment. Plus to this, the scree plot recommends maintaining 4 factors.

In the second step the EFA was run with Promax rotation with Kaiser Normalization as a rotation

method. The resulted patter matrix indicated 2 factors with only one variable each, 2 variables

with low loadings and 1 variable that cross loaded on 2 factors.

The EFA was run with 6 factors fixed after items with low loadings and the item that cross

loaded are deleted. This time an item was found to cross load on 2 factors. Thus the item was

deleted and the EFA was rerun. The resulting pattern matrix indicated that 2 factors have only 2

variables each. Then the EFA was rerun. The resulting pattern matrix indicated that 2 factors

have only 2 variables each. Then the EFA was run with 4 factors and an item was found to cross

load on 2 factors. The EFA was rerun with the cross loaded item deleted. Here again it was found

that an item has low loading and thus the item was deleted before rerunning the EFA. The rerun

EFA comes up with clear pattern matrix with four factors.
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Naming the factors followed after the clear pattern matrix. Factor 2 has 5 items and was named

negative reactions from others; Factor 3 has five items and named as social support; factor 4 has

4 items and was named as others’ discrimination; but it was difficult to name factor 1 that is

made of 8 items. Naming factor 1 was difficult because an item was not related with the other

items in the factor. Therefore, the unrelated item was deleted and the factor with the remaining 7

items was named as self-discrimination.

Reliability checks of the total scale and the subscales (factors). All scales except others’-

discrimination subscale were found to have good reliability (> 0.7). Others’-discrimination was

found to have a reliability of .138 and ‘scale if item deleted’ indicate deleting an item will

increase its reliability. Therefore, an item was deleted to increase the reliability of others’

discrimination sub- scale.

Second order factors:- The first-order factors loaded on two second order factors where social

support was loaded in factor 2 and the other three first-order factors loaded in factor 1. In

addition the communalities indicate that social support loaded low (.225) than the other factors

(loaded .428 - .597). Hence the 20 items extracted from the first-order EFA was extracted in 2

fixed factors. The resulting pattern matrix depict that three items loaded low, social support items

loaded on factor 2 and the remaining items loaded on factors 1. Then the EFA re-run with low

loaded items deleted and the resulting pattern matrix (see table 35 in appendix 10) was clear with

two factors. Following that factor one with 12 items was named as negative social adjustment

and factor 2 with 5 items was named as positive social adjustment.
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Appendix 10: Scree plots, Communalities and Pattern Matrix of the

four EFA

Figure 7: Component Scree plot for illness perception scale
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Figure 8: Component Scree plot of coping strategies scale
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Figure 9: Component Scree plot of psychological adjustment scale
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Figure 10: Component Scree plot of social adjustment scale
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Table 27

KMO and Bartlett's Tests for illness perception, coping strategies, psychological adjustment and

social adjustment scales

KMO and Bartlett's Test

Scales

Illness

perceptio

n

Coping

Strategies

Psychologic

al

adjustment

Social

Adjustme

nt

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling

Adequacy.
.798 .759 .855 .855

Bartlett's Test of

Sphericity

Approx. Chi-

Square
2614.559 4466.651 5253.170 3376.787

df 300 561 561 231

Sig. .000 .000 .000 .000
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Table 28
Communalities of illness perception scale

Communalities

Initial Extraction

IP9 .289 .136

IP12 .224 .125

IP15 .326 .255

IP20 .387 .220

IP26 .294 .232

IP28 .315 .226

IP29 .235 .114

IP30 .259 .176

IP31 .242 .159

IP32 .346 .281

IP33 .533 .495

IP34 .463 .388

IP35 .373 .265

IP36 .438 .336

IP37 .405 .230

IP38 .368 .299

IP39 .423 .359

IP40 .407 .385

IP41 .280 .151

IP13B .471 .383

IP14B .561 .532

IP16B .620 .508

IP17B .570 .404

IP18B .449 .339

IP19B .398 .226

Extraction Method: Principal Axis

Factoring.
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Table 29

Patter matrix of illness perception scale

Pattern Matrix
a

Factor

1 2

IP14B .738

IP16B .717

IP17B .643

IP13B .625

IP18B .556

IP15 .509

IP26 -.486

IP19B .466

IP28 .451

IP41 -.393

IP31 .391

IP30 .379

IP20 .376

IP9 .371

IP29 .336

IP12 .316

IP33 .698

IP40 .614

IP39 .606

IP34 .575

IP38 .551

IP36 .537

IP35 .520

IP37 .457

IP32 .416

Extraction Method: Principal Axis

Factoring.

Rotation Method: Promax with

Kaiser Normalization.

a. Rotation converged in 3

iterations.
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Table 30
Communalities of coping strategies scale

Communalities

Initial Extraction

CS1 .459 .289

CS3 .502 .480

CS4 .489 .402

CS6 .288 .183

CS9 .305 .210

CS13 .572 .225

CS14 .589 .291

CS15 .502 .397

CS16 .501 .419

CS22 .559 .587

CS23 .532 .585

CS24 .438 .379

CS25 .556 .592

CS26 .492 .404

CS29 .446 .400

CS30 .431 .376

CS32 .512 .416

CS33 .525 .463

CS34 .389 .213

CS36 .491 .443

CS37 .585 .617

CS38 .453 .399

CS39 .484 .479

CS40 .321 .221

CS41 .400 .325

CS42 .440 .342

CS47 .320 .170

CS51 .354 .260

CS55 .478 .411

CS57 .424 .290

CS17B .575 .565

CS18B .655 .682

CS20B .497 .480

CS21B .623 .639
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Extraction Method: Principal Axis

Factoring.

Table 31:

Patter matrix of coping strategies scale

Pattern Matrix
a

Factor

1 2 3 4 5

CS25 .767

CS33 .692

CS55 .606

CS32 .599

CS26 .568

CS30 .533

CS29 .510

CS34 .441

CS9 .396

CS37 .797

CS39 .638

CS36 .625

CS38 .623

CS41 .499

CS40 .436

CS42 .425

CS6 .334

CS51 .333

CS47 .328

CS23 .791

CS22 .757

CS24 .649

CS21B .632

CS57 .450

CS3 .614

CS16 .613

CS15 .591

CS4 .547

CS14 .537
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CS1 .507

CS13 .382

CS17B .763

CS18B .759

CS20B .701

Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring.

Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.

a. Rotation converged in 6 iterations.

Table 32
Communalities of psychological adjustment scale

Communalities

Initial Extraction

PA1 .562 .536

PA2 .413 .325

PA3 .757 .701

PA4 .725 .707

PA5 .519 .501

PA6 .407 .317

PA7 .469 .356

PA8 .517 .456

PA9 .533 .486

PA10 .554 .493

PA11 .375 .297

PA12 .556 .526

PA13 .577 .525

PA14 .537 .514

PA15 .535 .470

PA16 .645 .539

PA17 .584 .459

PA18 .521 .578

PA19 .417 .408

PA20 .343 .282

PA23 .409 .311

PA24 .426 .415

PA25 .497 .486

PA26 .454 .466
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PA27 .363 .362

PA28 .568 .536

PA31 .362 .229

PA33 .514 .440

PA36 .604 .637

PA37 .461 .383

PA38 .300 .190

PA39 .576 .542

PA40 .484 .411

PA43 .498 .429

Extraction Method: Principal Axis

Factoring.

Table 33

Patter matrix of psychological adjustment scale

Pattern Matrix
a

Factor

1 2 3 4 5

PA4 .918

PA3 .903

PA1 .796

PA28 .710

PA16 .674

PA12 .569

PA13 .530

PA10 .512

PA14 .741

PA15 .734

PA9 .691

PA8 .609

PA5 .604

PA17 .564

PA7 .561

PA18 .829

PA43 -.565

PA33 .501

PA23 .497
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PA20 -.483

PA19 .474

PA6 .444

PA2 .384

PA11 .340

PA31 .317

PA36 .785

PA39 .721

PA40 .655

PA37 .592

PA38 .400

PA26 .676

PA24 .649

PA25 .562

PA27 .503

Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring.

Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.

a. Rotation converged in 7 iterations.

Table 34
Communalities of social adjustment scale

Communalities

Initial Extraction

SA1 .340 .296

SA3 .513 .543

SA4 .517 .448

SA5 .487 .478

SA8 .621 .643

SA9 .743 .844

SA10 .723 .741

SA11 .696 .747

SA12 .342 .322

SA13 .361 .343

SA14 .316 .318

SA16 .445 .360
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SA18 .636 .609

SA19 .586 .539

SA22 .194 .172

SA23 .393 .314

SA24 .177 .139

SA25 .487 .481

SA26 .497 .585

SA27 .469 .524

SA28 .521 .590

SA17 .486 .576

Extraction Method: Principal Axis

Factoring.

Table 35

Patter matrix of social adjustment scale

Pattern Matrix
a

Factor

1 2 3 4

SA3 .824

SA19 .723

SA18 .719

SA4 .659

SA5 .577

SA22 .455

SA16 .383

SA1 .368

SA9 .950

SA11 .833

SA8 .806

SA10 .790

SA12 .522

SA26 .787

SA28 .749

SA27 .708

SA25 .698

SA24 .381
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SA17 .620

SA14 .553

SA13 .421

SA23 -.301

Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring.

Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.

a. Rotation converged in 5 iterations.
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Appendix 11: Second order factors of psychological adjustment

scale

KMO and Bartlett's Test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .626

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 327.328

df 10

Sig. .000

Communalities

Initial

PositiveThink .099

Depression .358

Anxiety .383

Loneliness .262

FearOTran .342

Extraction Method: Principal

Axis Factoring.

Pattern Matrix
a

Component

1 2

Depression .892 -.117

Loneliness .736 -.012

PositiveThink -.422 .848

FearOTran .350 .635

Anxiety .457 .572

Extraction Method: Principal Component

Analysis.

Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser

Normalization.

a. Rotation converged in 3 iterations.

KMO and Bartlett's Test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .863

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 3839.852

df 300

Sig. .000
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Communalities

Initial Extraction

PA1 .556 .361

PA3 .751 .465

PA4 .725 .453

PA10 .545 .460

PA12 .555 .485

PA13 .561 .508

PA16 .629 .484

PA28 .563 .448

PA5 .518 .392

PA7 .465 .238

PA8 .512 .355

PA9 .523 .310

PA14 .534 .334

PA15 .531 .272

PA17 .577 .395

PA2 .396 .262

PA6 .395 .270

PA11 .356 .248

PA18 .494 .366

PA19 .416 .410

PA23 .405 .234

PA31 .295 .190

PA33 .479 .397

PA36 .589 .379

PA37 .454 .190

PA38 .291 .032

PA39 .567 .329

PA40 .483 .194

PA24 .424 .140

PA25 .496 .358

PA26 .447 .201

PA27 .362 .228

Extraction Method: Principal Axis

Factoring.

Pattern Matrix
a

Factor

1 2

PA4 .713

PA12 .713

PA3 .706

PA16 .700

PA13 .675

PA10 .654

PA17 .636

PA28 .634

PA1 .613

PA5 .578

PA14 .576

PA8 .555

PA9 .552

PA15 .530

PA7 .480

PA2 .455

PA31 .390

PA27 .309

PA36 .750

PA39 .677

PA19 -.562

PA40 .512

PA18 -.480

PA23 -.474

PA37 .463

Extraction Method: Principal Axis

Factoring.

Rotation Method: Promax with

Kaiser Normalization.

a. Rotation converged in 3

iterations.
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Appendix 12: Second order factors of the Social adjustment Scale

KMO and Bartlett's Test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .658

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 225.141

df 6

Sig. .000

Communalities

Initial Extraction

NegRAction .232 .428

SelfDisc .352 .597

SoSupport .065 .225

OtherDisc .340 .504

Extraction Method: Principal Axis

Factoring.

Pattern Matrix
a

Factor

1 2

NegRAction .759

OtherDisc .667

SelfDisc .586

SoSupport -.527

Extraction Method: Principal Axis

Factoring.

Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser

Normalization.

a. Rotation converged in 3 iterations.

Appendix 4

KMO and Bartlett's Test

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .850

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square 2625.373

df 136

Sig. .000
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Communalities

Initial Extraction

SA1 .328 .218

SA3 .505 .324

SA4 .510 .374

SA5 .461 .364

SA16 .418 .340

SA18 .620 .500

SA19 .581 .413

SA8 .620 .520

SA9 .740 .612

SA10 .717 .660

SA11 .694 .632

SA12 .340 .267

SA13 .360 .281

SA14 .299 .167

SA17 .470 .375

SA24 .175 .119

SA25 .473 .369

SA26 .494 .420

SA27 .465 .430

SA28 .517 .415

Extraction Method: Principal Axis Factoring.

Pattern Matrix
a

Factor

1 2

SA10 .813

SA11 .809

SA9 .787

SA8 .722

SA18 .619

SA19 .580

SA5 .512

SA13 .500

SA12 .497

SA17 .490

SA3 .440

SA1 .403

SA26 .700

SA27 .698

SA28 .686

SA25 .655

SA24 .360

Extraction Method: Principal Axis

Factoring.

Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser

Normalization.

a. Rotation converged in 3 iterations.
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Appendix 13: Items in the questionnaire after EFA

Illness perception scale

Cognitive representation sub-scale

1 ይታዩብኝ የነበሩ ምልክቶች መጥፋት በሽታየ በተሎ ይጠፋል እንድል አድርጎኛል፡፡
2 በሽታየ በቀጣይ ህይወቴ ላይ ምን ተፅእኖ እንደሚያመጣ ፈጣሪ ብቻ ነው የሚያውቀው፡፡

3 እየተሰጠኝ ያለው ህክምና በሽታየን እንደሚያድነኝ ፅኑ እምነት አለኝ፡፡

4 እስከ አሁን ያየሁት ለውጥ መድሃኒቱ ያድነኛል የሚል እምነት እንድይዝ አድሮጎኛል፡፡

5 ከህክምናየ በተጨማሪ የራሴ ተግባራት የመዳን ሁኔታየን ይወስኑታል፡፡

6 መድሃኒቴን በታዘዘልኝ መሰረት ከወሰድኩት መዳን እችላለሁ፡፡

7 ሃኪሞች የመከሩኝን በተግባር ማዋል የኔ ሃላፊነት ነው፡፡

8 ከበሽታየ ለመዳን ተከታታይ ምርመራዎችን ማድረግ አለብኝ ብየ አምናለሁ፡፡

9 ንፅህናየን መጠበቅ በኔ መዳን ላይ የራሱን ሚና ይጫወታል ብየ አምናለሁ፡፡

10 ከበሽታየ ለመዳን ከወሲባዊ ግንኙነቶች እራሴን ማቀብ አለብኝ ብየ አምናለሁ፡፡

11 ቲቢ የሚባለው በሽታ ምን እንደሆነ በሚገባ ተረድቸዋለሁ፡፡

12 በሽታው ሲጀምር ከባድ ነበር፡፡

13 ከቆይታ በኃላ የበሽታው ክብደት እየቀነሰ ይመጣል፡፡

14 የቲቢ መድሃኒት መውሰድ ስጀምር ህመሙ በጣም ከብዶኝ ነበር፡፡

15 በአሁኑ ሰዓት በሽታየ ቀላል ነው፡፡

16 ቲቢ መሆኑ ሲነገረኝ ህመሜ በቀላሉ ስለታወቀልኝ/ስለተገኘልኝ ደስ ብሎኛል፡፡

Emotional representation sub-scale

1 የቲቢ በሽታ ምልክቶች በኔ ላይ መታየት ሲጀምሩ ደንግጨ ነበር፡፡

2 በመጀመሪያ ሃኪሞች ህመሜ ቲቢ እንደሆነ ሲነግሩኝ በጣም ደንግጨ ነበር፡፡

3 መድሃኒቱን ስጀምር በኔ ላይ የታዩ ለውጦች (ለምሳሌ የሽንት ቀለም መቀየር) አስደንግጠውኛል፡፡

4 ሃኪሞች ዋስ አምጣ/ጪ ሲሉኝ ደንግጨ ነበር፡፡

5 በሽታየ ቲቢ መሆኑ ሲነገረኝ ከምን መጣ ብየ ግራ ተጋብቸ ነበር፡፡

6 ቲቢ መሆኑ ሲነገረኝ እንዴት ወደ ቲቢ ተቀየረብኝ ብየ ግራ ገብቶኝ ነበር፡፡

7 ቲቢ መሆኑ ሲነገረኝ ማን ያስታመኛል ብየ ግራ ተጋብቸ ነበር፡፡

8 ቲቢ መሆኑ ሲነገረኝ ልጆቸ እንዴት ይሆናሉ ብየ ግራ ተጋብቸ ነበር፡፡

9 ቲቢ መሆኑ በተነገረኝ ወቅት የመዳን ተስፋ የሌለኝ መስሎ ተሰምቶኝ ነበር፡፡
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Coping strategy Scale

Social withdrawal sub-scale

1 ጠያቂዎች ወደ ቤቴ ሲመጡ ቤቴን ለቅቄ እወጣለሁ፡፡

2 ካመመኝ ጊዜ ወዲህ በአጠቃላይ ሰዎችን አርቄያቸዋለሁ፡፡

3 ጠያቂዎች ቤቴ ሲመጡ የተኛሁ እመስላለሁ፡፡

4 ሌሎች ሰዎች ቲቢ እንዳለብኝ እንዳያውቁ አደርጋለሁ፡፡

5 ለመድሃኒት መዋጫ የሚሆን ውሃ ከጤና ጣቢያው/ሆስፒታሉ አካባቢ እገዛና ውሃውን ከጠጣሁ

በኃላ እቃውን እዛው ጊቢ ውስጥ እጥለዋለሁ፡፡

6 ጤና ጣቢያ/ሆስፒታል ቆይቸ ስመለስ ሰዎች ካዩኝ ፀበል ቆይቸ ነው እላቸዋለሁ፡፡

7 ቲቪ በሽተኛ መሆኔን ለሌሎች ለመንገር ይከብደኛል፡፡

8 የቲቪ ህክምናየን ለማቋረጥ እያሰብኩኝ ነው፡፡

Instrumental Action sub-scale

1 ካመመኝ ወዲህ መተኛየን ለይቻለሁ፡፡

2 ካመመኝ ወዲህ መጠጫየን ለይቻለሁ፡፡

3 ካመመኝ ወዲህ የምበላው ለብቻየ ነው፡፡

4 ካመመኝ ወዲህ ስንቀሳቀስ አፍና አፍንጫየን አፍኘ ነው፡፡

5 ካመመኝ ወዲህ ወሲብ ከመፈፀም ተቆጥቤያለሁ፡፡

6 ስላመመኝ ስራ መስራት አቁሜያለሁ፡፡

7 ስላመመኝ አልጋ ላይ ተኝቸ ነው የምውለው፡፡

8 በድጋፍም ቢሆን ወደጤና ጣቢያ/ሆስፒታል እመጣለሁ፡፡

9 ህክምና ለማግኘት መኖሪያ አካባቢየን ለቅቄያለሁ፡፡

Asking God for help sub-scale

1 በሽታየ እንዳይባባስብኝ ወደ ፈጣሪየ ፀሎት አደርጋለሁ፡፡

2 አሁን የገጠመኝን ነገር ለመቀየር አቅም ስለሌለኝ ወደፈጣሪየ ፀሎት አደርጋለሁ፡፡

3 ሰው የለኝምና አንተ እርዳኝ ብየ ወደ ፈጣሪየ ፀሎት አደርጋለሁ፡፡

4 ካመመኝ ወዲህ ከሌላው ጊዜ የበለጠ ፀሎት አደርጋለሁ፡፡

5 በሚደረግልኝ ህክምና ካልተሻለኝ ፈጣሪየን ለመለመን ተዘጋጅቻለሁ፡፡
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Receiving Instrumental support sub-scale

1 ቲቢን በተመለከተ ከጎረቤቶቸ መረጃዎችን እሰበስባለሁ፡፡

2 ከዚህ በፊት ቲቢ አሟቸው ከነበሩ ሰዎች መረጃዎችን እቀበላለሁ፡፡

3 በአካባቢየ ከሚኖሩ ትልልቅ ሰዎች ስለቲቢ በሽታ መረጃዎችን እቀበላለሁ፡፡

4 ለህክምና የሚያስፈልገኝን ወጭ የሚሸፍንልኝ ሰው አለኝ፡፡

5 የቤተሰብ አባላቴ ወደ ህክምና ስመጣ የትራንስፖርት አገልግሎት ያቀርቡልኛል፡፡

6 ከሰዎች ምን ማድረግ እንዳለብኝ ምክር ለማግኘት ሞክሬያለሁ፡፡

7 ስለበሽታየ ተጨማሪ ነገሮችን ለማግኘት ሰዎችን አናግሬያለሁ፡፡

Praising God sub-scale

1 በሽታየ የባሰ ደረጃ ስላልደረሰ ፈጣሪየን አመሰግናለሁ፡፡

2 በሽታየ ቶሎ ስለተገኘልኝ ፈጣሪየን አመሰግናለሁ፡፡

3 በሽታየ ለውጥ ስላለው ፈጣሪየን አመሰግናለሁ፡፡

Psychosocial adjustment Scale

Fear sub-scale

1 በሽታየን ለሌሎች እንዳላስተላልፍ ብየ እፈራለሁ፡፡

2 በሽታየን ወደ ቤተሰቦቸ እንዳላስተላልፍ እፈራለሁ፡፡

3 በሽታየን ወደ ልጆች እንዳላስተላልፍ እፈራለሁ፡፡

4 ወደልጆቸ እንዳላስተላልፍ ብየ ተጨንቄ ነበር፡፡

5 ቤተሰቤን ሳላውቅ በክየ ይሆን እያልኩ እጨነቃለሁ፡፡

6 ከራሴ በላይ ለቤተሰቦቸ ተጨንቄ ነበር፡፡

7 በሽታየን ወደሌሎች እንዳላስተላልፍ እያልኩ እጨናነቃለሁ፡፡

8 የቲቢ በሽታየን ወደ ሌሎች እንዳላስተላልፍ እያልኩ እጨነቅ ነበር፡፡
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Anxiety sub-scale

1 ምልክቶች እኔ ላይ መታየት እንደጀመሩ ምን ሁኘ ነው እያልኩ እጨነቅ ነበር፡፡

2 ህክምናየን ከመጀመሬ በፊት መድሃኒቱ ምን አይነት ተፅእኖ ያመጣብኝ ይሆን እያልኩ ተጨናንቄ

ነበር፡፡

3 የሰውነቴ ክብደት በፍጥነት በመቀነሱ ተጨንቄ ነበር፡፡

4 እድናለሁ አልድንም ብየ ተጨንቄ ነበር፡፡

5 በሽታው ይቆይብኝ ይሆን ብየ እሰጋለሁ፡፡

6 በሽታው ተመልሶ ይመጣብኝ ይሆን ብየ እሰጋለሁ፡፡

7 በሽታየ ይባባስብኝ ይሆን እያልኩ እጨነቃለሁ፡፡

Depression sub-scale

1 ሌሎች ሰዎች እንዳያገሉኝ ብየ እፈራለሁ፡፡

2 የቲቢ ህክምና ለመጀመር ዋስ አምጣ/ጪ ስባል አስጨንቆኝ ነበር፡፡

3 መድሃኒቱ ቢቋረጥስ እያልኩ እጨነቃለሁ፡፡

4 መጀመሪያ ላይ ጤና ጣቢያ/ሆስፒታል መጥቸ መድሃኒት ለመጀመር አፍሬ ነበር፡፡

5 ወደ ጤና ጣቢያ/ሆስፒታል መምጣት አሁንም ያሳፍረኛል፡፡

6 ወደ ጤና ጣቢያ/ሆስፒታል ስመጣ ምንም የማፈር ስሜት ተሰምቶኝ አያውቅም፡፡

7 የቲቪ መድሃኒቱን እንደጀመርኩት የመደበት (የመደበር) ስሜት ተሰምቶኝ ነበር፡፡

8 በሽታየን ባሰብኩ ቁጥር የባዶነት ስሜት ይሰማኛል፡፡

Positive reframing sub-scale

1 ህክምና ማግኘት በመቻሌ የደስተኝነት ስሜት ተሰምቶኛል፡፡

2 በሽታየ ከጊዜ ወደ ጊዜ ለውጥ ስላለው ደስተኛ ነኝ፡፡

3 ጤና ጣቢያ/ሆስፒታል መጥቸ መድሃኒት መውሰዱን እንደ መናፈሻ አጋጣሚ እቆጥረዋለሁ፡፡

4 መድሃኒት መውሰድ ከጀመርኩ ወዲህ መድሃኒቱን ስጨርስ እድናለሁ የሚል ተስፋ አድሮብኛል፡፡

5 ተከታታይ ምርመራ ካረኩ ለውጥ አያለሁ የሚል ተስፋ አለኝ፡፡
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Loneliness sub-scale

1 ብዙ ጊዜየን በብቸኝነት አሳልፋለሁ፡፡

2 በዙሪያየ ያሉ ሰዎች አልደገፉኝም የሚል ስሜት ይሰማኛል፡፡

3 ለኔ ያለሁት እኔ ብቻ ነኝ ብየ አስባለሁ፡፡

4 ካመመኝ ወዲህ የምበላው፣ የምጠጣው፣ የምንቀሳቀሰው፣ ወዘተ ብቻየን ነው፡፡

Self-discrimination sub-scale

1 ካመመኝ ወዲህ ጠያቂዎችን እንዳይቀርቡኝ ዞር በሉ እላለሁ፡፡

2 ካመመኝ ወዲህ ከጎረቤቶቸ ቤት መሄድ ትቻለሁ፡፡

3 ካመመኝ ወዲህ ከግቢየ ወጥቸ አላውቅም፡፡

4 ጠያቂ ሲመጣ የተኛሁ እመስላለሁ፡፡

5 ካመመኝ ወዲህ ከባለቤቴ/ፍቅረኛየ ጋር አብረን መውጣትና መግባት አቁመናል፡፡

6 ይሳቀቃሉ ብየ በማሰብ ከጎረቤቶቸ ጋር ያለኝን ግንኙነት አቁሜያለሁ፡፡

7 ካመመኝ ወዲህ ዘመዶቸን መጠየቅ አቁሜያለሁ፡፡

Negative reactions from others sub-scale

1 ሰዎች ቲቢ እንዳለብኝ ሲሰሙ ይደነግጣሉ፡፡

2 ሰዎች ቲቢ እንዳለብኝ ሲያውቁ መፍራት ይጀምራሉ፡፡

3 ሰዎች ቲቢ እንዳለብኝ ሲያውቁ ይሸሻሉ፡፡

4 ሰዎች ቲቢ እንዳለብኝ ሲያውቁ ይሸማቀቃሉ፡፡

5 ሰዎች ቲቢ እንዳለብኝ ሲያውቁ ደስተኛ አይሆኑም፡፡

Social support sub-scale

1 አሞኝ እያለ በየቀኑ የምሰራቸውን ስራዎች የሚያግዘኝ ሰው ነበረ፡፡

2 ጓደኞቸና የቤተሰብ አባላቶቸ ከጭንቀትና ፍርሃቴ እንድወጣ አግዘውኛል፡፡

3 አሞኝ እያለ በዙሪያየ ያሉ ሰዎች (ጓደኞቸ፣ የቤተሰብ አባላቶቸ ወይንም ጎረቤቶቸ) አስታመውኛል፡፡

4 ከቤተሰቦቸ ወይንም ጓደኞቸ ጋር በተደጋጋሚ እንገናኛለን ወይንም እናወጋለን፡፡

5 አሞኝ እያለ በዙሪያየ ያሉ ሰዎች (ጓደኞቸ፣ የቤተሰብ አባላቶቸ፣ ጎረቤቶቸ ወይንም የማውቃቸው

ሰዎች) እየመጡ ይጠይቁኛል፡፡
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Others’ discrimination sub-scale

1 ጠያቂዎች ከቤት ሳይገቡ በደጃፍ ሆነው ይጠይቃሉ፡፡

2 ታክሲ/አውቶቡስ/ትራንስፖርት ውስጥ የሆነ ሰው አትሳልብኝ/አትሳይብኝ ብሎኝ ያውቃል፡፡

3 ቲቢ እንዳለብኝ ሲያውቁ ጥለውኝ የሄዱ ሰዎች አሉ፡፡

Positive psychological adjustment sub-scale

1 በሽታየን ለሌሎች እንዳላስተላልፍ ብየ እፈራለሁ፡፡

2 ሌሎች ሰዎች እንዳያገሉኝ ብየ እፈራለሁ፡፡

3 በሽታየን ወደ ቤተሰቦቸ እንዳላስተላልፍ እፈራለሁ፡፡

4 በሽታየን ወደ ልጆች እንዳላስተላልፍ እፈራለሁ፡፡

5 ምልክቶች እኔ ላይ መታየት እንደጀመሩ ምን ሁኘ ነው እያልኩ እጨነቅ ነበር፡፡

6 ህክምናየን ከመጀመሬ በፊት መድሃኒቱ ምን አይነት ተፅእኖ ያመጣብኝ ይሆን እያልኩ ተጨናንቄ

ነበር፡፡

7 የሰውነቴ ክብደት በፍጥነት በመቀነሱ ተጨንቄ ነበር፡፡

8 እድናለሁ አልድንም ብየ ተጨንቄ ነበር፡፡

9 ወደልጆቸ እንዳላስተላልፍ ብየ ተጨንቄ ነበር፡፡

10 ቤተሰቤን ሳላውቅ በክየ ይሆን እያልኩ እጨነቃለሁ፡፡

11 ከራሴ በላይ ለቤተሰቦቸ ተጨንቄ ነበር፡፡

12 በሽታው ይቆይብኝ ይሆን ብየ እሰጋለሁ፡፡

13 በሽታው ተመልሶ ይመጣብኝ ይሆን ብየ እሰጋለሁ፡፡

14 በሽታየን ወደሌሎች እንዳላስተላልፍ እያልኩ እጨናነቃለሁ፡፡

15 በሽታየ ይባባስብኝ ይሆን እያልኩ እጨነቃለሁ፡፡

16 ካመመኝ ወዲህ የምበላው፣ የምጠጣው፣ የምንቀሳቀሰው፣ ወዘተ ብቻየን ነው፡፡

17 የቲቢ በሽታየን ወደ ሌሎች እንዳላስተላልፍ እያልኩ እጨነቅ ነበር፡፡

18 የቲቪ መድሃኒቱን እንደጀመርኩት የመደበት (የመደበር) ስሜት ተሰምቶኝ ነበር፡፡
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Negative psychological adjustment sub-scale

1 መጀመሪያ ላይ ጤና ጣቢያ/ሆስፒታል መጥቸ መድሃኒት ለመጀመር አፍሬ ነበር፡፡

2 ወደ ጤና ጣቢያ/ሆስፒታል መምጣት አሁንም ያሳፍረኛል፡፡

3 ወደ ጤና ጣቢያ/ሆስፒታል ስመጣ ምንም የማፈር ስሜት ተሰምቶኝ አያውቅም፡፡

4 ህክምና ማግኘት በመቻሌ የደስተኝነት ስሜት ተሰምቶኛል፡፡

5 በሽታየ ከጊዜ ወደ ጊዜ ለውጥ ስላለው ደስተኛ ነኝ፡፡

6 መድሃኒት መውሰድ ከጀመርኩ ወዲህ መድሃኒቱን ስጨርስ እድናለሁ የሚል ተስፋ አድሮብኛል፡፡

7 ተከታታይ ምርመራ ካረኩ ለውጥ አያለሁ የሚል ተስፋ አለኝ፡፡

Positive social adjustment sub-scale

1 ካመመኝ ወዲህ ጠያቂዎችን እንዳይቀርቡኝ ዞር በሉ እላለሁ፡፡

2 ካመመኝ ወዲህ ከጎረቤቶቸ ቤት መሄድ ትቻለሁ፡፡

3 ጠያቂ ሲመጣ የተኛሁ እመስላለሁ፡፡

4 ሰዎች ቲቢ እንዳለብኝ ሲሰሙ ይደነግጣሉ፡፡

5 ሰዎች ቲቢ እንዳለብኝ ሲያውቁ መፍራት ይጀምራሉ፡፡

6 ሰዎች ቲቢ እንዳለብኝ ሲያውቁ ይሸሻሉ፡፡

7 ሰዎች ቲቢ እንዳለብኝ ሲያውቁ ይሸማቀቃሉ፡፡

8 ሰዎች ቲቢ እንዳለብኝ ሲያውቁ ደስተኛ አይሆኑም፡፡

9 ጠያቂዎች ከቤት ሳይገቡ በደጃፍ ሆነው ይጠይቃሉ፡፡

10 ቲቢ እንዳለብኝ ሲያውቁ ጥለውኝ የሄዱ ሰዎች አሉ፡፡

11 ይሳቀቃሉ ብየ በማሰብ ከጎረቤቶቸ ጋር ያለኝን ግንኙነት አቁሜያለሁ፡፡

12 ካመመኝ ወዲህ ዘመዶቸን መጠየቅ አቁሜያለሁ፡፡

Negative social adjustment sub-scale

1 አሞኝ እያለ በየቀኑ የምሰራቸውን ስራዎች የሚያግዘኝ ሰው ነበረ፡፡

2 ጓደኞቸና የቤተሰብ አባላቶቸ ከጭንቀትና ፍርሃቴ እንድወጣ አግዘውኛል፡፡

3 አሞኝ እያለ በዙሪያየ ያሉ ሰዎች (ጓደኞቸ፣ የቤተሰብ አባላቶቸ ወይንም ጎረቤቶቸ) አስታመውኛል፡፡

4 ከቤተሰቦቸ ወይንም ጓደኞቸ ጋር በተደጋጋሚ እንገናኛለን ወይንም እናወጋለን፡፡

5 አሞኝ እያለ በዙሪያየ ያሉ ሰዎች (ጓደኞቸ፣ የቤተሰብ አባላቶቸ፣ ጎረቤቶቸ ወይንም የማውቃቸው

ሰዎች) እየመጡ ይጠይቁኛል፡፡
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Appendix 14: Reliability Statistics after the EFA

Table 36

Reliability statistics of the scales used in the study

Scale Number of items Alpha 

1 Illness perception scale 25 .780

1a Cognitive representation 16 .756

1b Emotional representation 9 .800

2 Coping strategies scale 32 .739

2a Social withdrawal coping 8 .813

2b Instrumental action coping 9 .800

2c Asking God coping 5 .795

2d Receiving instrumental support coping 7 .748

2e Praising God coping 3 .799

3 Psychological adjustment scale

First-order factors 32 .883

3a Fear 8 .904

3b Anxiety 7 .838

3c Depression 8 .750

3d Positive reframing 5 .709

3e Loneliness 4 .737

Second order factors 25 .863

3f Negative psychological adjustment 18 .896

3g Positive psychological adjustment 7 .735

4 Social adjustment scale

First-order factors 20 .826

4a Self-discrimination 7 .846

4b Negative reaction 5 891

4c Social support 5 .772

4d Others’-discrimination 3 .665

Second-order factors 17 .890

4e Negative social adjustment 12 .873

4f Positive social adjustment 5 .772
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Appendix 15: Diagnostic Statistics of Regression analysis

a) Diagnostic statistics of models from illness perception to coping strategies

Model 1

Collinearity statistics were within acceptable parameters (tolerance and VIF). Plots of

standardized predicted and residual values and the standardized partial regression plots didn’t

suggest problems with linearity. Normality probability plot suggests there is no violation of

normality assumption. In 14 cases (4%) standardized residuals exceed the upper limit of 2

standard deviations (SD) from the mean and 7 cases (2%) exceed the upper limit of 2.5. These

suggest there is no serious violation of homescasdasticity. The checks for outliers indicate that

all Cook’s distances were less than 1 indicating no outlier and 2 cases (< 1%) exceed the

expected Mahalanovis distance of 3. Deleting these 2 cases improves the variations in social

withdrawal coping only slightly (from 20.2% to 20.4%) and thus the items were not deleted.

Model 2

Collinearity statistics were within acceptable parameters (tolerance and VIF). Plots of

standardized predicted and residual values and the standardized partial regression plots didn’t

suggest problems with linearity. Normality probability plot suggests there is no violation of

normality assumption. In 6 cases (2%) standardized residuals exceed the upper limit of 2 SD

from the mean and 4 cases (1%) exceed the upper limit of 2.5. These suggest there is no serious

violation of homescasdasticity. The checks for outliers indicate that all Cook’s distances were

less than 1 indicating no outlier and 2 cases (< 1%) exceed the expected Mahalanovis distance of

3. Deleting these 2 cases didn’t improve the model fit and thus the cases were not deleted.

Model 3

Collinearity statistics were within acceptable parameters (tolerance and VIF). Plots of

standardized predicted and residual values and the standardized partial regression plots didn’t

suggest problems with linearity. Normality probability plot suggests there is no violation of

normality assumption. In no case standardized residuals exceed the upper limit of 2 SD from the

mean suggesting that there is no violation of homescasdasticity. The checks for outliers indicate

that all Cook’s distances were less than 1 indicating no outlier and 2 cases (< 1%) exceed the

expected Mahalanovis distance of 3. Deleting these 2 cases didn’t improve the model fit and thus

the cases were not deleted.

Model 4

Collinearity statistics were within acceptable parameters (tolerance and VIF). Plots of

standardized predicted and residual values and the standardized partial regression plots didn’t

suggest problems with linearity. Normality probability plot suggests there is no violation of
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normality assumption. In 2 cases (< 1%) standardized residuals exceed the upper limit of 2 SD

from the mean suggesting that there is no serious violation of homescasdasticity. The checks for

outliers indicate that all Cook’s distances were less than 1 indicating no outlier and 2 cases (<

1%) exceed the expected Mahalanovis distance (D2/df) of 3. Deleting these 2 cases didn’t

improve the model fit and thus the cases were not deleted.

Model 5

Collinearity statistics were within acceptable parameters (tolerance and VIF). Plots of

standardized predicted and residual values and the standardized partial regression plots didn’t

suggest problems with linearity. Normality probability plot suggests there is no violation of

normality assumption. In no case standardized residuals exceed the upper limit of 2 SD from the

mean suggesting that there is no violation of homescasdasticity. The checks for outliers indicate

that all Cook’s distances were less than 1 indicating no outlier and 2 cases (< 1%) exceed the

expected Mahalanovis distance of 3. Deleting these 2 cases didn’t improve the model fit and thus

the cases were not deleted.

b) Diagnostic statistics of models from coping strategies to psychosocial adjustment

Model 1

Collinearity statistics were within acceptable parameters (tolerance and VIF). Plots of

standardized predicted and residual values and the standardized partial regression plots didn’t

suggest problems with linearity. Normality probability plot suggests there is no violation of

normality assumption. In 2 cases (< 1%) standardized residuals exceed the upper limit of 2 SD

from the mean suggesting that there is no serious violation of homescasdasticity. The checks for

outliers indicate that all Cook’s distances were less than 1 indicating no outlier and 2 cases (<

1%) exceed the expected Mahalanovis distance of 3. Deleting these 2 cases didn’t improve the

model fit and thus the cases were not deleted.

Model 2

Collinearity statistics were within acceptable parameters (tolerance and VIF). Plots of

standardized predicted and residual values and the standardized partial regression plots didn’t

suggest problems with linearity. Normality probability plot suggests there is no violation of

normality assumption. In 3 cases (1%) standardized residuals exceed the upper limit of 2 SD

from the mean suggesting that there is no serious violation of homescasdasticity. The checks for

outliers indicate that all Cook’s distances were less than 1 indicating no outlier and 2 cases (<

1%) exceed the expected Mahalanovis distance of 3. Deleting these 2 cases didn’t improve the

model fit and thus the cases were not deleted.
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Model 3

Collinearity statistics were within acceptable parameters (tolerance and VIF). Plots of

standardized predicted and residual values and the standardized partial regression plots didn’t

suggest problems with linearity. Normality probability plot suggests there is no violation of

normality assumption. In 9 cases (3%) standardized residuals exceed the upper limit of 2 SD

from the mean and 3 cases (1%) exceed the upper limit of 2.5. These suggest there is no serious

violation of homescasdasticity. The checks for outliers indicate that all Cook’s distances were

less than 1 indicating no outlier and 2 cases (< 1%) exceed the expected Mahalanovis distance of

3. Deleting these 2 cases didn’t improve the model fit and thus the cases were not deleted.

Model 4

Collinearity statistics were within acceptable parameters (tolerance and VIF). Plots of

standardized predicted and residual values and the standardized partial regression plots didn’t

suggest problems with linearity. Normality probability plot suggests there is no violation of

normality assumption. In 8 cases (2%) standardized residuals exceed the upper limit of 2 SD

from the mean and 2 cases (< 1%) exceed the upper limit of 2.5. These suggest there is no

serious violation of homescasdasticity. The checks for outliers indicate that all Cook’s distances

were less than 1 indicating no outlier and 2 cases (< 1%) exceed the expected Mahalanovis

distance of 3. Deleting these 2 cases didn’t improve the model fit and thus the cases were not

deleted.

c) Diagnostic statistics of models from illness perception to psychosocial adjustment

Model 1

Collinearity statistics were within acceptable parameters (tolerance and VIF). Normality

probability plot suggests there is no violation of normality assumption. In 8 cases (2%)

standardized residuals exceed the upper limit of 2 SD from the mean suggesting that there is no

serious violation of homescasdasticity. In this model the standardized partial regression plot for

occupation suggest that there is problem of non-linearity. Although the Cook’s distances indicate

no outlier, the Mahalanobis distance indicated 2 outliers (< 1%). Deleting these items improved

linearity but significantly decreased the predicting power of the model.

Model 2

Collinearity statistics were within acceptable parameters (tolerance and VIF). In no case

standardized residuals exceed the upper limit of 2 SD from the mean suggesting that there is no

violation of homescasdasticity. The standardized partial regression plot for cognitive

representation suggests that there is problem of non-normality. Coupled with this the normal

probability plot indicate that the assumptions of normality is violated. Although the Cook’s
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distance indicates no outlier, two cases (< 1%) exceed the expected Mahalanovis distance of 3

and deleting the cases improved normality and normality but significantly decreased the

prediction power of cognitive representation. Hence interpretation of this model deserves due

consideration.

Model 3

Collinearity statistics were within acceptable parameters (tolerance and VIF). Plots of

standardized predicted and residual values and the standardized partial regression plots didn’t

suggest problems with linearity. Normality probability plot suggests there is no violation of

normality assumption. In 10 cases (3%) standardized residuals exceed the upper limit of 2 SD

from the mean and 1 case (< 1%) exceeds the upper limit of 2.5. These suggest there is no

serious violation of homescasdasticity. The checks for outliers indicate that all Cook’s distances

were less than 1 indicating no outlier and no case exceed the expected Mahalanovis distance of 3

indicating no outlier.

Model 4

Collinearity statistics were within acceptable parameters (tolerance and VIF). Plots of

standardized predicted and residual values and the standardized partial regression plots didn’t

suggest problems with linearity. Normality probability plot suggests there is no violation of

normality assumption. In no case standardized residuals exceed the upper limit of 2 SD from the

mean suggesting that there is no violation of homescasdasticity. The checks for outliers indicate

that all Cook’s distances were less than 1 indicating no outlier and no case exceed the expected

Mahalanovis distance of 3 indicating no outlier.
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Appendix 16: SEM Path Model

SEM Path Model 1: Initial Model

Figure 11: Path SEM initial model
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SEM Path Model 2: Trimmed Model

Figure 12: Path SEM trimmed model
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Table 37
Regression weights of the initial and the trimmed models

Variables

Initial Model Trimmed Model

Estimate S.E. C.R. P Estimate S.E. C.R. P

RecInstSupp <--- CogRepF .407 .091 4.469 *** .407 .091 4.469 ***

SoWizD <--- CogRepF -.536 .075 -7.142 *** -.536 .075 -7.142 ***

AskGod <--- CogRepF .357 .097 3.661 *** .357 .097 3.661 ***

RecInstSupp <--- EmoRep .126 .053 2.369 .018 .126 .053 2.369 .018

SoWizD <--- EmoRep .343 .047 7.244 *** .343 .047 7.244 ***

AskGod <--- EmoRep .164 .055 3.002 .003 .164 .055 3.002 .003

InstAction <--- EmoRep .370 .050 7.459 *** .370 .050 7.459 ***

PraiseGod <--- CogRepF .781 .065 12.008 *** .781 .065 12.008 ***

PositivePsyAdj <--- CogRepF .401 .072 5.588 *** .401 .072 5.588 ***

PositiveSocAdj <--- CogRepF .129 .095 1.362 .173

NegativePsyAdj <--- EmoRep .317 .037 8.536 *** .317 .037 8.536 ***

NegativeSocAdj <--- EmoRep .205 .047 4.381 *** .205 .047 4.381 ***

PositiveSocAdj <--- PraiseGod .188 .064 2.918 .004 .234 .055 4.269 ***

PositivePsyAdj <--- PraiseGod .184 .049 3.782 *** .184 .049 3.782 ***

NegativeSocAdj <--- InstAction .326 .050 6.567 *** .326 .050 6.567 ***

NegativePsyAdj <--- InstAction .381 .037 10.314 *** .381 .037 10.314 ***

NegativePsyAdj <--- AskGod .146 .030 4.838 *** .146 .030 4.838 ***

PositiveSocAdj <--- RecInstSupp .331 .046 7.122 *** .341 .045 7.511 ***

PositivePsyAdj <--- SoWizD -.286 .037 -7.720 *** -.286 .037 -7.720 ***

NegativeSocAdj <--- SoWizD .322 .047 6.844 *** .322 .047 6.844 ***
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